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MERJENJE FISKALNE DECENTRALIZACIJE IN NJENEGA VPLIVA NA PRIMERU
MAKEDONIJE
POVZETEK
Makedonija je svojo tranzicijo začela na zahtevo tržnega gospodarstva po razglasitvi svoje
neodvisnosti od nekdanje Jugoslavije leta 1991. Tranzicija je pripeljala do odzivnega učinka s
krivuljo v obliki črke U s počasno stopnjo rasti pod potencialom. V času nekdanje Jugoslavije so
kolektivizacija kmetij in začetki velikih industrijskih podjetij pritegnili pravoslavne makedonske
skupnosti k preseljevanju zaradi dela v teh velikih industrijskih podjetjih v urbanih centrih. Po
drugi strani so muslimanske skupnosti ohranile svoje tradicionalne podeželske lokacije in
aktivnosti z visoko stopnjo rodnosti in intenzivno emigracijo v zahodno Evropo.
Leta 1991 so se Albanci vzdržali glasovanja o prvi makedonski ustavi. Kmalu so se zahteve
Albancev v Makedoniji začele usmerjati na sorazmerno zastopanost v vseh političnih institucijah,
več izobraževanja v albanskem jeziku na univerzitetni stopnji in spremembe ustave, ki bi
Makedonijo razglasila za multietnično državo, katero enakovredno sestavljajo Makedonci in
Albanci. Leta 2001, takoj po ratifikaciji obmejnega sporazuma s Srbijo, je prišlo do spopada
Albancev z makedonskimi oboroženimi silami. Spopadi so se končali s podpisom Ohridskega
okvirnega sporazuma (OOS) leta 2001. Težko je zaključiti, kje so bili razlogi etničnega konflikta v
Makedoniji. Je bil to različen socialno-ekonomski status narodnosti? Je bila to ustava iz leta 1991?
Ali le boj za ozemlje?
Socio-ekonomske in demografske razlike niso bile rezultat utesnjenosti glede na regije in etnično
pripadnost v Makedoniji. Čeprav Albanci predstavljajo 25 % celotnega prebivalstva, je lahko
njihova gospodarska moč nesorazmerno višja v Makedoniji v primerjavi z etničnimi Makedonci,
tako da je njihova odgovornost kot spoštovanega partnerja zgraditi nacionalno kohezijo z
Makedonci pravzaprav še večja. Če sprejmemo, da so gospodarske razlike in pomanjkanje
etničnega sožitja pripeljali do etničnih sporov in preferencialne politike po OOS v Makedoniji,
potem moramo danes na žalost podati zaključek, da razlike v gospodarstvu, socialni vključenosti in
demografiji med regijami in v etničnem spektru v Makedoniji še vedno ostajajo.
OOS je prinesel novo makedonsko ustavo s preferencialnimi politikami, povezanimi s procesom
decentralizacije, enakovredno zastopanostjo skupnosti, ustanovitvijo Sveta za medetnične odnose
in uporabo jezikov. Decentralizacija je sprejeta kot zaščitni znak OOS in preferencialna politika kot
izbira za večjo nacionalno kohezijo, ne pa kot ekonomski instrument. A kontekst decentralizacije in
še posebno fiskalne decentralizacije se v tranzicijskih gospodarstvih na žalost zelo razlikuje od
konteksta v tržnih gospodarstvih. Ta vprašanja postavljajo probleme, ki so kompleksni za
obravnavo in empirično testiranje. Od svoje neodvisnosti leta 1991 je Makedonija izkusila tri
obdobja procesa decentralizacije. Hitrost decentralizacije se je močno povečala v letu 2005, ko je
vlada sprejela podroben načrt prenosa pristojnosti in virov. V povezavi s fiskalno decentralizacijo
kljub rastočemu deležu občinskih prihodkov v BDP makedonske občine še vedno kažejo relativno
visoko fiskalno odvisnost od centralne uprave.
Ta doktorska disertacija ocenjuje učinkovitost makedonskih občin z uporabo metod DEA-VRS in
SFA. Domnevamo, da etnična fragmentiranost vpliva na učinkovitost makedonskih občin in zato
testiramo naslednje hipoteze:
H1. Makedonske občine so povprečno relativno neučinkovite pri zagotavljanju storitev
državljanom.
H2. Etnična fragmentiranost prispeva k neučinkovitosti decentraliziranega zagotavljanja
storitev v Makedoniji.
Naš prispevek k literaturi je, da kolikor nam je znano, prvič predstavljamo etnične značilnosti občin
v literaturi o ocenjevanju uspešnosti občin z metodami DEA in SFA. Prav tako je to prvič, da se pri
državi kandidatki za vstop v EU ocenjuje splošna občinska učinkovitost z uporabo metod

učinkovite meje. Doktorska disertacija prispeva tudi k razpravi o decentralizaciji v Makedoniji in k
razpravi o političnih problemih, povezanih s socialno-ekonomskim in političnim razvojem
Makedonije po OOS.
Rezultati DEA-VRS potrjujejo našo hipotezo H1 o v povprečju relativno nizki učinkovitosti
makedonskih občin. Poleg tega smo pokazali, da makedonske občine izčrpavajo rastoče ekonomije
obsega s populacijo do 10.000. Druga stopnja Kernelove ocene kaže negativen učinek etnične
fragmentiranosti na točke učinkovitosti DEA in potrjuje našo hipotezo H2. Vidimo lahko, da
višja kot je fragmentiranost (uravnoteženo število etničnih skupin: Makedonci, Albanci in drugi) v
Makedoniji, manj učinkovita bo občina. Možna razlaga za negativni trend je lahko, da v primeru
obstoja večetničnega ravnotežja med etničnimi skupinami v eni občini, politična moč postane bolj
uravnotežena, etnične skupine barantajo za igre z ničelno vsoto in podaljšujejo proces odločanja, ki
bi prinesel spremembe v smeri bolj učinkovitega delovanja občin. Druge ugotovitve so, da so lastni
dohodki na osebo rahlo negativno sorazmerni z točkami učinkovitosti DEA in večje kot je
prebivalstvo na km2 (spremenljivka gostote), več izdatkov je potrebnih. To potrjuje dejstvo, da je
gostota prebivalstva negativno soodvisna od učinkovitosti, in kaže, da je pomemben del
opaženih neučinkovitosti morda posledica strukturnih neučinkovitosti.
Povprečna SFA stroškovna učinkovitost je ocenjena na 57,9 % z metodo SFA, in sicer kot sledi:
makedonske občine lahko dosežejo enake izhodne stopnje s povprečno 40 % (DEA-VRS) do 42 %
(SFA) zmanjšanjem trenutnih stroškov. Distribucija točk je videti koncentrirana okrog sredine pri
SFA, saj je mediana točk relativno blizu točkovne sredine. Po točkah DEA-VRS smo namreč
ugotovili, da se rastoča strukturna učinkovitost izčrpa pri razredu števila prebivalstva med 5.000 in
10.000, medtem ko so po SFA rastoča strukturna učinkovitost izčrpa v razredu števila prebivalstva
med 10.000 in 15.000. Zato lahko pričakujemo, da se strukturna učinkovitost v makedonskih
občinah pojavlja s povprečnim številom prebivalstva 10.000.
Rezultati SFA ocenjevanja Cobb-Douglasove stroškovne funkcije nadalje kažejo, da so etnična
fragmentiranost, lastni davčni prihodki na osebo in gostota prebivalstva negativno soodvisni
od občinske učinkovitosti. Primerljivost SFA in DEA rezultatov kaže, da so dobljeni rezultati
robustni.
Naša umetna spremenljivka, ki meri enako pripadnost župana s pripadnostjo koalicije v
centralni vladi, kaže pomemben pozitivni vpliv na občinsko učinkovitost. V Makedoniji je
običajno, da župani, ki so člani drugih političnih strank, kot so tiste v centralni vladi, ustvarjajo
zastoje pri projektih v določeni občini, in sicer zaradi sovražnega vpliva centralne vlade na lokalne
zadeve. Naše ugotovitve potrjujejo, da lahko pride do pozitivnega vpliva na občinsko učinkovitost
enostavno zato, ker župan iste politične pripadnosti kot centralna vlada doseže kooperativne rešitve
namesto bojev v igrah z ničelno vsoto.
Opazili smo tudi nekaj zanimivih trendov, ko smo merili zadovoljstvo državljanov, tj. izhodne
spremenljivke. Nezadovoljstvo z občinskimi spremembami je na splošno relativno višje, če je
občina etnično fragmentirana in ljudje pogosteje poročajo, da so jim zavrnili storitve zaradi njihove
narodnosti. Po drugi strani ni pomembne soodvisnosti med etnično fragmentacijo in
napredovanjem v karieri, dostopu do stanovanj in dostopu do izobraževalnih institucij. To je zelo
pozitiven kazalec uspeha integracijskega procesa v državi kot celoti.
Ključne besede: decentralizacija, učinkovitost občin, etnične fragmentacije, javne storitve, analiza
ovojnice podatkov, stohastične analize meja

THE MEASUREMENT AND IMPACT OF FISCAL DECENTRALISATION: THE CASE
OF MACEDONIA
SUMMARY
Macedonia started its transition from a command to a market economy after it declared its
independence from former Yugoslavia in 1991. The transition has led to a U-shaped response of
output with sluggish growth rates below the potential. In the time of former Yugoslavia, the
collectivisation of farms and initiation of large industrial enterprises attracted orthodox
Macedonian communities to move to work in these large industrial enterprises in urban centres.
Conversely, the Muslim communities retained their traditional rural locations and activities with
high birth rates and intensive emigration to Western Europe.
In 1991, ethnic Albanians abstained from voting on the first Macedonian constitution. Soon after,
ethnic Albanians in Macedonia started to call for proportional representation in all political
institutions, more education in the Albanian language at the university level and changes to the
constitution proclaiming Macedonia to be a multi-ethnic country made up, on an equal basis, of
Macedonians and Albanians. In 2001, immediately after the Macedonian parliament ratified a
border treaty with Serbia, ethnic Albanians clashed with Macedonian armed forces. The clashes
ended with the signing of the Ohrid Framework Agreement (OFA) in 2001. It is difficult to
conclude what the roots of the ethnic conflict in Macedonia were: Was it the different socioeconomic status of the ethnicities? Was it the constitution of 1991? Or was it just fighting over
territory?
Socio-economic and demographic differences are not narrowing across regions and ethnicities in
Macedonia. Even though Albanians make up 25% of the total population, it might be that their
economic power is disproportionally higher in Macedonia compared to ethnic Macedonians and
thus their responsibility as a respectable partner with ethnic Macedonians to build national
cohesion is actually greater. If we accept that economic differences and a lack of ethnic harmony
brought about the ethnic clashes and the post-OFA preferential policies in Macedonia, then
unfortunately, nowadays, we must conclude that the differences in the economy, social inclusion
and demography are persisting in Macedonia across regions and the ethnic spectrum.
The OFA brought a new Macedonian constitution with preferential policies related to the
decentralisation process, equitable representation of communities, the establishment of the Council
for Inter-ethnic Relations and the use of languages. Decentralisation is considered to be a hallmark
of the OFA and a preferential policy choice for bringing national cohesion rather than an economic
instrument. But unfortunately the context for decentralisation and particularly fiscal
decentralisation in transition economies is very different from the context in market economies.
These raise issues that are hard to address and to empirically test. Since its independence in 1991,
Macedonia has experienced three periods in the process of decentralisation. The speed of
decentralisation reforms greatly accelerated during 2005 when the government adopted a detailed
plan for the transfer of competencies and resources. Related to fiscal decentralisation, despite the
increasing share of municipal revenues in GDP, Macedonian municipalities are still showing
relatively high fiscal dependence on the central government.
This doctoral dissertation estimates the efficiency of Macedonian municipalities by using the DEAVRS and SFA. We hypothesise that ethnic fragmentation may have an impact on the efficiency of
Macedonian municipalities and thus we test the following hypotheses:
H1. Macedonian municipalities are on average relatively inefficient in providing services to
citizens.
H2. Ethnic fragmentation contributes to the inefficiency of the decentralised service provision
in Macedonia.

Our contribution to the literature is that for the first time, to the best of our knowledge, we
introduce the ethnic characteristics of municipalities in the literature estimating the efficiency of
municipalities with DEA and SFA frontiers. Moreover, this is the first time for an EU candidate
country to estimate general municipal efficiency by using frontiers. This doctoral dissertation also
contributes to the decentralisation debate in Macedonia and to the debate on policy issues related to
the socio-economic and political post-OFA development of Macedonia.
The DEA-VRS results confirm hypothesis H1 concerning the average relatively low efficiency of
Macedonian municipalities. Further, we show that Macedonian municipalities are exhausting
increasing economies of scale with a population of up to 10,000. The second-stage Kernel
estimation illustrates the negative ETF impact on the DEA efficiency scores and confirms
hypothesis H2. We can see that the higher the fragmentation is (a balanced number of ethnic
groups: Macedonians, Albanians and others) in Macedonia, the less efficient a municipality will be.
One explanation of the negative trend might be that if there is a greater ethnic balance between
ethnic groups in one municipality, the political power becomes more balanced, the ethnic groups
are bargaining zero-sum games and prolonging the decision-making process that would bring
changes towards the more efficient operation of municipalities. Other findings are that the own
revenues per capita are slightly negatively correlated with the DEA efficiency scores and the
greater the population per km2 (density variable), the greater the expenditures that are required.
This confirms that population density is negatively correlated with efficiency and indicates that
a significant part of the observed inefficiencies might be driven by scale inefficiencies.
The average SFA efficiency is estimated at 57.9% with the SFA method as follows: Macedonian
municipalities can achieve the same output levels with about, on average, a 40% (DEA-VRS) to
42% (SFA) current spending reduction. The score’s distributions looks concentrated around the
mean in the SFA since the score’s median is relatively close to the score’s mean. DEA-VRS scores
show that increasing scale efficiencies are exhausted for the population size class of 5,000–10,000,
whereas the SFA scores indicate that increasing scale efficiencies are exhausted for the population
size class of 10,000–15,000. Thus, we might expect that scale efficiencies are exhausted in
Macedonian municipalities with an average population size of 10,000. The results of the SFA
estimation of the Cobb-Douglas cost function show that ETF, own tax revenues per capita and
population density are negatively correlated with municipal efficiency. Since both methods
produce comparable results, it may be concluded that the obtained results are robust.
Our dummy variable in the SFA estimation that measures the same affiliation of the mayor with
that of the central government coalition shows a significant positive impact on municipal
efficiency. It is common practice in Macedonia for a mayor affiliated with the opposite political
party as that of the central government to create delays in projects in that particular municipality
because of the adverse influence of the central government on local matters. Our findings confirm
that a positive effect on municipal efficiency might occur simply because a mayor with the same
political affiliation as that of the central government reaches cooperative solutions instead of
fighting zero-sum games.
We also observe several interesting trends when measuring the satisfaction of citizens, i.e. outcome
variables. Dissatisfaction with municipal services, in general, is relatively higher the more
ethnically fragmented a municipality is, and people more often report that they were denied
services because of their ethnicity the more ethnically fragmented a municipality is. In contrast,
there is no significant correlation between ethnic fragmentation and career promotion, access to
housing and access to educational institutions. This is a very positive sign of the success of the
integration process in the country as a whole.
Key words: decentralisation, municipal efficiency, ethnic fragmentation, public services, data
envelopment analysis, stochastic frontier analysis
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INTRODUCTION
This doctoral dissertation examines the efficiency of Macedonian municipalities in the
delivery of public services, determines the causes of that efficiency and demonstrates how
ethnic fragmentation in municipalities impacts such efficiency or the lack thereof.
The overall measurement and impact of decentralisation depends on its goals, design and
institutional arrangements. However, it also depends on the environment, developmental
stage of democracy and other factors like region, ethnicity, socio-economic and political
differences in a particular country. Measuring the impact and efficiency of decentralisation
as a policy choice is not easy. As a young democracy in transition, Macedonia faces many
socio-economic and political challenges. It is trying to build national cohesion after the
inter-ethnic clashes between ethnic Macedonians and ethnic Albanians in 2001. The
clashes ended with the signing of the so-called Ohrid Framework Agreement (hereinafter:
the OFA), new constitutional changes in Macedonia, and the introduction of expensive
preferential policies including new momentum in the decentralisation process; all to ensure
national cohesion building and to mitigate political challenges.
Democracy might work better in socially, economically and ethnically homogenous
countries. In heterogeneous societies, ethnic minorities often feel suppressed because
democracy is usually considered the rule of the majority. Thus, decentralisation can make
democracy work better by shifting toward consocial1 elements of democracy designed at
the central government level and at the municipal level. Ethnically diverse societies may
produce mono-ethnic municipalities that are inefficient because they are »of the wrong
ethnicity«, i.e. cannot lobby the leading ethnic majority national government or are ignored
by that same government. As basic units of local government within the decentralised
framework, municipalities directly face the dissatisfaction of citizens due to the inefficient
delivery of public services as they are closest to the citizens/voters. Municipalities might
be inefficient in public service delivery and cannot achieve economies of scale because
they are simply too fragmented, small or rural. Their particular ethnic fragmentation profile
may play a role as well as numerous other possible variables.
Ethnic fragmentation may increase rent-seeking and reduce the incentive to invest in
productive public services. Ethnic fragmentation might also induce lower levels of social
capital simply because the different ethnic groups are exclusive, competitive with one
another and primarily interested in furthering the welfare of their own group members
(Ranis, 2011). Further, the ethnic group in power may limit spending on public goods to
prevent those outside the governing group from benefiting and becoming stronger.
Macedonia has large disparities across regions, ethnicities and municipalities. In addition,
given the tendencies for consocial democracy and ethnically driven political pressures
within the decentralisation process, ethnic fragmentation can negatively affect the
efficiency of the provision of public goods at the municipal level. On the other hand, the
recent success of Macedonian municipalities in increasing the collection of their own
revenues shows the potential of decentralisation to have a positive impact on Macedonian
municipalities. Accurately determining the factors of municipalities’ efficiency that have
1

In Macedonia there are characteristics of a consocial democracy because at all times there has been a
government established by the wining ethnic Macedonian political party and the winning ethnic Albanian
political party; minorities have the right to veto laws related to culture, language and education. An equitable
representation principle is also employed in the public administration (Vankovska, 2007).

1

relative importance for the development of Macedonian local governments2 remains a
challenging task and would provide important feedback to policy makers in Macedonia.
This doctoral dissertation estimates the efficiency of Macedonian municipalities. It also
tries to identify the determinants of the efficiencies and inefficiencies. Several explanatory
variables suggested in the literature are tested in our model, together with ethnic
fragmentation, which is a novelty in such types of studies. Two hypotheses are tested:
H1. Macedonian municipalities are on average relatively inefficient in providing
services to citizens.
H2. Ethnic fragmentation contributes to the inefficiency of the decentralised service
provision in Macedonia.
The doctoral dissertation is organised in the following way. In Chapter 1, we give an
overview of the Macedonian socio-economic experience as one of the less developed
regions (hereinafter: LDRs) in former Yugoslavia. We also provide details about the early
years of the Macedonian transition following its independence in 1991. The transition was
a painful and long process for Macedonia which resulted in jobless economic growth. It is
functioning below its potential compared to its peers. During the transition, Macedonia
survived the Greek blockade because of the name issues. It survived the United Nations
(hereinafter: UN) blockade on the Republic of Yugoslavia because of the wars in former
Yugoslavia and Kosovo and the Metohija crisis due to the NATO bombing campaign as
well as domestic ethnic clashes in 2001 and is currently surviving the adverse effects of the
global economic crisis as a small open economy.
In Chapter 1, we also provide details about Macedonia’s large disparities between regions.
We present the ethnic structure of the regions and the ethnic profile of the population in the
Nomenclature of Units for Territorial Statistics (hereinafter: NUTS) III in Macedonia.
Namely, the ethnic Albanian population is generally located in rural areas, despite its
increasing urban presence, especially in Skopje, but also in Gostivar, Debar, Tetovo and
Struga (Buzar, 2006). A combination of socio-economic factors has created a particular
geographic pattern in the distribution of Albanian settlements as they tend to be located on
the agricultural periphery of a larger spatial unit, whereas the ethnic Macedonian rural
settlements are more or less being abandoned as ethnic Macedonians tend to work in the
industrial centres (Buzar, 2006). The regional disparities and different socio-economic
behaviour that depends on ethnic background might complicate the decentralisation design
and municipal efficiency regarding public service delivery across the spectrum from
political decentralisation to administrative decentralisation and through the devolution of
competencies.
The decentralisation process gained additional momentum with the new constitution of
2001 after the domestic ethnic clashes in 2001 had ended. That is why a chronology of the
relationship between ethnic Macedonians and ethnic Albanians is given together with an
explanation of the new preferential policies integrated into this constitution. This context
will provide additional information on why it is important for decentralisation and public
services provision at the municipal level to be analysed within the scope of ethnic
fragmentation. Political scientists often rightfully emphasise that local government is not
simply an economic mechanism for the delivery of public sector services; this is especially
true in the Macedonian context. Despite acknowledging this crucial point, much economic
2

Further on in the text we will use municipality and local government as synonyms.
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theory still concentrates on the role of local government in promoting efficiency through
its service delivery function (Bailey, 1999).
Chapter 2 provides a review of theoretical literature on decentralisation. Besides the usual
pros and cons of decentralisation, such as the benefit of bringing the government closer to
the voters and the disadvantage of the loss of economies of scale, we also provide a
theoretical discussion related to decentralisation and the specifics of transitional countries,
particularly those of Macedonia. Decentralisation in Macedonia is a policy choice to create
national cohesion rather than an economic instrument. Thus, political variables like
ethnicity and the political affiliation of a mayor with the central government and/or with
the municipal council are becoming very relevant if we want to estimate the economic
efficiency of public service delivery across municipalities in Macedonia.
Chapter 3 discusses fiscal federalism and decentralisation. It provides an overview of
federalism and decentralisation in former Yugoslavia and the dynamics of decentralisation
in Macedonia after its independence in 1991. We give details about decentralisation related
to territorial arrangements in Macedonia, demography, economics, infrastructure, and
fiscal decentralisation (expenditure assignments, revenue assignments, and intergovernmental transfers). We also illustrate the differences among the municipalities in
Macedonia.
Chapter 4 provides a literature review of municipal efficiency estimated by using a
nonparametric Data Envelopment Analysis (hereinafter: DEA) and a parametric Stochastic
Frontier Analysis (hereinafter: SFA). Researchers use parametric and nonparametric
techniques for estimation. Both techniques have their advantages and deficiencies. We use
these techniques to estimate the efficiency of Macedonian municipalities. We also try to
ascertain the determinants of such levels of efficiency. In estimating the determinants of
the levels of efficiency from the DEA estimation, we use DEA scores within the Kernel
method due to weaknesses related to the use of DEA scores in an Ordinary Least Squares
(hereinafter: OLS) regression. We also estimate inefficiencies with SFA.
To identify variables, we conducted a literature review of empirical studies and we also
present details about the input and output variables used to estimate efficiency and the
variables that describe the determinants of efficiency.
Related to the use of the data set and methodologies for the estimation, we rely on the
decentralisation legal framework and constitutional arrangements in Macedonia. Different
types of data used in this work are provided by various institutions in order to estimate the
efficiency of Macedonian municipalities. We pay close attention to these principles:
availability, relevancy, official sources, and no missing municipal observations related to
data collection and usage.
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1 MACEDONIA AND THE TRANSITION
1.1 Macedonia in Yugoslavia
The Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, established in 19463 (as the Federal
People’s Republic of Yugoslavia), was a socialist state and not an actual democracy. The
federation had a significant amount of control over all the republics. However, the country
was much more liberal domestically and more open to the world than other countries of the
Eastern Bloc (Rudolph 2006). For much of the socialist period, particularly after the 1960s,
it enjoyed a high living standard and access to international markets. Namely, with the
economic reform of 1965 a greater proportion of the net income of enterprises was left to
enterprises, thus strengthening the workers’ self-management and allotting workers more
funds to distribute according to their own discretion (Bicanic, 1973).
The Yugoslav system and its federalism was based on egalite, i.e. a society in which
working people and man would be equal, free from exploitation and each nation (narodi in
Slavic languages) and minorities (narodnosti as a Yugoslav expression for minorities)
would together create the conditions for free and all-encompassing development in
accordance with the constitution of Yugoslavia. The political system was a mono-party and
coupled with poorly defined property rights and with the redistribution, through soft
budget constraints, profitable firms were discretionally taxed and the proceeds were used
to bail out unprofitable firms (Vodopivec, 1992). This soft budget constraint included the
interregional redistribution from more developed regions (hereinafter: MDRs) to less
developed regions (LDRs).
Within the former Yugoslavia, Macedonia was part of the LDRs benefiting from the
subsidies from the MDRs4. An interesting analysis of the origins of the lesser development
in some regions of Yugoslavia is presented in Uzunov (1966). Uzunov’s main thesis is that
being a LDR is actually inherited from the past out of the difference between the two
feudal states of the Austro-Hungarian and the Ottoman empires. The capitalist
breakthrough made them different. Namely, Yugoslav people were exploited in both
empires but the growth of production forces was higher under the Austro-Hungarian than
the Ottoman rule, thus growing infrastructure and the capital stock, while at the same time
production forces and capitalism as such were not developed in the Ottoman Empire. In
these different socio-economic situations, the tax system was also different. While in the
Austro-Hungarian Empire it was new value and profit that was taxed, in the Ottoman
Empire the tax system was based on taxing property and forcing redistribution rather than
producing new value. Thus, the differences between these regions actually grew further
when the first Yugoslav state was established in 1918 as foreign capital was invested in
more competitive regions where infrastructure was present and some form of capitalism
and market economy was already operating.
The World Bank (1993) stated that Yugoslavia was continually plagued by
macroeconomic instability, in part because of the subsidisation of LDRs, poorly
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For a chronology of the construction and deconstruction of former Yugoslavia, see Rudolph (2006).
Under a federal law from 1965, the LDRs in Yugoslavia included: Bosnia and Herzegovina, Macedonia,
Montenegro and Kosovo and Metohija, comprising 40% of the Yugoslav territory and 30% of the Yugoslav
population.
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performing enterprises5 and the tolerance of disintegrative tendencies. Further,
accommodating its vast ethnic, religious and cultural differences Yugoslavia became a
federation of six republics (World Bank, 1993). It was thought that this would resolve the
burning national question and bring prosperity to all ethnic groups and decrease regional
disparities. Namely, Yugoslavia was the most decentralised country in Europe for the sake
of managing inter-ethnic conflict (Spencer, 2000). Yet Yugoslavia did not succeed in
eliminating or diminishing regional differences (Table 1).
Table 1. Main indicators of Yugoslavia and its republics
Year

Population (%)
Population (%)
GNP per capita
(Yugoslavia=100)
GNP per capita
(Yugoslavia=100)
Unemployment
rate

Yugoslavia

B&H

Montenegro

Croatia

Macedonia

Slovenia

Serbia

1953
1989
1955

100
100
100

16.7
18.9
80

2.5
2.7
80

23.2
19.8
120

7.7
8.9
60

8.8
8.2
160

41.1
41.5
80

1988

100

65

71

129

65

200

88

1989

11.6

16.2

19.2

6.6

17.4

2.8

NA

Source: World Bank, The costs and benefits of Slovenian independence, 1993.

Out of all LDRs, only Macedonia shows some improvement measured as GNP per capita
and converging with Yugoslavia’s average from 60% in 1955 to 65% in 1988 (having the
highest population growth rate of 10%, second to Kosovo of 23%). The highest
improvement in GNP per capita was enjoyed by Slovenia (in 1988 accounting for twice the
Yugoslav average). It is also noted that Macedonia started the transition with a relatively
high unemployment rate of 17.4%. The highest unemployment rate was in Montenegro
(19.2%) and the lowest in Slovenia (2.8%).
The liberalisation reforms of the 1960s and the institutional reforms of the 1970s triggered
the creation of regional barriers which prevented the creation of a national market. This
hindered interregional trade within Yugoslavia and pushed regions into external trading
(Vodopivec & Hribar-Milic, 1992). In practice, the principle of a single Yugoslav market
was sometimes disturbed by invisible actions and measures in local communities
(Grujoski, 2003). Still, in 1946 Yugoslav industry was 79% of the level it was in 1930 and
the social product6 in 1990 was 6.1 times the 1952 average/rate/level. In the period
between 1980 and 1988, labour productivity in Yugoslav industry decreased 1% and the
employment rate rose 11%, while in Western Europe productivity went up by 28% and the
employment rate dropped by 12% (Latifik, 1997). In the period between 1981 and 1990,
Yugoslavia was a heavily indebted country due to expensive service credits with high
interest rates. According to Grujoski (2003), in the same period (1981–1990) in Macedonia
there was an action to increase employment by hiring in the municipal administration, i.e. a
further increase in administration creating inefficient employment.
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The poor performance of surviving Macedonian enterprises from former Yugoslavia continued even in the
transition period. According to Zalduendo (2003), there are substantial differences in performance between
surviving old firms and more agile new ones.
6
Social product reflects the market value of final production and is analogous in its basic contents to the
gross domestic product (hereinafter: GDP) of Western countries. However, unlike GDP, it is based on the
value of material goods only. Namely, social product is the value added by productive sectors before the
deduction of depreciation. However, it excludes the value of services in nonproductive sectors such as
defence, public administration, finance, education, health, and housing.
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In Yugoslavia, there were mechanisms for ethnic representation and the protection of
minorities (Pupavac, 2000). The consecutive socialist collectivisation of farms and
construction of large industrial enterprises induced gradual urbanisation and social
modernisation in Yugoslavia, expressed in decreasing household sizes, falling birth rates
and the inclusion of women in the active workforce (Buzar, 2006). People from dominant
orthodox Macedonian communities moved to urban centres to work in large industrial
enterprises. On the other side, the Muslim communities retained their traditional rural
locations, structures and activities – with high birth rates, large household sizes and
intensive emigration to Western Europe – while industrial and public service employment
continued to stagnate in relative terms (Gerasimovski, 1997). This socio-spatial
marginalisation will further widen the gap between ethnic Macedonians and ethnic
Albanians in Macedonia, as will be illustrated in section 1.5.

1.2 Monetary independence, transition, restructuring and
macroeconomic performance
Macedonia gained its independence on 8 September 1991. Macedonian currency was
issued in the form of coupons with an exchange rate of 1:1 between the Yugoslav dinar and
the Macedonian denar on 26 April 1992. At that time, the inflation rate was growing by
two digits per month (by the end of 1993 it was already 229.6%) and a fixed exchange rate
regime was selected to stabilise the economy. From 10 May to 30 November 1993, the
substitution of coupons for banknotes took place. On 8 April 1993, Macedonia became a
member of the UN. Accordingly, it became a member of the World Bank in March 1993
and a member of the International Monetary Fund (hereinafter: IMF) in April 1993. The
Bretton Woods twins played an important part during the Macedonian transition (for more
on Macedonian and IMF relations, see Appendix A). In 1994, the inflation rate at the end
of the year was 55.4% and it was 9.2% in 1995. Since 1995, the National Bank of
Macedonia has implemented a de facto exchange rate targeting strategy; a fixed exchange
rate of the Macedonian denar against the German mark was selected as the main monetary
target.
Macedonian privatisation started in 1993 with the Law on the Transformation of
Enterprises with Social Capital (Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia, no. 38/93).
The transition in Macedonia (like in other transitional countries) has led to a U-shaped
response of output. Figure 1 illustrates the GDP in 1990 prices. It was only in 2008 that
Macedonia reached the 1990 level of GDP.
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Figure 1. GDP in Macedonia in 1990 prices for the period 1990–2009 (in million denars)

Source: State Statistical Office Republic of Macedonia, 2012a.

The growth rate has been sluggish and below potential with a sharp drop in 2001 because
of the ethnic clashes and a moderate drop in 2009 due to the global financial crisis (Figure
2). Despite an improvement since 2007 (mainly because of increasing domestic demand),
Macedonia’s growth performance has been worse than that of its regional peers (IMF,
2009). The real average GDP growth rate in the period between 1995 and 2000 was 3%
and the average real growth rate from 2002 to 2006 was 3.2%. This growth was mainly
driven by total factor productivity (hereinafter: TFP) (around 2/3) and the share of labour
and capital accounting for only 1/3 (IMF, 2009). Capital formation and labour
contributions were more significant determinants of Macedonian growth after 2007 until
the global crisis hit Macedonia in 2009. Exports to and imports from the European Union
(hereinafter: EU), the Organisation of Economic Co-operation and Development
(hereinafter: OECD) did not impact TFP even though Macedonia is an open economy
(Damijan, Sousa & Lamotte, 2008).
Figure 2. Real GDP growth rates in Macedonia for the period 1990–2009 (in %)

Source: State Statistical Office Republic of Macedonia, 2012a.

Macedonia is progressing slowly in its transition from a command to an efficient market
economy, as illustrated in Figure 3. In 2008, it only compares with Serbia and Albania
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even though in 1989 it had the highest starting point of all command economies as part of
former Yugoslavia and according to the European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development (hereinafter: EBRD) transition indicator’s scores7 (Kekenovski, Uzunov &
Nikolov, 2006).
Figure 3. EBRD transitional scores in selected countries for the period 1989–2008
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Source: EBRD, 2012.

Privatisation in Macedonia was undertaken in several phases. The Law on the
Transformation of Enterprises with Social Capital (Official Gazette of the Republic of
Macedonia, no. 38/93) in 1993 gave enterprise managers and employees the right to
choose the method of privatisation – in particular, permitting management and employee
buyouts (IMF, 2004). In 1995–1996, privatisation was accelerated and, among other
things, a special restructuring plan focusing on the largest loss-makers was launched. In
2000, since privatisation was then still not complete, another effort was launched to
privatise or liquidate the largest loss-makers. Most of the enterprises were sold via
preferential share sales to former managers and employees, thus preferring insider
privatisation (IMF, 2004). The privatisation process was going much more slowly than
envisaged as the insiders often had no incentive to modernise these firms (IMF, 2004). On
the other side, the government was unwilling to push the loss-making enterprises into
liquidation because that was considered politically sensitive. Employment concerns have
been the dominant source of delays in dealing with large loss-making firms. Macedonia
lost the opportunity to enhance the productivity of local firms by attracting foreign
ownership because most enterprises were sold to former domestic managers (Damijan,
Sousa & Lamotte, 2008).
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EBRD transitional scores reflect the judgement of the EBRD’s office of the chief economist about countryspecific progress in transition. The scores are based on a classification system from 1-little private ownership
to 4+ standards and performance typical of advanced industrial economies.
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According to the IMF (2003), while there were significant structural reforms in the
financial sector and trade regime, Macedonia’s track record in enterprise reform remained
weak. Many old firms survive with substandard performance and progress.

1.3 Structural changes in the Macedonian economy: The legacy of the
transition
Macedonian GDP was in decline from 1990 up to 1995 and subsequently began increasing
Figure 1). As pointed out by Blanchard (1997), there are two reasons for this U-stylised
fact for transition countries8. The first is the reallocation process meaning that some sectors
are in decline and some need to expand. In Macedonia, the industry and construction
sectors declined and the other sectors expanded in the early years of the transition. The
second mechanism is restructuring that explains not only the recovery of value added but
also the high unemployment rate. In Macedonia, restructuring resulted in an improvement
of profitability indicators, a decline in the concentration of losses and a relatively high
degree of firm turnover (Zalduendo, 2003). However, restructuring in Macedonia was
prolonged and inefficient leading to persistently high unemployment9, as illustrated in
Figure 4. Thus, the growth of joblessness was mostly due to insider privatisation that led to
changes in the ownership structure but not to a change in the structure and organisation of
production.
Figure 4. Unemployment rates in Macedonia for the period 1996–2008 (in %)

Source: Labour force surveys of the State Statistical Office Republic of Macedonia, ILO methodology,
2012a.
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Macedonia also had its own specifics during the transition apart from the stylised facts pointed out by
Blanchard (1997) such as wars in the ex-Yugoslav republics, the embargo Greece imposed on Macedonia
because of its name, the embargoes imposed on Yugoslavia by the international community, the bombing of
Kosovo and Metohija and Serbia by NATO, and the huge wave of around 350,000 refugees (representing
17% of the total population in Macedonia) who fled to Macedonia. All of these events had a negative impact
on the economy and, more widely, on the entire social and political life of the country. Simply, they slowed
down the process of the country’s democratisation in all its spheres, thus influencing in a specific way the
stability of the system. The other peculiarity in Macedonia is its own ethnic structure.
9
The unemployment rate declined in 2001 because of the engagement of the security forces during the
clashes in 2001. Unemployment started to drop in 2005 but the global financial crisis reverted the trend.
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Despite a relatively sound macroeconomic environment, the comparatively slow progress
with structural reforms has resulted in disappointing growth and employment creation10.
Nevertheless, the enterprise sector remains inefficient and non-competitive. Weak
enforcement of contracts and protection of property and creditor rights remain significant
impediments to robust private sector growth (IMF, 2004). Thus, the debate about the weak
performance of the Macedonian economy and growth moved more toward the institutions
in Macedonia, their performance and impact on the business environment than the
macroeconomic performance, labour market and monetary issues. It was time to focus
more on type II reforms in Macedonia (Svejnar, 2002).
Svejnar (2002) defines two types of reforms in a transition. Type I reforms involve the ‘big
bang’ policies focusing on macro-stabilisation, price liberalisation and the dismantling of
the institutions of the communist system. Type II reforms involve the development and
enforcement of laws, regulations and institutions that would ensure a successful marketoriented economy. Papazoglou and Pentacost (2003) find that rapid price liberalisation has
a depressing influence on output in transitional economies.
During the Type I reform, the large state-owned firms in Macedonia were relatively
concentrated and highly vertically integrated. In order to survive, they were supposed to
restructure and redefine their production lines while also replacing their managers,
technology and equipment. This period in Macedonia was prolonged and that is why
productivity did not increase and the unemployment rate has remained persistently high
(IMF, 2005). It is also noted that Macedonia had already inherited an unemployment rate
of 17.4% (Table 1) from the era of Yugoslavia and a high level of inefficient employment
as a result of the actions to boost employment taken during that period.
The Type II reforms in Macedonia that included the development and enforcement of laws,
regulations and institutions that would ensure a successful market-oriented economy were
also interrupted by the ethnic conflict in 2001. The reasons for the conflict involved the
socio-spatial inequalities that had accumulated during the days of Yugoslav modernisation
or maybe caused by the territorial aspirations of the Albanian ethnic group, and were
exacerbated during the transition as will be explained in section 1.5.

1.4 The Ohrid Framework Agreement and the new Macedonian
constitution of 2001
1.4.1 History of the Macedonian and Albanian relationship
With the promulgation of a new Constitution at a special session of the Macedonian
assembly in 1991, the Republic of Macedonia became an independent nation11. At that
special session, representatives of the Albanian political party PDP-NDP abstained from
voting in order to protest the preamble of the Constitution which formally declares
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For more on the labour market in Macedonia, the shadow economy and relevant statistics, see CEA, 2010.
This whole chapter heavily relies on the excellent chronology presentation by the Minorities at Risk
(MAR) Project (About MAR, 2012). MAR project is a university-based research project that monitors and
analyzes the status and conflicts of politically-active communal groups in all countries with a current
population of at least 500,000. MAR Project is based at the Center for International Development and
Conflict Management (CIDCM), at the University of Maryland, College Park. Detailed relation chronology
between Macedonians and Albanians since 1990 is also illustrated in Appendix B with a kind permission
from About MAR, 2012.
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Macedonia to be the national state of the Macedonian people. Formerly, under the
Yugoslav constitution, the preamble had defined Macedonia as a nation of the Macedonian
people, as well as Albanian and Turkish minorities.
In 1994, the BBC reported that the Albanian political party PDP had announced that its
new goal was no longer the federalisation of Macedonia but the proportional representation
of Albanians in all political institutions. In the same year, ethnic Albanians won 19 seats in
the parliamentary elections (out of 120) and Reuters reported that the Albanians’ current
demands included more education and media in their own language, more representation in
central and local government, an Albanian-language university and a change in the
constitution to put them on an equal footing with the Macedonian majority. The
Macedonian census of the same year showed that ethnic Albanians then accounted for
22.9% of the country's population. The Albanians claimed that the census was »irregular«
and that they actually accounted for up to 40% of the population and thus rejected the
census findings. By the end of the year, the Macedonian government had blocked the
opening of an Albanian-language university in Tetovo, declaring it illegal.
In 1995, Macedonia joined the Council of Europe. In 1996, representatives of the
parliamentary group of the Albanian Party for Democratic Prosperity and the People's
Democratic Party sent a pro-memoriam to the European Parliament. They asked the
European Parliament to put pressure on Macedonia to give up the nationalistic concept to
create a Macedonian state since that would be contrary to the multiethnic reality of the
country. In 1998, the political party VMRO DPMNE won 46 seats out of 120 in the tworound general election and negotiated to form a coalition government with the new probusiness Albanian democratic alternative party and with the democratic party of Albanians.
In 1999, Arben Xhaferri, the leader of the democratic party of Albanians, said that he
supported Kosovo achieving independence by political means. Speaking during a visit to
Bulgaria, Mr Xhaferri said that the situation of ethnic Albanians in Macedonia was quite
different from that of ethnic Albanians in Kosovo and that is why it was impossible to talk
about reshaping the borders of Macedonia.
The demographic balance in Macedonia was being seriously affected by the influx of
refugees from the Kosovo crisis in 1999. There were 344,500 Kosovo Albanian refugees
(17.2% of the total population in Macedonia) sheltering in Macedonia (Donev, Onceva &
Gligorov, 2002). The Macedonian leadership called on Western nations to take in as many
refugees as they could, while some Albanian political parties thought the refugees should
stay in Macedonia. The Albanian party, which was part of the ruling coalition, said the
Albanians of Macedonia were no longer satisfied with their status as a national minority
and wanted the same status as ethnic Macedonians. According to Adelina Marku,
spokeswoman for the Albanian Democratic Party based in Tetovo, Albanians wanted
Macedonia to proclaim itself a multi-ethnic country made up on an equal basis of
Macedonians and Albanians. She added that the time was not yet right to modify the
Macedonian constitution.
In 2001, ethnic Albanians clashed with a military patrol in Macedonia. Due to increasing
violence, Macedonia put its troops on alert along the border with Kosovo. In March 2001,
the 120-member Macedonian Parliament ratified a long-awaited border treaty with Serbia.
Only the small opposition Albanian Party for Democratic Prosperity voted against
ratification on the grounds that political parties in Kosovo had not been consulted. Some
observers believed that the initiation of the border accord by Macedonian President Boris
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Trajkovski and his Yugoslav counterpart Voislav Kostunica at the recent Balkan summit in
Skopje might have triggered the latest violations of the Macedonian border. The
Democratic Party of Albanians, the main coalition partner in the Macedonian government,
was working hard to diffuse fears that the Tanusevci village incident could lead to interethnic clashes in Macedonia. In the same month, US Secretary of State Colin Powell
recommended that the Macedonian government consider constitutional changes which
would allow ethnic Albanians to receive higher education in the Albanian language. Mr
Powell said that the USA and its partners were considering strategies to help the
Macedonian military end the conflict. Simultaneously, Mr Powell warned that excessive
measures on behalf of the Macedonian authorities might alienate the ethnic Albanians in
the country. An interesting fact is that the EU and USA representatives at that time shifted
in an unprecedented way in their explanation of the Albanian insurgence from being
»armed extremists« and »terrorists« to »rebels« (Nikolovska & Siljanovska-Davkova,
2001).
In April 2001, a strong multi-ethnic delegation from Macedonia signed an agreement in
Luxembourg with the EU that called for new political and economic relations with the then
15-nation EU. The stabilisation and association agreement held the promise of eventual EU
membership for Macedonia if it introduced this package of reforms.
Following the clashes in 2001, much has been done to grant ethnic Albanians the rights
they have been claiming since independence with the OFA. However, today Macedonians
and ethnic Albanians are living in practice and in most cases in separate enclaves (for an
ethno barometer report from January 2010, see Ethnobarometer, 2010). Collaboration
exists only at the level of political parties, not at the level of everyday life. Some modest
progress (also supported by our empirical work in Chapter 4 of this thesis), as far as the
latter is concerned, has been made in the most recent years. This is positive but falls short
of producing an integrated society capable of developing political strategies aimed at
generating the progress needed to significantly improve economic and social conditions or
to sustain processes of democratisation and modernisation. Lines across which ethnic
Macedonians and ethnic Albanians can build further integration might be religious in
nature. For example, integration may be developed between ethnic Albanian Catholics and
ethnic Macedonian Muslims.
Further, other minorities living in the country regard the OFA as a bilateral deal between
ethnic Macedonians and ethnic Albanians that neglects the rights of other communities.
The 2008–2010 action plan for Roma for example, with the exception of the training of
trainers, is not being implemented, and the situation of the Roma population in Macedonia
keeps deteriorating. The ethnic Turkish minority has seen their representation and
participation in local government and other sectors decline. Finally, another factor is the
growing division of public opinion from the political establishment. It is perceived as
corrupt whose members are believed by the large majority of the population to be mainly
interested in making profit at the individual level rather than in working for the general
well-being (for an ethno barometer report from January 2010, see Ethnobarometer, 2010).
Thus, we might conclude that four political factors were important for the ethnic conflict in
Macedonia: the change in minorities’ constitutional status in 1991 compared to the former
Yugoslav constitution; the minorities’ participation in government at the central and
regional level; and the government’s respect for fundamental human rights and the right to
mother-tongue education (Koinova, 2001). The frustration of Albanians over the need of
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Macedonians to create an ethnic nation can be understood as a phenomenon within the
three waves of ethnic nationalism since the late eighteenth century (Smith, 1991). It is the
third wave of ethno-nationalism that has prompted a critical reassessment of theories on
national identity with the ethnic movements for autonomy or separation from the 1960s
that swept through much of Western Europe, reaching Yugoslavia and the Soviet Union.
This third wave has a common characteristic of language mobilisation and cultural
politicisation that are characteristics of the route by which ethnic groups are transformed
into ethnic nations. As a result, the type of national identity they generate is quite different
from territorial civic identities and poses a radical challenge to the new democracies. This,
of course, holds true in the case of Albanians and Macedonians who differ in their
linguistic, cultural and religious characteristics.
On the other hand, it is an interesting fact that on 6 July 2001 at the South-eastern Defence
Ministerial Meeting in Thessaloniki, Macedonia’s Minister of Defence stated that Albanian
extremists and terrorists were actually fighting for territory and hiding behind claims for
more civil rights (Arsovski, Kuzev & Damjanovski, 2006). This can also be supported by
the first few communiqué dated 23 January 2001 sent to the Macedonian daily newspaper,
Dnevnik, by the UCK (Albanian National Liberation Army) stating that its objective was
the liberation of ethnic Albanians in Macedonia. Even after the subsequent communiqués
and interviews since March 2001, the UCK emphasised that its armed struggle was aimed
at constitutional rights and equality for Macedonia's ethnic Albanian population rather than
the territorial disintegration of Macedonia (Ackermann, 2001).
Competition for power takes place in a variety of arenas. Some are explicitly spatial when
a de facto territorial segregated group attempts to wrest some measure of local autonomy
where an institutional arrangement to give sufficient recognition of the separatist does not
exist (Paddison, 1983). Arsovski, Kuzev & Damjanovski (2006) argue that the root of the
Macedonian/Albanian conflict is the territorial aspirations of the Macedonian Albanians
and that their final goal is the creation of a Great Albania (also see Joseph, 2006).
Siljanovska-Davkova (2007) asks if the constitutional provisions can be a reason for
Albanian insurrection, i.e. if the constitution of 1991 can be a casus belli. This is especially
pertinent when, in 2001, the dominant reasons for potential insecurity in Macedonia were
detected as being: unemployment (57.2% of the respondents), low family income (16%)
and insufficient social security (6.2%). Only a small proportion of the respondents (5%)
felt insecure due to inter-ethnic relations (Siljanovska-Davkova, 2007).
Thus, it is difficult to identify the roots of the ethnic conflict in Macedonia: Was it the
different socio-economic status of the ethnicities? Was it the constitutional arrangements?
Or was it just fighting for territory?
1.4.2 The OFA and the constitution after the OFA
On 13 August 2001, the Ohrid Framework Agreement (OFA) was signed and ended the
clashes between Macedonians and Albanians12. It resulted in a change of the constitution

12

The OFA is a peace treaty that stopped the ethnic clashes in Macedonia. The OFA was »written in Ohrid«
and signed in Skopje on 13 August 2001, after a seven-month »war«. The negotiators were the leaders of four
political parties, two Macedonian and two Albanian, in the spirit of consensus democracy. Negotiations went
on under the »patronage« of the Macedonian President and in the presence of two »witnesses«, one from the
USA and the other from the EU. The witnesses played the role of »whips« in disciplining the negotiators and
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and extended the rights of the minorities in Macedonia. The OFA rejects territorial
solutions and seeks to maintain some of the civic features of the state. The OFA states that
the multi-ethnic character of Macedonian society must be preserved and reflected in public
life and that the development of local government through decentralisation is essential for
encouraging the participation of citizens in democratic life, and promoting respect for the
identity of communities.
In a way, the OFA institutionalised ethnicity in Macedonia (Bieber, 2004). After 2001,
according to the constitution’s preamble Macedonia is not a nation-state of Macedonian
people but a state of citizens of the Macedonian people, as well as citizens living within its
borders who are part of the Albanian people, the Turkish people, the Vlach people, the
Serbian people, the Romany people, the Bosnian people and others. The constitutional
amendments removed the notions of ‘nationality’ and ‘minority’, which were seen by
Albanians as a sign of inferior status (for more, see Appendix C). Albanians were included
in the government as an ethnic group even though it was already a »tradition« after the
independence of Macedonia to have one Albanian political party in the government
coalition in power. Albanians were also always represented in the Macedonian Parliament.
Moreover, in 2007 the Law on the Committee for Communities’ Relations (Official
Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia, no. 150/07) was adopted that regulates and makes
parliamentary decisions on, among other things: culture, language, education, personal
identification documents and symbols.
Thus, the post-OFA constitution brought to Macedonia: new momentum for the
decentralisation process, the equitable representation of communities, the establishment of
a specific organ of consensus democracy (the Council for Inter-ethnic Relations), the use
of additional official languages which were spoken by less than 20% of the population, and
higher education for communities. We will discuss these novelties in more detail.
The OFA gave fresh momentum to the decentralisation process in Macedonia. A revised
Law on Local Government (Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia, no. 05/02) was
adopted that reinforces the power of elected local officials and substantially enlarges their
competencies in conformity with the constitution and the European charter of local
government while reflecting the principle of subsidiarity in effect in the EU. The enhanced
competencies principally relate to the areas of public services, urban and rural planning,
environmental protection, local economic development, culture, local finances, education
and social welfare. The Law on Financing Local Government (Official Gazette of the
Republic of Macedonia, no. 61/04) was adopted to ensure an adequate system of financing
to enable local governments to fulfil all of their responsibilities. In order to ensure that the
police are aware of and responsive to the needs and interests of the local population, local
heads of police were then selected by municipal councils from lists of candidates proposed
by the ministry of the interior, and they communicate regularly with the councils. The
ministry of the interior retained the authority to remove local heads of police in accordance
with the law.
Equitable representation was introduced, involving laws regulating employment in
public administration including measures to assure the equitable representation of
communities in all central and local public bodies and at all levels of employment within
such bodies. Yet it is questionable whether it is respecting the rules concerning competence
were the key actors in creating solutions. The »procedure« was neither transparent nor democratic
(Siljanovska-Davkova, 2007).
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and integrity that govern public administration13. Thinking within ethnic borders cannot be
a qualitative and effective solution. It paralyses administration and initiates other problems
with a package of advantages and privileges instead of creating a common people within a
single joined nation. An over ethnic approach risks worsening what is already bad in the
country (Badinter, 2001).
The 2001 constitution also provides for the establishment of a specific organ of consensus
democracy, the Council for Inter-Ethnic Relations, with the following members: the
President of Parliament, two representatives of the Macedonian, Albanian, Turkish, Vlach
and Romani ethnic groups and two representatives of other minorities in Macedonia. The
parity structure and the nature of its competencies, i.e. opinions and proposals with regard
to parliamentary issues from the sphere of inter-ethnic relations, were supposed to make
this council »an informal, second house of parliament« (Siljanovska-Davkova, 2007).
In relation to the use of language and local governments, in local governments where at
least 20% of the population speaks a particular language that language and its alphabet
should be used as an official language in addition to the Macedonian language and the
Cyrillic alphabet. With respect to languages spoken by less than 20% of the population of a
local government area, the local authorities shall decide on their use in public bodies. Thus,
if the government does not implement the strategy for integrated education there is a risk
of greater segregation between Macedonians and Albanians because of the language
barrier.
With higher education now available in the Albanian language, demands for secondary
schooling in Albanian will increase and, consequently, more Albanian students might
possess relatively poor knowledge of the Macedonian language. Secondary education has
become ever more segregated since the conflict. Two higher education institutions are now
available in Albanian in the city of Tetovo (the South East European University and the
State University of Tetovo) and we can expect fewer Albanians to study at the University
Ss. Cyril and Methodius in Skopje, University St. Clement of Ohrid in Bitola and even
farther east in Macedonia, the Goce Delcev University in Stip. In the past, the vast majority
of Albanians had a reasonable command of Macedonian. On the other hand, despite the
establishment of the South East European University (SEEU), there is little likelihood that
ethnic Macedonians will wish to study Albanian in the near future, whereas ethnic
13

In 2010, the Organisation for Security and Co-operation in Europe’s (OSCE) Ambassador to Macedonia –
Head of the OSCE Spillover Monitor Mission to Skopje said in response to a question during an interview:
»Is there a deadline until when the realization of such provisions [equitable representation of Albanians in
administration] will be tolerated since this deadline was exceeded for several times so far?« answered: »No.
We did not set any deadlines since the issue is not that simple. For certain positions are needed qualified
people, which are often difficult to find. And then we should be careful they are not hired on party basis, but
based on administration’s needs.« The interview with the OSCE Ambassador was retrieved from OSCE
(2010a).
This statement diplomatically portrays the reality in Macedonia about the economic inefficiencies of hiring
administrative people at the central and local level. It is not based on merit but on membership in the »right«
political party within the Albanian ethnic community. This type of equitable representation practice that is
based on ethnicity and politics rather than economic efficiency grounds based on a merit system cannot bring
efficient public service delivery as will be tested in Chapter 4 of this doctoral dissertation.
In a Macedonian Information Agency (MIA) interview, the OSCE Ambassador also answered: »However,
recruiting of representatives of ethnic minorities in the public administration must be done in a manner that
will guarantee that these persons are professionals – this is the main standard, not the political affiliation.
Progress has been made, but we must go on until we come to satisfactory solutions.« This interview with the
OSCE Ambassador was retrieved from OSCE (2010b).
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Albanians might have poorer knowledge of the majority Macedonian language. In the past,
some Albanians preferred to attend Macedonian language classes in order to enhance their
chances of a good professional future in Macedonia. Finally, it is expected that the
upcoming generation of young ethnic Macedonians and ethnic Albanians will be less
familiar with one another than their predecessors (Ragaru, 2008).
In conclusion, since the OFA Macedonia has chosen relatively expensive constitutional
preferential policies over electoral policies in order to reduce the ethnic conflict (Horowitz,
2000). Namely, electoral policies can accommodate ethnic harmony by: encouraging the
formation of multi-ethnic coalitions, inducing ethnic groups (especially the majority) to
engage in inter-ethnic bargaining, and fragmenting the support of one ethnic group
(especially the majority) to prevent it achieving permanent domination. This shows that
electoral policies do not really operate on the structure of society but more on the
behaviour of voters and politicians.
In contrast, the preferential policies regard the ethnic conflict as a result of economic
differences and ethnic disharmony due to the proportional distribution of all groups at all
levels and functions in society. The electoral policies have a short time between their
adoption and implementation and, finally, their impact; preferential policies do not and
depend on the behaviour of voters and politicians rather than the structure of society.
Thus, implementation of the post-OFA constitution comes at a high cost. Preferential
choices for reducing the ethnic conflict require more time, dedication, cooperation and
resources. Given this, the partnership and help of the international community to
Macedonia is essential especially because the two »witnesses«, one from the USA and the
other from the EU are also signatories to the OFA agreement. For example, on 5 October
2010 the government of Macedonia adopted a strategy on integrated education
(hereinafter: SIE) which was a huge step towards addressing complex issues related to the
ethnic divisions in Macedonia’s education system. The United States Agency for
International Development (hereinafter: USAID) and the US embassy fully supported the
implementation of the SIE. The SIE offered a carefully balanced and phased approach
aimed at: 1) integration through joint student activities; 2) integration by increasing the
mutual knowledge of each other’s languages; 3) adjustments of curricula and textbooks; 4)
improvement of teachers’ qualifications for integrated instruction; and 5) the preparation of
school management and teachers for more effective work in a multi-ethnic society.
Moreover, the language use requirements at the local level also require time, human and
financial resources, not to mention planning and management skills.

1.5 Socio-economic differences in Macedonia at the regional level
The roots of the 2001 clashes in Macedonia between ethnic Albanians and ethnic
Macedonians could be the result of complex and divergent contingent paths of social
inclusion over a prolonged period of time, rather than the ‘ethnic hatred’ stories that
dominated both the local and international press (Buzar, 2006). The differences are socioeconomic and geographical in nature.
Namely, in 2002 just after the clashes the European Stability Initiative (hereinafter: ESI)
explored the socio-political economy of ethnic relations in Macedonia. Their findings can
help us in this discussion. The ESI study looks at a region of 52,000 people in Western
Macedonia, inhabited by 50% ethnic Albanians and 40% ethnic Macedonians. Macedonia
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has a deeply rooted tradition of ethnic coexistence. Yet it exhibits a diversity of economic
and social patterns among its communities which seem programmed to generate interethnic suspicion and fear. The Zajas (Mr Ahmeti’s14 village) is one with over 67%
unemployment and a gross domestic product at purchasing power parity (GDP PPP) of
about one-quarter of the national GDP PPP. Also, when Macedonia was still part of former
Yugoslavia the Albanian population was less represented in the industrial and
administrative employment sectors as the ethnic Albanian population had retained their
traditional rural locations, structures and activities and/or were migrating abroad. These
migrants were fuelling the economy with remittances, as they still do (CEA, 2008a).
During the transition and the restructuring of the economy, ethnic Macedonians’ living
standards dropped as the industrial sector shrank. Nowadays, the post-OFA public
administrative sector is under pressure to provide for increased representation of the ethnic
Albanian minority and to thus further reduce employment opportunities for ethnic
Macedonians (ESI, 2002).
There are also significant geographical differences in the spatial distribution of the main
ethnic groups in Macedonia. The Christian Orthodox Macedonians generally represent the
dominant urban ‘middle’ class in Struga, Kičevo, and especially Kumanovo, Ohrid and
Skopje, while being an absolute minority in Gostivar, Tetovo and Debar (Buzar, 2006).
During the socialist era, this population was mainly employed in the industrial sector. The
ethnic Albanian population is generally located in rural areas. A combination of physical
and economic factors has created a particular geographical pattern in the distribution of
Albanian settlements as they tend to be located on the periphery of larger spatial units
(Buzar, 2006). For example, the greatest concentrations of Albanian populations in the
Polog, Struga and Kumanovo areas can be found on the edges of the valley floors where
large villages (>5,000 population) have merged with each other or with ethnically
segregated suburbs to form several continuous bands of high rural and quasi-urban density
(Buzar, 2006).
The ethnic structure of regions in Macedonia at the NUTS III15 level is illustrated in Table
2. One can see that the Polog region is dominated by Albanians while the South-western
region is almost balanced between Macedonians and Albanians16.

14

Mr. Ali Ahmeti was the leader of the Albanian uprising UCK and is now a leader of the political party of
Albanians, the Democratic Union of Integration (DUI).
15
The nomenclature of units for territorial statistics (NUTS) is a hierarchical classification of administrative
boundaries developed by Eurostat. The idea of NUTS is to provide a common designation for different levels
of administrative or geographical boundaries across the EU, regardless of local language and naming
conventions. The NUTS levels are defined in terms of minimum and maximum population sizes: NUTS I is
3,000,000–7,000,000; NUTS II is 800,000–3,000,000; and NUTS III is 150,000–800,000.
16
Ethnic affiliation in Macedonia has traditionally been a highly controversial and politicised subject.
According to Friedman (1996) in Buzar (2006), the concepts of ethnicity, nationality, language and religion
have a complex history of interrelationships in Macedonia, one whose complexity continues into the present
day. Thus, for example, some Macedonian-speaking Muslims declare their nationality as Albanian or Turkish
on the basis of identifying their religion with the Turkish or Albanian ethnicity. Similarly, some Albanianspeaking Christians declare their nationality as Macedonian after equating Macedonian Orthodox Christianity
with Macedonian ethnicity. As might be expected, Albanian ethno-politicians insist that Macedonianidentified Albanian-speakers are Albanians, while Macedonians insist that Albanian-identified Macedonianspeakers are Macedonians. There was also the citizenship-based category Yugoslav which, until 1991, was
steadily growing in popularity. The blurring of ethnic boundaries is particularly pronounced in the case of
smaller groups based in rural areas, whose ethnic self-concept has been developing in a slower and more
fragile manner (Buzar, 2006).
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Table 2. Ethnic structure of regions in Macedonia in 2008
17

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Region
Vardar
Eastern
South-western
South-eastern
Pelagonia
Polog
North-eastern
Skopje

Total
159,487
181,858
221,546
171,416
233,184
304,125
172,787
578,144

Macedonians (%)
89
92
48
90
85
18
59
64

Albanians (%)
3
0
37
0
5
73
31
23

Others (%)
7
8
15
10
10
8
10
13

Source: UNDP database from 2008; UNDP, Guidelines for processing of survey database and calculation of
indicators for PCA, 2009b.

Now, in theoretical terms we can ask what the Macedonian government has been doing
since the OFA in order to achieve the second welfare theorem of fair distribution and to
maximise social welfare because, even when the economy achieves a Pareto-efficient
allocation of resources (fulfilment of the first welfare theorem), there is still room for
improvement. For example, can we say that in an economy of two ethnic groups with
complex divergent contingent paths of social inclusion over a prolonged period that it is
possible for the two groups to achieve their Pareto-efficient allocation or, rather, will the
whole economy fall short of maximising the social welfare18? Certainly, answers to these
challenges are beyond the scope of this doctoral dissertation and will also require some
historical distance from the clashes of 200119 and more time to pass after the OFA. What
we can provide here are some indications in recent years about the different paths of social
inclusion, demography and the economy across the regions and to compare the situation
within the ethnic spectrum where possible. Unfortunately, the situation described in ESI
(2002) and, more generally, in Buzar (2006) has not changed much in recent history, as
will be illustrated. In Table 3 we provide labour statistics by regions in Macedonia.
Table 3. Labour market statistics by regions in Macedonia for 2008
Region
Vardar
Eastern
South-western
South-eastern
Pelagonia
Polog

Unemployment
rate
43.6
20.0
39.3
11.7
34.5
26.4

Activity
rate –
females
42.5
42.5
29.9
45.2
44.2
16.3

Unemployment
rate among
youth 15–24
80.6
65.4
75.4
67.2
75.0
78.4
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Unemployment
rate of
Macedonians
41.6
32.5
33.6
32.4
37.0
34.2

Unemployment
rate of
Albanians
64.9
81.8
58.6
50.0
49.2
58.4
(table continues)

As per the Law on Balanced Regional Development (Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia, no.
63/07), Macedonia is divided into eight regions – the same as the statistical regions at the NUTS III level. In
accordance with NUTS, Macedonian territory is NUTS I and NUTS II.
18
The theory says that in accordance with the second welfare theorem a society can attain any Paretoefficient allocation of resources by making suitable assignments of initial endowments and then letting
people freely trade with each other as in the popular Edgeworth box model. It would be interesting research
to investigate if the OFA can be considered in economic terms in this context as assigning the initial
endowments for ethnic Macedonians and Albanians in the socio-economic and political Edgeworth box.
19
We asked for help from Mr. Irfan Asani who was the chief of cabinet of Mr. Ali Ahmeti to obtain written
materials from the ethnic Albanian leaders to identify their views on the clashes in 2001. Mr. Asani was
explicit when said that Mr. Ahmeti believes that the UCK’s archives can be opened within a distance of at
least 20 years after 2001.
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(continued)
Region
North-eastern
Skopje
Macedonia

Unemployment
rate
58.0
37.3
38.1

Activity
rate –
females
32.9
39.1
36.1

Unemployment
rate among
youth 15–24
80.3
67.6
72.5

Unemployment
rate of
Macedonians
41.2
22.7
32.0

Unemployment
rate of
Albanians
74.3
62.6
61.2

Source: UNDP database from 2008.

Table 3 shows that the overall unemployment rate is relatively high for Macedonia as well
as in all regions. It is higher for the Albanian population than for the Macedonian
population. There may be different reasons for these results. The shadow economy in
Macedonia can be high. Overall, for Macedonia 10 percentage points of the total
unemployment rate (32%) could be shadow employment (CEA, 2005; CEA, 2009; CEA,
2012). Given that agricultural labour was not registered as employment and given the
traditional agricultural activity of Albanians, this may result in an overestimation of the
unemployment rate amongst ethnic Albanians. The female activity rate is also low in the
Polog and South-western regions due to Albanian cultural factors related to female
participation in the labour market.
Further, natural population growth is presented in Table 4. The highest population growth
is registered in the Skopje and Polog regions, while the Eastern and Pelagonia (mainly
ethnically Macedonian dominated) regions registered negative growth in the same period
of 2006–2009. Thus, the demographic patterns vary across the regions and across the
ethnic spectrum in Macedonia.
Table 4. Natural population growth in Macedonian regions for the period 2006–2009
Regions
Vardar
Eastern
South-western
South-eastern
Pelagonia
Polog
North-eastern
Skopje
Macedonia

2006
0.0
-0.8
1.5
1.2
-2.0
4.2
2.3
3.9
1.9

2007
-0.6
-1.3
0.8
1.2
-3.3
4.3
1.4
3.8
1.5

2008
0.4
-0.9
0.8
2.1
-2.1
3.7
2.0
4.2
1.9

2009
0.5
-0.5
0.8
1.9
-1.5
3.9
3.0
4.6
2.3

Source: UNDP database from 2008.

In economic terms, the regional differences at the NUTS III level in Macedonia are
relatively high when measured by GDP PPP, as illustrated in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. GDP per capita in PPP across regions in Macedonia; Macedonia=100
index
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Source: State Statistical Office Republic of Macedonia, 2012a.

The lowest median monthly equivalised20 income is registered in the South-western region
(114 PPP) and is almost 30% less than the level in the Eastern region (161 PPP). It is
indicative that if the performance of the (Albanian dominated) Polog region is measured
by GDP PPP per capita (Figure 5) it ranks lowest, and if it is measured by median
equivalised income (Figure 6) it is performing better than the country’s median
equivalised income and at the same median level as that for the Skopje region (UNDP,
2009a). These differences in regional rankings if measured by GDP PPP or by equivalised
income could be due to the larger inflow of remittances into the Polog region, as illustrated
in Table 5.

20

Equivalisation is made on the basis of the OECD modified scale which assigns a value of 1 to the
household head, 0.5 to each additional adult member and 0.3 to each child (UNDP, 2009b).
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Figure 6. Median household monthly equivalised income by regions in Macedonia
(in euros)
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Source: UNDP database from 2008.

The remittances are an important source of overall income for Macedonia but especially in
the Polog and South-western regions where Albanians are dominant, as shown in Table 5.
The Albanian community easily adapted during the transition as it was not affected by the
deindustrialisation and because a significant share of it has moved abroad. With
nationwide high unemployment, poverty and inequality, these higher remittances biased
toward one ethnicity may further aggravate ethnic inequalities and shift the economic
welfare among ethnic groups.
Table 5. Received remittances in the last six months of 2008 by regions in Macedonia
Region
Skopje
Vardar
North-eastern
Polog
Pelagonia
Eastern
South-western
South-eastern
Macedonia

Percentage of
respondents who
answered Yes
5.1
3.0
8.2
10.6
3.6
3.3
14.6
8.5
7.0

Source: UNDP database from 2008.

Further, the scale of regional differences is lower within regions than within ethnic
affiliations in Macedonia. Table 6 shows that the lowest median monthly equivalised
income is registered for the Roma (45 PPP) which is almost 70% lower than the level for
Macedonians (161 PPP). Skopje’s regional income performance is deteriorating directly
because of the low Roma median monthly equivalised income (61% of Macedonian Roma
live in the Skopje Region and are concentrated in the only Roma municipality in Europe –
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Shutka; by comparison, 15% of Roma live in the Eastern region of Macedonia as the
region with the second highest Roma concentration).
Table 6. Mean and median equivalent household income by ethnic groups in Macedonia in
2008 (in euros)
Mean equivalent
household income
182
140
80
171

Ethnic group
Macedonians
Albanians
Roma
Total

Median equivalent household
income
161
114
45
151

Source: UNDP database from 2008.

In Table 6 we can also see that the median equivalent household income is lower than the
mean equivalent household income (within ethnic affiliations within the country) and thus
we can conclude that more than half of the households have an income lower than the
average income. This is especially true for Roma and Albanians. This indicates a sharper
inequality within ethnic affiliations in Macedonia.
What is interesting about the source of income is that around 40% of the respondents
answered (Figure 7) that they had no income at all. Most of the income from employment
in private firms is registered in the Eastern region (24%) and South-eastern region (23%)
and is lowest in the South-western region (14%). The highest share of those employed by
public institutions includes the Pelagonia (16%) and the Skopje regions (15%). The shares
of pensioners across the regions seem to be similar. The highest share of those claiming no
income (49%) is registered in the Polog region that is dominated by the Albanian
population.
Figure 7. Household sources of income by regions in Macedonia in 2008
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Source: UNDP database from 2008.
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The quintile analyses of the equivalised disposable income by ethnic affiliation show that
the income inequality is sharp for the country and the ethnic groups (Tables 7 and 8). The
situation of inequality measured by quintiles is discouraging across the country as a whole
since the richest 20% of the population receive 43% of the total disposable income, while
the poorest 20% receive just 5% of the total income. The highest inequality is registered
among the Roma, with the richest 20% of Roma households (the fifth quintile) receiving
49% of the disposable income while the poorest 20% (the first quintile) receives only 2%
of the disposable income.
Table 7. Equivalised disposable income and expenditure by quintiles and by rural and
urban settlements in 2008

Quintiles
1
2
3
4
5
S80/S20

Equivalised disposable income by
quintiles
Rural
Urban
Skopje
5%
6%
6%
11%
12%
12%
17%
17%
18%
24%
23%
25%
43%
41%
40%
8
7
7

Equivalised disposable expenditure by
quintiles
Rural
Urban
Skopje
8%
8%
8%
15%
13%
14%
20%
17%
18%
23%
22%
23%
35%
38%
37%
4
5
5

Sources: UNDP database 2008; UNDP, People centered analysis-PCA report, 2009a.

Another indicator of income distribution is the S80/S20 ratio – the ratio between the total
income received by the highest quintile (the richest 20% of the population) and the total
income received by the lowest quintile (the poorest 20% of the population). There is no
difference between rural and urban areas for this measure (Table 7).
Some differences are, however, observed with this S80/S20 ratio measure in relation to
ethnic groups (Table 8). In the case of ethnic Macedonians, this ratio is 15 (the richest
20% receives 15 times higher income in total than the poorest 20%). The highest ratio
(hence the highest overall inequality) is among the Roma (20).
Table 8. Equivalised disposable income by quintiles and by ethnic groups in 2008
Quintiles
1
2
3
4
5
S80/S20

Equivalised disposable income by quintiles
Ethnic Macedonians
Ethnic Albanians
Roma
3%
5%
2%
13%
11%
9%
17%
17%
15%
24%
23%
23%
43%
43%
50%
15
9
20
Source: UNDP database 2008.

A cross-country EU comparison illustrates that the income inequality in Macedonia is
second only to Latvia (Figure 8).
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Figure 8. S80/S20 income quintile share ratios in EU countries and in Macedonia in 2008
S80/S20
ratio

countries

Source: Eurostat, S80/S20 income quintile share ratio by sex and selected age group (SILC), 2012.

What we can conclude from this analysis of the socio-economic differences in Macedonia
across regions and across ethnic groups is that the demographic and socio-economic
differences are large and that there is a risk that the post-OFA government policies might
not be addressing the main socio-economic reasons for the inter-ethnic clashes in 2001.
Socio-economic and demographic differences considered by some as determinants of the
ethnic clashes are still present in Macedonia across ethnic affiliations and across regions.
Not much progress has been made in the political economy of Macedonia’s ethnically
fragmented society during the transition, especially since the OFA of 2001, to address
these differences.

2 THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS OF DECENTRALISATION
2.1 Decentralisation theory
Decentralisation, defined as a set of policies that encompass fiscal, political and
administrative changes, can impact virtually all aspects of development (Litvack &
Seddon, 2000). Decentralisation transfers authority and responsibility for public functions
from the central government to subordinate or quasi-independent government
organisations or to the private sector and covers a broad range of concepts (Rondinelli,
2000). Political decentralisation aims to give citizens and their elected representatives
more power in public decision making and is often associated with pluralistic politics and
representative governments. Administrative decentralisation seeks to redistribute
authority, responsibility and financial resources for providing public services among
different levels of government. Administrative decentralisation has three major forms:
deconcentration, delegation and devolution (Litvack & Seddon, 2000).
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Deconcentration shifts responsibility from central government officials in the capital city
to those working in regions or municipalities or creates field administrations under the
supervision of central government ministries. Delegation is when central government
transfers responsibility for decision making and administration of public functions to semiautonomous organisations. These organisations are usually given discretion in decision
making and may be able to charge users directly for services and/or receive compensation
from the central government for the services rendered. Devolution is the transfer of
authority for decision making, finance and management of local governments. In a
devolutionary set-up, local governments have clear and legally protected geographical
boundaries over which they exercise authority and within which they perform public
functions. In fiscal decentralisation, local governments assume financial responsibility
for their local governments. Within fiscal decentralisation, municipalities have transferred
competencies for which expenditures are assigned. Municipalities can expand and
administer their own source revenues, receive transfers from central government and can
engage in municipal borrowing.
The theory of fiscal decentralisation was developed for industrial countries and was thus
influenced by the democratic processes of budget making and the median voter theory
(Bahl & Linn, 1992). According to Bahl, Johnson and Wasylenko (1980), empirical
research has shown that the behaviour of US state and local governments more or less
square with this theoretical model. In the median voter theory, the level of tax effort and
expenditure mix in local areas are responsive to changes in relative prices and income and
the potential losses in efficiency caused by interference from a higher level of government
can be substantial (as can the potential efficiency gains from the greater fiscal autonomy of
local government). Decentralisation is also considered a superior good (one that is
common to industrial countries) and there is a relatively higher level of per capita income
at which decentralisation and its benefits can be better absorbed than in countries with a
relatively lower per capita income (Martinez-Vazguez & McNab, 2005). Contrary to this,
Oates (1993) found that the empirical correlation between the level of development and the
presence of fiscal decentralisation is not monotonic between the two and not bound to
income per capita. Thus, it might be that fiscal decentralisation will offer advantages to
countries with a lower level of development if the relationship between the level of
development and the presence of fiscal decentralisation is not monotonic.
Yilmaz (2002) summarises the core logic of decentralisation by building on Stigler (1957),
Musgrave (1959), Oates (1972), and Buchanan (1965). He argues that to care about growth
and poverty issues one should be concerned about efficiency in supplying public services
up to the point at which the welfare benefit to society matches its cost. In the private
sector, it is straightforward that the market-price system mechanism matches its benefits to
the cost. But when the market fails in this objective, there is a case for the public sector to
intervene with resources to supply the activity. Once the public sector intervenes, the
efficiency logic is in favour of some form of fiscal decentralisation. The argument of
decentralisation then is that spatial considerations make a municipality a necessary
medium for setting up a system of budgets that best approximates the efficient solution of
matching benefits and costs (Yilmaz, 2002). This closely refers to the decentralisation
theorem of Oates (1972) stating that the government closest to the citizens can adjust
budgets (costs) in response to local preferences in a manner that best leads to the delivery
of a bundle of public services. Local governments then become agencies that provide
services to citizens up to the point at which the value placed on the marginal amount of
services for which recipients are willing to pay is just equal to the benefits they receive.
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The context for fiscal decentralisation in transition economies is unfortunately very
different from those in market economies and yet very similar to each other even though
decentralisation is considered a key element of the transition from a command to a market
economy (Bird, Ebel & Wallich, 2001). The literature on transition has tended to focus on
»big picture« issues such as macroeconomic reform, governance and privatisation. In
transition countries, not only must the structure of taxes, transfers and expenditure
responsibilities be realigned among levels of government but what governments do must
change. In Macedonia, for example, municipalities must also build new institutional
capacities to provide services formerly provided by the central government.
Simultaneously, municipalities must provide for the participation of citizens,
accountability, and governance transparency as well as to calm the ethnic unrest in
administration, education and other competencies transferred from central government.
Municipalities in Macedonia face a number of challenges to improving the quality and
effectiveness of public spending. As argued by the World Bank (2008), years of underspending on road maintenance have left a large maintenance gap in Macedonia that the
central and local governments must tackle with the available budget. A similar situation is
registered with the fixed assets (buildings) in education, kindergartens, the fire department
and other competencies that were transferred to the local governments in 2005. Primarily,
the need to improve the quality and availability of a quality water supply, a sewage system
and solid waste management system is increasing. Moreover, new spending may be
required to support the country’s EU accession process and harmonisation. Another type
of challenge for Macedonia is to provide an efficient supply of public services in a rather
diverse ethnic environment. The challenges here are the fiscal pressures upon the local
governments, determining the appropriate policies for responding to those fiscal pressures
and how to implement them in an ethnically diverse context that requires the funding of
translations to bridge language barriers. With decentralisation, many of the problems with
low investment and maintenance during the transition were transferred from the central to
the local level, thus creating fiscal stress on municipalities in Macedonia (EAR, 2007).
It is important to note that such challenges cannot be addressed without a multidisciplinary
context and that is why we will frequently make reference to other disciplines like political
science, public policy, public sector management, geography and demographics etc. Local
government economists must study the work of political scientists, economic geographers,
sociologists, public management experts and others in order to see how their own
efficiency principles can be (and are being) applied in the local government sector. Local
government economists must not restrict themselves to the narrow boundaries of
neoclassical economics (Bailey, 1999).
Decentralisation can help increase the government’s sensitivity to local conditions and
needs and allow greater political representation of diverse political, cultural and ethnic
groups in decision making. It can provide better opportunities for local residents to
participate in decision making. It can also provide political stability and national unity by
allowing citizens to have more control over public programmes at the local level
(Rondinelli, 2000). With fiscal decentralisation, overall resource mobilisation will increase
because local governments can tax the fast growing parts of their economic base more
easily than the central government can (Bahl & Linn, 1992).
On the other hand, decentralisation can result in a loss of economies of scale and of control
over scarce financial resources by the central government. Possible weak administrative
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capacities at the local level may result in services being delivered less efficiently.
Responsibilities may be transferred to the local governments without adequate financial
resources, thereby making the provision of those services more difficult (Rondinelli, 2000;
EAR, 2007). The precise derivation of the optimal degree of decentralisation is impossible
due to controversial theoretical suggestions. This is especially true for Macedonia because
the appropriate degree of decentralisation has to be detected on a case-by-case basis
(Breuss & Eller, 2003).
Economic theory emphasises the important role of local government in providing public
services and seeks to determine the conditions for the maximisation of citizens’ economic
welfare. But this is only a partial approach since it does not include the political,
sociological, spatial and/or other aspects. In a broader context, nation building in
Macedonia requires the development of stronger institutions and efficient local government
as a strategic supply-side policy instead of looking only at the public expenditure approach.
The question is how local government fits into this scheme of a broader socio-economic
and political context. From an economic perspective, Klugman (1994) argues that
decentralised systems of government have better abilities to match service provision to the
preferences of the constituencies and can deliver public services more efficiently. From a
political perspective, it is argued that decentralised systems of government are preferable
because they tend to be more accountable and transparent and increase political
participation, factors which, in turn, have an indirect positive effect on efficiency as argued
by Putnam (1993). Tiebout (1956) argues that the consumer-voter revealing preferences
can make use of the decentralised choice in the public sector to enhance the efficiency of
resource allocation. Further, according to Oates (1972) the decentralised choice in the
public sector (as in the private sector) provides an opportunity to increase economic
welfare by tailoring levels of consumption to the preferences of smaller, more
homogeneous groups. On the other hand, for transition countries, many of the explicit and
implicit assumptions of the Tiebout and Oates models are not relevant or applicable. Thus,
decentralisation might be like some potent drugs for transition countries; when prescribed
for the relevant illness, at the appropriate moment and in the correct dose, they can have
the desired salutary effect. However, in the wrong circumstances, they can harm rather
than heal (Prud’homme, 1995).
For Macedonia as a transition country, there is a risk that the process of decentralisation
could become the potent drug described by Prud’homme (1995). The first reason might be
that the voter preferences in Macedonia are not as readily translated into budget outcomes
as in industrial countries simply because of the low fiscal transparency and accountability
(one proxy for Macedonia can be the relatively low fiscal transparency scores as per the
open budget initiatives (OBI) available at IBP (2012); also Nikolov, 2009). The second
reason was apparent in the last Macedonian local elections in 2009. During the campaigns,
mayors talked more about national level problems than about local problems (thus the
local preferences were not revealed). Most importantly, central-level politicians are more
active in local elections than local politicians and thus local elections are seen as nothing
more than a rehearsal for the parliamentary elections. This is a reflection of not having a
long enough history of democracy. The third reason might be that decentralisation in
Macedonia is more of a deconcentration and less of fiscal autonomy and the devolution of
power to municipalities. In such a set up, reliance on the central government’s funds for
grants/public goods is retained and there are no mechanisms by which the local voters can
reveal their preferences. In the end, less can be gained from this form of decentralisation
than in other industrial countries. This is simply because the power rests in the centre and
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is likely to lead to lobbying, continuous bargaining, uncertainty, conflict and economic
fluctuations in the central and local governments’ relations. It might also bring clientelistic
behaviour and preferences for municipalities where the mayors have the same political
affiliation as the central government or even lead to obstacles being put before
municipalities where mayors are not of the same political affiliation as the central
government (as empirically confirmed in Chapter 4). The fourth reason may be the
inadequate financial transfers for some services (education and roads, for example) and
forcing municipalities in Macedonia to inefficiently provide services. This creates the
inability to maintain the existing yet depreciated assets. Further, the non-optimality of the
transfer of competencies to the local government (unfunded mandates of municipalities in
Macedonia) might create unsustainable fiscal stress on local government due to the large
fiscal gap. The fifth reason is that ethnic diversity can affect the efficiency of public
service delivery (as empirically confirmed in Chapter 4). The sixth reason is that there
might be difficulties in decentralisation management given the lack of experience, skills
and knowledge. The seventh reason is that in Macedonia there are constitutional postOFA requirements on the equal representation of ethnic minorities in local public
administration, language requirements, and education requirements in order to align the
country’s unity along ethnic lines that are the direct responsibility of the municipalities.
Thus, decentralisation can be considered the key expensive policy choice for providing
political stability and Macedonian national cohesion more than solely bringing economic
efficiency.
These questions raise issues that are complex to address and to empirically test. On one
side, the need for higher economic growth in a sluggish transition, such as in Macedonia,
requires centralisation and not decentralisation at least from an efficiency point of view.
On the other side, there are the requirements to implement the post-OFA need for
decentralisation and for country cohesion. The environment is even more complex given
that during the transition the regional differences have been increasing in Macedonia (as
already illustrated in section 1.5). Since 2005 and a new wave of decentralisation the
wealthier local governments in Macedonia stand to benefit even more from a higher tax
base and this might further increase regional inequalities. The Law on Balanced Regional
Development (Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia, no. 63/07) might help in
decreasing the regional differences but it is too early to assess if it will be successfully
applied (it was only in late 2008 that a ranking of the regions was done so that budget
resources can be allocated to poorer regions) due to the slow implementation and lack of
skills and knowledge to plan and manage complex, regional and local infrastructure
projects.
While efficiency requires that the provision of a public good be expanded until it reaches
the level at which the sum of each person’s marginal valuation of the last unit equals the
marginal cost, here the discussion relevant to our study must follow the Pareto efficiency
level, i.e. whether municipalities are failing to efficiently provide public goods and
services in an ethnically fragmented environment. While with private goods and services
every consumer has the same marginal rate of substitution and consumers can consume
different quantities (by being non-excludable and, even if a public good is excludable, its
provision will still be inefficient by being non-rival). For public goods and services,
everyone consumes the same quantity but consumers can have different marginal rates of
substitution. That is why Samuelson (1954) argues that where there is a public good any
single person can snatch some selfish benefit in a way not possible under the self-policing
competitive pricing of private goods. In Macedonia, it is possible for ‘ethnic selfishness’
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to have an adverse impact on the efficiency of providing public goods and services at the
municipal level.
Bailey (1999) distinguishes between allocative and technical efficiency cases in
municipalities. Decentralisation allows for decentralised public choices, thus leading to
Pareto improvements because of the removal of the deadweight loss of consumers’ surplus.
The size of allocative efficiency (welfare loss) depends on the size of the disparities
between central and local choices (the greater the heterogeneity of ethnic preferences, the
greater the welfare losses). On the other hand, decentralisation might have negative effects,
which can generally be described as greater technical inefficiency of the decentralised
administration due to the potential loss of economies of scale.
In Macedonia, the discourse is focused more on the political context in order to resolve
conflicts with ethnic characteristics taking priority over economic efficiency concerns. The
main challenge in Macedonia is to find the right path for the economic and political
arguments to converge, as argued in Tanzi (1995). Thus, ethnic fragmentation in
Macedonia with Albanians and Macedonians having different linguistic and religious
characteristics might have a direct negative correlation with the efficiency of providing
public services due to heterogeneous ethnic preferences which prevent the removal of the
deadweight loss. Indeed, with the OFA, decentralisation seems to have become a »one size
fits all« device by the international community to freeze ethnic conflicts and to escape their
responsibility to deal with the sources of the conflict (Monteux, 2006). Such international
relations risk allowing tensions to develop further and potentially making the situation
even worse.
The role of local government in Macedonia could be to somehow find the preferences of
the ethnic groups and then use force to coerce them to pay for the public goods and
services they receive. If a local government is credible, it can avoid the free riding of its
citizens and ensure that public goods and services are optimally provided. Rosen (2002)
emphasises that free riding is not a fact but an implication of the hypothesis that people
maximise a utility function that depends only on their own consumption of goods.

2.2 Public service delivery in an ethnically diverse local government
The first welfare theorem of public finance suggests conditions under which markets
allocate resources efficiently. Social interactions among neighbours generate
neighbourhood externalities for children and adults. When there are external costs and
benefits, we do not expect the market equilibrium to be socially efficient (O’Sullivan,
2007). In the case of the external costs, people pay less than the full social cost of an
action or behaviour like driving and polluting and, in the case of an external benefit,
people receive less than the full social benefit by educating themselves (O’Sullivan, 2007).
When they stop short of the socially efficient level of education, externalities can cause
inefficiencies. Thus, we can say that a positive externality is when a person is not
compensated for an action that benefits someone else and a negative externality occurs
when a person does not pay for an action that imposes a cost on someone else (O’Sullivan,
2007). For children that imitate adults, a neighbourhood of educated and successful adults
provides good role models. This is a positive externality as the adults are not paid every
time they encourage children. Drug abuse in a neighbourhood is a negative externality
because the drug abusers are not compensating the neighbourhood for the unpleasant
environment. Households are competing for places in a desirable neighbourhood by
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bidding for housing and land in those neighbourhoods (O’Sullivan, 2007). The results of
the empirical research in Chapter 4 show that, at the municipal level in Macedonia, people
are significantly dissatisfied with the environment in which they live in general (not
explicitly because of ethnicity). Yet Macedonian people have been denied services
because of their ethnicity in more ethnically fragmented municipalities.
In the economics of neighbourhood choice, households are choosing a set of local public
goods and a set of taxes to finance the public goods. What they also choose is a set of
neighbours who provide opportunities for social interactions and with whom to send their
children to the same school. In this doctoral dissertation we try to understand the diverse
municipalities with the formation of households from different ethnic backgrounds. One
extreme could be the equal representation of households with different ethnic backgrounds
and the other extreme could be segregated municipalities with a neighbourhood for each
ethnic group.
In Macedonia, there is a variety of municipalities each with a different mix of public
goods. At least in theory, these variances allow citizens to »vote with their feet« when
choosing a municipality or mesna zaednica (a unit smaller than a municipality, a
commune) with the best combination of public services, taxes and neighbours for social
interactions. Namely, at the central level, the preferences of consumers/voters are given
and the government tries to adjust to the pattern of these preferences, whereas at the local
level the various governments have their revenues and expenditures more or less set.
Given this set of preferences, the consumer/voter moves to that community whose local
government best satisfies his or her set of preferences (Tiebot, 1956).
The sorting of local public goods is best illustrated with the preferences in education as a
public good, especially as it has been decentralised as a competency since 2005. There are
constant pressures in Macedonia from ethnic Albanians to segregate the primary schools
(not wanting their children to learn in the Macedonian language), even though Article 48
of the constitution clearly prescribes that in schools where education is carried out in the
language of a nationality the Macedonian language is also studied. What might be the
consequences of such a forced segregation policy? Albanian households have lower
»official« incomes on average, but are matching the average income with more
remittances, as already discussed in section 1.5. In economic terms, ethnic and incomebased segregation reduces employment opportunities for low-income households
(O’Sullivan, 2007). The concentration of ethnic households in one part of a municipality
might increase the municipality’s poverty level because the bulk of jobs might be in other
parts of the municipality (as presented in ESI 2002 the Albanian community is
concentrated in agricultural/rural parts while the Macedonian community is concentrated
in industrial urban parts). This spatial mismatch might decrease the employment
opportunities for any ethnic minority because of something as simple as the costs of
commuting. Ihlanfeld and Sjoquist (1990), for example, test the spatial mismatch
hypothesis for the USA and find that inferior access to jobs explains about 25% of the gap
between the employment rates of black and white workers and about 31% of the gap
between Hispanic and white employment rates. Wunnava, Prasch and Mitra (2012)
investigate the determinants of economic growth emphasising the role of institutional
quality, social fragmentation and increasing global integration and find that ethnic
heterogeneity has been a significant impediment to growth, but religious and linguistic
heterogeneity have not.
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Further, these decreasing employment opportunities can result in low-income
municipalities. Low-income municipalities are likely to spend less on schools so their
children are likely to receive an inferior education. Schools in such communities must then
devote far more time and financial resources to security and school safety (which is evident
in Macedonia with increasing ethnic violence in secondary schools and on the busses of
Skopje’s public transportation company). From an economic point of view, the results are
a vicious combination of lower school funding, higher costs and inferior education.
Namely, in Macedonia already 54.7% of the poor live in households where the head of the
household only has a primary education (State Statistical Office Republic of Macedonia,
2012a). Thus, the push for ethnic segregation policies by the Albanians might further
increase poverty. Cutler and Glaeser (1995), for example, find that in the USA young black
adults are much worse off in more segregated cities because of neighbourhood externalities
(in a low-income environment there are fewer contacts with positive role models).
Estimates based on US data confirm that racial segregation interacts with structural shifts
in society that concentrate poverty (Massey & Fischer, 2000). Walks and Bourne (2006)
find that the concentration of apartment housing, visible minorities in general, and a high
level of racial diversity in particular do help account for the neighborhood patterning of
low income.

2.3 Economic efficiency and the fiscal gap
We take education as a case study to discuss further. Education is an important element in
the central and local budgets in Macedonia and in the whole decentralisation process in
Macedonia (representing, on average, 72% of the total earmarked transfers from central to
local government in the period between 2005 and 2008 and almost 90% of all employees
transferred from central to local government since 2005). On top of that, it is a highly
politicised activity involving the need to integrate young ethnic Albanians and young
ethnic Macedonians on one side and the political pressure to separate school classes along
ethnic lines on the other21.
According to the Macedonian Ministry of Education and Science, the allocating of
decentralised education functions to municipalities is being done in a phased approach.
The phased approach to fiscal decentralisation (for the phases of fiscal decentralisation in
Macedonia, see Appendix D) and to intergovernmental grants is prescribed in the Law on
the Financing Local Government (Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia, no.
61/04). During the first phase of the decentralisation process in Macedonia, a system of
earmarked grants was introduced by the Law on Financing Local Government (Official
Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia, no. 61/04). The earmarked grants are supposed to
cover the distinct activities and the line ministries. The government funds are responsible
for proposing to the Ministry of Finance the formulas for the allocation of grants to
individual municipalities by projects, institutions and/or programmes referring to the
budget of each next fiscal year. In practice, the earmarked grants are supposed to cover the
operating and maintenance costs of the distinct competencies (culture, social care, child
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Education is very important in Macedonia as the government implemented many programmes: each
student at primary and secondary school must have computers, free books for primary education, mandatory
secondary school, conditional subsidies for parents from vulnerable households to send their children to
schools, an an increased share of central budget expenditure to GDP for education each year since 2006. But
there were also disputes when the minister wanted to introduce mandatory classes in the Macedonian
language in the first year instead of the third year of primary school for the other, non-Macedonian ethnic
groups.
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protection and education), i.e. the costs of water, heating, communication, transport,
materials and tools, repair and current maintenance and contractual services.
Since the inception of the second phase of the fiscal decentralisation process, block grants
are paid to those municipalities that have entered the second phase. These block grants
cover competencies prescribed by the Law on Local Self-Government (Official Gazette of
the Republic of Macedonia, no. 05/02) such as culture, social care, child protection,
education and health. Specifically, this means libraries, music and performance activities,
museums, cinemas, kindergartens, geriatric homes, primary and secondary schools,
whereas no transfer of competencies was done for the health sector. Further, according to
the law, the amount of block grants must not be less than the amount of expenditure made
by the central government in the fiscal year preceding the transfer of the competency. In
practice, the block grants are supposed to cover the operating and maintenance costs of the
municipal competency and the salaries and related benefits of the employees.
The formula for allocating a block grant for education includes the standard for the
student-teacher ratio, which holds important weight. This favours municipalities with
relatively higher population growth (the natural growth of Albanians and Macedonians is
in favour of the Albanian population as was illustrated in section 1.5), for which the actual
student-teacher ratio is higher than the standard. On the other hand, it puts at a
disadvantage those municipalities with low population growth and thus lowers the studentteacher ratio. As a consequence, some municipalities are under pressure to close schools,
reallocate teachers or dismiss them. All of this means that the devolution of teachers’
salaries is not a minor reform. On the contrary, it amounts to giving local governments
throughout Macedonia the important responsibility of reforming primary and secondary
education. Yet they are not necessarily equipped for these tasks given their limited
operational and management capability or fiscal resources. Municipalities are therefore
finding it difficult to improve their efficiencies in providing these services. They also have
serious concerns in dealing with the underinvestment and lack of maintenance from the
transitional past, especially with severely depreciated assets. None of these issues were
considered as additional costs for municipalities when the central government transfers
started in 2005 with the decentralisation reform. Thus, municipalities in Macedonia are
facing unfunded competencies. These unfunded competencies could create unsustainable
fiscal gaps for municipalities when they are already under fiscal stress (EAR, 2007).
In the period between 2005 and 2008, municipalities in Macedonia had been utilising a
wide spectrum of actions to face the problems deriving from the decentralisation of
education. A growing number of municipalities throughout the period, reaching
proportions of more than 50%, had been allocating their own revenues in addition to the
central government transfers for this function. Municipalities had been using parents’
contributions which had increased from the initial 20%. However, it seems that the
proportion has stabilised at about 30% of municipalities receiving such contributions
(EAR, 2007). The number of donors’ contributions has also been rising and such donations
are benefiting more than 50% of municipalities. Ever more municipalities are focusing on
more efficient transportation of students and more efficient use of teachers. There is also a
growing trend of municipalities searching for greater energy efficiency in schools.
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Some municipalities intend to close certain school units, close entire schools or to merge
school units and schools. At least one-third are revising their maintenance contracts as
well. Inter-municipal cooperation seems to be a preferred action for more than half of the
municipalities22. It is interesting that reducing maintenance costs and revising maintenance
contracts are considered to be useful actions by only approximately one-third of
municipalities. The trend is to increase these actions but not as dramatically as other
actions. A possible explanation of this is that municipalities, whilst looking in a more longrun perspective, are trying to solve the »bigger/urgent« problems such as teachers and the
transportation of students.
Another issue might arise since maintenance is covered by the earmarked grants (issued by
the central government) and municipalities do not see it as their own responsibility (a
typical ‘flypaper effect’). Some municipalities have concluded that some of their school
units are so old or have so few students that they are not worth maintaining. This
perception is reinforced by the school network which was set up before the transition and
no longer reflects the present demand profile and demographic trends for primary
education. It is also worth noting that donor agencies (particularly the USAID/PEP project
which has an extensive three-year plan)23 are providing resources for the reconstruction
and renovation of schools on a relatively large scale. This also has an impact on the
decision making of municipalities regarding which actions to pursue related to primary
education expenditures.
The evidence of low efficiency in education services in Macedonia is also supported by
the World Bank (2008) which stated that government spending on education, as a share of
the officially estimated GDP, is modestly higher than in most countries in the
neighbourhood. However, student achievements are relatively poor compared to those
same countries and substantially worse compared with EU countries. Enrolment rates in
secondary education are lower than in the EU and the skills acquired in schools are not in
line with market needs. Access to education seems equitable at the primary level, but gaps
open up at the secondary and tertiary levels, with the level of wealth, place of residence
and ethnicity all affecting enrolment rates. Poor learning outcomes are one of the factors
that may have contributed to the sluggish economic growth and high unemployment in
Macedonia. Boosting the productive capacity of the economy should be accompanied by
raising the quality and relevance of education. These are key components in helping to
improve living standards and accelerate EU integration, both of which are top government
priorities (World Bank, 2008).
Substantial differences appear in the amount of spending on schools with different ethnic
compositions. For example, Durlauf (1996) and Benabau (1996) (cited in Alesina, Baquir
& Easterly, 1999, p. 4) show how city-suburb polarisation is inefficient for human and
capital accumulation with regard to local school financing. Cutler and Glaeser (1995)
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From the EAR’s TA to the Ministry of Local Government survey conducted by the company LDK to
municipalities in 2007, the planned types of inter-municipal cooperation were mostly for: joint planning and
development, joint administration and joint communal enterprises (internal questionnaire of the project).
23
The USAID-financed Primary Education Project (PEP) project is a five-year, USD 16.4 million initiative
targeting all public primary schools in Macedonia. So far, they have renovated eight schools and planned, in
2008, to renovate 32 more in 32 municipalities. Each municipality can apply for renovations in conjunction
with two schools. The goal is for each municipality in Macedonia to have at least one school renovated with
help from the USAID/PEP project. The limit is USD 30,000 per municipality with at least a 10% cost share
from the school. Interestingly, the municipalities are currently participating with, on average, 28% of their
own funds. The projects should fulfil certain standards like energy efficiency.
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examine the effects of segregation on outcomes for blacks in schooling, employment and
single parenthood. They find that blacks in more segregated areas have significantly worse
outcomes than blacks in less segregated areas. They control for the endogeneity of location
choice using instruments based on political factors, topographical features and residence
before adulthood. Scheinkman and Shleifer (1995) find that blacks suffer worse outcomes
in education, income and other social dimensions in more segregated metropolitan areas.
In the last few years in Macedonia, there have been constant pressures from ethnic
Albanians to open separate Albanian-language classes in primary schools, thereby
segregating them. Further, despite government efforts to promote the principles of
integrated education, the practice of separating pupils along ethnic lines or language
differences has continued in a number of Macedonian schools. Cases of inter-ethnic
violence in secondary schools have persisted. Efforts have been made to promote and
implement the SIE in close cooperation with the Organisation for Security and Cooperation
in Europe (hereinafter: OSCE). An inter-ministerial coordination working group was
established. However, the Ministry of Education and Science lacked the human and
financial capacities necessary to support implementation of the strategy (European
Commission, 2011).

3 FEDERALISM AND DECENTRALISATION IN MACEDONIA
3.1 Federalism in Yugoslavia
Perhaps one of the best descriptions of former Yugoslavia is given in the Managing
Multiethnic Cities of the Open Society Institute’s (OSI) Local Government and Public
Service Reform Initiative (2010), which reads as follows: one country, two scripts (Cyrillic
and Latin); three basic religions (Roman Catholic, Orthodox and Islam), four languages
(Serbian, Croatian, Slovenian and Macedonian); five major nationalities (Serbs, Croats,
Slovenians, Macedonians and Bosnians) and several smaller national groups (Albanians,
Hungarians, Turks, Roma etc.); six socialist republics (Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia,
Macedonia, Montenegro, Serbia and Slovenia), with seven neighbours (Italy, Austria,
Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria, Greece and Albania); and eight constitutive parts (six
socialist republics and two autonomous provinces – Vojvodina and Kosovo and Metohija).
The principle of federalism was established at the second session of AVNOJ (Anti-Fascist
Council of People’s Liberation of Yugoslavia) in 1944 in Yugoslavia before the end of
World War Two. It is said in the preamble to the constitution of Yugoslavia that
Yugoslavia is a republic of free nations and minorities. The distinction between nations
and minorities was clear and it was thought that the nations and minorities could live in
»brotherhood and unity« as the then constitution stated.
Federalism, as a principle, was not a factor in the breakup of Yugoslav. Instead, it was due
to the people’s dissatisfaction with economic development, i.e. LDRs believing they were
receiving less and the MDRs believing their development was decelerating because of the
LDRs (Grujoski, 2003). According to Rudolph (2006), the conflicts that ripped Yugoslavia
apart were not only rooted in deep grievances separating ethno-national communities but
economic differences also reinforced the cultural differences separating Yugoslavia’s
national groups and provided the national leaders of the communities with additional
justification for seeking secession.
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Crawford (1998) offers an alternative explanation of the ethnic conflicts in former
Yugoslavia. She argues that the roots of ethnic conflict there can be found in the
institutional structure of the Yugoslav political and economic systems constructed after
World War Two. While the post-war institutional structure offered numerous incentives for
identity within an integrated Yugoslav state, as well as incentives for regional (as opposed
to ethnic) political loyalty, it also encouraged inter-ethnic rivalry through its institutions of
allocation, representation and participation. With deepening fragmentation, local elites had
many resources to distribute in exchange for support and saw few reasons to maintain
loyalty to the central Yugoslav government.
Yugoslavia incorporated several nations not because of political history but due to the
cognate languages and geographical proximity (Smith, 1991). On the other side, the
separate histories and religious differences suggested the possibility of Yugoslavia
providing a model of a ‘transcendent nation’ in the form of a federation of nations.
However, the Croat spring, the Kosovo conflict and the final dissolution of Yugoslavia
suggest the long-lasting power of the constituent nations that composed the federation
rather than a supra-national institution or any other Yugoslav sentiment.
Accordingly, were political or economic factors more important in the breakup of
Yugoslavia? This remains to be answered in some other research agenda. However, the
research of Hayo and Voigt (2010) can give some indication. Namely, they empirically
tested 169 countries and found that domestic political factors are more important than
economic ones in changing the form of government. They also found that geographical
factors and former colonial status are important determinants of the survival probability of
the existing form of government. Also, presidential systems are, ceteris paribus, more
likely to survive than parliamentary ones24. The most important factors relate to
intermediate internal armed conflict, sectarian political participation, the degree of
democratisation, party competition as well as the extent to which knowledge resources are
distributed among the members of society.

3.2 The Macedonian local government system in former Yugoslavia
The local government system in Macedonia was first introduced with the Law on the
Administrative and Territorial Organisation of Macedonia in 1947 (the constitution of
Yugoslavia was adopted after World War Two in 1946), organising Macedonia into cities
and regions (in Macedonian okolii). At that time, the people’s boards where mainly acting
within the centralised government organisation of the federation (Dojcinoski, 2007). With
the reorganisation of local government from 1952 on, the fundamentals of the modern local
government in Macedonia were established. The people’s board competencies were
expanded. In 1964, the communal system was established with the Law on Organising
Municipalities and Regions. In that law municipalities were defined as a basic politicalterritorial organisation of self-governing working people and a basic socio-economic
community of citizens within their territory.

24

A presidential system is a system which has a directly elected executive, with a limited term of office and
general responsibility for the affairs of state. A parliamentary system is a system which has: (1) a directly
elected legislative body; (2) the fusion of executive and legislative institutions; (3) a collective executive that
emerges from the legislature and is responsible to it; and (4) separation between the head of state and the
head of government (Newton & Van Deth, 2005).
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With the new constitution of the Socialist Republic of Macedonia signed in 1963 (after the
Skopje earthquake25), local government competencies were only defined in the most
general terms, leaving any more precise definitions for the proper legislation to specify.
The municipality’s statutes became a constitutional category. With that constitution, the
people’s board became the municipality’s council and the local communes were introduced
as the smallest organisational unit of local government within municipalities.
With the 1974 constitution of Yugoslavia, the delegation system was established and
municipalities were self-governing26 as a socio-economic community based on selfdetermination of the working class and the citizens (constitution of the Socialist Republic
of Macedonia, Article 184, paragraph 1). The changes of the 1974 constitution were the
result of development of the concept of federalism and the new positions of the republics
to further expand their competencies and to build the delegation system from the bottom
up, from municipalities to the federation (Vankovska, 2007). The very nature of selfgovernance was in many ways undermined by the political supremacy of the ruling
political party. The Union of Communists, which was the only political party allowed, was
centralised up to the republic level (Kandeva, 2001).

3.3 Decentralisation in Macedonia after independence
Dynamics. Three periods can be identified in the process of decentralisation in Macedonia
during the transition after 1991 (for more, see CEA, 2006). The first of these periods was
one of centralisation between 1991–1995 which left municipalities without competencies
and an efficient system of financing. During this period, the government was focused on
achieving macroeconomic stabilisation and privatisation.
During the second period, lasting from 1995 to 2005, macroeconomic stabilisation was
achieved but the overall economic performance was relatively poor. During this period, for
the first time after independence, a new Law on Local Government (Official Gazette of the
Republic of Macedonia, no. 60/95) was adopted in 1995 and a new Law on Territorial
Organisation (Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia, no. 49/96) was adopted in
1996 introducing 123 municipalities (see www.lsg-data.org.mk). Both laws were products
of a highly ethnically and politically motivated process (Popovski & Panov, 1998).
Macedonia signed the European Charter of Local Self-Government in 1996 and ratified it
in 1997. In 1998, the Ministry of Local Government was established. The process of
decentralisation was further supported by two important documents adopted in 1999,
namely the government programme and the government strategy for reforming the public
administration. As a result of these two initiatives, a working team within the Ministry of
Local Government was established in March 1999 to start the process of decentralisation.
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It is stated in Grujoski (2003) that the Skopje earthquake took 9% of Yugoslav GNP.
The self-governance, i.e. samoupravuvanje, is identified with decentralisation or participation in foreign
literature (Grujoski, 2003) and was actually transferring responsibilities/competencies from central to local
state bodies, i.e. transferring government power closer to the citizens.
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In 1999, the Kosovo conflict further complicated ethnic tensions in Macedonia and led to
an armed inter-ethnic conflict in 2001. The crisis in Macedonia ended with the signing of
the OFA in 2001 and the decentralisation initiatives of 1999 thus gained new momentum.
One consequence of the politically-driven decentralisation process was the reverse
sequencing of decentralisation in Macedonia, with revenue decentralisation preceding a
loosely defined assignment of expenditure (UNDP, 2005).
Essentially, the decentralisation of particular functions was delegated to line ministries
which used every opportunity to slow the process down as they had no incentives to give
over their own power to the municipalities. The speed of the decentralisation reforms
greatly accelerated during 2004 as the Ministry of Local Government moved forward with
a number of initiatives and intensified its contacts with the Association of Local
Governments (known by its Macedonian acronym, ZELS).
The third period of decentralisation in Macedonia started in 2005 when the government
adopted a detailed plan for the transfer of competencies and resources. In April 2005,
administrative decentralisation was planned in terms of the transfer of institutions, assets,
employees and documentation. In that plan the de-concentrated units of line ministries
were transferred to the local level as well. This, together with the new legislation, provided
an efficient legal framework for the new modern process of decentralisation.
Territorial Organisation. With the new Law on Territorial Organisation (Official Gazette
of the Republic of Macedonia, no. 55/04) adopted in 2004, the local governments in
Macedonia were restructured into 84 municipalities (15 of which have fewer than 5,000
inhabitants) and with the city of Skopje as a special unit comprising 10 municipalities in
accordance with a separate law on the city of Skopje (Official Gazette of the Republic of
Macedonia, no. 55/04). For comparison, we illustrate the average size of local
governments in selected countries in Table 9.
Table 9. Average size of municipalities in selected countries
Countries
Macedonia
Bulgaria
Slovenia
Croatia
Albania
Romania
Hungary
Slovakia
Poland

Municipalities with fewer
than 1,000 inhabitants
1
0
3
3
0
2
54
68
0

Average population
24,000
35,000
10,300
8,800
10,000
7,600
3,300
1,900
16,000

Average area in sq. km
296
432
106
104
77
81
32
17
130

Source: Adopted from P. Swianiewicz, Consolidation or Fragmentation? The Size of Local Governments in
Central and Eastern Europe, 2002.

Macedonia is more fragmented than Bulgaria and less fragmented than the other countries.
Smaller municipalities can act as free riders because citizens living in smaller
municipalities still benefit from many services delivered by the bigger municipalities (the
capital city of Skopje is an extreme example). On the other side, large municipalities can
more efficiently provide services which may lead to more public interest and participation
in local politics.
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Demographic differences across municipalities in Macedonia. The population density
in Macedonia is, on average, 80 persons per km2. However, there is a wide range of
differences. The most sparsely-populated municipalities have a minimum of four persons
per km2, whereas the most densely-populated ones have 16,193 persons per km2. In
Macedonia, 68.3% of the population is between the ages of 15 and 65 years. The natural
population growth (i.e. the difference between births and deaths), across municipalities,
averages out at 0.4, with a minimum of -2.12 and a maximum of 2.01. This demonstrates
huge disparities with some municipalities booming and others with negative trends. In the
latter case, if this trend persists there is a risk these areas will become depopulated. The
ageing index (i.e. the ratio of persons over 65 to children aged up to 14) shows an average
of 0.50 in the entire country. This means there are twice as many children up to the age of
14 as there are people over 65. But, as with other statistics, this is merely an overall
national average. The discrepancy across municipalities is high, with a minimum ageing
index of 0.13 and a maximum of 2.17. The general conclusion could be that the population
in Macedonia is growing at a relatively low rate overall, but that ethnic disparities are still
relatively high in terms of population concentration, ageing and growth, as was illustrated
in section 1.5.
Economic differences across local governments in Macedonia. The average 2002 GDP
at PPP for Macedonia was USD 6,850 per capita (expert estimated data). But the variation
across municipalities went from a minimum of USD 734 per capita up to a maximum of
USD 53,466 per capita. The average unemployment rate in Macedonia was 38.1% in 2002,
with a municipality minimum of 11.0% and a municipality maximum of 79.4%.
Consideration of these numbers, illustrated in Table 10, once again confirms the relatively
large discrepancies in economic and social data across municipalities in Macedonia.
Table 10. Descriptive statistics of GDP at PPP and unemployment across local
governments in Macedonia in 2002
Statistics
Mean
Median
Maximum
Minimum

GDP at PPP
6,850
4,110
53,466
734

Unemployment in percent
38.1
40.2
79.4
11.0

Source: State Statistical Office Republic of Macedonia, 2012a.

Infrastructure differences across local governments in Macedonia. As illustrated in
Table 1127, the mean population per km of asphalt-equivalent in municipalities in
Macedonia is 204. However, the range of variation is from a minimum of 20 people per km
of asphalt-equivalent to a maximum of 2,748 people per km of asphalt-equivalent. The
differences are also great for the population density measured in squared kilometres (km2)
of a local government’s area. The mean population is 80 inhabitants per km2. The lowest
density is 4 inhabitants per km2 and the highest is 630 inhabitants per km2 area. The
median is lower than the mean for both measures thus, illustrating that most of the local
governments in Macedonia have less than the national average density and less than the
national average of inhabitants per km of asphalt-equivalent.

27

Data for the local governments (10 in all) within the city of Skopje were not taken into account due to a
lack of data for all local governments within the city of Skopje. Population data are based on estimates from
2010. Data on km asphalt equivalent are from 2009.
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Table 11. Descriptive statistics of population per km area and per km of asphalt-equivalent
across local governments in Macedonia
Population per km2 area
Mean
Median
Maximum
Minimum

80
49
630
4

Population per km of asphaltequivalent
204
132
2,748
20

Source: Author’s calculation using State Statistical Office Republic of Macedonia data, 2012a.

Given the differences across municipalities, one should be careful when using average
values. Further, symmetric decentralisation (all municipalities, regardless of their capacity
and population size, must exercise the same competencies), in the long run has the
potential to create even bigger differences than those at present. Therefore, a more efficient
asymmetric fiscal architecture design could be more beneficial for Macedonia than the
design currently available or fully developed in the legislation.
Ethnic structure in Macedonia with a focus on Macedonians and Albanians. The
ethnic structure of Macedonia is illustrated in Table 12. We can see that the Albanian
community almost doubled in Macedonia from 1961 to 2002.
Table 12. Ethnic structure of the Macedonian population in 1961–2002 (in %)
Ethnic group
Macedonian
Albanian
Others

1961
71.18
13.02
15.08

1971
69.35
16.99
13.66

1981
68.01
19.76
13.23

1994
66.60
22.67
10.73

2002
64.18
25.17
10.65

Source: H. Johansen, Ethnic dimensions of regional development in Macedonia: A research report in
Eurasian Geography and Economics, 2004.

In 1994 during the first census taken after independence in 1991 five major ethnic groups
were identified: Macedonians, Albanians, Turks, Serbs, Vlachs and Roma. Because the
Macedonian and Albanian population dominate the population structure in Macedonia28,
we further analyse these two dominant ethnic groups.
The key differences between the dominant ethnic groups, Macedonians and Albanians, are
religious, cultural and lingual. Macedonians are mainly Orthodox Christians and Albanians
are mainly Muslim. Linguistic differences between the Macedonian and Albanian
languages are now recognised in the post-OFA constitution. The Albanian language is also
an official language in communities with a predominantly Albanian population.
The year 2001 brought ethnic tensions to an ethnic clash that caused more than 170,000
ethnic Albanians and Macedonians to flee from their homes. This insurgency was led by
the nationalistic Albanian National Liberation Army (hereinafter: NLA). The 2002
elections ended with a number of former NLA members obtaining political posts in
Macedonia’s new government. An amnesty programme was granted to former NLA
guerrillas. Several political parties represent the Albanian minority in Macedonia, all of
them being very active in national and local politics, together with a plethora of cultural
and religious organisations (Johansen, 2004). Some minor groups and the new political
28

For example, Turks are the third largest ethnic group after the dominant Macedonians and Albanians, with
4% of the total population of Macedonia.
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party of Albanians – Democracia e re (New Democracy) – from 2009 also claim
federalisation but most are asking for regional autonomy with widespread powers.
Expenditure assignment of Macedonian local governments. The 2002 Law on Local
Self Government (Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia, no. 05/02) regulates the
competencies of the local governments. A wide range of responsibilities is listed in the
provisions of Article 22 of this law, including: urban planning and space arrangement;
environmental and nature protection; local economic development; communal services;
cultural development, in accordance with the national programme for culture; sports and
recreation; social care and child protection; foundation of education, financing and
managing of primary and secondary schools in cooperation with the central government;
organisation of transport and food supplements for students and student housing; health
care, managing the system of public health organisations and primary health care;
undertaking measures for the protection and rescue of citizens and material goods in the
case of destruction in war, natural disasters and other accidents; fire protection that is
provided by the local fire departments; and supervision over activities regarding the
municipality’s responsibilities and other matters determined by law.
Table 13 illustrates the total expenditures of Macedonian municipalities by the type of
expenditures and source of financing in 2010.
Table 13. Total budget of Macedonian municipalities in 2010 by type of expenditures and
source of financing (in euros)
Budget item/
source of
expenditures
Wages and
salaries
Reserves
Goods and
services
Interest
payment
Subsidies and
transfers
Social transfers
Capital
expenditures
Principle
payment
Total

27,490,872

2,419

0

539,779

Transfers
from
central
government
160,906,870

662,256
47,680,322

0
461,091

0
0

726
12,819,211

484
36,852,124

663,466
97,812,747

23,079

0

0

0

0

23,079

11,654,009

45,314

0

272,366

131,266

12,102,955

353,668
71,785,405

0
2,451,415

0
575,491

0
923,136

0
2,301,488

353,668
78,036,935

64,385

0

0

0

32,258

96,643

159,713,997

2,960,239

575,491

14,555,217

200,224,491

378,029,434

Own
budget

Donations

Borrowing

Selffinancing
activities

Source: Ministry of Finance Republic of Macedonia, 2012.
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Total
188,939,941

We can see that the current expenditures (wages and salaries, reserves, goods and
services, interest payment, subsidies and transfers and social transfers) are almost 55% of
the total own budget expenditures, but in the total budget (all sources) the current
expenditures are almost 80% of the total budget. Expenditures from transfers from
central government are almost 53% of the total expenditures, reflecting a relatively high
level of fiscal dependence on the central government.
Self-financing activities are contributions from citizens for different services (for example,
school excursions paid by parents) and are almost 4% of the total expenditures. Of the total
expenditures, municipalities are spending 50% on salaries and wages. More than 85% of
the wages and salaries are paid with transfers from the central government.
One must also consider that the demographic, economic and institutional changes that took
place during the transition have also impacted local finance in general. This created
additional expenditure needs without a corresponding provision of finance, or even
shrinking the tax base. At the same time, it must also be taken into account that the central
government appears to be unwilling to compensate municipalities for (EAR, 2007): (a)
transition expenditures (including those stemming from the lower purchasing power and
from changes in the relative prices that took place after the fall of socialism); (b)
administrative overheads, incurred hitherto by departments of the central government for
the now transferred competencies; (c) geographical (and other) distinctions among various
municipal jurisdictions; (d) diseconomies of small-scale service delivery by municipalities
where these may occur; (e) the potential of social disruption resulting from small-scale or
more localised choices of service delivery; (f) macroeconomic instability (inflation); (g)
demographic changes; (h) underinvestment during the transition and before
decentralisation; and (i) insufficient maintenance during the transition and before
decentralisation.
Revenue assignment of Macedonian local governments. The sources of financing for
Macedonian municipalities are defined in the Law on Financing Local Government
(Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia, no. 61/04). In Table 14, we illustrate the
local government revenues in Macedonia by source, the way they are reported to the
Ministry of Finance.
Table 14. Macedonian municipal revenues by source of financing in 2010 (in euros)
Budget item/
source of
revenues
Tax revenues
Non-tax
revenues
Capital
revenues
Transfers and
donations
Borrowing
domestic
Total

Selffinancing
activities
2,611

Transfers from
central
government
926,498
81,802

Own budget

Donations

Borrowing

98,779,325
5,371,087

447
74,418

-

25,321,367

-

-

14,758,814
2,474

-

36,439,372

2,896,510

-

21,907

203,044,597

1,310,968

-

-

-

167,222,119

2,971,375

14,785,806

204,052,897

Total
99,708,881
20,286,121
25,323,841
242,402,385

575,491
575,491

1,886,458
389,607,686

Source: Ministry of Finance Republic of Macedonia, 2012.

We can see that Macedonian local governments have their own budget revenues coming
from: property tax, a proportion of personal income tax (hereinafter: PIT), non-tax
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revenues from communal taxes and administrative taxes, capital revenues from the sale of
assets, transfers and donations from value-added tax (hereinafter: VAT), borrowing from
banks and from the Ministry of Finance. In 2010, there was no foreign borrowing and no
emission of bonds but only domestic borrowing.
Donations, as a source category, mostly come from foreign donors in the education sector.
Self-financing activities are a source of revenue from the local government’s budget users
(schools and kindergartens) like the participation of parents and the organisation of
excursions. Transfers from central government are tax revenues for part-time
employees, non-tax revenues from administrative activities of the local governments,
transfers and donations for the block, earmarked grants for wages/salaries for teachers and
employees in education, kindergartens and maintenance of the schools and kindergartens.
The total own budget is 43% of the total local government budget. The central
government transfers make up 52% of the total municipality budget. This illustrates the
relatively high level of fiscal dependence of the local government on the central
government.
Transfers from central governmental – structure and types of transfers. The phased
approach to fiscal decentralisation is closely connected to the transfers from central
government. The process of fiscal decentralisation is envisaged by the Law on Financing
Local Government (Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia, no. 61/04) to evolve in
two phases (for details, see Appendix D). The first phase started on 1 July 2005 with the
introduction of the earmarked grants. In the second phase, the block transfers were
launched. The major principle of this phased approach was to project a gradual devolution
of responsibilities proportional to the demonstration of greater capacity by local
governments to undertake those responsibilities, and to provide an equitable and adequate
transfer of funds for the efficient and ongoing execution of transferred competencies.
The Law on Financing Local Government (Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia,
no. 61/04) envisions the following channels of transfers from the central government:
1. Value-added tax (VAT) revenues (a total fund equal to 3% of the VAT collections in
the previous fiscal year). This unconditional grant is distributed by a formula which
states that at least 50% of the grant will be distributed according to population and not
more than 50% according to other criteria. These other criteria will be stipulated in a
methodology to be defined by the government in agreement with the commission to
monitor the development of the financing system. The central government sees the
VAT as an unconditional transfer for equalisation purposes even though it is defined in
the law as an own revenue for local governments. In contrast, ZELS views VAT as a
kind of unconditional transfer with the stance that central government should introduce
a new equalisation transfer or increase the PIT transfer share to local government. In
2009 amendments to the Law on Financing Local Government were made whereby a
new dynamic for gradually increasing the VAT transfer was adopted as follows: 3.4%
of GDP in 2010; 3.7% of GDP in 2011; 4% of GDP in 2012 and 4.5% of GDP in 2013.
2. Personal income tax (PIT) revenues are an unconditional grant distributed on an origin
basis. The total pool is calculated as 3% of the PIT from salaries allocated to the local
government where the employee resides and 100% PIT collected from artisan
activities.
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3. Earmarked transfers are allocated for operational costs in the areas of education,
culture and social policy. The appropriate ministries and agencies monitor the use of
these earmarked funds.
4. Capital transfers are distributed in accordance with programmes specified by the
government.
5. Block transfers are the same as the earmarked grants plus the wages and salaries. The
appropriate ministries and agencies are responsible for defining the methodology and
criteria to be used in this transfer formula. For example, the Ministry of Education
defines the methodology and criteria for the block transfer and how it is to be
transferred to each municipality for primary and secondary education (for education,
see CEA, 2008b). The other responsible ministries are the Ministry of Labour and
Social Policy (for child care and homes for the elderly, see Nikolov, 2006), the
Ministry of Culture (for houses of culture), and the Ministry of Health (for primary
health coverage and preventive health care).
6. Funds received for delegated competencies from the central to the local governments.
In this case, the amount of funds is determined by way of a contract signed between the
mayor of the local government and the appropriate ministry responsible for the
competency.
In Table 15, the structure of earmarked and block transfers from the central government to
local governments in Macedonia is presented.
Table 15. Earmarked and block transfers from the central government to local governments
for the transferred competencies in 2010 (value in euros and share in %)
Earmarked and
block transfers
Value (in euros)
Share (in %)

Education

Culture

175,294,487
85.91

4,168,879
2.04

Kindergartens
19,046,491
9.33

Homes
for the
elderly
998,343
0.49

Firefighting
4,544,697
2.23

Total
204,052,897
100.00

Source: Ministry of Finance Republic of Macedonia, 2012.

We can see that most of the central government transfers (85.91%) go to the education
sector (out of which 81% goes to wages and salaries). Homes for the elderly only account
for a small percentage of 0.49%.
Block transfers from the central government to local governments in Macedonia cover
wages and salaries for teachers and other employees in education, houses of culture,
libraries, kindergartens, homes for the elderly, fire fighting departments and the
maintenance of public buildings. In Macedonia, decentralisation is more of a
deconcentration than devolution and local governments serve only as a financial channel of
the central government for these competencies. Thus, there is no real devolution of these
competencies as the local governments have no say in how to spend these transfers.
Municipalities lack the means to take over full responsibility and assume that the central
government is the one that should pay for these competencies. From Table 14, we can see
that the central government transfers for these competencies amounted to EUR 204 million
in 2010. In the same year, local governments paid for, out of their own budget, these
competencies and spent only EUR 5.4 million. Local governments can make the decision
to allocate more money for these competencies from their own budget revenues to improve
the quality and scope of these services for their citizens but instead they consider the
financing of these competencies to be a responsibility of the central government. These
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decisions also depend on the fiscal capacity of the local governments, management
capacities of the mayors, the rural or urban character of the local governments, political
impact of the central government etc.
In the expenditure decision-making process, some local governments can be more efficient
than others and this will be tested in Chapter 4 of this doctoral dissertation. The important
point to note here is that, if we want to test the spending efficiency of Macedonian
municipalities, we should only take into account the expenditures made from their own
budgets and not the transfers from the central government. This is because the spending
decisions about the transfers from the central government are already made by the central
government and not by the local governments, whereas the local governments only have
full power to make spending decisions concerning their own budget share.
Comparison of central government and local government revenues from 1999 to
2008. Both central and local governments are required to provide public services. It is
common to find that the local governments’ powers for raising their own source of revenue
are insufficient to meet the costs of providing the services they have been assigned. The
resulting fiscal gap can only be filled by increasing those local revenue raising powers or
by increased transfers from the central government. Due to the concern for macroeconomic
stabilisation, the lack of appropriate local revenue bases, and the low capacity to
administer taxes locally, transfer mechanisms from central to local governments may be a
more suitable way to solve this fiscal gap. In Macedonia, there is a significant fiscal gap
where the central government level makes transfers to the local government level because
the local level holds revenues which are less than their fiscal needs (Nikolov, 2012). The
challenge is to design transfers with an eye to ensuring that, at the margin, local
governments view transfers as they do their own revenue (Giugale & Webb, 2000).
The procedures for calculating the earmarked and block grants in Macedonia are related to
the budget process as well as the budget circular and is simply done by assessing the
number of employees in the proper competency and the historical costs of maintenance for
the buildings. However, even though the procedure for distributing the grants to
municipalities is transparent, it is based on historical costs and not on estimated costdrivers. It also does not take the change of prices into account and thus there are
indications of substantial under-funding.
Table 16 presents a comparison of the central and local governments’ revenues for the
period between 1999 and 2008 in Macedonia. We can see a stable share of central
government revenues in GDP while the municipalities’ revenue share in GDP has been
increasing, especially after the 2005 decentralisation momentum. However, we must be
careful when using this indicator as a measure of the degree of fiscal decentralisation as it
is widely accepted that the local government’s share of total government spending/revenue
is an imperfect measure of fiscal decentralisation (Yilmaz, 2002) simply because the need
to standardise the fiscal variables in government financial systems inevitably eliminates
details about the design of fiscal systems and the level of devolution.
In Table 16 we can see the growing trend of local government share in GDP from 0.88% of
GDP in 1999 to 4.59% of GDP in 2008. The central government share in GDP is between
33% and 35% in the same period except for 2001 and 2002, during and after the ethnic
clashes, when it was 41% of GDP. On the central and local government sector size and its
impact on the public sector, it is other literature that is searching for the Leviathan which
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we will not consider here. For example, Nelson (1987) and Oates (1985) both investigate
whether fiscal decentralisation tends to act as a constraining influence on the overall size of
the public sector, Musgrave (1959) also studies how the distribution function of
government would be carried out by the local government, as did Brennan and Buchanan
(1980) when they developed the Leviathan model. Brueckner (1982) tests allocative
efficiency in the local public sector with a test for Pareto-efficiency in the local public
sector. Rodden (2003) finds that local governments grow faster as they fund a greater
portion of public expenditures through central government transfers.
Table 16. Central and local government revenues as shares in GDP in Macedonia
Year

GDP
(million current denars)

1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

225,751
241,366
238,018
248,062
254,510
275,404
298,468
324,322
369,830
413,280

Central government
revenues (share in GDP
in %)
35
34
41
41
34
33
35
34
33
35

Municipal revenues
(share in GDP in %)
0.88
1.00
1.22
1.25
1.85
1.84
1.96
2.74
3.38
4.59

Sources: State Statistical Office Republic of Macedonia, 2012a; Ministry of Finance Republic of
Macedonia, 2012.

The growth of local government’s revenue in Macedonia over time has gained momentum
since 2005 when the post-OFA decentralisation wave started. A jump is to be noted from
2005 to 2006, which corresponds to introduction of the first phase of decentralisation. The
rates of growth of local revenue remained buoyant between 2006 and 2007 and made a
second upward jump between 2007 and 2008 with implementation of the second phase of
decentralisation and the start of the block grant transfers (Table 16).
From 1999 to 2008, local government revenue in Macedonia grew quite rapidly. In money
terms, it grew from 1,983 million denars in 1999 (in nominal terms) to 10,501 million
denars ten years later (in nominal terms). That is a more than five-fold nominal increase.
Local revenue, valued at 1999 prices, rose from 2,132 to 9,851 million denars during the
period between 1999 and 2008, with a slightly smaller increase than in current terms. Due
to this rapid dynamic, the share of local revenue in GDP increased from a mere 0.88% in
1999 to 4.59% in 2008. This share is still substantially lower than it is in most EU
countries that became members between 2004 and 2007 (Table 17). Nonetheless, it is not
abysmally low, showing that the almost complete neglect of local government, prevailing
at the beginning of the period under observation, has been somewhat attenuated.
A cross-country comparison of transition countries that have most recently joined the EU,
plus Greece and Ireland, show large differentials in local government finances, as
illustrated in Table 17. The share of local government in GDP ranges between 3.3% of
GDP for Greece to 13.4% of GDP for Poland. The Macedonian local government share as
a percentage of GDP in 2006 was the smallest, amounting to 2.74%29. Moreover, between
one-third and one-half of the shares of local government expenditure in a number of former
29

In 2008, it was 4.59% of GDP, which is around half the level of Slovenia, for example.
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transition countries are comparable to Macedonia in terms of area size and/or population
(such as the Baltic countries, Slovenia and Slovakia). The reference to a similar size is
justified by the consideration that, in general, the levels and needs of decentralisation are
smaller in smaller countries. For example, intermediate levels of governments are not
usually required in countries with small areas and populations.
Table 17. Share of expenditure in GDP by levels of government: selected EU countries,
2006
Countries
EU (27 countries)
Bulgaria
Czech Republic
Estonia
Ireland
Greece
Latvia
Lithuania
Hungary
Poland
Romania
Slovenia
Slovakia
Macedonia

General
government
46.8
36.6
42.5
33.2
34.1
46.1
37.0
33.6
52.5
43.3
32.0
46.3
37.3
38.8

Central
government
25.6
25.2
30.7
25.4
27.6
33.3
22.7
20.7
36.7
24.5
17.5
29.3
21.5
34.0

Local
Government
11.3
6.2
11.7
8.2
7.1
3.3
10.0
8.6
12.8
13.4
8.1
9.0
6.6
2.7

Sources: Eurostat, 2012; for Macedonia – Ministry of Finance Republic of Macedonia, 2012.

Grant system analysis in Macedonia. Several policy decisions need to be made for the
grants if they are to be systematically distributed to local governments. These include
(Bahl & Linn, 1992):
•
•
•

the determination of the grant pool, i.e. how much will be available to be distributed to
local councils;
the method used to allocate that pool across all eligible local governments; and
the degree of restrictions associated with how the grant funds can be spent by local
governments.

The grants transferred to municipalities from the central government in Macedonia come
from PIT and VAT. PIT is a pure shared tax; it is certain and simplifies the fiscal planning
of the local governments. Further, it is not conditional and can increase fiscal autonomy.
Sharing gives the local governments an income and an inflation-elastic tax base. The
disadvantage is that it is an inflexible solution because it is difficult to change the
percentages once they have been established. This might be important in the Macedonian
context with its high economic uncertainty and high energy prices, weak economy, high
unemployment etc (Nikolov, 2012). Another disadvantage is that it does not provide
equalisation and, in principle, increases inequality. The sharing percentages can and should
be revised after a comprehensive analysis of the fiscal gap and vertical imbalance has been
done. Higher percentages can provide greater incentives for compliance to taxpayers and
may decrease tax evasion if taxpayers/voters at local elections can consider it as an own
source revenue.
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The total divisible pool for the VAT grant in Macedonia is allocated by a formula. The
VAT formula-based grant is transparent although the lack of timely and adequate data
included in the allocation formula is a serious deficiency. The Law on Financing Local
Government (Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia, no. 61/04) leaves a lot of
ambiguity since the formula is imprecisely defined. VAT transfers are intended to finance
the competencies of municipalities and their distribution will be based on at least 50%
population and other criteria. It is unclear what the central government is trying to achieve:
to equalise the fiscal capacity, to reduce the disparities in providing public services or to
encourage the local governments to mobilise their own resources. The central government
should clarify this confusion by setting the formula in the respective methodology as soon
as possible in order to make the system of financing local governments transparent.
Further, the population as the only explicit indicator by law for the VAT distribution
formula (at least 50% of the weight) more clearly shows the riskiness and weakness of the
state’s statistical system and a lack of credible and timely data at the local level than being
a thoughtful policy choice (UNDP, 2005).

4 MEASURING MUNICIPAL EFFICIENCY IN MACEDONIA
4.1 Review of empirical studies on the efficiency of local governments
The literature on efficiency measurement at the level of a municipality is quite recent.
Using both input and output quantitative indicators and information about their prices,
efficiency measurement is easier to apply to private manufacturing firms. For public firms,
it is more difficult to find good indicators that express the efficiency of the services
provided. These difficulties are even more important when considering the efficiency of
municipalities, a problem that the economic literature has started dealing with since the
1990s (Boetti, Piacenza & Turati, 2009).
In general, efficiency studies have been conducted for the public and private sector.
Regarding the public sector studies, efficiency studies on municipalities can be divided
into:
•
•

general efficiency studies: studying the efficiency of municipalities as a whole or the
provision of some local services delivered by municipalities; and
specific efficiency studies: studying the provision of specific local services (e.g.
efficiency of public utilities).

In Table 18 we give an overview of empirical studies that estimate efficiency scores for
municipalities and outline the specific techniques used when computing the scores (a
similar table was developed in Boetti, Piacenza & Turati 2009). We also provide
information on the sample size, countries, methodology used and input and output
indicators for the estimation. As mentioned, there are also studies that evaluate the
efficiency of the provision of a particular local service (sometimes a public utility), as is
the case, for instance, of waste collection (Worthington & Dollery, 2001; Filippini,
Hrovatin & Zoric, 2007), municipal police (Diez-Ticio & Mancebón, 2002), water services
(García-Sánchez, 2006, Fillipini, Hrovatin & Zoric, 2010) or education (Anderson,
Walberg & Weinstein, 1998; McMillan, 2004). Since we are concentrating on the
efficiency of municipalities, a review of the latter will not be covered in this doctoral
dissertation. By municipal efficiency we have in mind cost efficiency which incorporates
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allocative and technical efficiency. The approach is more thoroughly explained in section
4.2.1.
Table 18. Review of empirical studies estimating the efficiency of municipalities and input
and output variables used in the first stage of estimating such efficiency
Authors
Vanden Eeckaut,
Tulkens and
Jamar (1993)

Sample
235 Belgian
municipalities

Methodology
Nonparametric
(DEA and FDH)

Input variables
current
expenditure

Nonparametric
(FDH)

• municipal staff
• number of white
collar
and
number of blue
collar workers
• capital stock (the
surface area of
buildings)
current
expenditure

1986

De Borger,
Kerstens, Moesen
and Vanneste
(1994)

589 Belgian
municipalities

De Borger and
Kerstens (1996)

589 Belgian
municipalities

1985

1985

Athanassopoulos
and Triantis
(1998)

172 Greek
municipalities
1986

Worthington
(2000)

Balaguer-Coll,
Prior-Jimenez
and
Vela-Bargues
(2002)

177
municipalities
of New South
Wales
(Australia)
1993
258 Valencian
municipalities
(panel)

Nonparametric
(DEA and FDH)
and parametric
(deterministic
and
stochastic
frontier)

Nonparametric
(DEA) and
parametric
(SFA)

current
expenditure

Nonparametric
(DEA) and
parametric
(SFA)

• no. of full-time
workers
• financial
expenditures
• other
expenditures
(materials)
total
expenditures

Nonparametric
(DEA)

Period 1992–
1995
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Output variables
• population
• length of roads
• no. of beneficiaries of
minimal subsistence grants
• no. of pupils enrolled in
local primary schools
• population older than 65
years
• no. of local crimes
• roads
• beneficiaries of minimal
subsistence grants
• pupils in primary schools
• floor space of public
recreational facilities
• number of non-residents
• population
• no. of beneficiaries of
minimal subsistence grants
• no. of pupils enrolled in
local primary schools
• public
recreational
facilities
• population older than 65
years
• no. of resident families
• average residential area
• building area
• industrial area
• tourism area
• population
• no. of properties required
to provide: potable water,
waste
collection
and
sewerage
• km of sealed and unsealed
roads (urban and rural)
• population
• tonnes of waste collected
• road infrastructure area
• no. of lighting points
• area of public parks
• quality of services (quality
variable: good, normal and
bad)
(table continues)

(continued)
Authors
Loikkanen and
Susiluoto (2005)

Sample
353 Finnish
municipalities

Methodology
Nonparametric
(DEA)

Input variables
current
expenditure

Nonparametric
(DEA)

current
expenditure

Nonparametric
DEA

• net operating
costs
• proportional
share of
administrative
costs

Parametric
(SFA)

current
expenditure

Period 1994–
2002

Afonso and
Fernandes (2005)

287 Portuguese
municipalities
2001

Loikkanen and
Susiluoto (2006)

353 Finnish
municipalities
Period 1994–
2002

Arcelus, Arocena,
Cabases &
Pascual (2007)

Spain Navarre
region 263
municipalities
Period 1998–
2001
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Output variables
• children’s day care centres
(no. of days)
• children’s family day care
(no. of days)
• open basic health care (no.
of visits)
• dental care (no. of visits)
• bed wards in basic health
care (no. of visits)
• institutional elderly care
(no. of days)
• institutional handicapped
care (no. of days)
• comprehensive
schools
(teaching hours)
• senior secondary schools
(teaching hours)
• municipal libraries (total
loans)
• total
municipal
performance
indicator
composed
of
subindicators grouped in the
following dimensions:
1) general administration
2) education
3) social services
4) cultural services
5) domestic
waste
collection
6) environmental
protection
• children’s day care
• basic health care-visits
• dental care-visits
• bed wards in basic health
care
• care of the elderly
• care
of
handicapped
people
• teaching hours in schools
• libraries
• area
• total population
• share of elderly people
• dwellings
• index measuring scarcity
in the provision of
municipal services
• time trend
(table continues)

(continued)
Authors
Balaguer-Coll,
Tortosa-Ausina,
and Prior (2007)

Sample
Spain Valencia
region 414
municipalities

Methodology
Nonparametric
(DEA and FDH)

1995

Gimenez and
Prior (2007)

Spain – 258
municipalities
in the region of
Catalonia
1996

Non-convex
nonparametric
estimation

Geys and Moesen
(2008)

Belgium
Flanders 300
municipalities

Parametric
(SFA)

Input variables
total
expenditures:
• wages
and
salaries
• expenditure on
goods
and
services
• current transfers
• capital transfers
• capital
expenditures
current
expenditures:
• materials
• current transfers
• labour costs
current
expenditures

2000

Boetti, Piacenza
& Turati (2009)

262
municipalities
belonging to
the Province of
Turin

Nonparametric
(DEA) and
parametric
(SFA)

current
expenditures

Parametric
(SFA)

current
expenditures

2005

Geys and Moesen
(2008)

Belgium
Flanders 300
municipalities
2000
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Output variables
• population
• no. of lighting points
• tonnes of waste
• street infrastructure area
• public park areas
• quality of services (good,
average, bad)

• population
• urban area
• no. of cars
• no. of buildings
• ordinary refuse
• no. of subsistence grant
beneficiaries
• no. of students in local
primary schools
• size of public recreational
facilities
• length of municipal roads
• share municipal waste
collected
• population
• total length of municipal
roads
• amount of waste collected
• sum of the number of
pupils enrolled in:
1) nursery;
2) primary; and
3) secondary schools
• no. of people over 75 years
• dummy variable to control
for political orientation of
governing coalition
• no. of subsistence grant
beneficiaries
• no. of students in local
primary schools
• size of public recreational
facilities
• total length of municipal
roads
• share municipal waste
collected
(table continues)

(continued)
Authors
Kalb (2010)

Stastna and
Gregor (2010)

Sample
Panel data on
1,111 German
municipalities
in the German
state
of BadenWürttemberg
Period 1990–
2004

Methodology
Parametric SFA

Input variables
current
expenditures

202 Czech
municipality

Nonparametric
(DEA) and
parametric
(SFA)

current spending

Parametric
(SFA)

current
expenditures

Parametric
(SFA)

current
expenditures

Nonparametric
(DEA)

total expenditures

Nonparametric
FDH

operating
expenditure per
capita

Period 2003–
2008 and 1994–
1996
(comparison)

Geyes,
Heinemann &
Kalb (2010)

Germany:
BadenWurtenberg
987
municipalities
1998, 2002,
2004

Kalb (2010)

Nieswand and
Seiferd (2011)

Germany:
BadenWurtenberg
245
municipalities
Period 1990–
2004
96
Départements
in
metropolitan
France
2008

Mahabil (2011)

129 South
African
municipalities

Output variables
• no. of pupils in public
schools
• total population
• share of the population
older than 65 years
• no. of employees covered
by social security
• surface area of public
recovery areas
• population
• elderly population (over
65 years)
• cultural
facilities
(museums, galleries, sport
and recreational centres)
• pupils in primary schools
and kindergartens
• municipal waste
• urban green area
• arable land
• municipal roads
• bus stations
• municipal police dummy
• students in local public
schools
• kindergartens
• surface area of public
recreational facilities
• population
• elderly people (over 65
years)
• no. of employees paying
social security
contributions
• students in public schools
• population
• share of elderly people
• number of employees
covered by social security
• surface area of public
recovery areas
• social services (care for
the elderly and provision
of minimum subsistence
grants)
• secondary education
• road construction and
maintenance
• general administration
• water
• sanitation
• electricity
• refuse removal

Period 2005–
2009
This table extends the overview of Boetti, Piacenza and Turati (2009).
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As seen in Table 18, the efficiency of municipalities was estimated for many countries. A
few methods are used for the first-stage efficiency estimation like Data Envelopment
Analysis (DEA), Free Disposal Hull (FDH) and Stochastic Frontier Analysis (SFA). DEA
and FDH are nonparametric methods of estimation, whereas SFA is a parametric method
of estimation.
DEA and FDH will be discussed in more detail in section 4.2.1. The history of DEA starts
with Farrell (1957) who wanted to find a model that can combine measurements of
multiple inputs into a satisfactory overall measure of efficiency. He proposed that the
efficiency of a firm consists of two components, technical and allocative efficiency. The
initial DEA model, which is built on Farrell’s earlier work, was originally presented by
Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes (1978). The non-convex FDH was introduced by Deprins,
Simar and Tulkens (1984). The FDH differs from the DEA in that it relaxes the convexity
assumption.
SFA will be discussed in more detail in section 4.2.3. The parametric SFA method
postulates a functional form with a given number of parameters and describes the
production technology. The error term in this functional form is decomposed using a
conditional-distribution-providing estimate of the cost inefficiencies as proposed by
Jondrow, Lovell, Materov and Schmidt (1982) for a half-normal distribution.
The main difference between DEA and SFA is that DEA is a nonparametric approach and
is suited to measuring efficiencies of a deterministic industry for multiple inputs/outputs
information. On the other hand, SFA is a parametric approach and is suited to measuring
efficiencies of a stochastic industry for input/output information. SFA needs to assume a
cost function of the usual regression form and a distribution type of error item which is
equal to the sum of two components. The first part is symmetric and captures statistical
noise and events beyond the control of municipalities, and the second part represents the
technical inefficiency of municipalities.
Measuring efficiency by using a nonparametric DEA is done in two stages. In the first
stage, the efficiency scores are estimated with the DEA method and in the second stage
parametric or nonparametric methods are used to identify critical determinants of
efficiency. Measuring efficiency by using a parametric SFA is done by simultaneously
estimating the efficiency scores and the determinants of efficiency.
4.1.1 Input and output variables in the first stage of the estimation
The definition of input depends mainly on the availability of data. The most commonly
used variables are current expenditures because the capital expenditures (investments)
are considered non-recurrent and sometimes incidental (Van den Eeckaut, Tulkens &
Jamar, 1993; Athanassopoulos & Triantis, 1998; Kalb, 2010; Stastna & Gregor, 2010).
Total expenditures are used by Balaguer-Coll, Prior-Jimenez & Vela-Bargues (2002).
In addition to the most commonly used current expenditures as an input variable, some
other input variables have been used in different studies. For example, municipal staff as
an input is used by De Borger, Kerstens, Moesen & Vanneste (1994) when constructing
data on capital and labour input. For labour, they use two separate categories of personnel,
like the number of white collar and the number of blue collar workers. Using both
components of the labour force as inputs was interpreted as an attempt to account for the
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implicit heterogeneity of the labour force. The capital stock data was not available and
therefore they use the surface area of the buildings owned by municipalities as a proxy
for capital. Worthington (2000) uses (information on total capital stock was unavailable)
three inputs: labour (measured in full-time equivalent units), other physical expenses
(largely materials and inventory, excluding depreciation), and capital expenses (loans,
overdrafts and other borrowings). For the Loikkanen and Susiluoto (2006) research,
measures on labour or capital input use were not available. Thus, they use a single moneymetric measure of municipal resource used in basic service provision. It is the sum of
the net operating costs of providing health care, social services, cultural activities and
education each year, evaluated at 1995 prices. A proportional share of administrative
costs in these activities is included in the expenditures. General administration costs of the
municipality (city council, centralised planning etc.) are excluded from all models in their
research. Age and gender of the mayor is used in Boetti et al. (2009) in order to take
account of the effect of female representatives and to stress their key role in determining
policy preferences and spending outcomes. Age and gender of the mayor proves to be
insignificant.
Similarly, for the output variables, proxies for municipal competency are used, for
example, population and population age groups, but also length or surface area of
roads as most frequent outputs. The number of lighting points is used in Balaguer-Coll et
al. (2002), local crimes incidents in Vanden Eeckaut, Tulkens and Jamar (1993), type of
municipalities (tourist, industrial etc.) in Athanassopoulos and Triantis (1998) and
Gimenez and Prior (2007), waste collection and sewage in Worthington (2000), area of
public parks and quality of services in Balaguer-Coll et al. (2002).
The output variables in the first-stage estimation also depend on data availability, the
purpose of the study, country-specific and municipality competencies within the country’s
decentralisation design. The output variables are meant to capture important aspects of the
most relevant services provided by municipal governments. In the De Borger and Kerstens
(1996) research, Belgian municipalities have important responsibilities in the field of
education, social and recreational services, and overall administrative services. Thus,
outputs are proxied by the population size, number of beneficiaries of minimal
subsistence grants, number of students in primary schools, surface area of public
recreational facilities and the population older than 65. For municipal outputs, Afonso
and Fernandes (2005) use statistical information to construct a composite local government
output indicator that tries to globally assess the several areas of municipal provision of
goods and services. Gimenez and Prior (2007) base the selection of outputs on the
minimum services required of each municipality. More specifically, they use the services
of public street lighting, cemetery services, waste collection, street cleaning, supply of
drinking water to households, infrastructure, surfacing of public roads, and regulation of
food and beverages as a proxy for population, urban areas, number of cars, number of
buildings and garbage collection. Geys and Moesen (2008) use the number of
subsistence grant beneficiaries, the number of pupils in primary schools, the size of
public recreational facilities (in hectare), the total length of municipal roads (in km)
and the share of municipal waste collected through door-to-door collections to proxy for
social, educational, recreational, infrastructural and environmental responsibilities of local
governments. Kalb (2010) for output variables uses: the number of students in public
schools, the total population, the share of the population older than 65, the number of
employees covered by social security (at their place of work), and the surface area of
public recreational areas. All of these variables represent approximations and are a proxy
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for important responsibilities of the municipalities with regard to educational,
infrastructural, social, economic and recreational services. Thus, we can see that the input
and output selection in the studies reported in Table 18 relies on:
•
•
•
•
•

the availability of data;
the institutional set up of fiscal decentralisation;
the proper transfers of competencies from the central to the local level governments;
the goal of the study; and
a proxy between specific expenditure groups with a group-specific set of output
variables.

Results from the efficiency estimation. Based on first-stage estimation, Afonso and
Fernandes’ (2005) research results suggest that most municipalities in Portugal could
achieve, on average, the same level of output using fewer resources. They could improve
their performance without necessarily increasing municipal spending. During the first stage
of the estimation by Athanassopoulos and Triantis (1998), DEA proved to be more
sensitive to outlier observations and thus the assessed cost efficiencies for Greek
municipalities were particularly low with an average of 50% and 60% under constant and
variable returns to scale assumptions, respectively. On the other hand, the parametric
efficiency assessment yielded average efficiency scores of 80% and 85% under the halfnormal and exponential inefficiency distribution assumptions, respectively. Balaguer-Coll
et al. (2002) find that there is a wide margin available to public managers for optimisation
in the use of public resources in Spanish municipalities. They also find that, with regard to
entity size, the optimum size is a relatively small municipality. However, those with the
largest population, despite not being the optimum size, have better and more numerous
resources at their disposal, placing them very near their frontier in variable returns to scale.
Boetti et al. (2009) find that the average inefficiency score is close to 0.22 for DEA-VRS
and between 0.26 and 0.28 for SFA efficiency scores in Italian municipalities. This means
that municipalities, on average, could achieve the same output levels with an approximate
25% current spending reduction. Further, the correlation between the DEA and SFA
inefficiency scores is very high for both VRS and CRS specifications. This means that the
inclusion of the dummies for extreme dimensions in the stochastic cost frontier help to
control for the effects of variable returns to scale on efficiency estimates, like in the DEAVRS, even if they do not vanish completely (Boetti et al. 2009). SFA models confirm
constant returns to scale, like in the DEA-CRS specification. Such a result is probably
driven by the prevalence of municipalities of small to medium sizes (82% of observations)
for which returns to scale appear to be constant when looking at the difference between the
DEA-CRS and the DEA-VRS. Variable returns to scale appear to characterise
municipalities with fewer than 1,000 and between 10,000 and 15,000 inhabitants in Boetti
et al. (2009). The first ones show increasing returns to scale, perhaps because of the
influence of fixed costs that are very large for several services (e.g. waste collection,
general administration). The second ones mainly exhibit decreasing returns to scale, likely
due to the wider range of more complex services they produce; this is particularly true for
care of the elderly and welfare spending that includes different social assistance items
(Boetti et al. 2009).
De Borger and Kerstens (1996) consider parametric and nonparametric methodologies and
find large differences in mean efficiency scores for Belgian municipalities. The estimated
means ranged from 0.57 to 0.94. Moreover, rank correlations between the parametric and
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nonparametric measures were relatively low, ranging between 0.59 and 0.83. However, in
the second stage of the estimation, despite the variability in mean efficiency scores, the
explanatory analysis of inefficiency yielded, at least qualitatively, reasonably robust
results.
Geys and Moesen (2008) find that larger and more densely populated Flemish
municipalities tend to be less efficient indicating that a significant part of the observed
inefficiencies is driven by scale inefficiencies. Gimenez and Prior (2007) find that the
excess of costs in globally inefficient Spanish municipalities reach 25 percent of the total
cost. The short-term variable cost deviation is 5.72%; inefficiency coming from the
inadequate utilisation of the capacity of fixed inputs is 0.37%, and the scale inefficiency is
19.03%. The majority of cost excess can thus only be tackled from the long-term
perspective and that depends on the real possibilities of modifying the structure of
municipalities.
Loikkanen and Susuiluoto (2006) find considerable cost efficiency differences among
Finnish municipalities and that they remained fairly stable over time. The most efficient
municipalities were quite small and geographically dependent (mostly located in southern
Finland), while the least efficient ones were in the peripheral northern parts of the country.
The biggest cities showed fairly varying performances. Nieswand and Seiferd (2011)
indicate in their research significant room for improvement and detect spending
inefficiencies averaging between 10 and 22% in French municipalities, depending on
model specifications.
4.1.2 Determinants of efficiency
Many variables are used as determinants of efficiency to explain what drives the general
efficiency of providing public services at the municipal level in the second stage of the
estimation, as illustrated in Table 19. Table 19 shows significant explanatory variables for
the efficiencies that have been used in several studies as well as the findings on the impact
of these variables (positive or negative) on municipal efficiency. The studies are listed by
author in the first column30.
Table 19. Determinants of the efficiency of municipalities analysed in the second-stage
estimation by authors
Author
Vanden Eeckaut,
Tulkens and
Jamar (1993)
De Borger,
Kerstens, Moesen &
Vanneste (1994)

Variables with a
Variables with a
positive impact on a
negative impact on a
municipality’s
municipality’s efficiency
efficiency
For the nonparametric FDH • political characteristics • political characteristics
and DEA: analysis of
(affiliation of the mayor
(number of coalition
excess spending
with the central
parties)
government)
For the nonparametric
• population
• average personal
DEA: Tobit
income
• education
• political variables
• grants
(table continues)
Second-stage estimation’s
technique

30

In Appendix E we provide a similar table of efficiency determinants, but studies are listed there by
variables used as determinants of efficiency.
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(continued)
Author

Second-stage estimation’s
technique

De Borger and
Kerstens
(1996)

For the nonparametric:
Tobit censored regression
model

Athanassopoulos
and Triantis
(1998)

For the parametric: OLS
For the nonparametric
DEA: fuzzy K-means
clustering analysis

Worthington (2000)

and Tobit
For the nonparametric:
Tobit

Variables with a
positive impact on a
municipality’s
efficiency
• local tax rates
• population density

• share of fees and
charges in municipal
income
• investment share in
total expenditures
• current assets
• debt service

For the parametric: Tobit
Balaguer-Coll et al.
(2002)

For the nonparametric
DEA: Tobit

Lokkainen and
Susiluoto
(2004)

For the nonparametric
DEA: OLS

Afonso and
Fernandes (2005)

For the nonparametric
DEA: Tobit

Loikkanen and
Susiluoto (2006)

For the nonparametric
DEA: Tobit

Balaguer-Coll et al.
(2007)

Nonparametric Kernel
smoothing regression

• population
• level of commercial
activity
• share of municipal
workers in age group
35-49 years
• dense urban structure
• share of services
bought from private
sector
• education level of
inhabitants
• population’s
purchasing power
• population with
secondary education
• population with tertiary
education
• population density
• geographical distance
• share of municipal
workers in age group
35-49 years
• dense urban structure
• share of services
bought from private
sector
• education level of
inhabitants
• population
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Variables with a
negative impact on a
municipality’s efficiency
• per capita block grants
• income level per capita
• level of education
• population density
• state grants
• parties affiliated with
the central government
• no. of staff per 1000
population
• current assets
• residential property
rates
• per capita tax revenue
• per capita grants
•
•
•
•
•
•

peripheral location
income level
population
unemployment
diverse service structure
share of services bought
from other
municipalities
• share of costs covered
by state grants

• peripheral location
• income level (high
wages)
• population
• unemployment
• diverse service structure
• share of services bought
from other
municipalities
• tax revenues
• self-generated revenues
• deficit
• grant
(table continues)

(continued)
Author
Gimenez and Prior
(2007)

Second-stage estimation’s
technique
For the nonparametric nonconvex: Tobit regression

•
•
•

Variables with a
positive impact on a
municipality’s
efficiency
population
low and medium
income
commercial and
tourism activities
grants

Geys and Moesen
(2008)

For the parametric SFA:
efficiency equation
(truncation of the normal
distribution)

•

Boetti et al. (2009)

For the nonparametric
DEA: Tobit regression
model
For the parametric SFA:
factors in inefficiency
directly in
the frontier model
For the parametric SFA:
time-variant pseudotranslog specification and
determinants
For the nonparametric
DEA: homogenous
bootstrapping

• percentage of current
expenditures covered
by local taxes (fiscal
autonomy index)

Kalb (2010)

Stastna and Gregor
(2010)

For the parametric SFA:
time-variant pseudotranslog specification and
determinants

•
•
•
•
•

unemployment
population density
number of guesthouses
time trend
increase in party
concentration
• voters’ involvement
• local council with a
smaller share of leftwing representatives

Geys, Heinemann
and Kalb (2010)

For the parametric SFA:
inefficiency term in the
translogarithmic equation

• fiscal autonomy
• voters’ involvement

Nieswand and
Seiferd (2011)

Nonparametric:
bootstrapped truncated
regression

• population density

Loikkanen,
Susiluoto and Funk
(2011)

For the nonparametric
DEA: OLS

• dense urban structures
• inhabitants’ education
• share of municipal
workers between 30
and 49 years
• city managers’
education
• cooperation of political
parties

Variables with a
negative impact on a
municipality’s efficiency
• income
• libraries

• population
• population
concentration
• public debt
• current revenues per
capita over median
• electoral mandate (postelection years of the
mayor and the
governing coalition)
• grants
• fiscal capacity
• population size
• distance to the centre
• share of universityeducated citizens
• capital expenditures
• subsidies per capita
• share of self-generated
revenues
• unemployment
• political concentration
• small share of left-wing
party’s participation in
the council
• distance from capital
• median income
• share of elderly
population
• unemployment
• population
• peripherality

(table continues)
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(continued)
Variables with a
Variables with a
positive impact on a
Author
negative impact on a
municipality’s
municipality’s efficiency
efficiency
Mahabil (2011)
For the nonparametric
• financial reporting
• local taxes as a
FDH: Tobit regression
capacity
percentage of total
model
revenue
• experience of the
municipal manager
• percentage of the
council controlled by
the majority party in
the council
• refuse removal services
that are outsourced
• technical approach to
the provision of free
basic electricity
• targeted approach to
the provision of free
basic water and
sanitation
This table extends and updates the overview of Afonso and Fernandes (2005).
Second-stage estimation’s
technique

The results shows that many socio-economic, political, demographic, geographic
determinants and time factors (in Kalb, 2010) have an impact on municipal efficiency. The
complex environment for municipalities necessitates that they operate under different
institutional and legal frameworks within their respective countries. That is one of the key
explanations for the presence of positive and negative signs for the same variable in these
studies.
From a methodological point of view, it is evident
use the Tobit regression model as a second-stage
stage DEA and/or FDH efficiency scores have
determinants of efficiency, i.e. to find the impact
scores.

in Table 19 that researchers frequently
estimation methodology after the first
been estimated in order to find the
of explanatory variables on efficiency

Tobin (1958) proposes a model to describe the relationship between a non-negative
dependent variable and an independent variable. The Tobit non-negative dependent
variable censored at an upper value to one is a convenient method given that the DEA and
FDH scores vary from 0 to 1. However, this method has some disadvantages related to the
likely correlation between the efficiency scores and the explanatory variables or violates
the normality assumption in the regression (Balaguer-Coll et al., 2007). That is why the
Kernel Graphical Estimate of Joint Density Functions (Kernel estimation) is used in the
second-stage estimation as well as to explain the determinants of the DEA and FDH
efficiency scores (Balaguer-Coll et al., 2007). A bootstrap is also used for statistical
inference in the second-stage estimation (Stastna & Gregor, 2010; Nieswand & Seiferd,
2011) or even OLS (Loikkanen, Susiluoto & Funk, 2011; Loikkanen & Susiluoto, 2005)
after the DEA and FDH efficiency scores have been estimated.
Explanatory variables and their effect on the efficiency of municipalities. Several
variables prove to have a significant effect on the efficiency of municipalities in providing
public services in the studies in Table 19. It is hypothesised that the education variable
would have a positive effect on efficiency since the more educated the citizens are, the
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more credible is the monitoring of the municipality’s administration accountability. Also,
more education will mean higher quality in the labour market and more competitive
municipalities. A positive effect of education on efficiency is found in the studies of De
Borger et al. (1994), Loikkanen and Susiluoto (2005), Afonso and Fernandes (2005),
Loikkanen and Susiluoto (2006), Loikkanen et al. (2011), and Mahabil (2011). A direct
connection between education and voters is also found in the literature (Muller, 2003) and
thus one can expect a higher number of voters will have a positive effect on a
municipality’s efficiency. On the other hand, education can also have a negative impact on
efficiency (De Borger & Kerstens, 1996; Stastna & Gregor, 2010). The reason is that
higher education and productivity may increase the reservation wage for the public sector.
Depending on what prevails, the income or the credible monitoring effect, the net impact
will be negative or positive on municipal efficiency. The effect of causality is also
important (Stastna & Gregor, 2010). Namely, a more efficient municipality may attract
more educated citizens rather than more education bringing more municipal efficiency.
Thus, the final effect is ultimately dependent on the characteristics of the country and
municipalities.
Several fiscal variables are used when studying own revenues, fiscal capacity (share of
own local revenues in total revenues), local tax rates, fiscal autonomy (current
expenditures covered by local taxes), wealth measured as personal income and personal
income tax. It seems reasonable that a local government highly capable of generating its
own revenues would end up with softer budget control and be less motivated to manage it
efficiently (Balaguer-Coll et al., 2002; 2007). In addition, higher wealth of citizens might
increase opportunity costs to monitor and hold municipalities accountable. The secondgeneration fiscal federalism literature explains the negative impact of own taxes on
municipality efficiency with the principal-agent microeconomic failure. Namely, the
presence of asymmetric information between electorates (the principals) and politicians
(the agents) can be seen as the main reason the government’s performance is inefficient
(Boetti et al., 2009). Not only does the size of a municipality’s total revenues impact
efficiency, but so too does the composition of the municipality’s revenues. Hence, one
must be careful here because more fiscal autonomy (less central government grants) might
increase electoral accountability (Boetti et al., 2009) and thus lead to a hard budget
constraint; eventually this would lead to more efficient municipalities.
When talking about the composition of total municipal revenues, the negative correlation
between grants from the central government and municipal efficiency is explained with
the ‘flypaper-effect’. Namely, taxpayers are unable to know the real extent of the local
government’s budget constraint when the degree of fiscal imbalance is high (Oates, 1999);
in other words, citizens find it more difficult to ascertain the level of grants rather than the
level of taxes (Boetti et al., 2009). On the other side, Inman (2008) argues that the flypaper
effect is best seen as an outcome of political institutions and the associated incentives of
elected officials. Interestingly, Rodriguez-Pose and Kroijer (2009) find that, while grants
(transfers to local governments) are negatively correlated with economic growth, taxes
assigned at the local level evolve from having a significantly negative to a significantly
positive correlation with the national growth rate.
A high fiscal dependency ratio of municipalities on central government can also create a
moral hazard and fiscal illusion (Kalb, 2010). Expectations of local politicians for a bailout
would end in a soft budget constraint. Therefore, there is a negative effect of high fiscal
dependency on municipal efficiency.
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The effect of unemployment is also ambiguous as it implies both higher spending on
unemployment benefits (cost effect) and lower demand for high quality public services
(preference effect) (Geys, Heinemann & Kalb 2010). It really depends on a country’s
characteristics. In the literature on municipal efficiency, only Kalb (2010) finds that the
preference effect prevails, i.e. the higher unemployment rate in German municipalities
creates lower demand for public services because of lower purchasing power, thus making
municipalities more efficient. The cost effect requires higher spending on unemployment
benefits and thus less efficiency for municipalities. The cost effect prevails in Loikkanen
and Susiluoto (2005), Loikkanen and Susiluoto (2006), Geys et al. (2010), and Loikkanen
et al. (2011).
The geographical distance from the capital and regional centres has a negative effect
because of the emigration of skilled workers leaving municipalities with less educated and
skilled citizens living there, thus creating a negative effect on efficiency (Nieswand &
Seiferd, 2011).
Higher income and purchasing power of citizens can have a negative effect on
municipal efficiency because the citizens decide to spend less time on monitoring due to
the increased opportunity cost to monitor local government. This creates the potential for
inefficiencies in these municipalities (Nieswand & Seiferd, 2011).
Regarding political variables, a negative impact on efficiency is expected if the mayor has
the same political affiliation as that of the central government due to the political family
effect. The more concentrated a municipal council is (strong government), the less
political bargaining is expected and will thus end in an efficient municipality. On the other
side, a coalition of many parties in a municipal council (weak government) will end in a
less efficient municipality (Vanden Eeckaut, Tulkens & Jamar 1993). However, a positive
effect on municipal efficiency might occur if the political parties reach more cooperative
solutions instead of fighting zero-sum games.
Population density affects the cost of providing services and a higher density provides
more efficiency (De Borger & Kerstens, 1996; Loikkanen & Susiluoto, 2005; Loikkanen &
Susiluoto, 2006; Kalb, 2010; Nieswand & Seiferd, 2011; Loikkanen et al., 2011). Thus, the
effect of the cost advantage due to a regional concentration of services might outweigh the
potential effect of an increase in property prices. On the other side, Geys and Moesen
(2008) find that larger and more densely populated municipalities tend to be less efficient
because a significant part of the observed inefficiencies are driven by scale inefficiencies.
Population density is considered a proxy for urban/rural municipal difference as well.
4.1.3 Review of studies of municipal efficiency by authors
While taking into account the availability of data constraints, in this section we shall
provide a more detailed review of studies on the efficiency of municipalities and their
determinants by authors in order to have a more solid basis for the selection of the
variables and methodology in this doctoral dissertation.
Vanden Eeckaut et al. (1993) use data that comprise a cross-section of 235 Belgium
municipalities in 1986. They use the FDH and DEA to estimate the efficiency in the first
stage of the estimation and current expenditures as input variables. As output variables,
they use: population, length of roads, population over 65 years, beneficiaries of minimal
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subsistence grants, students in local primary school, and number of crimes registered in the
municipality. Political explanatory variables used are: political affiliation of the mayor,
number of positions obtained by each political party, and number of votes obtained by each
party. They also take account of the effect of the parties in the ruling majority, strong
government, dual majorities and multiple majorities. They find that strong local
governments lead to more efficient municipalities. Moreover, they find that municipalities
run by nationwide parties lead to less inefficiency.
De Borger and Kerstens (1996) use a population of all 589 Belgian municipalities to
calculate efficiency scores for five different reference methodologies, including two
nonparametric ones (FDH and variable returns to scale, DEA) and three parametric
frontiers (one deterministic and two stochastic). As an input variable, they use total current
expenditures and, as an output, they use five variables (beneficiaries of minimum
subsistence grant, students in local primary schools, surface area of public recreational
facilities, total population, and fraction of the population older than 65 years). As
explanatory variables, they use economic and political variables. They use the Tobit
censored regression model for the nonparametric approach and OLS for the parametric
approach. Personal income per capita proves to be negatively correlated with efficiency,
possibly because the citizens of high-income municipalities may be less motivated to
monitor municipal expenditures due to high opportunity costs. For a given level of service
provision, high tax prices may increase voters' awareness about controlling public
expenditures, especially if cost comparisons between municipalities are easily deciphered.
This is why they expect, and indeed find, a positive correlation between municipal
efficiency and local tax rates. Municipality operations are partly funded by block grants
and these may induce the flypaper effect, i.e. a negative correlation with municipal
efficiency which they empirically prove. De Borger and Kerstens (1996) use two types of
political variables: the number of coalition parties and the number of dummies indicating
the participation of a particular political family in the ruling coalition (liberal and socialist
parties). With these political variables, they follow the property rights and principal-agent
literature that suggest a number of reasons why politicians and public managers may lack
proper incentives to effectively audit and control expenditures. Their empirical evidence is
that socialist rule has a positive effect and the effect of liberals on efficiency is unclear.
Cost efficiency may be affected by the size and composition of political coalitions, as
arbitrage in the political bargaining process may require more explicit or implicit side
payments depending on the number and nature of the coalition partners (Vanden Eeckaut,
1993). Finally, they include as an explanatory variable the share of the adult population
which has completed primary school as their final educational achievement. As expected,
this proved to be positively associated with efficiency. This variable was included because
it is believed that the political participation of the citizens may enhance the performance of
a municipality. They also hypothesise that population density may affect the costs of
providing a given bundle of public services, i.e. cost, and hence measured cost inefficiency
rises with lower population density. Population density proves to have a positive impact on
efficiency.
Athanassopoulos and Triantis (1998) estimate the efficiency of 172 Greek municipalities.
Greek local authorities are either municipalities or communes. This study focuses solely on
the Greek municipalities since they provide a wide range of community services in contrast
to the communes which only serve as registrars. Municipalities with a population of over
2,000 inhabitants were chosen because of the uniformity of the services they provide and
their relatively large size. This means that 172 out of the total 250 (68%) Greek
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municipalities are analysed in this study. They use current expenditures as the input
variable and number of resident families, average residential area, building area, industrial
area and tourism area as outputs in the first-stage estimation. In the second stage of the
Tobit estimation, Athanassopoulos and Triantis (1998) find that population density, state
grants and parties affiliated to the central government negatively affect the efficiency of
municipalities, a high share of fees and charges in municipal income and a high investment
share in total expenditures positively affect a municipality’s efficiency.
Worthington (2000) compares the efficiency scores obtained from DEA and SFA using
Australian local government data. The DEA-based Tobit regression identifies the level of
debt service and current assets as being positively related to cost efficiency, whereas the
number of staff per thousand population is negatively related. On the other hand, an
identical SFA regression finds that cost efficiency is negatively related to current assets,
staff per thousand population and the average residential property rate. For input, they use
the number of full-time workers, financial expenditures and other expenditures (materials).
For output, they use population, potable water, sewerage, waste collection and length of
sealed and unsealed roads in kilometres. Their paper compares the two DEA and SFA
approaches and argues that the SFA’s biggest advantage lies in the fact that it introduces a
disturbance term representing noise, measurement error, and exogenous shocks beyond the
control of municipalities. This, in turn, permits decomposition of the deviations from the
efficient frontier into two components, inefficiency and noise. However, similar to other
econometric approaches, an assumption regarding the distribution (usually normal) of this
noise must be made along with those required for the inefficiency term and the production
technology. The main effect here is that, when using the stochastic frontier approach, a
considerable structure is imposed upon the data by the stringent parametric form and
distributional assumptions.
The research by Balaguer-Coll et al. (2002) aims to find out to what extent inefficiency
arises from external factors beyond the control of municipalities or, on the other hand, to
what extent it is due to inadequate management of productive resources. They obtained
outputs from information gathered in a survey of local infrastructure and equipment
devised by the Ministry for Public Administration. Inputs came from the budget data of
local authorities in the Valencian community which presented information to the Valencian
audit institution in the years under study (1992–1995). The sample was made up of 258
municipalities. As an input in the first stage of the estimation, they use current
expenditures. As an output, they differentiate and use production variables and quality
variables. The information available on the variable of the quality of services provided is
of a categorical nature (the quality of the services offered is arranged in three
classifications: good, normal or bad). The specification of the production variables relies
on essential services covered by municipalities. They use the number of inhabitants as a
proxy for the basic administrative services provided to citizens. Other output variables are:
number of lighting points, collected waste and road infrastructure. They also introduce the
number of votes obtained by the governing party in the previous legislature as a quality
»proxy«. It logically follows that this satisfaction derives from a whole legislative period,
and not from one particular year. The per capita tax revenue and level of per capita grants
also affect efficiency levels. The results obtained indicate that entities with higher tax
revenues and/or those receiving higher grants are the most inefficient in the management
of their resources. It therefore seems reasonable to expect that a local authority with a high
capacity for obtaining resources would be less motivated to manage them adequately.
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Afonso and Fernandes (2005) use the total population of 287 Portuguese municipalities in
2001. As a DEA input, they use the current expenditures and as an output they construct a
so-called Local Government Output Indicator (LGOI), used as a composite output measure
in the first-stage DEA estimation. For the second-stage estimation, they use a Tobit
regression. In Portugal there are currently 308 municipalities, 278 of which are located on
the Portuguese mainland, while the remaining 30 are overseas municipalities belonging to
the (politically) autonomous regions of Madeira and Azores. Afonso and Fernandes (2005)
find that education and purchasing power is positively correlated with efficiency as well as
population density. The distance of a municipality to the district capital is negatively
correlated to the efficiency of municipalities.
Loikkanen and Susiluoto (2006) estimate efficiency in 353 Finnish municipalities. As the
DEA input variable, they use the sum of net operating costs for providing health care,
social services, cultural activities and education each year, evaluated at 1995 prices (they
also include a proportional share of administrative costs in these activities). As DEA output
variables, they use children in day care, basic health care-visits, dental care-visits, bed
wards in basic health care, care of the elderly, care of handicapped people, teaching hours
in schools, libraries and total loans. In the second-stage estimation (Tobit regression), they
find that peripheral location, high income level (high wages), large population, high
unemployment, diverse service structure and a big share of services bought from other
municipalities tend to reduce the efficiency of municipal service provision. A big share of
the municipal workers in the age group 35–49, dense urban structure, a large share of
services bought from the private sector and a high education level of its inhabitants tend to
increase efficiency. They also find that state grants reduced efficiency in the first years
after the end of the grant-matching era of 1993. Later, during the block grant era, the grant
variable was unrelated to efficiency. Political variables and turnover in local elections did
not explain efficiency differences.
Balaguer-Coll et al. (2007) analyse the efficiency of local governments in the Comunitat
Valenciana (Spain) and their main explanatory variables. They use DEA and FDH for the
first stage of the estimation. For the second stage, they use political and fiscal variables. In
the second stage of the estimation, Balaguer-Coll et al. (2007) introduce the nonparametric
Kernel technique that has not previously been used in this field before. The Kernel
technique focuses on graphical aspects of efficiency results, which provide a great deal of
meaningful information given the peculiar distributions of nonparametric DEA efficiency
scores, which are bounded at unity. For inputs, they use wages and salaries, expenditure on
goods and services, current transfers, capital transfers, capital expenditures and, for the
outputs, population, public parks area, number of lighting points, collected waste and road
infrastructure. They also describe efficiency scores’ distributions using Tukey box plots
which are particularly informative since both DEA efficiency scores are bound by zero and
unity. In both cases, a mass of observations reaches the upper bound and typically yields
skewed distributions. Previous studies performing a two-stage analysis have considered
estimation techniques such as OLS, or the Tobit censored regression model. Unfortunately,
these methods have disadvantages related to the likely correlation between the efficiency
scores and the explanatory variables (De Borger & Kerstens, 1996). That is why in the
second-stage estimation Balaguer-Coll et al. (2007) use the nonparametric Kernel
technique. The findings of the second-stage Kernel estimation are: efficiency decreases
with tax revenues, self-generated revenues, grants and deficit. In the case of loans and
issued securities where the sign was hypothesised to be positive, the pattern is less clear.
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Regarding the political variable, specifically the governing party’s share of votes, no
conclusion can be drawn.
Gimenez and Prior (2007) analyse the total cost inefficiency and propose its decomposition
into three additive components: short-term variable cost inefficiency; capacity utilisation of
fixed inputs; and scale inefficiency. The second and third components correspond to the
long-term cost efficiency notion. The analysis is focused in the region of Catalonia on 258
municipalities. They use a non-convex nonparametric estimation. The selection of inputs is
based on budgetary variables reflecting the municipalities’ costs: materials, current
transfers and labour costs. For outputs they use population, urban areas, number of cars
and buildings and ordinary refuse. The selection of outputs is based on the minimum
services required of each municipality. They find that short-run variable cost inefficiency
is more pronounced in small councils and larger municipalities have the advantage of
being able to exercise better control over variable costs. One reason for this may well be
that big municipalities have comparatively more skilled employees. They conclude that
where better management control systems (financial, accounting or external) exist, a more
effective execution of operating expenses is possible. In the long run as well, bigger
municipalities have better efficiency. In summary: both short and long-term cost deviations
indicate that the efficiency problems affect small municipalities. In the second stage, using
the Tobit estimation they find that big municipalities, with low or medium income per
capita, that have commercial and tourism activities are cost-efficient. In other words, in
municipalities with these characteristics the relationship between the services consumed
and the costs incurred appears to be optimal. The policy implications of their results
suggest the need to separate short-term from long-term cost inefficiencies. Short-term
inefficiencies can easily be controlled by simply cutting budgets. In contrast, long-term
inefficiencies are harder to manage as they require a strategic perspective, time and a
capacity to modify structural situations.
Geys and Moesen (2008) explore the determinants of local government technical
efficiency using data from 300 Flemish municipalities in the year 2000. They use the
parametric SFA estimation. Regarding outputs, they use the number of subsistence grants
beneficiaries, the number of students in local primary schools, the size of public
recreational facilities, the total length of municipal roads and the share of municipal waste
collected through door to door collection. For the input variable, they use the current
expenditures for these output services. For the determinants of efficiency, they use the per
capita income level and the education level of the population (measured as the share of
inhabitants over the age of 20 holding a university or college degree) based on the
hypothesis that citizens earning a high income or who are highly educated might be more
effective in demanding a more efficient government. They focus on the relationship
between the socio-economic typology of municipalities (i.e. agricultural, residential,
industrial, touristic or urbanised) and their level of efficiency. This suggests that the
municipality’s overall characteristic might affect the way it is run. One possible reason is
that municipalities with, say, large agricultural or tourist activities face different constraints
than, say, municipalities with a predominantly industrial or residential set-up. However,
they find that the socio-economic typology of a municipality is generally not significantly
related to the efficiency with which municipality provides its core public services. They
find that the municipal population’s income, income inequality, education, homeownership and unemployment level are not related to municipal efficiency, while
population size and density as well as the municipal financial situation (grant revenues and
levels of debt) show a strong correlation with efficiency. They also include an inequality
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measurement measured by the interquartile difference divided by the median income31 of
the population size, population density, share of owner-occupiers and unemployment rate.
The effect of unemployment is ambiguous as it implies both higher spending on
unemployment benefits (cost effect) and lower demand for public services which increases
with income levels (preference effect), as explained in Geys et al. (2010). They also use
three other control variables: long-term local public debt, fiscal surplus and general
purpose grants. The political variable they use is the weighted average ideological position
of all government parties (with weights equal to party seat shares in the local government).
They find that population concentration and public debt are negatively correlated with the
efficiency of municipalities, while grants are positively correlated with efficiency (the
same findings are in Worthington, 2010) which is contrary to De Borger et al. (1994) for
the same country but is measured in 1984. Geys and Moesen (2008) explain this
divergence in results between 1985 and 2000 by pointing out that the grant system in
Belgium was fundamentally changed in the late 1980s while also becoming a regional
rather than a federal responsibility. The variables of income, income inequality,
unemployment, education homeownership and political variables have no significant
impact on municipal efficiency. They conclude that these (highly) tentative explanations
would, however, require a more careful inspection and further research.
Boetti et al. (2009) use a sample of 262 municipalities belonging to the Province of Turin
for their general municipal efficiency estimation. Of the total of 315 municipalities
belonging to Turin, Turin and other municipalities with over 15,000 inhabitants are
excluded from the sample in order to avoid potential biases in their analysis because of the
huge heterogeneity. Also included are municipalities at 900 metres of altitude because of
higher expenditures arising from the morphology of their territory. The input/output
selection was done following the Italian institutional framework. The data used are from
2005. As input, they use current expenditures (for general administration, territorial and
environment management, educational services, child and elderly care, road maintenance,
local mobility and other social services). For output variables, they use the total population,
the amount of waste collected, the total length of municipal roads, the number of people in
need of care (i.e. those under 14 years of age – enrolled in nursery, primary and secondary
schools, as well as those over 75 years of age). In their study, the optimal size of
municipalities is between 2,000 and 5,000 inhabitants. They also find that inefficiency
seems to decrease with a municipality’s size. Regarding the determinants of efficiency,
Boetti et al. (2009) find that a higher share of revenues from local taxes is positively
correlated with the efficiency of municipalities. De Borger and Kerstens (1996) use the
local tax rates to proxy for fiscal autonomy and refer to the ‘flypaper-effect’ to explain the
negative relationship. Boetti et al. (2009) also find that the significant and positive effect of
higher current revenues on inefficiency is not due to a stronger incidence of grants, but of
taxes as well as fees and charges. This confirms the evidence which emerges in BalaguerColl et al. (2002) and Balaguer-Coll et al. (2007): a local government that is highly capable
of generating its own revenues will be less motivated to manage them efficiently. In
general, the conclusion is that autonomous municipalities tend to exhibit less inefficient
spending behaviours. Thus, if municipalities have a large amount of public resources
available, they soften the budget constraint for mayors (Prud’Homme, 1995; Balaguer-Call
et al., 2002; Balaguer-Call et al., 2007). The age and gender of the mayor do not
significantly affect the efficiencies.

31

(Q3-Q1)/Median
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Kalb (2010) uses a broad panel (1990–2004) of 1,111 German municipalities to test a
fiscal illusion bureaucracy model and to analyse the impact of intergovernmental grants on
the cost efficiency of local jurisdictions. He finds that a higher degree of redistribution
within a system of fiscal equalisation or an increase in the amount of grants received by a
local jurisdiction leads to inefficiency in that jurisdiction. The same conclusion was drawn
by Athanassopoulos and Triantis (1998), Balaguer-Coll et al. (2007), De Borger and
Kerstens (1996), and Loikkanen and Susiluoto (2005) for Greece, Spain, Belgium, and
Finland. Kalb uses the SFA translogarithnmic estimation approach proposed by Battese
and Coelli (1995) which makes use of panel data on German municipalities. For inputs,
they use total current expenditures. These include all spending on the current budget minus
the difference between debt servicing and income from interest. Spending on the capital
budget is not considered since, as they argue, large investments (in infrastructure projects)
are infrequent events which inflate total spending in the year they emerge. For outputs they
use: the number of students in public schools, the total population, the share of population
older than 65, the number of employees covered by social security (at their place of work),
and the surface area of public recovery areas. All of these variables represent
approximations of important responsibilities of municipalities in Germany with regard to
educational, infrastructural, social, economic and recreational services. For the explanatory
of efficiency variables, he uses dummy variables for: abundant municipalities (high fiscal
capacity), weak municipalities (low fiscal capacity), very weak municipalities (even lower
fiscal capacity) and grants. Further, his estimation controls for: unemployment, population
density, students at university, accommodation (to count for tourism: hostels, hotels),
political concentration in the council and share of the left wing party in the council. The
abundant municipalities and grants are negatively correlated with efficiency. The
unemployment rate is positively correlated (the preferences outweigh the cost effect), as
well as population density (the effect of a cost advantage because of a regional
concentration of services outweighs any potential increase in property prices) and
accommodation (tourism activities). The time trend in the model is also positively
correlated with efficiency and thus German municipalities are becoming more efficient
over time.
Stastna and Gregor’s (2010) research is considered to be the first global municipal
efficiency study in the new EU member states. It measures the cost efficiency of 202
Czech municipalities. In their paper, they compare two different periods, 2003–2008 and
1994–1996, to measure the different political period and their findings for the two periods.
Interestingly, they find that small municipalities improve efficiency significantly more than
large municipalities. In an international comparison, the Czech Republic is considered
quite fragmented, with 6,243 municipalities. Each municipality exercises both independent
competencies and specific delegated powers; 1,226 take care of population registration,
617 provide building permits, 388 are municipalities of the »second type« and 205 are
municipalities of an extended scope or the »third type«. They analyse municipalities of the
extended type where independent competencies of a municipality include the provision of
primary schools and kindergartens, primary health care, local police, fire departments,
public utilities, territorial planning, maintenance of local roads, and garbage collection.
The motivation to use only municipalities with extended power is to have a sufficiently
homogeneous sample of municipalities in order to eliminate the risk of omitted variable
bias and the resulting misspecification. For inputs, they use the total current spending
(excluding social transfer payments and subsidies on education) and avoid capital spending
as it is volatile and subject to co-financing from the EU structural funds. Stastna and
Gregor (2010) select output variables primarily by following the existing literature in the
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field, by country specifics of the local public sector in the Czech Republic, data
availability, and by the attempt to match each specific expenditure group with a groupspecific set of output variables. Out of the political variables, voters’ involvement, in terms
of turnout at local elections, is positive for low costs and high efficiency (also see Geys et
al. (2010) for German municipalities). The share of left-wing municipal council
representatives (communists and social democrats) among the representatives of all
parliamentary parties makes a municipality less efficient. Concerning the universityeducated population, they find a robustly positive effect on inefficiency which is contrary
to Afonso and Fernandes (2008), and De Borger and Kerstens (1996). The effects of a
higher reservation wage plus extra demand for high-quality (non-core) services are likely
to be behind this. For the political variables, the political concentration index in their
research confirms the well-established weak-government hypothesis (low concentration
increases costs). For the fiscal capacity, they confirm the predicted sign of the share of
self-generated revenues; the higher the fiscal capacity, the softer the budget constraint and,
therefore, the greater the inefficiency.
Geys et al. (2010) test if and how voter involvement in the political sphere is related to
government efficiency using a panel of 987 German municipalities in 1998, 2002 and
2004. They find that voter involvement has a positive impact on cost efficiency. However,
this efficiency-enhancing effect of voter involvement is significantly positively affected by
the local governments’ fiscal autonomy. Namely, weak fiscal autonomy can undermine
voters’ interest in and demand for an efficient production of public services. For the
parametric estimation, they use a translogarithmic SFA specification. For the determinants
of efficiency, they assume that the inefficiency term in the translogarithmic equation is a
function of a set of community characteristics. For an input variable, they use municipal
net current primary expenditures. These include all spending in the current budget minus
the difference between debt servicing and income from interest. They also do not include
capital spending as this mainly refers to investment spending. Output is measured through
six variables with respect to social needs, education, recreation and infrastructure: the
number of students in local public schools, the number of kindergartens, the surface area of
public recreational facilities, the total population, the population over age 65, and the
number of employees paying social security contributions. For the inefficiency term
estimation, the community characteristics’ variables used are voter turnout, existence of
free voter union and eligible voters to the total population (only EU immigrants were
eligible). Other control variables used: unemployment rate, population density, political
concentration in council and share of left-wing parties. They find a negative effect on
efficiency from unemployment, high political concentration and low share of left-wing
parties. A positive effect is associated with the more independent municipalities (higher
fiscal autonomy). All three variables related to the voters’ involvement have a positive
effect on municipal efficiency, which is very similar to the findings of Borge, Falch &
Tovmo (2008).
Nieswand and Seiferd (2011) use intermediate-level government because they constitute
the intermediate level of local government for which analysis is still lacking. The potential
for efficiency improvement does not seem to be exploited at this level yet. Secondly,
departments play an important role in the shifting of power from national to local
authorities. They use total expenditures as an input in order to incorporate all relevant input
variables. For output variables, they want to concentrate on the mandatory tasks of the
departments and consider social services (care for the elderly and the provision of
minimum subsistence grants), secondary education, road construction, maintenance and
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general administration. In the second stage of the estimation, they choose three
geographical factors (size, distance from Paris and coastal locations) and two socioeconomic factors (median income and share of elderly people) that are assumed to have
some impact on the spending efficiency of the French departments. It is considered that
size is important in the economies of scale because the distance from Paris may cause a
greater migration of highly skilled workers who may have limitations on exercising
political influence and thus have a negative effect on efficiency. The coastal locations
might require additional expenditures, e.g. for flood control or road and port construction
and maintenance. Thus, coastal regions would likely have their spending efficiency
negatively affected. Income is expected to have a negative correlation with efficiency on
the grounds that the relationship between income and the community’s monitoring of the
government is negative. This is due to higher opportunity costs (households decide to
spend less of their time on monitoring their government), which facilitates inefficiencies.
In the second stage, using a bootstrapped truncated regression, they find the variables of
size and coastal locations to be insignificant. For the variable of distance from Paris, they
find that it negatively influences efficiency, possibly because of the skilled workers’ need
to migrate. A negative effect on efficiency is also correlated with the median income and a
higher share of elderly people.
Some general findings from the studies:
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

transfers from central government have a negative impact on a municipality’s
efficiency (De Borger et al., 1994; De Borger & Kerstens, 1996; Athanassopoulos &
Triantis, 1998; Balaguer-Coll et al., 2002; Lokkainen & Susiluoto, 2004; Balaguer-Coll
et al., 2007; Kalb, 2010; Stastna & Gregor, 2010);
a typology of municipalities (tourism, commercial activities) can make them more
efficient (Gimenez & Prior, 2007; Kalb, 2010);
outsourcing and private sector involvement can make municipalities more efficient
(Loikkanen & Susiluoto, 2005; Loikkanen & Susiluoto, 2006; Mahabil, 2011);
local election turnout has a positive impact on a municipality’s efficiency (Stastna &
Gregor, 2010; Geys et al., 2010);
mayor’s education and experience have a positive impact on a municipality’s
efficiency (Loikkanen et al., 2011; Mahabil, 2011);
distance from region’s/country’s centres/capital generally have a negative impact on a
municipality’s efficiency (Loikkanen & Susiluoto, 2005; Afonso & Fernandes, 2005;
Loikkanen & Susiluoto, 2006; Stastna & Gregor, 2010; Nieswand & Seiferd, 2011;
Loikkanen et al., 2011);
population density, in general, has a positive effect on a municipality’s efficiency (De
Borger & Kerstens, 1996; Loikkanen & Susiluoto, 2005; Loikkanen & Susiluoto, 2006;
Kalb, 2010; Nieswand & Seiferd, 2011; Loikkanen et al., 2011);
unemployment level generally has a negative effect on a municipality’s efficiency
(Loikkanen & Susiluoto, 2005; Loikkanen & Susiluoto, 2006; Geys et al., 2010;
Loikkanen et al., 2011);
municipal debt is associated with more efficient municipalities (Worthington, 2000);
municipal deficit is associated with less efficient municipalities (Balaguer-Coll et al.,
2007);
short-run variable cost inefficiency is more pronounced in small municipalities
(Gimenez & Prior, 2007);
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•
•

larger municipalities are able to exercise better control over variable costs (Gimenez &
Prior, 2007); and
over time, municipalities are becoming more efficient (Kalb, 2010).

4.2 Methodological background
To measure efficiency, we will use frontiers or, more precisely, the mathematical
programming frontier. The nonparametric method is DEA and it is the mathematical
programming frontier32. The parametric method we will use is SFA33. For the second-stage
estimation, we will use a nonparametric Kernel estimation to explain the DEA-VRS
efficiency scores. For the SFA estimation, we will use the inefficiency term effects used in
the SFA estimation.
4.2.1 DEA frontiers
Since Charnes, Cooper & Rhodes (1978), some 2,800 published articles and dissertations
related to DEA have appeared (Cooper, Seiford & Tone, 2000; Seiford, 2005). Woodbury,
Dollery and Rao (2003) review the measurement of municipal efficiency in Australia and
advance the argument that the present reliance on partial measures of performance is
inadequate and should be heavily augmented by DEA. They summarise progress made in
the measurement of efficiency on a state-by-state basis. On the basis of this evidence, they
argue that DEA provides the best means of providing public policymakers with the
necessary information on municipal performance.
DEA is a convenient method to use because it gives the flexibility needed to easily model a
municipality’s complex nature and the relationship between its multiple inputs and
multiple outputs (as regressions cannot) and can also measure performance. Further, DEA
is data-oriented in the sense it does not require any pre-assumptions as other parametric
(statistical regressions) methods do. More formally, DEA directs its focus to frontiers and
not central tendencies. Instead of fitting a regression plane through the centre of the data as
in statistical regression, with DEA one calculates a piecewise linear surface to build upon
the observations. DEA frontiers are more general than production functions because there
are multiple production functions, one for each decision-making unit (DMU), with the
frontier boundaries consisting of supports which are tangential to more efficient members
of the set of such frontiers (Cooper, Seiford & Zue, 2004). As a result, DEA proves
particularly proficient at uncovering relationships that remain hidden when using other
methodologies.
Several benefits implicit in the DEA approach makes it attractive on the theoretical level.
Given its nonparametric basis, it is possible to considerably vary the specification of inputs
and outputs and the formulation of the production correspondence relating inputs to
outputs. Thus, in cases where the usual axioms of production activity break down, like
profit maximisation, then the programming approach may offer useful insights into the
efficiency of these types of industries (Worthington, 2000). This is especially true in the
case of local public sector activities that municipalities conduct. The disadvantages of
DEA are that it does not accommodate statistical noise such as measure error, it is not
capable of hypothesis testing and, when a newly added DMU is an outlier, it could affect
32
33

A detailed DEA programme is explained in Coelli (1996a).
Detailed SFA model explanations are found in Coelli (1996b).
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the efficiency measurement. The SFA and DEA approaches address different questions,
serve different purposes and have different informational requirements. With DEA, no
accommodation is made for the types of bias resulting from environmental heterogeneity,
external shocks, measurement error, omitted variables etc. Thus, the entire deviation from
the frontier is assessed as being the result of inefficiency. This may lead to either an underor over-statement of the level of inefficiency. As a nonstochastic technique, there is no
possible way in which probability statements of the shape and placement of this frontier
can be made (Worthington, 2000).
The dynamics of DEA are illustrated in Figure 9. A combination of two measures,
technical and allocative efficiency, will provide the measure of economic (total) efficiency.
Figure 9. Illustration of DEA dynamics
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Source: T. J. Coelli, A Guide to DEAP Version 2.1: A Data Envelopment Analysis (Computer) Program,
1996a.

In Figure 9 we can see a firm that uses two inputs, x1 , x 2 , and produces one output, y. The
unit isoquant S-S is an isoquant of a fully efficient firm. There is a production frontier that
corresponds with this isoquant and is for fully efficient firms only. The line which is
tangent to the isoquant S-S is the technical rate of substitution and it measures how one of
the inputs must adjust in order to keep the output constant when another input changes.
But, in practice, we do not know the production frontier and it must be estimated from
observations on a sample of firms. The estimation can be parametric or nonparametric.
Thus, if a firm is operating inefficiently, say at point P, the measure of technical
inefficiency can be represented by the distance QP. This distance represents the amount the
inputs can be reduced without reducing the output. The percentage term by which all
inputs need to be reduced to achieve technically efficient production is represented by the
QP/OP ratio.
Technical efficiency (TE) in Figure 9 is thus:
TE = OQ / OP = 1 − QP / OP (1)

It is obvious from equation (1) that TE will take a value between 0 and 1 and can be an
indicator of the degree of technical inefficiency of a firm. For example, a firm that operates
at point Q is fully efficient and proper TE takes the value of 1.
What we can see from Figure 9, and from equation (1) as well, is that point Q is technically
efficient but allocatively inefficient. It requires the firm to reduce its production costs to be
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operational at the totally efficient point Q1 . Thus, the allocative efficiency (AE) of a firm
that operates at point P is:
AE = OR / OQ (2)

The distance RQ represents the reduction of production costs that would occur if
production were performing at the technically and allocatively efficient point Q1 instead of
the technically efficient but allocatively inefficient point Q. Accordingly, total economic
efficiency (EE) is:
EE = OR / OP = TE ⋅ AE = OQ / OP ⋅OR / OQ (3)

Farell (1957) suggests an estimation of a linear convex isoquant such that no point from
the observed data lies to the left or below of it, as in Figure 10.
Figure 10. Linear convex isoquant
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Source: T. J. Coelli, A Guide to DEAP Version 2.1: A Data Envelopment Analysis (Computer) Program,
1996a.

Later, Charnes et al. (1978) use the Farell method and the term DEA for the first time. It is
expected that municipalities exhibit variable returns to scale (VRS) rather than constant
returns to scale (CRS). This suggests that for large municipalities there are decreasing
returns to scale and increasing returns to scale for small municipalities. This reflects that
public services offered in large cities are more complex than in small towns and that there
are technical diseconomies of scale, probably due to the existence of agglomeration
diseconomies (Balaguer-Coll et al., 2007).
Further, municipalities are exposed to exogenous outputs and can manage their long-run
inputs more efficiently. That is why a DEA input orientation seems reasonable for
estimating DEA efficiency scores for municipalities.
The distinction between CRS (b) and VRS (a) is illustrated in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Efficiency measures and returns to scale
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Source: T. J. Coelli, A Guide to DEAP Version 2.1: A Data Envelopment Analysis (Computer) Program,
1996a.

Graph a) in Figure 11 shows the case of decreasing returns to scale while graph b) shows
an example of constant returns to scale. If we ask about the degree to which input
quantities can be proportionally reduced so that the output will remain the same, we then
see this movement in points P to B in both graphs. This is the input-oriented efficiency
measure. Now, if we ask by how much the output can be proportionally expanded by using
the same input quantities, this will be the movement from point P to point D in both
graphs. What is different in both graphs is that the input/output distinction matters only in
graph a) because the B to P distance is not the same as the distance between P and D as is
the case in graph b). Therefore, we can say that where there are CRS it does not matter if
our analysis is input- or output-oriented, although it does matter where there are VRS. This
is the case of municipalities because they not only face pure technical efficiencies but scale
efficiencies as well. That is why we will use DEA-VRS in our doctoral dissertation.
For K-inputs and M-outputs in each of the N-DMUs, the KxN input matrix-X and the MxN
output matrix-Y represent the data of all N-DMUs. The DEA-VRS linear programming
model to be solved can then be illustrated as:

minθ ,λ θ ,
st

− yi + Yλ ≥ 0 ,

θxi − Xλ ≥ 0 ,
I 1' λ ≤ 1
λ ≥ 0,

(4)

Where θ ≤ 1 is a scalar, that is the efficiency score that measures the technical efficiency
of the unit ( xi , yi ) and λ is a Nx1 vector of constants which measures the weights used to
compute the location of an inefficient DMU if it were to become efficient (Coelli, Rao &
Battese, 1998). The inefficient DMU would be projected on the production frontier as a
linear combination, using those weights, of the peers of the inefficient DMU. The peers are
other DMUs that are more efficient than the one analysed, and are therefore used as
benchmarks for inefficient DMUs. The I1 is an n-dimensional vector of ones. The
restriction I 1' λ = 1 imposes convexity of the frontier accounting for the DEA-VRS model
(Boetti et al., 2009).
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If the input price ratio is known, then allocative efficiency at point P (Figure 9) is the ratio
OR/OQ. Where the distance between R and Q is the reduction in production costs which
would occur if production occurred at Q1 (the allocatively and technically efficient point),
rather than at Q (the technically efficient, but allocatively inefficient point), the total
economic efficiency would be the ratio OR/OP, with a cost reduction achievable at the
distance between R and P.
However, in our case, we will only estimate technical efficiency. Allocative efficiency will
not be estimated because information about prices was not available. For public firms, it is
more difficult to find good indicators that express the quality of services provided (and,
given their not-for-profit nature, the market prices for inputs and outputs) as already
discussed. These difficulties are even more important when considering the efficiency of
local governments, a problem that the economic literature started addressing in the 1990s
(Boetti et al., 2009). Given that there is no wage flexibility as salary scales and allowances
of municipal personnel are completely fixed, that all municipalities have access to the same
capital market (and central government transfers), and obtain most of their funds from the
same specialised financial institutions, the hypothesis of identical input prices across
municipalities is quite reasonable (De Borger & Kerstens, 1996).
4.2.2 The Kernel nonparametric method
The distributions of efficiency scores derived from the first-stage DEA estimation differ
substantially from the symmetric Gaussian bell-shape distribution. In such cases, it may
not be correct to consider Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) or a Tobit censored regression as
techniques in the second-stage estimation, given the assumptions inherent in these
techniques. When the Tobit censored regression model is used in the second-stage
estimation, there is a likely correlation between the DEA efficiency scores and the
explanatory variables (Balaguer-Coll et al., 2007).
The DEA efficiency score for one municipality involves all of the other municipalities in
the observation set. This circumstance indicates that at least one of the basic model
assumptions is not met with the potential regression analysis. Namely, whether we
consider OLS or Tobit models, in both cases, disturbances are assumed to be identically
independently distributed (i.i.d.) drawings from a normal distribution. Since the
distributions of both the dependent variable and the disturbances are the same (only their
means are different), we assume that the efficiency scores are independent, which is not
true. In addition, the Tobit estimates are sensitive to any violation of the underlying
assumptions (De Borger et al., 1994).
These issues led us to consider a nonparametric regression in our second-stage estimation
which is less powerful in terms of prediction yet extremely informative for explanatory
purposes. The approach builds on previous work of the authors Deaton (1989), DiNardo,
Fortin & Lemieux (1996) or Marron & Schmitz (1992) (cited in Balaguer-Coll et al., 2007,
p. 427). The main advantage of this model is its nonparametric nature that provides
comprehensive graphical descriptions of the data that are directly informative about the
problem at hand.
In this doctoral dissertation, we will use the nonparametric Kernel regression in order to
compensate for the likely correlation between the efficiency scores and the explanatory
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variables as well as to overcome the failure of the assumptions if we had used an OLS
regression instead.
The nonparametric Kernel approach does not assume any functional form for two variables
(say X and Y), but goes back to the statistical definition of conditional expectation. Instead
of modelling the functional form directly, the joint density of (X, Y) and the marginal
probability density function (pdf) of X is estimated. Choosing a parametric model for these
densities would, however, imply the choice of a parametric model (choosing normality also
implies linearity). If we do not know the model that we are estimating, there is no reason to
know the model for the densities. The only way out of this situation is, therefore, to not
assume any model for the densities at all and estimate them by some data-driven
nonparametric method. The estimates of the joint and the marginal can then be used to
obtain an estimate Y(X) of the conditional expectation at point X. These ideas make it
obvious that the estimation of probability density functions is a central topic of
nonparametric econometrics (Hagmann, 2003).
Thus, our second-stage nonparametric Kernel estimation takes the form:
DEA − VRS i = m( X )i + ε i , i = 1,..., N
(5)

DEA-VRS are technical efficiency scores from the first-stage estimation for each
municipality-i from the total of N-municipalities. Xs-are the independent and explanatory
variables. As Deaton (1989) points out, there is nothing that forces the points from this
nonparametric estimation to lie along a straight line or along low-order polynomial, and the
data are allowed to choose the shape of a function. E-views displays the fits of local
polynomial Kernel regressions and the Kernel density estimator is actually replacing the
»boxes« in a histogram with »bumps« that are smooth (Silverman, 1986; Hagmann, 2003).
Smoothing is done by putting less weight on observations that are further from the point
being evaluated. The Kernel density estimate of series X at point x is estimated by:
1 N  x − Xi 
y = f ( x) =
 where N is the number of observations, h-is the bandwidth
∑ K
Nh i =1  h 
(or smoothing parameter) and K-is a Kernel weighting function that integrates to one and
determines the shape of the bumps.
 1  x − X i 2 
We use a Gaussian K-function (Balaguer-Coll et al., 2007): K=
exp− 
 
1
(2π ) 2
 2  h  
where h is the bandwidth that controls the smoothness of the density estimate; where the
larger is the bandwidth, the smoother is the estimate. The bandwidth selection is crucial for
the density estimation (Silverman, 1986) and various methods for this have been
suggested. Silverman uses a data-based automatic bandwidth of the type:
1

h = 0.9 N 5 min(s, R / 1.34) , where N is the number of observations, s is the standard
deviation and R is the interquartile range of the series (the automatic bandwidth actually
searches for the MSE-means square error as a goodness of fit measure (Hagmann, 2003)).
−1

The local polynomial Kernel regression fits Y (which is the DEA-VRS efficiency scores)
at each x value by choosing parameter β to minimise the weighted sum of squared
residuals:
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2  x− X
N
i
min ∑  DEA − VRS i − β 0 − β 1 (x − X i ) + −... − β k (x − X i )k  K 

h


i =1







(6)

Where N is the number of observations (in our case, the number of municipalities), h is the
bandwidth (smoothing parameter) and K is the Kernel function that integrates to one. We
specify the Nadaraya-Watson regression option with the Gaussian Kernel function and
automatic bandwidth selection as Silverman (1986) suggested in E-Views.

4.2.3 SFA frontiers
Another method to estimate a frontier is parametric SFA. The biggest advantage of SFA
lies in the fact that it introduces a disturbance term representing noise, measurement error,
and exogenous shocks beyond the control of municipalities. This in turn permits the
decomposition of deviations from the efficient frontier into two components – inefficiency
and noise.
The parametric approaches to efficiency measurement developed by Aigner and Chu
(1968), Aigner, Lovell and Schmidt (1977) and Meeusen and Van den Broeck (1977)
allow for a distinction between the effects of measurement error and exogenous
municipality inefficiency by introducing a composed error term in the parametric frontier
equation as presented in equation (7):
ln( Ci ) = β ln yi + ( Vi + U i ) (7)

Where Ci − is the cost of production of the i-th municipality;
β is a vector of unknown parameters;
yi is a (k x 1) vector of transformations of the input prices and output of the i-th
municipality;
Vi are independent identically distributed N (0, σ 2 v ) random variables and are
independent of U i ;
U i are random variables (non-negative) which are assumed to account for the costinefficiency in production and are often assumed to be independently identically
distributed.

The model in equation 7 is a stochastic frontier because it is bounded above by the
stochastic variable β ln yi + Vi and the stochastic frontier can vary about the deterministic
part β ln yi .
A new statistic γ – defined to test whether inefficiency is significantly present in the model
(Battese & Coelli, 1992; Battese & Coelli, 1995) – is presented:

γ=

2
σU
2 )
( σ V2 + σ U
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(8)

Here, if σ 2 u =0 this means that there are no U i firm effects (i.e. γ =0) and one should use
the deterministic frontier instead. A value of γ =0 indicates that the deviations from the
frontier are due entirely to noise, while a γ =1 indicates that all deviations are due to
technical inefficiency.

4.3 The model
Measuring the inputs and outputs of municipality services is difficult, as argued by
Balaguer-Coll et al. (2007). The problems range from limitations in databases, time,
inconsistency of different variables and output versus outcome measurement (Yilmaz &
Ebel, 2002) etc. Fletcher and Snee (1985) categorise data problems firstly in setting the
objectives and, secondly, in measuring the outputs themselves.
In Macedonia, as already discussed in Chapter 2, a full-scale decentralisation agenda has
been in effect since 2005 as a policy choice of the government after the Ohrid Framework
Agreement that should help the process of building national cohesion. On the other side,
increasing the fiscal autonomy of municipalities in Macedonia should improve both the
efficiency and effectiveness of public services provided and expected by citizens.
Transferring competencies from the central to the local government level requires skilled
administration for better services for citizens. This goal is challenged by the inefficient
implementation of equitable representation in employment at the administration level (a
post-OFA requirement as previously discussed in Chapter 2). Our contribution to the
literature here is that for the first time, to the best of our knowledge, we introduce the
ethnic characteristics of municipalities in the literature on the general efficiency estimation
of municipalities with DEA and SFA frontiers. Further, to the best of our knowledge, this
is the first time that general municipal efficiency is estimated for an EU candidate country
by using frontiers.
This doctoral dissertation has the following goals:
1. To quantify the efficiency of Macedonian municipalities using the nonparametric DEA
technique and parametric SFA technique which is based on the relationship between
the inputs and outputs in the case of employing DEA, or between a dependent variable
and explanatory variables in the case of SFA.
2. To identify the determinants of this efficiency.
The ethnic heterogeneity may increase rent-seeking and reduce the incentive to spend on
productive public services. Ethnic heterogeneity may also induce the provision of lower
levels of social capital (Ranis, 2011). This argument builds on the assumption that different
ethnic groups are exclusive, competing with one another, and primarily interested in
furthering the welfare of their own group members (Ranis, 2011). In fact, the ethnic group
in power has been argued to limit the spending on public goods to prevent those outside the
ruling group from also benefiting and gaining strength (Olson, 1982).
Macedonia has large disparities among municipalities (as discussed in section 1.5). Given
the parallel tendencies for consocial democracy and ethnically driven political pressures,
the decentralisation process may negatively affect the efficiency of the provision of public
goods at the municipal level. On the other side, the recent success of Macedonian
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municipalities in collecting their own revenues shows the potential for decentralisation to
actually have a positive impact on Macedonian municipalities.
As stated in the introduction, this doctoral dissertation aims to test the following
hypotheses:
H1. Macedonian municipalities are on average relatively inefficient in providing
services to citizens.
H2. Ethnic fragmentation contributes to the inefficiency of the decentralised service
provision in Macedonia.
The selection of the data, inputs and outputs is based on:
•
•
•

•

the decentralisation legal framework and constitutional requirements in Macedonia;
principles when using the data: availability, relevancy, official sources, and no missing
observations for municipalities;
2010 population data estimates from the State Statistical Office (SSO) of Macedonia.
Ethnic fragmentation is calculated from the 2002 census data. Data on territorial area
come from the Ministry of Local Government. The 2009 data on the length of roads are
from the SSO. The municipality budget data are from the Treasury Department of the
Ministry of Finance for 2010; and
theoretical background and empirical studies in this area.

The selection of inputs is based on the principle that expenditures are a proxy for inputs of
municipalities in order to provide quality services to their citizens. The selection of outputs
is based on the minimum services that should be provided by municipalities in accordance
with the legal framework of their competencies. Data on welfare improvements, as
perceived by the citizens/consumers, are not available and thus only the output will be
measured, not the outcome. However, later in section 4.6, we also use the 2008 database
from the UNDP34 on a sample of municipalities. We will use this data to assess the
outcome of decentralisation within ethnically fragmented municipalities in Macedonia.
Table 20 provides information on the methodology, variables and their sources used in our
estimations.
Table 20. Information on the methodology, variables and their sources used in our
estimations
Method/Variable

Source of data

FIRST STAGE:
DEA-VRS ESTIMATION
INPUT VARIABLES
1. Current expenditures

Ministry of Finance,
2010 Excel database
received from the
Treasury Department
State Statistical Office
(SSO)

OUTPUT VARIABLES
1. Population – ages 0–4
2. Population – ages 5–19
3. Population – ages 20–64
4. Population – ages over 65
5. Length of asphalt-equivalent roads (kilometres)

34

2010 estimates of
population
2009 for length of
roads
(table continues)

For more, see UNDP (2008) People Centred Analysis Report.
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(continued)
METHOD/VARIABLE

SOURCE OF DATA

SECOND STAGE:
NONPARAMETRIC KERNEL ESTIMATION TO ANALYSE
DETERMINANTS OF THE DEA-VRS EFFICIENCY SCORES
DEPENDENT VARIABLE
1. DEA-VRS efficiency scores

SSO, for ethnic
fragmentation
calculation shares of
ethnic groups from the
2002 census are used

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
1.
2.
3.

Results from DEA-VRS
estimation

Ethnic fragmentation
Own revenues per capita
Density

For own revenues
Ministry of Finance,
2010 finance data
received from the
Treasury Department
SSO, for density
calculation from 2010
estimates of population
and Ministry of Local
Government for km2 of
area of a municipality
SFA ESTIMATION
Cost function with explanatory variables

For current expenditures
– Ministry of Finance,
2010 Excel database
received from the
Treasury Department

DEPENDENT VARIABLE
1. Current expenditures
EXPLANATORY (OUTPUT) VARIABLES
1. Population – ages 0–4
2. Population – ages 5–19
3. Population – ages 20–64
4. Population – ages over 65
5. Length of asphalt-equivalent roads (kilometres)

For population and roads
SSO, 2010 estimates of
population and 2009
data for length of roads

EXPLANATORY VARIABLES (FOR INEFFICIENCY TERM):
1. Ethnic fragmentation-ETF
2. Own revenues per capita
3. Density
4. A dummy variable that represents the political affiliation of the mayor of the
municipality if it is in line with the central government coalition
5. A dummy variable that represents the political affiliation of the mayor of the
municipality if it is in line with the municipal council
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SSO, for ethnic
fragmentation
calculation shares of
ethnic groups from the
2002 census
For own revenues
Ministry of Finance,
2010 finance data
received from the
Treasury Department
(table continues)

(continued)
METHOD/VARIABLE

SOURCE OF DATA
Estimates of
population from 2010
for density calculation
and from Ministry of
Local Government for
km2 of area of a
municipality
For dummy variables
state electoral
commission data from
2009 local elections

Since the political variables are dummy variables (Table 20) we cannot use them in our
second-stage Kernel estimation for the DEA efficiency scores.

4.4 Data
4.4.1 DEA input and output variables
Our analysis includes 74 observations out of 84 municipalities in Macedonia.
Municipalities that comprise the capital city of Skopje (10 in all) are not taken into account
for consistency reasons as they are operating under a separate law on the city of Skopje
(Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia, no. 55/04) and, in addition, data on
population are not available for all municipalities.
For our DEA-VRS efficiency analysis, we use one input and five outputs. The DEA-VRS
inputs and outputs, with the employed proxy, are presented in Table 21.
Table 21. DEA inputs and outputs with proxies for inputs and outputs and descriptive
statistics
Input
Current expenditures in
Macedonian denars

Proxy for
Proxy for all inputs

Mean

St. dev.

Min

Max

78,313,853

101,501,673

8,429,267

468,804,461

1,113

1,303

3

6,348

4,117

4,756

162

22,108

13,088

15,016

755

67,401

Outputs
Population – ages 0–4

Population – ages 5–19

Population – ages 20–64

Proxy for social
services –
kindergartens
Proxy for education
services – primary
and secondary
schools
Proxy for
administrative
services to citizens
(on-the-counter
administrative jobs,
decisions issuing etc.)
and culture (libraries,
museums, music and
art etc.)

(table continues)
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(continued)
Input
Population – ages more
than 65
Length of asphaltequivalent roads
(kilometres)

Proxy for
Proxy for geriatric
homes and/ services
Proxy for general
maintenance and
winter maintenance
of roads as well as
transportation

Mean

St. dev.

Min

Max

2,363

2,692

310

13,772

118

65

11

301

The rationale for choosing current expenditures as an input is based on other studies and
follows the competency of the Macedonian municipalities. We do not take capital
expenditures into account as they are not recurrent and are incidental year-by-year. Further,
we do not take account of the transfers from the central government to municipalities as
municipalities do not have the competency to make decisions about these transfers. This is
because we want to estimate a municipality’s own spending allocation rather than the
central government’s spending allocation for municipal services. We also do not take
donations and self-financing into account as they do not represent the own spending
decisions of municipalities but donors’ and citizens’ contributions to municipal services.
These 74 municipalities did not engage in any borrowing activities in 2010.

4.4.2 The ethnic fragmentation variable
The World Bank (2000) argues that the main reason for the rising interest in
decentralisation in many countries is political stability rather than economic efficiency,
growth or the other factors economists are accustomed to analysing. It is also argued that
when a country finds itself deeply divided, especially along geographic or ethnic lines,
decentralisation provides an institutional mechanism to bring opposition groups into a
formal, rule-bound bargaining process. Indeed, after the OFA, decentralisation in
Macedonia is a policy choice for bringing the diverse groups into a formal process to
create the country’s cohesion.
Ethnic fragmentation and economic performance have recently started to be a focus of
academic research by economists (Alesina & La Ferrara, 2004). On the macroeconomic
level, Easterly and Levine (1996) find that ethnic diversity is correlated with slow
economic growth and, in fact, ethnic heterogeneity is a significant impediment to growth
(Wunnava, Prasch & Mitra 2012). They explain this by finding an association between
diversity and poor economic policies.
The efficiency of service provision most likely significantly varies among Macedonian
municipalities. Thus, information about the determinants of their relative efficiency,
especially the impact of ethnic fragmentation on it, is very important for policy makers in
Macedonia and for the design of future distribution of the scarce centralised funds.
Ethnic diversity is expected to have a negative effect on the technical efficiency of
Macedonian municipalities. Alesina, Baquir & Easterly (1999) present a model that links
the heterogeneity of preferences across ethnic groups in a city to the amount and type of
public good the city supplies. Results show that the shares of spending on productive
public goods (e.g. education, roads, sewers and rubbish collection in US cities (metro
areas/urban counties) are inversely related to the city’s (metro area’s/county’s) ethnic
fragmentation, even after controlling for other socio-economic and demographic
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determinants. The provision of public goods is lower in more ethnically fragmented
localities and fiscal discipline is more problematic in ethnically fragmented localities. The
Ethnic Fragmentation Indicator (ETF) used in their model is based on Easterly and
Levine’s (1996) work. In algebraic form, the indicator is:
ETF = ETHNIC = 1 − ∑ ( ethnic affiliatio ni ) 2 (9)
i

This indicator measures the probability that randomly drawn people from a city belong to a
different ethnic group (in the Macedonian case, ethnic affiliation being a share of the
population: a) self-identified as Macedonian; b) self-identified as Albanian; or c) selfidentified as another ethnicity). The mechanisms via how ethnic fragmentation affects the
efficiency of public service delivery can be investigated through the: heterogeneity of
preferences, interest groups and social capital literature. On the heterogeneity of
preferences, public policies and ethnic origin are strongly correlated and political conflicts
over public policies are fought more and more often along ethnic lines. If all ethnic groups
are dissatisfied, this may be a good indication of the polarisation of these groups who have
wound up in an unhappy position in the middle (Alesina et al., 1999). The result is that
municipalities can spend less on public goods than they would have in the absence of such
polarisation. Each ethnic group might have a different travel pattern and thus will have
polarised preferences for local roads. This literature basically follows the Tibeout (1956)
model on preferences. This model of preferences argues that citizens will sort them out in
local communities that provide public goods they believe best fit their preferences. The
more diverse the population is in terms of ethnic characteristics, the more likely it is that
the needs and tastes for various public services will differ (Paddison, 1983).

The politics, interest groups, patronage and public spending literature argues that in
polarised societies interest groups become political actors. Ethnic groups can then favour
rent-seeking spending programmes and the patronage of their respective groups, thus
undervaluing the public goods that benefit the whole community. While much of the
relevant literature focuses on the diversity’s impact on economic growth, there is evidence
that it adversely affects income distribution, poverty levels as well as human development
(Ranis, 2011). Further, polarised groups cannot agree on the type and mode of distribution
of the costs of the fiscal adjustment which results in less fiscal discipline. According to
Reilly (2001), in plural societies split along several cleavage lines the intermixture of
ethnic identities with non-ethnic or cross-cutting issues should eventually create the
potential for cross-ethnic coalitions. Often the creation of these coalitions is undermined by
the dominance of an overarching group of identities and loyalties in forming political
identities as the accommodation of special interest groups and might also lead to less
efficient policies (Geys et al., 2010). The fact is that, since gaining independence,
Macedonia has always had one Albanian political party in the government coalition
sharing power with one Macedonian political party. This might have an adverse effect on
municipal efficiency. In cities where ethnic groups are polarised and where politicians
have ethnic constituencies, the share of spending on public goods is low (Habyariama,
Humphreys, Posner & Weinstein 2007). Unless restrained, kin groups will function as
patronage systems, reducing the efficiency of promotions to the advantage of the dominant
kin group (Collier & Garg, 1998). Hence, in addition to worsening macroeconomic
policies, ethnic fragmentation may reduce the efficiency of public service delivery.
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Further, according to Ahmad & Brosio (2004), in socially polarised and/or ethnically
fragmented societies voters tend to vote for those candidates they most closely identify
with, irrespective of their public performance and policy records. Therefore, political
competition between parties also concentrates on identity issues, and candidates are
nominated from constituencies largely on the basis of demographic calculations of
ethnicity and religion. This is relevant to the Macedonian reality where political parties and
voters at local election are highly fragmented and follow demographic calculations of
ethnicity. Like uninformed voters, polarised voters are less able to hold politicians
accountable for their performance in office. The provision of public goods suffers the most
in these conditions since politicians in polarised societies rarely internalise the societywide costs and benefits of their policy decisions (Ahmad & Brosio, 2004). That is why it is
important to look at ethnic fragmentation as a determinant of the efficiency of local public
goods and services. Moreover, if some groups of voters, perhaps the local elite, mobilise
themselves to influence public policies at the local level, then decentralisation might
increase the risk of »capturing« public resources for the benefit of the non-poor (Bardhan,
Pranab & Dilip, 2000). This risk is especially important for Macedonia with its relatively
high level of poverty and inequality (as discussed in section 1.5).
Sometimes, a particular minority exerts more influence, perhaps because of its wealth and
power or perhaps owing to historical factors. During the transition and restructuring of the
economy, ethnic Macedonians’ living standards lowered as the industrial sector shrank,
whereas the Albanian ethnic group more easily adapted during the transition with its
agricultural activities and remittances from emigration. After the OFA, the administrative
sector was also under pressure for more ethnic minority representation, thus additionally
shrinking the employment opportunities for the ethnic Macedonian majority (ESI, 2002).
This definitely indicates that the Albanian minority exerts a greater influence. Perhaps this
is due to its relative economic wealth and power, not only because of historical factors but
also because of post-OFA requirements (while Albanians make up around 25% of the total
population in Macedonia).

Social capital literature is based on Putnam’s (1993) and North’s (1990) work and the
structural social capital explained as networking, communication, trust along with the
cultural and linguistic differences that might affect the delivery of public services (World
Bank, 2002). Putnam (1993) shows that differences in the efficiency of regional
governments in Italy – the northern ones being much more efficient than those in the south
– result from the discrepancy in levels of social capital in both parts of the country. Coffe
and Geys (2005) analyse data from 305 Flemish municipal governments and demonstrate
that social capital leads to higher quality in the government’s financial management, even
after controlling for various socio-economic and political differences among
municipalities. Thus, the cultural and linguistic difference between Albanians and
Macedonians might affect the efficiency of public service delivery in Macedonian
municipalities.
Ethnic fragmentation has various detrimental microeconomic effects that tend to reduce
public sector performance, increase patronage and lower the level of trust among
individuals. A country can either run performance politics or identity politics (Collier,
1998). Performance politics facilitate social capital and electors punish governments that
deliver poor economic performance. Identity politics are actually a type of clientelism
typically found in ethnically fragmented countries, especially in infant democracies such as
Macedonia. Brosio (2000) in Galeotti, Salmon and Wintrobe (2000) argues that in infant
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democracies clientelistic politics are seen as an obstruction to a proper evolution of the
country. Patterns of inter-group behaviour can be understood when considering that
individuals may attribute positive utility to the well-being of members of their own group,
and negative utility to the well-being of members of other groups (Tajfel, Billig, Bundy &
Flament, 1971). Moreover, people have discriminatory community preferences. People
care only about the welfare of those within their own ethnic group (Cutler & Glaeser,
1995). Analysis of group participation by Alesina and La Ferrara (2004) illustrates that
where the population is heterogeneous individual utility from joining a group positively
depends on the share of group members of one’s own type and negatively on the share of
group members of different types.
Political fragmentation is also very important given the ethnically politicised nature of
Macedonian society. Ethnicity is politicised when political coalitions are organised along
ethnic lines, or when access to political or economic benefits depends on ethnicity (Fearon,
2006 in Weingast & Witman (2006), as is the case in Macedonia. Ethnicity can be socially
relevant in a country without it being so politicised, and the degree to which ethnicity is
politicised can vary across countries over time. Fearon (2006) argues that »primordialists«
believe there is no need to explain why ethnicity often forms the basis for political
mobilisation and/or discrimination. Ethnic groups are naturally political, either because
they have biological roots or because they are so deeply set in history and culture as to be
unchangeable »givens« of social and political life. Thus, primordialists assume that certain
ethnic categories are always socially relevant, and that political relevance automatically
follows social relevance. Rabushka and Shepsle (1972) object to primordialist arguments,
saying that they cannot make sense of the variations in the politicisation of ethnicity over
time and space. In political economics work, sometimes ethnic groups are treated as an
extreme form of interest group whose members share stable common preferences over all
public policies. Further, »modernists« like Anderson (2006) in Weingast and Witman
(2006) see ethnic groups as political coalitions formed to advance the economic interests of
their members (or leaders). Variation in the politicisation of ethnicity is then explained by
an argument about when it makes economic sense to organise a coalition along ethnic
lines. This is relevant for Macedonia because ever since its independence the political
reality is that in the government coalition there has always been one ethnic Macedonian
and one ethnic Albanian political party. Moreover, it is always the case that the opposition
(an opposing ethnic Macedonian and an opposing ethnic Albanian political party) is
accusing the Albanian/Macedonian coalition in power of betraying ethnic causes for the
economic interests of the governing coalition parties’ members.

4.4.3 Political variables
The estimation will not only concentrate on an evaluation of efficiency in terms of
transforming primary inputs (financial resources) into specific outputs-services (roads,
population), but also on an evaluation of a municipality as a DMU that organises the
production process of multiple services. The municipal council is the legislative body of
the municipality, it adopts the budget, establishes public institutions and communal
enterprises, appoints managers upon the mayor’s proposal, establishes the municipality’s
administrative organs, and so forth. The idea is that the budget is the instrument of local
policies and politics and thus a reflection of how the programmes will be executed.
Therefore, the budget process can also determine the efficiency in the provision of public
services (Alesina et al., 1999). Table 22 explains the political dummy variables that we
will use in the SFA estimation.
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Table 22. Explanations of the dummy political variables used in the SFA estimation
Political variables

MAYCENTRA

Explanation
A dummy variable that represents the political affiliation of
the mayor of the municipality when it is the same as the
central government coalition.

MAYCOUN

If yes, then the dummy equals 1
A dummy variable that represents the political affiliation of
the mayor of the municipality when it is the same as the
municipal council’s majority.
If yes, then the dummy equals 1

The effect on efficiency might be mixed. One hypothesis is that there can be a positive
association between these political variables and efficiency since mayors, councillors,
mayors and central government would have an incentive to lower costs and increase
efficiency in order to ensure their »job security«. They could easily find cooperative
solutions instead of playing zero-sum games. Another hypothesis is that there can be a
negative association between these political variables and efficiency. For example, if the
governing party has an absolute majority, other parties or coalitions could possibly face
greater difficulties in effectively controlling expenditures. Stastna and Gregor (2010) find
that the higher is the political concentration (measured as the share of seats of political
parties on the municipal council), the higher is the efficiency. Borge et al. (2008) also find
that a high degree of party fragmentation (based on the party affiliation of the mayor and
the deputy mayor and the share of seats held by their parties) contributes to low efficiency.
Athanassopoulos and Triantis (1998) highlight a negative relationship between municipal
efficiency and the parties affiliated with the central government due to the political family
effect. Cost efficiency may be affected by the size and composition of political coalitions
as arbitrage in the political bargaining process may require more explicit or implicit side
payments depending on the number and nature of the coalition partners (Vanden Eeckaut
et al., 1993; De Borger & Kerstens, 1996; Mueller, 1989).

4.4.4 Other explanatory variables
Besides ethnic fragmentation and political variables, we also include two additional
explanatory variables for the efficiency of Macedonian municipalities. We use own tax
revenues per capita as it has been an important indicator since the beginning of
decentralisation in Macedonia. It reflects the devolution of decentralisation. Namely, at the
start of decentralisation in 2005 the National Public Revenue Office (PRO) transferred the
administration of property taxes to Macedonian municipalities. This indicator will reflect
the increasing fiscal capacity of municipalities as well as their fiscal effort to collect their
own revenues. De Borger and Kerstens (1996) use per capita personal income to reflect the
fiscal capacity of Belgian municipalities. Their argument is that a higher fiscal capacity
will lead to more income and may foster the featherbedding of mayors and politicians.
Balaguer-Coll et al. (2002) find that a high per capita level of tax revenues has a negative
influence on efficiency because a larger availability of public resources softens the budget
constraint. Namely, the availability of more revenues from local taxes reduces the
awareness of local politicians to control spending (Boetti et al., 2009).
In 2005, fiscal decentralisation gave Macedonia’s municipalities the devolutionary power
to administer their own taxes (property tax, property transfer tax, inheritance and gift tax).
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Before 2005, these were poorly administered by the central government’s PRO simply
because of the low tax administrative effort required and because the central-level taxes
(VAT, personal income tax and profit tax) had priority over local government taxes. Since
2005, the revenues from local taxes have been administered by the municipalities and have
been constantly rising. They give a solid base to municipalities to conduct their own
programmes and decide their own priorities. That is why we want to test whether
Macedonian municipalities with higher own revenues per capita (fiscal capacity) exercise
softer budget constraints and end up being less efficient.
Accordingly, we hypothesise that revenues from own taxes, in accordance with the
property rights and principal-agent literature, will have a negative impact on efficiency as
it seems reasonable that a local government which is highly capable of generating revenues
would be less motivated to manage them efficiently (for example De Borger & Kerstens,
1996). On the other side, high taxes may increase voters’ awareness of public expenditure
as argued by Davis and Hayes (1993) and thus have a positive effect on municipal
efficiency. Such awareness might, conversely, make efficiency worse and the situation
could end being that bureaucrats have a preference for more visible projects rather than
those which are less tangible. This is observable in Macedonia with the desire of
Macedonian mayors to fill the Macedonian daily newspapers (for example, the daily
Dnevnik: www.dnevnik.com.mk) with paid commercials proclaiming what they have
achieved in their first year in office. Having many »achievements« is their daily obligation
which should be provided in any case given the legal framework and their legal
competencies.
In addition, we want to control for municipal heterogeneity in terms of scale efficiencies
and that is why we include population density as well (Kalb, 2010). It can also be
regarded as a proxy for the heterogeneity of property prices which tend to substantially
differ between rural and urban communities. While a high population density points to cost
advantages due to a regional concentration of services (De Borger & Kerstens, 1996),
higher property prices in urban areas may make production more costly. Population density
can be negatively correlated with efficiency, indicating that a significant part of the
observed inefficiencies are driven by scale inefficiencies (Geys & Moesen, 2008).
Therefore, the effect of population density on the level of municipalities’ spending is
ambiguous.

4.5 Estimation results
4.5.1 DEA-VRS estimation results
Once we define inputs and outputs for DEA-VRS, we estimate a common DEA-VRS
frontier35 for one period (year 2010 expenditures budget data and population estimates
from the SSO of 2010) on the 74 municipalities in Macedonia. The results are illustrated in
Table 23.

35

We use the DEAP 2.1 software developed by Coelli (1996a).
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Table 23. Summary statistics for the DEA-VRS efficiency scores by municipalities’
population size classes
Size class

Mean

Median

St. dev.

Minimum

Maximum

All sizes

0.596

0.721

0.394

0.006

1.000

Percent of
efficient
observations
26/74 (35%)

POP < 5,000

0.502

0.477

0.384

0.007

1.000

4/17 (24%)

5,000 ≤ POP < 10,000

0.831

0.962

0.223

0.299

1.000

8/16 (50%)

10,000 ≤ POP < 15,000

0.810

0.921

0.306

0.015

1.000

5/10 (50%)

15,000 ≤ POP < 20,000

0.720

0.708

0.331

0.006

1.000

4/9 (44%)

20,000 ≤ POP < 60,000

0.400

0.249

0.419

0.006

1.000

4/16 (25%)

POP ≥ 60,000

0.218

0.056

0.386

0.013

1.000

1/6 (17%)

The estimated average efficiency of around 60% (0.596) means that municipalities would
have to reduce their costs by 40% to achieve the maximum cost efficiency. It is therefore
possible to conclude that there are relatively high variations in efficiency among
municipalities and that their efficiency is, on average, low. Of course, one has to bear in
mind that the efficiency scores are calculated according to the best practice in the sample
(i.e. the most efficient municipality/ies named peers in the DEA-VRS estimation output).
These peers and the heterogeneity of Macedonian municipalities might explain the
relatively low efficiency scores of 0.006. Namely, Sampaio de Sousa, Cribari-Neto &
Stosic (2005) argue that with non-parametric methods such as DEA inefficiencies due to
the presence of atypical observations, measurement errors, omitted variables, and other
statistical discrepancies are not taken into account. Thus, there is no formal description of
the uncertainty and noise associated with the observed data and, on top of that, data
heterogeneity in DEA may even worsen this problem and lead to a substantial
underestimation of efficiency scores since the frontier is achieved by a small number of
municipalities. When we carefully inspect the lowest DEA efficiency scores in
Macedonian municipalities from the DEA estimation output (efficiency scores less than
0.010), we can see that one municipality is a peer to each one of these low efficiency
municipalities.
An international comparison would most likely show even higher inefficiencies. However,
international comparisons are difficult to conduct due to differences in decentralisation
policy set ups, data and data collection so all studies of efficiency reported in section 4.1
are national or regional/provincial.
What we can also see in Table 23 is that, out of 74 municipalities, 26 (35%) are fully
efficient with efficiency scores of 1. There are clearly economies of scale, we can see that
municipalities with a population of less than 5,000 have an efficiency of 0.502, which is
less than the national mean efficiency (0.596). Further, municipalities with a population of
more than 20,000 have a level of efficiency (0.400 and 0.218) which is less than the
national mean level of efficiency (0.596). The highest efficiencies are found in
municipalities with a population between 5,000 and 10,000 (0.831). The last column of
Table 23 reveals that the number of most efficient municipalities within the proper size
class is highest for municipalities with a population between 5,000 and 15,000 (50% of
them are efficient). In addition, the number of efficient municipalities within the size class
decreases for municipalities with a population of more than 15,000 people.
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In Figure 12 we can see the Variable Returns to Scale (VRS) and Constant Returns to
Scale (CRS) frontiers, along with the Scale Inefficiencies (SI) and Pure Technical
Inefficiencies (PTI) depending on the size of the municipalities in Macedonia.
Municipalities with a population of up to 10,000 have lower overall efficiency scores due
to economies of scale inefficiencies. This effect was considered by Balaguer-Coll et al.
(2002) and Balaguer-Coll et al. (2007). Namely, as illustrated in Figure 12, Macedonian
municipalities that have a population of up to 10,000 are exhausting their increasing
economies of scale. Municipalities with a population less than 5,000 have both PTI and SI.
Municipalities with a population between 5,000 and 10,000 have no SI and only PTI. In
addition, their PTI are lower than the PTI in municipalities with a population of less than
5,000. That is why in Table 23 we can see higher mean efficiency scores of 0.831 for
municipalities with a population between 5,000 and 10,000 than the lower mean efficiency
scores of 0.502 in municipalities with a population of less than 5,000 (simply because
municipalities with a population between 5,000 and 10,000 have no scale inefficiencies).
A similar explanation holds for the decreasing overall mean efficiency scores for
municipalities with a population between 10,000 and 15,000 and with mean efficiency
scores of 0.810 purely because they have SI but are better off than municipalities with a
population of less than 5,000 because they have higher PTI, i.e. they are closer to the
efficient frontier. Finally, municipalities with a population of more than 15,000 have mean
efficiency scores that are decreasing simply because their decreasing returns to scale are
becoming bigger with an increasing population.
Figure 12. Breakdown of efficiency by population classes

Source: Adopted from M. T. Balaguer-Coll et al., Efficiency and quality in local government management:
The case of Spanish local authorities, 2002.

As Table 23 shows, in Macedonia the large municipalities (with a population of more than
10,000) exhibit decreasing returns to scale, probably since they produce a wider range of
more complex services while the small municipalities show increasing returns to scale,
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perhaps because of the influence of fixed costs on current expenditures (say general
administration). The same findings are reported in Boetti et al. (2009) and Balaguer (2002;
2007). Economies of scale and agglomeration externalities typically make larger
municipalities more efficient; moreover, small governments are less efficient due to fiscal
vulnerability or the absence of sufficient experience among local staff (Prud’homme,
1995). Another reason for this may be that big municipalities have comparatively more
skilled employees, better management control systems (financial, accounting or external)
and possibly execute operating expenses more effectively.
Small governments may also be captured by local interest groups (Bardhan, Pranab &
Dilip 2000) or may be prone to moral hazard if dependent on transfers from the central
government (Rodden, 2003). On the other hand, the higher electoral control that is typical
at the local level may reduce incentives for incumbents regarding rent-seeking (Seabright,
1996) and yardstick competition disciplines local representatives to not waste resources,
thus making smaller municipalities efficient.
Balaguer et al. (2007) argues that Tukey-Whisker box plots are particularly informative in
the case of efficiency scores obtained via linear programming techniques (bound by zero
and unity) and for which a mass of observations achieves the upper bound and typically
yield skewed distributions (as illustrated in the summary statistics in Table 23 as well).
Moreover, Lovell, Walters and Wood (1994) say that skewness of DEA efficiency scores
is rarely reported and that is why we also present Tukey-Whisker box plots for each class
of municipality by population following Balaguer et al. (2007).
Figure 13. Tukey-Whisker box plot of DEA-VRS efficiency scores
scores

Legend:
Sall – all municipalities
S1 – Municipalities with a population of less than 5,000
S2 – Municipalities with a population of 5,000 to 10,000
S3 – Municipalities with a population of 10,000 to 15,000
S4 – Municipalities with a population of 15,000 to 20,000
S5 – Municipalities with a population of 20,000 to 60,000
S6 – Municipalities with a population >60,000
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class of
municipality

The box plots in Figure 13 illustrate the existence of outliers in S2, S3 and S6. One
municipality from all municipalities with a population of over 60,000 has a DEA-VRS
score of 1, i.e. it is fully efficient. For each size class in Table 23, the box in Figure 13
represents the 50% mid-range values of the efficiency scores. The dark line in the middle
of the boxes is the median of the technical efficiency scores for the proper class. The
median-mean difference is not so high for Sall (all Macedonian municipalities) and for
municipalities with a population of less than 5,000. For other size classes, the medianmean difference is higher. This illustrates greater unbalances among other size classes of
municipalities. The hinges (the top and bottom of each box) reveal that technical efficiency
varies less for municipalities with a population of between 5,000 and 15,000 and those
with more than 60,000. The whiskers36 show that if the data are distributed normally,
approximately 95% of the data are expected to lie between them.

4.5.2 Kernel estimation results
Descriptive statistics for the ETF, per capita own tax revenues and density are given in
Table 24.
Table 24. Summary statistics for explanatory variables: ETF, per capita own tax revenues
and density
Explanatory variables
ETF
Per capita own revenues
Density

Mean
0.242
1,804
78

St. dev.
0.198
1,116
95

Skewness
0.577
1.495
3.246

Kurtosis
2.060
5.814
16.719

Minimum
0.008
187
4

Maximum
0.660
5,679
625

Figure 14 illustrates the nonparametric regressions of the DEA-VRS efficiency scores on
each of the explanatory variables estimated by Kernel smoothing, using the NadarayaWatson estimator. The bandwidth h is also illustrated in the graphs. The political variables
are not taken into account as they are dummy variables and cannot be estimated for DEAVRS with Kernel.
Figure 14. Kernel estimation of the explanatory variables on the DEA-VRS efficiency
scores
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However, we must recognise the existence of outliers and the impact on the Kernel
analysis for the own tax and density variable. In order to deal with the outliers in our
36

Whiskers are the T-bars that extend from the boxes. They can extend to 1.5 times the height of the box or,
if no case/row has a value in that range, to the minimum or maximum values.
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Kernel estimation, we first use the Iglewicz and Hoaglin (1993) approach to detect outliers
in our variables. Basically, we use a modified Z-score:

(

( ))

M = 0.6745 ⋅ X − median X / MAD
i
i
i

{

}

where MAD (median absolute deviation) is MAD = median abs [ X − median( X )] .
i
i
Second, we make a new Kernel estimation of the explanatory variables on the DEA-VRS
efficiency scores with the outliers taken out from the own tax and density variables. The
results of this new Kernel estimation are illustrated in Figure 15 below.
Figure 15. Kernel estimation of the explanatory variables on the DEA-VRS efficiency
scores without outliers
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The nonparametric Kernel smoothing supports the hypothesised impact (signs/slopes) of
the explanatory variables ETF and density. The own-tax variable impact on DEA-VRS
shows an interesting pattern. Own tax has a positive impact on efficiency for smaller
values of own revenues per capita (up to around 1,500 denars of own revenues per capita)
and has a negative impact on efficiency for larger values of own revenues per capita (from
around and over 1,500 denars of own revenues per capita). The hypothesised results and
the estimated results are presented in Table 25.
Table 25. The hypothesised and estimated results from the Kernel second-stage estimation
Explanatory variable
Ethnic fragmentation
Own revenues per capita
Population density

Name in the graph
ETF
OWNTAX
DENSITY

Hypothesised slope/sign
-

Estimated slope/sign
+/-

The Kernel estimation in Figure 14 illustrates the negative ETF impact on the DEA
efficiency scores. We can see that the more the fragmentation is balanced between ethnic
groups (Macedonians, Albanians and others) in Macedonia (ETF around 0.6, see Figure
16), the less efficient the municipality will be (i.e. the more the fragmentation, the smaller
the efficiency). Namely, from equation 9, ETF = ETHNIC = 1 − ∑ (ethnic affiliationi )2
i
,
and from our approach to analysing Macedonians, Albanians and others (i.e. three ethnic
groups for ethnic affiliation) our equation can have results from 0 to 0.666, as is also
illustrated in Figure 16.
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Figure 16. Ethnic fragmentation (ETF) in Macedonia

One possible explanation for the negative sign might be that if there is a greater ethnic
balance between ethnic groups in one municipality, the political power is equal
(homogenous) and the ethnic groups are engaging in bargaining zero-sum games and
prolonging decision making that would bring changes towards the more efficient operation
of municipalities.
The own revenues per capita are slightly negatively correlated with the DEA-VRS
efficiency scores (from around and over 1,500 denars of own revenues per capita).
The negative relation between the share of current expenditures covered by local taxes and
the DEA-VRS efficiency is in accordance with the predictions provided by electoral
accountability models, which the second-generation theory of fiscal federalism relies on
(Besley & Case, 1995; Besley & Smart, 2007; Bordignon, Cerniglia & Revelli, 2004;
Hindriks & Lockwood, 2008). According to this framework, the presence of asymmetric
information between electorates (the principals) and politicians (the agents) can be seen as
the main reason for the government’s inefficient performance. Our findings for the
negative effect on municipal efficiency from own revenues per capita seems reasonable
because municipalities that are highly capable of generating their own revenues will end up
with softer budget control and be less motivated to manage it efficiently (Balaguer-Coll et
al., 2002; Balaguer-Coll et al., 2007; Kalb, 2010; Mahabil, 2011). Our finding is also in
line with other earlier analyses of general efficiency such as in Belgium (De Borger et al.,
1994; De Borger & Kerstens, 1996) and Czech Republic (Stastna & Gregor, 2010). For
municipalities with their own revenues per capita of up to 1,500 denars, own revenues
per capita have a positive impact on DEA-VRS efficiency. A possible explanation is
that these municipalities are not particularly capable of generating their own revenues and
thus will end up with harder budget control and will be more motivated to manage it
efficiently. Of course, additional investigations of this issue are needed to confirm the
proposed explanation.
In our findings, the higher the population per square kilometre (km2) (density variable), the
more the expenditures that are required. This confirms that population density is
negatively correlated with efficiency (even if we disregard the one outlying municipality
with a population of more than 600 per km2 in Figure 14), indicating that a significant part
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of the observed inefficiencies might be driven by scale inefficiencies (Geys & Moesen
(2008) also find that more densely populated municipalities tend be less efficient). Namely,
while more populated municipalities are more technically efficient (closer to the frontier),
their inefficiencies are becoming higher due to scale inefficiencies (as already shown in
Figure 12). Athanassopoulos and Triantis (1998) also find that population density
negatively affects the efficiency of municipalities. On the other side, population density
does not have any significant effect in Afonso and Fernandes (2008). Geys et al. (2010)
and Loikkanen and Susiluoto (2006) find a positive impact of density on municipal
efficiency because the demand effect of the potential increase in property prices is less than
the cost effect of the cost advantage of the regional concentration of service studies. This
clearly requires additional study in relation to Macedonian municipalities.

4.5.3 SFA estimation results
We will use the SFA approach as well in order to test the significance and impact of the
ethnic and other variables on the efficiency scores of Macedonian municipalities.
Estimation of the cost function in SFA requires a specification of the functional form. The
Cobb-Douglas is not a locally flexible functional form, but is widely used in the literature
because of its simplicity of application and its clarity of interpretation regarding its
parameters (used in Boetti et al., 2009; Kalb, 2010; Stastna & Gregor, 2010). The biggest
limitation of the Cobb-Douglas functional form is that the estimated values of the
economies of scale and density do not vary with the size of the firms in the sample, but are
assumed to be constant (Filippini, Hrovatin & Zoric 2007). Generally, the translog cost
function, which is a more flexible functional form, offers an appropriate functional form
for answering questions about economies of scale and density (as used by De Borger &
Kerstens, 1996; Geys & Moesen, 2008; Kalb, 2010; Stastna & Gregor, 2010). However, it
should be noted that the translog function is not without its own shortcomings. Since the
translog functional form is a local approximation, the estimation results are reliably close
to the approximation point, while its global properties are unsatisfactory (Filippini et al.,
2007). Moreover, the translog function requires a relatively bigger sample in order to
provide enough degrees of freedom for the larger number of parameters that need to be
estimated.
For our SFA estimation, we estimate the translog and Cobb-Douglas SFA cost functional
forms. In the cost function we do not use prices as the Macedonian local government
institutional framework is such that there is no input price variability. There is no wage
flexibility as the salary scales of municipal personnel are completely fixed. Moreover, all
municipalities have access to the same capital market and in fact obtain a large amount of
their funds from the central government. Therefore, we make the assumption of identical
input prices across the municipalities.
The Cobb-Douglas SFA estimation takes the algebraic form:
5
ln( C ) = β 0 + ∑ β i ∗ ln( OUTi ) + ( Vi + U i ) (10)
1
C is the cost of the local government which is actually the input variable of the DEA
estimation and represents municipal expenditures. OUT are the same output variables used
in the DEA-VRS estimation: population of age groups between 0 and 4, population of age
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groups between 5 and 19, population of age groups between 20 and 64, population over 65
and the length of roads; β are parameters that should be estimated. The random variables
U i are assumed to account for technical inefficiency in production and take the algebraic
form:
5
U i = δ 0 + ∑ δ i ∗ z i + wi (11)
i =1
5

In equation (11)

∑δ
i =1

i

∗ zi the three explanatory variables are already used in DEA-VRS

(ETF, own tax revenues per capita and municipal density) plus the two political dummy
variables (Table 20). The error term of equation (11), w, is defined by the truncation of the
normal distribution with a zero mean and variance σ 2 (Battese & Coelli, 1995). The latter
assumption assures that the inefficiency component, u, can only take values bigger than or
equal to zero. The δ are the parameters that should be estimated.
The translog SFA estimation takes the algebraic form:
5
1 5 5
ln( C ) = β 0 + ∑ β r ∗ ln( OUTr ) + * ∑ ∑ β rq ln( OUTr ) ln( OUTq ) +( Vi + U i ) (12)
2 r =1 q =1
r =1

The random variables U i , which are assumed to account for technical inefficiency in
production, have the same form as in the Cobb-Douglas SFA:
5
U i = δ 0 + ∑ δ i ∗ z i + wi (13)
i =1

We estimated both the Cobb-Douglas SFA functional form and the translog SFA
functional form. The translog SFA functional form had estimated parameters with signs
that were not consistent with economic theory probably because our sample was too small
to accommodate enough degrees of freedom. Thus, in this doctoral dissertation the CobbDouglas functional form is employed. We also tested the deterministic versus the
stochastic frontier with the likelihood ratio test and rejected the deterministic frontier as the
preferred model at a 5% level of significance.
The results of the SFA estimation37 of the Cobb-Douglas cost function are illustrated in
Table 26. To simplify the interpretation, we invert all signs so that the positive signs in
Table 26 indicate that the explanatory variable has a positive effect on municipal efficiency
(rather than inefficiency).

37

We use the Frontier version 4.1 developed by Tim Coelli (1996b).
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Table 26. Results of the SFA estimation
5

Variables

β 0 + ∑ β i ∗ OUTi β1
1

β0

0

Intercept -

1

Population with ages 0-4

2

Population with ages 5-19

3

Population with ages 20-64

4

Population over 65

5

Roads

SFA Cobb-Douglas
model
9.532***
(21.457)3)
0.124**
(1.893)
-0.698***
(-3.372)
1.113***
(4.282)
0.152
(1.160)
0.224***
(3.389)

5

Variables

δ 0 + ∑δ i ∗ zi
i =1

0

Intercept - δ 0

1

Density

2

Own tax

3

ETF

4

MAYCENTRA

5

MAYCOUN

-0.074
(-0.531)
-0.568E-03**
(-1.995)
-0.282E-03***
(-6.816)
-0.452***
(-3.018)
0.212**
(1.716)
0.01
(0.07)
0.07***
(4.129)
0.999***
(26619.025)
-1.565
63.824

Sigma-squared

γ
LL1)
LR2)

Notes:
74 observations
1) LL represents the log likelihood of the model.
2) LR is the one-sided likelihood ratio test for the null hypothesis that all coefficients of the model are 0 (not
only coefficients related to the inefficiency term).
3) t-statistics in brackets
* significant at the 10% level of significance (with the critical value 1.293)
** significant at the 5% level of significance (with the critical value 1.665)
*** significant at the 1% level of significance (with the critical value 2.376)

From Table 26, we can see that the likelihood ratio (LR) test rejects the null hypothesis of
valid restrictions ( δ1 =,..., = δ 5 = γ = 0 ) with 1% statistical significance (the critical chivalue for the test-statistic is 24.32). Thus, the variables (ETF, density, per capita own
revenues, political affiliation of a mayor with that of the central government) that jointly
explain the efficiency of Macedonian municipalities are statistically significant.
The statistic γ is significant and shows that technical inefficiency is present and the SFA
should be used instead of the OLS estimation.
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Table 26 also shows that the variables representing the population between 0–4 years of
age (the kindergarten population) are significant. The population between the ages of 5–19,
i.e. elementary and secondary schools, significantly influences municipal finances, but
negatively. This is understandable in Macedonia as elementary and secondary schools are
completely financed by the central government. The explanation of the findings here is that
the more there are pupils of that age (and more demand for schools), the less expenditures
the municipalities will have because their current own expenditures will be allocated to
other priorities, leaving the central government to pay for the schools. The elderly
population (over 65 years) is not a significant cost because there are only two homes for
the elderly in Macedonia to finance (one in Skopje and the other in Bitola), and they are
also financed by the central government just like the schools (Table 15). A longer length of
roads will impose greater expenditure requirements on municipalities and this variable is
significant.
For the determinants of the efficiency of Macedonian municipalities, we can see that all
variables are significant except for the dummy variable of the same political affiliation of
the mayor with that of the municipal council. The sign of the impact on efficiency is robust
with the DEA-VRS efficiency scores and Kernel nonparametric estimation. ETF, own tax
revenues per capita and population density are negatively correlated with municipal
efficiency. The negative effect on municipal efficiency from own revenues per capita in
our case seems reasonable because municipalities that are highly capable of generating
revenues will end up with softer budget control and be less motivated to manage it
efficiently (Balaguer-Coll et al., 2002; Balaguer-Coll et al., 2007; Kalb, 2010; Mahabil,
2011). Our finding also supports the theory that ethnic fragmentation has a negative effect
on municipal efficiency. Here, both DEA-VRS and SFA again give the same results.
Just like with the Kernel and SFA estimations, the greater the population per km2 (density
variable) the greater the expenditures that are required; this confirms that population
density is negatively correlated with efficiency and indicates that a significant part of the
observed inefficiencies might be driven by scale inefficiencies (Geys & Moesen, 2008).
Namely, while more populated municipalities are more technically efficient (closer to the
frontier), their inefficiencies are growing due to scale inefficiencies (as already illustrated
in Figure 12). On the other side, population density is found to be positively related to
efficiency in Geys et al., 2010; Loikkanen & Susiluoto, 2006, while other studies do not
find any significant effects (Afonso & Fernandes, 2008). Again we stress that a further
study of Macedonian municipalities and the effect of population density on efficiency is
clearly required.
Our dummy variable that measures the same political affiliation of the mayor with that
of the central government coalition shows a positive impact on municipal efficiency.
Our finding is contrary to Vanden Eeckaut et al. (1993) and Athanassopoulos and Triantis’
(1998) findings of a negative relationship between municipal spending and the parties
affiliated to the central government. Borge et al. (2008) also find that a high degree of
party fragmentation (based on the party affiliation of the mayor and the deputy mayor and
the share of seats held by their parties) contributes to low efficiency. Brennan and
Buchanan (1980) assume that politicians are politically unconstrained agents aiming to
maximise power in line with the Leviathan hypothesis. In our case, it is not a surprise that
the same political affiliation of the mayor with that of the central government can make a
municipality more efficient simply because of the strong political competition in
Macedonia. This heightened competition is due to the weak process of devoluting
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competencies and many decisions about local competencies depend on the central
government’s decisions. It is common practice in Macedonia for a mayor of the opposite
political affiliation to the central government to have their projects delayed in that
particular municipality because of the adverse influence of the central government on local
matters in that municipality. Our finding confirms that a positive effect on municipal
efficiency might occur simply because the same political affiliation of the mayor with that
of the central government reaches cooperative solutions instead of fighting zero-sum
games. Further, our findings support the view that in Macedonia the element of ideology is
missing in the political parties. Political parties are named just to distinguish themselves
from each other, while the name is not an attribute of a political programme or wing
affiliation. They are catch-all parties that, while missing ideology, nurture ideologies of
NATO and EU membership dogma (Vankovska, 2007). In such an environment, patronage
of the central over the local government with a mayor of the same political affiliation can
guarantee the support and realisation of local projects. This has nothing to do with
behaviour in a representative democracy: the battle for electoral support will lead the
parties to adopt policies that reflect the preferences of the median voter (Sole Olle, 2006).
Thus, policies at the local level in Macedonia do not reflect the preferences of the median
voter but the preferences of the central government.
These findings empirically confirm the risks for Macedonia if politicians are to continue to
exercise political patronage practices and deviate from efficiency in implementing the
OFA (equitable representation and inefficient employment, for example), and if the
international community that supported the OFA does not help with more resources to
underpin the OFA project’s expensive preferential policies. Macedonia is also at risk
because of greater socioeconomic stratification and ethnic fragmentation. This is replicated
amongst the electorate and might make it more difficult for political agents to make
promises about public service provision to large fragments of voters. Macedonian voters
might only believe promises made by candidates belonging to their own ethnic or religious
group; those promises are therefore necessarily narrow and targeted to members of the
respective ethnic groups. The combination of a relatively young democratic process and
social heterogeneity at disaggregated levels might therefore create conditions for local
politics to be particularly clientelistic, as argued by Brosio (2000) in Galeotti, Salmon &
Wintrobe (2000).
In such a set up, politicians try to acquire the loyalty of voters by offering particularistic
individually tailored goods and services instead of general public policies and legislation.
Brosio (2000) in Galeotti et al. (2000) further argues that another tactic of transaction
between the client and the patron is the recourse to ideological, political, ethnic or even
religious ties between patron and client38. These political ties can be used for external
financing between the central and local government and thus result in increasing the
discretionary budget. The empirically supported political clientelistic ties and the
significant effect of ethnic fragmentation in Macedonia might result in increasingly
discretionary budgets at the level of municipalities.
When the credibility of political competitors is limited, clientelism can be viewed as the
natural outcome of political competition (Keefer, 2002). For example, the UNDP (2009)
finds that across municipalities in Macedonia 57% have little or no trust in local politicians
38

The recent Skopje 2014 project, driven by the central government in Macedonia, is seen by Albanian
politicians as cultural projects tailored to just the Macedonian ethnic group, thus creating tensions across the
ethnic spectrum in Macedonia.
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and equally little for central-level politicians. Further, 76% believe there is corruption
among local-level politicians (misuse of public funds and abuse of positions). In such a set
up in Macedonia, political promises are only credible to »clients«. This has clear
implications for public policy: the larger the number of clients, the greater the focus of
central government spending on items targeted to specific political clients (municipalities
with mayors of the same political affiliation) and, ultimately, the less that is spent on
efficient projects across municipalities regardless of their political affiliation. That is why
in our case, where politicians are less credible, clientelism generates positive impact on
municipal efficiency simply because, instead of keeping resources for themselves,
patrons/central government are obliged to transfer the fruits of their office to
clients/municipalities with the same political affiliation.
Finally, we can confirm the robustness of our estimates from the Kernel and single-stage
SFA estimate. The SFA also gives us the opportunity to test the political dummy variables
which was not possible with the Kernel estimation.

4.5.4 Comparing the DEA-VRS efficiency scores with the SFA efficiency scores
We compare the DEA-VRS efficiency scores with the SFA efficiency scores in Table 27.
Table 27. DEA-VRS efficiency scores and SFA efficiency scores
Mean
Median
Maximum
Minimum
Std. Dev.

DEA scores
0.596
0.721
1.000
0.006
0.394

SFA scores
0.579
0.571
1.000
0.167
0.207

We can see that the mean cost efficiency is estimated at 57.9% with the SFA method and at
59.6% with the DEA-VRS method. Our results show that Macedonian municipalities, on
average, could achieve the same output levels with about, on average, a 40% (DEA-VRS)
to 42% (SFA) current spending reduction. The scores’ distributions look concentrated
around the mean more for the SFA than the DEA-VRS scores (median and mean
difference). The standard deviation does not show very high values because of the presence
of more extreme score estimates. Once again, we should keep in mind that the efficiency
scores are calculated according to the best practice in the sample (i.e. most efficient
municipality/ies). An international comparison would most likely show even higher
inefficiencies. However, international comparisons are difficult to conduct due to
differences in decentralisation policy set up, data and data collection so all studies of
efficiency reported in section 4.1 are national or regional/provincial. Another implicit
assumption is that all relevant variables with an impact on efficiency have been included in
the estimation and that the estimated efficiency is not a result of heterogeneity.
In Table 28 we use the same classification of municipalities by size as in Table 23 in order
to compare the DEA-VRS and SFA efficiency scores by size of municipality.
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Table 28. Comparison of DEA-VRS efficiency scores and SFA efficiency scores by
different municipal size classes
Size class
All sizes
POP < 5,000
5,000 ≤ POP < 10,000
10,000 ≤ POP < 15,000
15,000 ≤ POP < 20,000
20,000 ≤ POP < 60,000
POP ≥ 60,000

DEA efficiency scores
0.596
0.502
0.831
0.810
0.720
0.400
0.218

SFA efficiency scores
0.579
0.585
0.585
0.720
0.614
0.551
0.345

The importance of scale efficiency is reflected in the cost efficiencies from the SFA
estimates just like with the DEA-VRS estimates (as shown in Table 23). Namely, we can
see that the SFA cost efficiencies are also increasing from a municipality size of less than
5,000 (SFA efficiency scores = 0.585) up to a municipality size of 10,000 to 15.000 (SFA
efficiency scores = 0.720), i.e. up to the moment when the increasing cost efficiencies are
exhausted (Figure 12). From a municipality with a size of 10,000 to 15,000 to the most
populated
municipalities,
the
SFA
efficiency
scores
are
decreasing.
The DEA-VRS efficiency scores reveal that increasing scale efficiencies are exhausted for
the 5,000–10,000 size class, whereas the SFA efficiency scores show that increasing scale
efficiencies are exhausted for the 10,000–15,000 size class.
Our findings compare with De Borger and Kerstens’ (1996) who found that DEA and SFA
yielded similar efficiency distributions and rankings for Belgian municipalities. This
contrasts with the results of Worthington (2000) for Australian municipalities in that
substantial differences arise in the efficiency indices derived from different reference
technologies in the context of local public services.

4.6 Measuring the outcome as perceived by the citizens – subjective measures
In a production process of municipalities, first there is the transformation of inputs into
outputs ready for »consumption« (municipal services). Second, these outputs ultimately
have welfare effects on consumers (e.g., increasing perceptions and feelings of safety and
welfare). Data on outcomes as perceived by the citizens/consumers was not available by
municipalities in Macedonia. On the other side, a database of answers from a questionnaire
from the UNDP’s 2008 project39 in Macedonia includes outcome data on a sample of
municipalities and we will use this data to assess the outcome of decentralisation within
ethnically fragmented municipalities in Macedonia.
The UNDP’s database is from 2008 and comprises a sample of 39 municipalities (out of
the total 84 in Macedonia) and represents 76% of the total Macedonian population.
We want to find out which of the issues raised by answers in the database are relevant to
ethnic fragmentation at the municipal level in Macedonia. The simplest way is to analyse
those answers that are significantly correlated with our constructed ethnic fragmentation
indicator (ETF). In order to do that, we test the significance of the correlation coefficient
between the ETF (Ethnic Fragmentation Indicator) and each of the answers from the
UNDP’s 2008 database (all answers are presented in Appendix F). We will then analyse
only those answers that are significantly correlated with the ETF.
39

Previously (before 2008) known as an early warning report of the UNDP.
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n−2
with 37
1− R2
degrees of freedom (n=N-2=39-2=37), where N is the number of observations. The critical
value t-statistic at a 5% level of significance is 1.687.
To test the significance of the correlation we will use the statistics: t = R

We will test the significance of the correlation coefficient R with the following
assumptions about the sampling distribution of R:
•
•

approximately normal (but bounded at -1.0 and +1.0) when N is large; and
follows a t distribution – when N is small.

Statements that are significantly correlated with the Ethnic Fragmentation Indicator are
presented in Table 29 together with the estimated significant correlation coefficient (at a
5% level of significance).
Table 29. Correlation coefficient between the ETF and statements from the UNDP’s 2008
database
Question
I was denied service because of my ethnicity
Very and rather dissatisfied with municipal services
Very and rather dissatisfied with neighbourhood environment
Have no trust in local media
Have no trust in religious institutions
Believe there is no corruption at municipal level
A lot and some tension between men and women
A lot and some tension between old and young people
A lot and some tension between different ethnic group
Worsening of the state of inter-ethnic relations in the country over the next 6 months
No risk of violent ethnic conflict in the municipality
Have few friends from different ethnic group
Do not shop in stores owned by persons from different ethnic group
Do not go in restaurants/cafe owned by persons from different ethnic group
Do not conduct business with persons from different ethnic group
Will not send children to schools where another ethnic group is majority
Think that few members of their ethnic group have few friends from another ethnic group
Think that few members of their ethnic group shop in stores owned by another ethnic group
Think that few members of their ethnic group go in restaurants/cafe owned by persons from
another ethnic group
Think that few members of their ethnic group conduct business with persons from different
ethnic group
Think that few members of their ethnic group will send children to schools where another
ethnic group is majority
Think that few members of other ethnic group have friends from their ethnic group
Think that few members of other ethnic group shop in stores owned by their ethnic group
Think that mayor have influence to worsen ethnic relationships
Have no answer on question: What could be done at local level to improve inter-ethnic
relations in your municipality?
Not satisfied in general with the services provided by municipalities
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Correlation
coefficient-R
0.319
0.417
0.302
-0.459
-0.291
-0.312
-0.397
-0.335
-0.395
-0.295
-0.550
-0.733
-0.648
-0.557
-0.563
-0.592
-0.613
-0.566
-0.440
-0.482
-0.442
-0.449
-0.446
0.305
-0.429
0.293
(table continues)

(continued)
Correlation
coefficient-R

Question
Not satisfied with the opportunities for participation in local decision making provided by
your council
In the immediate neighbourhood of their home, have many reasons to complain about lack
of access to recreational or green areas
Rate social services in their municipalities with poor quality
Not treated fairly by municipal officials
Consider central government would do the best job in providing water supply
Consider local government would do the best job in providing water supply
Have not given views on local services, or issues that affect them as a resident, by filling a
questionnaire
Have not given views on local services, or issues that affect them as a resident, by sending
letter or e-mail

0.301
0.302
0.322
0.444
0.278
-0.354
0.319
0.270

Several interesting observations can be drawn from these findings. For the group of
questions related to the denial of services and satisfaction, we can see that the
dissatisfaction of municipal services, in general, is relatively higher the more ethnically
fragmented a municipality is (R=0.319 and R=0.417, respectively). People are significantly
more dissatisfied with the environment they live in the more ethnically fragmented a
municipality is (R=0.302). This is not explicitly because of ethnicity as people more often
report they have been denied services because of their ethnicity the more ethnically
fragmented a municipality is (R=-0.319).
On the other side, there is no significant correlation between ethnic fragmentation and
career promotion, access to housing and access to educational institutions. This is a very
positive indication for the integration process in the country as a whole.
Related to the group of questions of trust, R is significant for ethnic fragmentation, trust in
the local media and trust in religious institutions, but not significantly correlated with trust
in the government and in government institutions (schools, mayor, police etc.) as seen in
Table 29 and Table 34 (in Appendix F which includes all statements from the
questionnaire). Thus, the more ethnically fragmented a municipality is, the less people
there have no trust in the media (R=-0.459) and in its religious institutions (R=-0.291). In
general, fewer people join political parties and an increasing number of people are not
voting in Macedonia (also see Daskalovski, 2010).
Ethnic fragmentation is significantly correlated with the perception of tension related to
gender, age group and ethnicity but not with economically related tensions (rich/poor and
management/workers). This may be because people are sharing the same general economic
environment within the country so differences are more often expressed in the culture and
the characteristics of each ethnic identity related to gender and age group. This is in line
with Pal’s (2010) arguments that culture, as reflected in social and religious norms, may be
key to social organisation in a decentralised economy where local authorities are
responsible for the provision of local public goods. There is a distinction between
individualist and collectivist cultures which argues that the collectivist culture may
promote rules to indulge in family, social and religious values at the cost of individual
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values which promote material gain and thus may result in an inefficient choice of pubic
goods40.
In relation to the perception of possible ethnic tensions and the mixing of people of
different ethnic affiliations (by shopping in different stores, for example), we find that:
more people expect a worsening of inter-ethnic relations in the country over the next 6
months the less a municipality is ethnically fragmented (R=-0,295) and more people do not
expect violent ethnic conflicts in a municipality the less the municipality is ethnically
fragmented (R=-0.550). This may indicate that people living in more ethnically
homogeneous municipalities have different perceptions than people living in ethnically
fragmented municipalities. Residents in more homogenous societies may not know enough
people from other ethnic groups so they tend to be more xenophobic and base their ideas
on stereotypes about the behaviour of those ethnic groups.
The more ethnically fragmented a municipality, the fewer the people going to shops and
restaurants, patronising businesses owned by persons with different ethnic groups, or
sending their children to schools where another ethnic group is in the majority. This
indicates that, despite the anecdotal perceptions in more ethnically homogenous
municipalities about the worsening perspective of inter-ethnic relations in wider
Macedonia, people in ethnically fragmented municipalities are mixing, doing business and
have more friends from different ethnic groups, contrary to the perceptions of those people
in more homogenous municipalities.
Another interesting perception is that the mayor has significant power to worsen the ethnic
relationship in a more ethnically fragmented municipality (R=-0.305). There is no
significant correlation between ethnic fragmentation and the perception that the media,
politicians (central and local) and the education system have significant power to worsen
the ethnic relationship in more ethnically fragmented municipalities. An important finding
regarding the political part of decentralisation is that voters »see« the mayor as closer to
them than central-level politicians and thus as being more influential in relation to local
politics.
Finally, the more ethnically fragmented a municipality is, the fewer the people who have
no answer to the question: »What could be done at local level to improve inter-ethnic
relations in your municipality« (R=-0.429). This is another important finding showing that
the participation of citizens/voters in local governance might not be at the right level. This
should be considered more carefully by municipalities in Macedonia because people might
have more answers on how to improve inter-ethnic relations in their municipality the more
ethnically fragmented a municipality is. In general, we should be careful with such
findings when arguing that decentralisation increases participation in decision making in
Macedonia because it brings government closer to people, thereby making it more
accessible, aware of local conditions and more responsive to people’s demands. We further
investigate the »citizen participation at the local level issue« and find that Albanians are
40

Data are used from Indonesia as a case in point to classify communities strictly adhering to traditional
»adat« laws and the Islamic religion to promote a collectivist culture. Literally, an “adat community”
translates to “an autonomous group of indigenous people who are able to manage their lives without knowing
western laws and who have established their own regulations and social control. Adat laws are a set of local
and traditional norms concerning marriage/divorce, birth, living arrangements of the elderly, inheritance,
dispute resolution systems, land rights, gender roles and decision making in the household as well as in the
community.” (Pal, 2010).
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slightly more interested in participating (36%) than Macedonians (34%), but the general
interest in Macedonia in participating (35%) is low, which may be due to different reasons.
One explanation could be that the public (irrespective of ethnic background) does not
believe they have much influence at all. According to a citizen survey in 2005 in England
and Wales, the share of people not believing they have an influence on politics in their
local areas was 61% (Tam, 2007). Tam (2007) believes that one determinant of this
political distress might be social fragmentation (fewer people nowadays are engaged in
group activities) which is very close to the structuralism approach of social capital as
defined by the World Bank (2002). Borge et al. (2008) find that democratic participation
(turnout at local elections) is associated with high municipal efficiency, and the effect is
statistically significant. The effect is consistent with the hypothesis that politicians are
more effectively monitored when voter turnout is high, but could also mean that turnout is
affected by factors such as political competition or the level of education (Mueller, 2003).
Related to satisfaction with municipal services, there is more dissatisfaction with municipal
services in general, participation in local decision making, the lack of recreational and
green areas, the poor social services and the poor performance of municipality officials, the
more ethnically fragmented a municipality is. Ethnic fragmentation in a municipality is not
significantly correlated with the water quality, the feeling of safety when walking around
the area at night, medical services, educational services or public transportation.
The more ethnically fragmented a municipality is, the more the citizens believe the central
government will do a better job in providing the supply of water than the local government.
Regarding satisfaction with other services (electricity, garbage collection, social and health
services, police, education, employment, public transportation), ethnic fragmentation is not
significantly correlated with them.

CONCLUSION
Macedonia started its transition from a command to a market economy after it declared
independence in 1991 from former Yugoslavia. Within Yugoslavia, it was part of the
LDRs and was benefiting from subsidies from the MDRs. Even though Macedonian GNP
was converging to Yugoslavia’s average from 60% in 1955 to 65% in 1988 (World Bank
1993), Macedonia started its transition with a relatively high unemployment rate of 17.4%.
In the time of former Yugoslavia, the collectivisation of farms and the initiation of large
industrial enterprises attracted orthodox Macedonian communities to move to work in
these large industrial enterprises in urban centres. Conversely, the Muslim communities
retained their traditional rural locations, structures and activities along with their high birth
rates, large household sizes and intensive emigration to Western Europe (Buzar, 2006).
After attaining its independence, Macedonia began the process of privatisation in 1993.
The transition has led to a U-shaped response of output with sluggish growth rates below
the potential. There was a sharp drop in GDP in 2001 because of the ethnic clashes and a
moderate drop in GDP in 2009 because of the global financial crisis. The real average GDP
growth rate in the period between 1995 and 2000 was 3%, while the average real growth
rate in 2002–2006 was 3.2%. The slow jobless growth of the economy has ended with one
of the highest unemployment rates in Europe. The privatisation process went much slower
than envisaged as insiders often had no incentive to modernise the privatised firms
(Zalduendo, 2003). On the other side, the government was unwilling to push the loss102

making enterprises into liquidation because that was considered politically sensitive. The
wave of privatisation pushed many Orthodox Macedonians out of the declining large
industrial enterprises into unemployment and poverty while Muslim communities managed
to buffer the adverse effects of the transition with their agricultural activities and private
transfers from abroad. Thus, the cumulated socioeconomic differences might be one of the
determinants of the ethnic clashes in 2001.
In 1991, ethnic Albanians abstained from voting for the first Macedonian constitution.
Soon claims of ethnic Albanians in Macedonia started to aim at proportional representation
in all political institutions, more education in the Albanian language at the university level
and changes to the constitution proclaiming Macedonia to be a multi-ethnic country made
up, on an equal basis, of Macedonians and Albanians (About MAR, 2012). The 1999
Kosovo crisis nearly destabilised Macedonia because of the influx of almost 350,000
(17.2% of the total population of Macedonia) Kosovo Albanians in Macedonia (Donev,
Onceva & Gligorov, 2002). In 2001, immediately after the Macedonian parliament ratified
a border treaty with Serbia, ethnic Albanians clashed with Macedonian armed forces. At
the same time, Macedonia signed the stabilisation and association agreement with the EU.
The clashes ended with the signing of the OFA in 2001, granting ethnic Albanians the
rights they had been claiming since independence with the post-OFA constitution of 2001.
It is difficult to conclude what the roots of the ethnic conflict in Macedonia were: Was it
the different socioeconomic status of the ethnicities? Was it the constitution from 1991? Or
was it just fighting over territory? The first few communiqués sent by the UCK (Albanian
National Liberation Army) stated that their objective was the liberation of ethnic Albanians
in Macedonia. Even after the subsequent communiqués and interviews since March 2001,
the UCK emphasised that their armed struggle was aimed at constitutional rights and
equality for Macedonia's ethnic Albanian population rather than the territorial
disintegration of Macedonia (Ackermann, 2001). On the other side, in July 2001 the
Macedonian Minister of Defence stated that Albanian extremists and terrorists were
actually fighting over territory and hiding behind claims for more civil rights. Nominally,
the OFA brought a new Macedonian constitution with preferential policies related to the
decentralisation process, equitable representation of communities, establishment of a
specific organ of consensus democracy – the Council for Inter-ethnic Relations, the use of
languages as official when spoken by 20% of the population, and higher education
opportunities for communities. These preferential policies viewed the ethnic conflict as a
result of economic differences and viewed ethnic harmony as the proportional distribution
of all groups at all levels and functions of society. Preferential choices for ethnic conflict
reduction require more time, dedication, cooperation and resources. Given this, the
international community’s partnership and help for Macedonia is essential especially
because the two »witnesses«, one from the USA and the other from the EU, are also
signatories to the OFA agreement.
So far, besides the nominal position of the minister responsible for implementation of the
OFA (so far, this has always been an Albanian representative) and his work to employ as
many Albanians as possible in the administration, there is no clear transparent plan for how
to implement the preferential policies. It remains to be debated why in Macedonia there is
still a need to emphasise the OFA when it is already implemented in the constitution. Now,
it is only up to the legal state to gain credibility and to be operational enough to implement
the preferential policies. It is also questionable why there is no strategy or plan for how to
implement these preferential policies and why the position of the minister for
implementation of the OFA is not attractive to ethnic Macedonians.
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Namely, there is always a risk of protecting the collective Albanian community’s rights at
the cost of the individual rights of the Macedonians and the minorities. The constitution is
the order of justice and the order to establish the legal state and only respect and
compliance with the constitution will prohibit the protection of collective rights at the cost
of individual rights (Sharchevich, 2009). We saw that socioeconomic and demographic
differences are not narrowing across the regions and ethnicities in Macedonia. Even though
Albanians make up around 25% of the total population, it might be that their economic
power is disproportionally stronger in Macedonia compared to ethnic Macedonians and
thus their responsibility as a respectable partner with ethnic Macedonians to build national
cohesion is actually greater. This is important because, as Lijphard (1999) points out, one
of the conditions for a consocial model to be efficient and operational is to have balanced
power of the political segments. Certainly, it remains to be further investigated whether
balanced power only considers population size (Vankovska, 2007) or whether population
size in combination with economic power constitutes a balance of power. Of course, this
requires more extensive interdisciplinary research that is beyond the scope of this doctoral
dissertation.
If we accept that economic differences and a lack of ethnic harmony brought the ethnic
clashes and the post-OFA preferential policies in Macedonia, then unfortunately we must
conclude that today the differences in the economy, social inclusion and demography are
still persisting in Macedonia across the regions and the ethnic spectrum. There are
differences in population growth rates between Macedonian and Albanian ethnic groups.
The overall unemployment rate is relatively high, although it is officially even higher for
the Albanian population than for the Macedonian one. The shadow economy in Macedonia
is relatively large and, given that agricultural labour is not registered as employment in
conjunction with the traditional agricultural activity of Albanians, this may have resulted in
an overestimate of the unemployment rate among ethnic Albanians. The female activity
rate is also low in the Polog region and the South-western region (where the Albanian
ethnic group is concentrated) due to Albanian cultural factors related to female
participation in the labour market. There is a large inflow of remittances in the Polog
region (where the Albanian ethnic group is concentrated) that might explain why that
region has the lowest GDP PPP ranking among all Macedonian regions and the highest
median equivalised income compared to the country’s median equivalised income (UNDP,
2008).
Moreover, there is sharp inequality among ethnic affiliations in Macedonia as the median
equivalent household income is lower than the mean equivalent household income, thus
more than one-half of households have an income below the average income. This is
especially true for Roma. The quintile analysis of equivalised disposable income by ethnic
affiliation also supports the fact that income inequality is sharp for the country and the
ethnic groups. The S80/S20 analysis shows that the richest 20% receive 15 times more
income than the poorest 20% of ethnic Macedonians. For the ethnic Albanians, the
S80/S20 is 9 and the worst discrepancy of all is that of the Roma at 20. These results
clearly illustrate that socio-economic differences in Macedonia across regions and across
ethnic groups still persist and there is a risk that post-OFA government policies might not
be addressing the main socio-economic reasons for the inter-ethnic clashes in 2001. The
socio-economic and demographic differences that are considered determinants of the
ethnic clashes are continuing in Macedonia across ethnic affiliations and regions. Not
much progress has been made in the political economy of the ethnically fragmented
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Macedonian society during the transition, especially after the OFA in 2001 was put in
place to address those differences.
As mentioned, the OFA brought a new Macedonian constitution with preferential policies
related to the decentralisation process, equitable representation of communities, the
establishment of the Council for Inter-ethnic Relations and the use of languages.
Decentralisation is considered to be a characteristic of the OFA and a preferential policy
choice for bringing national cohesion rather than an economic instrument. However, the
context for decentralisation, and particularly fiscal decentralisation in transition economies,
is unfortunately very different from the context in market economies. Macedonia, as a
transition economy, has a per capita income level lower than developed market economies
and thus, if decentralisation is a superior good (one that is common to industrial countries),
then Macedonia cannot absorb all of the potential benefits that decentralisation in general,
and fiscal decentralisation in particular, can offer. Theoretically, it might be that fiscal
decentralisation will offer advantages to countries with a lower level of development if the
relationship between the development level and the presence of fiscal decentralisation is
not monotonic. During the transition, Macedonia should not only focus on macroeconomic
reform and privatisation but also on the structure of its taxes and transfers. It should
simultaneously ensure that expenditure responsibilities are realigned between central and
local government while taking care of balanced regional and municipal development. With
decentralisation, especially after the OFA, Macedonian municipalities must build new
institutional capacities to provide services formerly provided by the central government
while, at the same time, providing for the participation of citizens, accountability, good
governance and transparency. It must at all times aim to calm the ethnic unrest in
administration, education and other responsibilities transferred from the central
government. With decentralisation, problems resulting from years of underinvestment in
roads, assets (buildings) in education, and kindergartens are now being transferred from the
central to the local level, thereby creating fiscal stress on municipalities in Macedonia. On
the other side, decentralisation helps increase the government’s sensitivity to local
conditions and needs and allows greater political representation for diverse political,
cultural and ethnic groups in decision making. Moreover, it is evident in Macedonia that
local governments can tax the fastest growing parts of their economic base more easily
than the central government can, especially during the global economic crisis (the
collection of revenues from local property taxes is rising year by year, demonstrating that
revenues from property taxes administered by the local government are not elastic with
economic cycles/downturns).
The dynamic of adopting laws and transferring responsibilities to local governments in
post-OFA Macedonia should be carefully designed and monitored (which is missing in the
Macedonian context); otherwise, the many benefits expected from decentralisation might
end up being unfulfilled. There are many reasons to pay attention to when designing the
proper dynamics of decentralisation and fiscal decentralisation in particular. One reason is
that voter preferences in Macedonia are not as readily translated into budget outcomes as
in industrial countries simply because of the lower fiscal transparency and accountability.
The second reason, as seen at the last Macedonian local elections in 2009, is that during
campaigns mayors talk more about national-level problems than about local problems (the
local preferences are hence not revealed). Most importantly, central-level politicians are
more active in local elections than local politicians with the result that local elections are
seen as nothing more than a rehearsal for the parliamentary election. This is a reflection of
not having a long enough history of democratic experience (the same cycle is currently
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repeating itself as politicians in Macedonia are preparing for the 2013 local elections). The
third reason is that decentralisation in Macedonia is more of a deconcentration and is less
about fiscal autonomy and the devolution of power to the municipalities. In such a set up,
reliance on the central government’s funds/transfers to service public goods is retained and
there are no mechanisms by which local voters can reveal their preferences. In the end,
less can be gained from this form of decentralisation than in other industrial countries.
This is simply because the power rests in the centre and is likely to lead to lobbying,
continuous bargaining, uncertainty, conflict and economic fluctuations in the central and local
governments’ relations. It might also encourage clientelistic behaviour and preferences in
municipalities where the mayors have the same political affiliation as that of the central
government or even lead to obstacles being put before municipalities where mayors are not of
the same political affiliation as the central government (as we empirically confirmed in this
dissertation). The fourth reason involves the inadequate financial transfers from the central
government for some services (education and roads, for example) and forcing
municipalities in Macedonia to inefficiently provide services while being unable to even
maintain the depreciated assets. Further, inadequate financial transfers from the central
government to the local government (unfunded mandates for municipalities in Macedonia)
might create unsustainable fiscal stress on local governments due to the large fiscal gap.
The fifth reason is, as we empirically confirmed, that ethnic diversity can affect the
efficiency of public service delivery. The sixth reason is that there might be difficulties in
decentralisation management given the lack of democratic experience, skills and
knowledge. The seventh reason is that in Macedonia there are constitutional post-OFA
requirements for the equal representation of ethnic minorities in local public
administration, language requirements, and education requirements in order to align the
country’s unity along ethnic lines that are the direct responsibility of the municipalities.
Thus, decentralisation can be considered the key policy choice for providing political
stability and Macedonian national cohesion more than simply bringing economic
efficiency.
These questions raise issues that are complex to address and to empirically test. On one
hand, the need for higher economic growth in the sluggish Macedonian economic
transition requires centralisation and not decentralisation at least from an efficiency point
of view. On the other hand, there are the requirements to implement the post-OFA needs
for decentralisation and for the country’s cohesion. The environment is even more complex
given that regional differences and differences across the ethnic spectrum persist in
Macedonia (as already described).
Therefore, the main challenge in Macedonia is to find the right path for the economic and
political arguments for decentralisation to converge. Thus, ethnic fragmentation in
Macedonia between Albanians and Macedonians, with their differing linguistic and
religious characteristics, might have a direct negative correlation with the efficiency of
providing public services due to the heterogeneous ethnic preferences which prevent the
removal of the deadweight loss. The role of local government in Macedonia may be to
somehow find the preferences of the ethnic groups and then use coercive power to force
them to pay for these public goods and services. If the Macedonian local government is
credible, it can avoid freeriding and ensure that public goods and services are optimally
provided. For example, the Macedonian language is official throughout the territory of
Macedonia and should be spoken by its citizens whatever their ethnic affiliation. Now,
with primary and secondary schooling being the responsibility of the local government,
they can gain credibility by mitigating the language segregation push policies of ethnic
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Albanians for example, and preventing the vicious cycle of low income in local
governments (vicious cycle of segregation causing lower school funding, higher costs for
schooling, safeguarding, and commuting to other schools and resulting in inferior
education and thus increased poverty). Further, the central government must take the
different variables into account when designing an upgrade of the development of
decentralisation in Macedonia. Even though equitable representation was introduced, i.e.
employment in public administration to assure the equitable representation of minority
ethnic communities in all central and municipal public bodies, there are still concerns
about whether the rules concerning competence and integrity that govern public
administration are being respected. Ethnic Macedonians and ethnic Albanians are thinking
within ethnic and political party borders that cannot bring qualitative and effective
solutions. The risk of lower quality and even a paralysis of initiatives in the administration
is high. Thus, the outcome will be lower quality public service delivery at the central and
municipal levels of government.
The international community, certainly an actor during the post-OFA reality, must enhance
its obligation to help speed up the process of implementing the goals of the post-OFA
constitution. Defining what exactly that type of help should be, especially for
municipalities and the decentralisation process, is beyond the scope of this doctoral
dissertation. This doctoral dissertation empirically indicates that ethnic fragmentation,
political relations between the central and local government, the capability to collect own
revenues and the population density of municipalities are important factors for the efficient
provision of local public services. Questions like which steps should be taken for more
efficient decentralisation, whether it should focus more on cohesion building in schools,
kindergartens, municipal councils and political parties, or if the focus should be on
encouraging ethnic Macedonians to take a proactive role in implementation of the postOFA constitution will require more study. Municipalities might build new institutional
capacities to provide the services formerly provided by the central government while at the
same time providing for the participation of citizens, accountability and transparency.
Simultaneously, they might focus on calming the ethnic unrest in administration, education
and other transferred competencies from the central government. The international
community must be reminded of its obligations as the theory of fiscal decentralisation was
developed for industrial countries and thus influenced by the democratic processes of
budget making. Decentralisation might be a superior good, as we discussed, and there is a
relatively higher level of per capita income at which decentralisation and its benefits can be
better absorbed than in countries with a relatively lower level of per capita income. That is
why help from the international community with additional resources is a must, given the
short time span of the democratic experience in Macedonia.
Decentralisation was not unknown to Macedonia before the OFA. The local government
system in Macedonia was first introduced by the 1947 Law on Administrative and
Territorial Organisation of Macedonia, organising Macedonia into cities and regions. In
1964, a communal system was established by the Law on Organising Municipalities and
Regions. Pursuant to that law, municipalities were defined as a basic political-territorial
organisation of self-governing working people and a basic socio-economic community of
the citizens within their territory. The 1974 constitution of Yugoslavia established the
delegation system and municipalities were the main socio-economic community based on
the power and self-governing of the working class and all its citizens. The 1974
constitution further developed the concept of federalism and the new position of the
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republics to expand their competencies and build, using a bottom-up model, the delegation
system from the municipalities to the federation of former Yugoslavia.
Since its independence in 1991, Macedonia has experienced three periods in the process of
decentralisation. The first was one of centralisation between 1991 and 1995, which left the
municipalities without competencies and without an efficient system of financing. During
this period, the government focused on achieving macroeconomic stabilisation and
privatisation. During the second period, namely 1995–2005, macroeconomic stabilisation
in Macedonia was achieved but the overall economic performance was quite poor, as we
already discussed. During this period, for the first time after independence, a new Law on
Local Government was adopted in 1995 and a new Law on Territorial Organisation was
adopted in 1996 introducing 123 municipalities. Both laws were products of a highly
ethnically and politically motivated process. The third period is the post-OFA
decentralisation period. The speed of decentralisation reforms greatly accelerated during
2004 as the Ministry of Local Government moved forward with a number of initiatives and
intensified its contacts with the Macedonian association of local governments. At this time,
a new law on territorial organisation was adopted, introducing the 84 municipalities. The
city of Skopje was set apart as a special unit comprising 10 municipalities in accordance
with a separate law on the city of Skopje. Practically speaking, the third period of
decentralisation in Macedonia started in 2005 when the government adopted a detailed
plan for the transfer of competencies and resources. Administrative decentralisation was
planned in terms of the transfer of institutions, assets, employees and documentation. In
that plan, the deconcentrated units of the line ministries were transferred to the local level
as well. Together with the new Law on Financing Local Governments, this provided an
efficient legal framework for the new modern process of decentralisation. In 2008, for
example, the local governments’ revenue share was already 4.59% of GDP compared to
0.88% of GDP in 1999.
However, there are still relatively large demographic and economic disparities among
Macedonian municipalities. The most sparsely populated municipalities have a minimum
of four persons per km2, whereas the most densely populated ones have 16,193 people per
km2. In terms of infrastructure, the range of variation goes from a minimum of 20 people
per km asphalt-equivalent to a maximum of 2,748 people per km asphalt-equivalent. The
natural population growth across the municipalities is, on average, 0.4 with a minimum of
-2.12 and a maximum of 2.01 demonstrating that some municipalities are booming while
others are showing negative trends. The ageing index also varies from a minimum ageing
index of 0.13 to a maximum ageing index of 2.17. General conclusions here could be that
the population in Macedonia is growing at a relatively slow rate but that territorial and
ethnic disparities are still relatively high in terms of population concentration, population
ageing and population growth. Economic disparities are also large across the municipalities
in Macedonia. Average GDP at PPP for Macedonia is USD 6,850 per capita. But the
variation across the municipalities ranges from a minimum of USD 734 per capita to a
maximum of USD 53,466 per capita. In 2002, the average unemployment rate for
Macedonia was 38.1% with a municipality minimum of 11.0% and a municipality
maximum of 79.4%. There are two issues related to municipal data in Macedonia from
which we can draw conclusions. The first is that statistics at the municipal level are taken
from the 2002 census and new data at the municipal level are not available. The second is
that when talking about local governments in Macedonia one cannot rely on average
values. Data should be taken more often and more carefully analysed and the effect of
outliers should always be taken into account.
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Related to fiscal decentralisation, despite the increasing share of municipal revenues in
GDP, Macedonian municipalities are still showing relatively high fiscal dependence on the
central government. The municipal expenditures from transfers from the central
government are almost 53% of the total municipal expenditures and central government
transfers to municipalities are 52% of total local government revenues in Macedonia. Most
of the central government transfers (85.91%) go to the education sector (out of which 81%
is for wages and salaries). The block transfers from the central government to local
governments in Macedonia cover wages and salaries for teachers and other employees in
education, cultural homes, libraries, kindergartens, homes for the elderly, fire departments
as well as maintenance of relevant buildings. In Macedonia, decentralisation is more of a
deconcentration than devolution and local governments only serve as a financial channel of
the central government for these competencies. There has therefore been no real devolution
of these competencies as the local governments have no say in how to spend these
transfers. Municipalities lack the means to take on full responsibility and assume that the
central government is responsible for paying for these competencies. For example, the
central government transfers for education, culture, kindergartens, homes for the elderly
and fire fighting competencies amounted to EUR 204 million in 2010. In the same year,
local governments paid for these competencies from their own budget and only spent EUR
5.4 million.
Local governments can in theory make a decision to allocate more money for these
competencies from their own budget revenues to improve the quality and scope of these
services for the citizens, but instead they consider the financing of these competencies to
be a responsibility of the central government. That is why if we want to test the spending
efficiency of Macedonian municipalities we should only take account of the expenditures
made from their own municipal budgets and not the transfers from the central government
because the spending decisions about the transfers from the central government are already
made by the central government and not by the local governments. For the expenditure
decisions related to a municipality’s own budget share, we can test if some local
governments are more efficient than others. Yet these decisions also depend on other
determinants like the fiscal capacity of the local governments, the management capacities
of mayors, the rural or urban character of the local governments, political impact of the
central government, ethnic fragmentation, population density etc.
Even though the literature on efficiency measurement at the level of municipalities is
relatively recent, there are empirical studies that estimate the expenditure efficiency of
municipalities and the determinants of this efficiency. In those studies, researchers use the
nonparametric DEA and parametric SFA. The main difference between DEA and SFA is
that DEA is a nonparametric approach and is suited to measuring efficiencies for multiple
inputs/outputs information. On the other hand, SFA is a parametric approach. Measuring
efficiency by using the nonparametric DEA is done in two stages. In the first stage, the
efficiency scores are estimated with the DEA method and, in the second stage, parametric
or nonparametric methods are used to identify the critical determinants of efficiency.
Measuring efficiency by using the parametric SFA is done by simultaneously estimating
the efficiency scores and the determinants of efficiency.
The input and output variable choice mainly depends on data availability, the institutional
set up in the particular country and the goal of the study. The most commonly used input
variable is current expenditures. Other input variables used include municipal staff, surface
area of administrative buildings, labour expenses, operating costs and the age and gender
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of the mayor. Output variables are usually the population of age groups (to proxy for the
proper competency of municipalities like kindergartens, primary, secondary schools and
homes for the elderly), length of roads, lighting points, crime incidents, type of
municipalities and waste collection.
The literature review showed that efficiency scores vary depending on the country and type
of approach (DEA or SFA). Average efficiency scores can range from 50% in Greek
municipalities (Athanassopoulos and Triantis 1998) to 78% in Italian municipalities (Boetti
et al. 2009), and even to 94% in Belgian municipalities (De Borger and Kerstens 1996).
The results of estimating the determinants of municipal efficiency show that many socioeconomic, political, demographic, geographic determinants have an impact on municipal
efficiency. The complex environment for municipalities makes them operate under
different institutional and legal set ups among countries. That is one of the key
explanations of the positive and negative signs from the same variable in the studies. Some
general findings from the studies are as follows:
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

transfers from the central government have a negative impact on municipal efficiency
(De Borger et al., 1994; De Borger & Kerstens, 1996; Athanassopoulos & Triantis,
1998; Balaguer-Coll et al., 2002; Lokkainen & Susiluoto, 2004; Balaguer-Coll et al.,
2007; Kalb, 2010; Stastna & Gregor, 2010);
the typology of municipalities (tourism, commercial activities) has an impact on
municipal efficiency (Gimenez & Prior, 2007; Kalb, 2010);
outsourcing and private sector involvement can make municipalities more efficient
(Loikkanen & Susiluoto, 2005; Loikkanen & Susiluoto, 2006; Mahabil, 2011);
local election turnout has a positive impact on municipal efficiency (Stastna & Gregor,
2010; Geys et al., 2010);
the mayor’s education and experience have a positive impact on municipal efficiency
(Loikkanen et al., 2011; Mahabil, 2011);
distance from a region/country to centres/capital in general have a negative impact on
municipal efficiency (Loikkanen & Susiluoto, 2005; Afonso & Fernandes, 2005;
Loikkanen & Susiluoto, 2006; Stastna & Gregor, 2010; Nieswand & Seiferd, 2011;
Loikkanen et al., 2011);
population density generally has a positive effect on municipal efficiency (De Borger
& Kerstens, 1996; Loikkanen & Susiluoto, 2005; Loikkanen & Susiluoto, 2006; Kalb,
2010; Nieswand & Seiferd, 2011; Loikkanen et al., 2011);
unemployment level in general has a negative effect on municipal efficiency
(Loikkanen & Susiluoto, 2005; Loikkanen & Susiluoto, 2006; Geys et al., 2010;
Loikkanen et al., 2011);
municipal debt is associated with more efficient municipalities (Worthington, 2000);
municipal deficit is associated with less efficient municipalities (Balaguer-Coll et al.,
2007);
short-run variable cost inefficiency is more pronounced in small municipalities
(Gimenez & Prior, 2007);
larger municipalities are able to exercise better control over variable costs (Gimenez &
Prior, 2007); and
municipalities are becoming more efficient over time (Kalb, 2010).
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This doctoral dissertation estimated the efficiency of Macedonian municipalities by using
DEA-VRS and SFA. We hypothesised that ethnic fragmentation may have an impact on
the efficiency of Macedonian municipalities and thus we tested the following hypotheses:
H1. Macedonian municipalities are on average relatively inefficient in providing
services to citizens.
H2. Ethnic fragmentation contributes to the inefficiency of the decentralised service
provision in Macedonia.
Our contribution to the literature is that for the first time, to the best of our knowledge, we
introduced the ethnic characteristics of municipalities in the literature on the efficiency
estimation of municipalities with DEA and SFA frontiers. Further, this is the first time
general municipal efficiency has been estimated in an EU candidate country by using
frontiers. This doctoral dissertation also contributes to the decentralisation debate in
Macedonia and to the debate on policy issues related to the socio-economic and political
post-OFA development of Macedonia.
The selection of inputs for the DEA-VRS efficiency estimation in this doctoral dissertation
was based on the principle that current expenditures are a proxy for inputs of
municipalities in order to provide a quality service to their citizens. We did not take the
capital expenditures into account as they are not recurrent and are incidental year-by-year.
Further, we did not take the transfers from the central government to municipalities into
account as municipalities do not have the competency to make decisions about these
transfers and, moreover, because we wanted to estimate the municipality’s own rather than
the central government’s spending allocation for municipal services. We also did not take
donations and self-financing into account as they do not represent own spending decisions
of municipalities but the donors’ and citizens’ contributions for a municipality’s services.
Data on welfare improvements as perceived by the citizens was not available and thus only
the output was measured for the DEA-VRS and SFA estimation and not the outcome.
However, we also used the 2008 database from the UNDP on a sample of municipalities
and employed these data to assess the outcome of decentralisation within ethnically
fragmented municipalities in Macedonia.
The selection of outputs was based on the minimum services that should be provided by
municipalities in accordance with the legal framework of their competencies. Our
estimation is based on 74 observations for analysis out of 84 municipalities in Macedonia.
Municipalities that comprise the capital city of Skopje (10 of all) are not taken into account
for consistency reasons as they are operating under a separate law on the city of Skopje.
For outputs, we used the population in age groups: 0–4; 5–19; 20–64; over 65. Further, as
outputs we used the length of roads. We wanted to proxy appropriately for following
municipal responsibilities: kindergartens (age group 0–4); primary and secondary
education (age group 5–19); administrative services to citizens (on-the-counter
administrative job, decisions issuing etc.) and culture (libraries, museums, music and art
etc.) for the age group 20–64; and homes for the elderly (age group over 65). General
maintenance and winter maintenance of roads and transportation were also included.
Our model data selection was also a result of data availability. Future research should also
address, at the very least, issues related to the fiscal dependency of local governments on
central government, a typology of municipalities’ (tourism, textile production and
agriculture) private sector involvement, and distance from the capital city of Skopje.
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The DEA-VRS results confirm hypothesis H1 on the relatively low average efficiency of
Macedonian municipalities of 0.596, which is comparable with the findings for Greek
municipalities (50%). Out of 74 observed municipalities, 26 (35%) are fully efficient. Of
course, one should bear in mind that the efficiency scores are calculated according to the
best practice in the sample (i.e. the most efficient municipality/ies). An international
comparison would most likely show even higher inefficiencies. However, international
comparisons are difficult to conduct due to differences in decentralisation policy set up,
data and data collection so all studies of efficiency from the literature review are national
or regional/provincial. Another implicit assumption is that all relevant variables with an
impact on efficiency have been included in the estimation and that the estimated efficiency
is not a result of heterogeneity.
We also found that there are economies of scale as we can see that municipalities with a
population of less than 5,000 have efficiency (0.502) which is less than the national mean
efficiency (0.596). The biggest efficiencies were found in municipalities with a population
of between 5,000 and 10,000 (0.831 average efficiency score). The number of the most
efficient municipalities within the proper size class is highest for municipalities with a
population of between 5,000 and 15,000 (50% of them are efficient). Moreover, the
number of efficient municipalities within a size class decreases for municipalities with a
population of more than 15,000. The estimated inefficiencies are in a range of around 40%
with DEA-VRS, i.e. Macedonian municipalities can decrease their use of inputs by 40% to
produce the same level of output of public services.
Further, we showed that Macedonian municipalities are exhausting their increasing
economies of scale with a population of up to 10,000. Municipalities with a population of
less than 5,000 have pure technical inefficiencies (PTI) but they also have scale
inefficiencies (SI). Municipalities with a population from 5,000 to 10,000 have no SI and
only have PTI. Municipalities with a population of over 10,000 have decreasing economies
of scale. Their SI are growing in conjunction with their increasing population. The large
municipalities in Macedonia (with populations over 10,000) exhibit decreasing returns to
scale, probably since they produce a wider range of more complex services while the small
municipalities show increasing returns to scale, perhaps because of the influence of fixed
costs on current expenditures (say, general administration). The same findings are reported
in Boetti et al. (2009) for Italian municipalities and Balaguer (2002; 2007) for Spanish
municipalities. According to Prud’homme (1995), economies of scale and agglomeration
externalities typically make larger municipalities more efficient; moreover, small
governments are less efficient due to fiscal vulnerability or the absence of sufficient
experience among local staff. Another reason for this may be that big municipalities have
comparatively more skilled employees, better management control systems (financial,
accounting or external) and possibly more effective execution of operating expenses. Small
governments may also be captured by local interest groups (Bardhan, Pranab & Dilip
2000) or are prone to moral hazard if dependent on transfers from the central government
(Rodden, 2003). On the other hand, higher electoral control typical at the local level
reduces incentives for incumbents to rent-seek (Seabright, 1996) and yardstick competition
disciplines local representatives not to waste resources, thus making smaller municipalities
efficient. However, once again we stress the importance of data characteristics for our
estimation. Namely, with the Tukey-Whisker box plot of the DEA-VRS efficiency scores,
we found the existence of outliers and that the median-mean difference points to greater
imbalances among municipalities.
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For the second-stage DEA-VRS estimation to find the determinants of efficiency, or the
lack thereof, we used a Kernel nonparametric estimation in order to compensate for the
likely correlation between the efficiency scores and the explanatory variables. The Kernel
nonparametric estimation was also chosen in order to overcome shortcomings related to the
use of an OLS regression.
The Kernel estimation illustrates the negative ETF impact on the DEA efficiency scores
and confirms hypothesis H2. We can see that the higher the fragmentation (a balanced
number of ethnic groups: Macedonians, Albanians and others) in Macedonia, the less
efficient a municipality will be. One possible explanation for the negative trend is that, if
there is a greater ethnic balance among ethnic groups in one municipality, the political
power becomes more balanced, the ethnic groups are bargaining zero-sum games and
prolonging the decision-making process that would bring changes leading towards the
more efficient operation of the municipalities. The mechanisms via which ethnic
fragmentation affects efficiency in the delivery of public services can be investigated
through the heterogeneity of preferences, interest groups and social capital literature.
Investigating which exact mechanism affects efficiency in the delivery of public services in
Macedonian municipalities is beyond the scope of this doctoral dissertation.
The own revenues per capita are slightly negatively correlated with the DEA
efficiency scores. The negative relationship between the share of current expenditures
covered by local taxes and the DEA-VRS efficiency is in accordance with the predictions
provided by electoral accountability models, which the second-generation theory of fiscal
federalism relies on. According to this framework, the presence of asymmetric information
among electorates (the principals) and politicians (the agents) can be seen as the main
reason for the government’s inefficient performance. Our findings for the negative effect
on municipal efficiency from the own revenues per capita seem reasonable because
municipalities that are highly capable of generating their own revenues will end up with
softer budget control and would be less motivated to manage it efficiently.
What remains to be investigated and was not considered in this doctoral dissertation is how
the composition of municipal revenues (i.e. grants from central government) affects the
efficiency of Macedonian municipalities because not only does the size of a municipality’s
total revenue matter but so too does the composition of that revenue. Namely, one must be
careful because more fiscal autonomy (less central government grants) might increase the
electoral accountability and thus lead to hard budget constraints and eventually to more
efficient municipalities. The negative correlation between grants from the central
government and municipal efficiency refers to the ‘flypaper effect’ to explain this
relationship. Taxpayers are unable to know the real extent of a local government’s budget
constraint when the degree of fiscal imbalance is high; in other words, citizens find it more
difficult to know the level of grants than to ascertain the level of taxes. A high fiscal
dependency ratio of municipalities on central government can also create moral hazard,
fiscal illusion and expectations of local politicians for bailouts and thus end in soft budget
constraints. This remains to be investigated further in future work as it is outside the scope
of this doctoral dissertation.
In our findings, the greater the population per km2 (density variable), the greater the
expenditures that are required. This confirms that population density is negatively
correlated with efficiency and indicates that a significant part of the observed
inefficiencies might be driven by scale inefficiencies. Namely, while more populated
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municipalities are more technically efficient (closer to the frontier) their inefficiencies are
growing due to scale inefficiencies, as already discussed. In the literature, there are
findings stating that not only does population density negatively affect the efficiency of
municipalities, but it also has neither a significant effect nor a positive impact on municipal
efficiency. This clearly requires additional study for Macedonian municipalities to
investigate the effect of density on their efficiency.
We estimated both the Cobb-Douglas SFA functional form and the translog SFA
functional form. The translog SFA functional form resulted in parameter estimates that had
signs inconsistent with economic theory and we thus accepted the Cobb-Douglas
functional form. In addition, we tested the deterministic versus the stochastic frontier with
the likelihood ratio test and accepted the stochastic frontier as the preferred model at a 5%
level of significance.
The average SFA cost efficiency was estimated at 57.9% with the SFA method as follows:
Macedonian municipalities can achieve the same output levels with about, on average, a
40% (DEA-VRS) to 42% (SFA) current spending reduction. The score’s distributions look
concentrated around the mean in the SFA since the score’s median is relatively close to the
score’s mean. With the SFA, the results showed that the cost efficiencies are increasing
within municipalities with a population under 5,000 (SFA scores=0.585) up to a population
of 10,000 to 15,000 (SFA scores=0.720), i.e. up to the moment when the increasing cost
efficiencies are exhausted. In municipalities with a population ranging from 10,000 to
15,000 to the most populated municipalities, the SFA efficiency scores are decreasing. Our
findings from the DEA-VRS and SFA are similar in support of the conclusion of
economies of scale and similarly identify the interval where scale efficiencies are
exhausted. Namely, the DEA-VRS efficiency scores found that increasing scale
efficiencies are exhausted for the population size class of 5,000–10,000, whereas the SFA
efficiency scores found that increasing scale efficiencies are exhausted for the population
size class of 10,000–15,000. Thus, we might expect that scale efficiencies are exhausted in
Macedonian municipalities with an average population size of 10,000.
For the SFA estimation, the variables representing the population between the ages of 0–4
years, that is the kindergarten population, are significant. The population between the ages
of 5–19 years (i.e. elementary and secondary schools) significantly influences municipal
finances, but negatively. This is understandable in Macedonia as elementary and secondary
schools are completely financed by the central government. The explanation of this finding
is that the more there are pupils of that age (more demand for schools), the less
expenditures the municipalities will have because their current own expenditures will be
allocated to other priorities, leaving the central government to pay for the schools with
block grants. The elderly population (over 65 years old) is not significant and this is
because there are only two homes for the elderly in Macedonia to finance (one in Skopje
and the other in Bitola) and they are also financed by the central government just like the
schools. A longer length of roads will impose greater expenditure requirements on
municipalities and this variable is significant.
The results of the SFA estimation of the Cobb-Douglas cost function showed that ETF,
own tax revenues per capita and population density are negatively correlated with
municipal efficiency. A comparison of the SFA results and the DEA-VRS results showed
that our results are robust.
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Our dummy variable that measures the same affiliation of the mayor with that of the
central government coalition showed a significant positive impact on municipal
efficiency. Our finding is contrary to the political family framework findings of a negative
relationship between municipal spending and the parties affiliated to the central
government. In the case of Macedonia, it is not a surprise that the same political affiliation
of a mayor with that of the central government can make municipalities more efficient
simply because of the strong political competition in Macedonia. Moreover, this is due to
the process of the devolution of competencies being so weak and many decisions for local
competencies are dependent on central government (decentralisation is more
deconcentration than devolution). It is common practice in Macedonia for a mayor
affiliated with the opposite political party than that of the central government to create
delays in projects in that particular municipality because of the adverse influence of central
government on local matters. Our findings confirm that a positive effect might occur on
municipal efficiency simply because a mayor with the same political affiliation as that of
the central government reaches cooperative solutions instead of fighting zero-sum games.
In addition, our findings support the view that in Macedonia the element of ideology is
missing in the political parties. Political parties are named just to distinguish themselves
from each other, while the name is not an attribute of any political programme or wing
affiliation. They are catch-all parties that, while missing an ideology, nurture ideologies of
NATO and EU membership dogma (Vankovska, 2007). In such an environment, patronage
of the central over the local government with the same political affiliation as that of the
mayor can guarantee the support and realisation of local projects. This has nothing to do
with behaviour in a representative democracy; the battle for electoral support will lead the
parties to adopt policies that reflect the preferences of the median voter (Sole Olle 2006).
Thus, policies at the local level in Macedonia are not a reflection of the preferences of the
median voter but those of the central government.
These findings empirically confirm the risks for Macedonia if politicians are to continue to
exercise political patronage practices and deviate from efficiency in implementing the
OFA (equitable representation and inefficient employment, for example), and if the
international community that supported the OFA does not help with more resources to
underpin the OFA’s expensive preferential policies. Macedonia is also at risk because of
greater socio-economic stratification and ethnic fragmentation. This is being replicated
amongst the electorate and might make it more difficult for political agents to make
promises about public service provision to large fragments of voters. Macedonian voters
(of any ethnicity) might only believe promises made by candidates belonging to their own
ethnic or religious group; those promises are therefore necessarily narrow and mainly
target members of the respective ethnic groups. The combination of a relatively young
democratic process and social heterogeneity at disaggregated levels might therefore create
conditions for local politics to be particularly clientelistic, as argued by Brosio (2000) in
Galeotti et al. (2000). Finally, we showed that political fragmentation, just like ethnic
fragmentation, is also very important and results in an ethnically politicised Macedonian
society. Ethnicity is politicised when political coalitions are organised along ethnic lines,
or when access to political or economic benefits depends on ethnicity as is the case in
Macedonia.
For Macedonia, the manner in which the intergovernmental fiscal system works may prove
to be crucial to national cohesion. The post-OFA decentralisation process has heightened
local government demands for local political and ethnic control and more creative local
autonomy. Yet the inadequate fiscal base and fiscal gap at the municipal level might give
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rise to growing tensions. Ethnic fragmentation even further complicates the reality in
municipalities, especially with the requirements to implement the expensive preferential
policies of the post-OFA constitution (for example, higher costs for education, translation
costs to use different languages and the cost of security in schools).
With decentralisation and ethnic fragmentation, Macedonia could end up with regional
groupings having less interest in public goods at the national level. In other words, the
politicised ethnic groups formed at the local level might not be in a position to mobilise to
pursue an encompassing interest at the national level. This practice fosters fear in ethnic
Macedonians that the ethnic-Albanian-dominated municipalities will eventually unite in one
form or another, leading to federalisation of the state – equated with secession and the
collapse of the state (IDSCS Skopje, 2006). These words should be considered carefully by
policy makers in Macedonia given that the politicised ethnic groupings at the local and
regional level could cause a loss of momentum for the common interests of the nation.
Further, the economic, technological and political changes seen on the global scale are
producing limitations on the capacities of national governments, while enhancing the
economic and political importance of local governments and the decentralisation process
(Leo, 2006). Municipalities have become central to the study of fiscal federalism nowadays.
That is why this research on municipal efficiency internalising ethnic fragmentation in
Macedonia holds policy relevance for the central government and should be carefully
considered when designing national polices in Macedonia.
When the credibility of political competitors is limited, clientelism can be viewed as the
natural outcome of political competition (Keefer, 2002). For example, the UNDP (2009a)
finds that across municipalities in Macedonia 57% have little or no trust in local politicians
and the same share has no trust in central-level politicians as well. Of the respondents, 76%
believe that local-level politicians are corrupt (misusing public funds and abusing positions).
In such a set up in Macedonia, political promises are credible only to »clients«. This has clear
implications for public policy: the larger the number of clients, the greater the focus of central
government spending on items targeted to specific political clients (for example,
municipalities with mayors of the same political affiliation, as empirically supported in this
doctoral dissertation) and, ultimately, the less that is spent on efficient projects across
municipalities in Macedonia regardless of political affiliation (Keefer, 2002). That is why in
our case, where politicians have less credibility, clientelism generates a positive impact on
municipal efficiency only because, instead of keeping resources for themselves,
patrons/central government are obliged to transfer the fruits of their office to
clients/municipalities with a mayor of the same political affiliation (Keefer, 2002).
In such a set up, politicians try to acquire the loyalty of voters by offering particularistic,
individually tailored goods and services instead of general public policies and legislation.
Brosio (2000) argues that another tactic of the transaction between client and patron is the
recourse to ideological, political, ethnic or even religious ties between patrons and clients.
These political ties can be used for external financing between central and local government
and thus result in an increasingly discretionary budget. The empirically supported, political
and clientelistic ties between the central government and municipalities in Macedonia and the
significant effect of ethnic fragmentation can result in increasingly discretionary budgets at
the municipal level.
We also observed several interesting trends when measuring citizens’ satisfaction, i.e.
outcome variables. Dissatisfaction with municipal services, in general, is relatively higher the
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more ethnically fragmented a municipality is and people more often report that they were
denied services because of their ethnicity the more ethnically fragmented a municipality is.
On the other side, there is no significant correlation between ethnic fragmentation and career
promotion, access to housing and access to educational institutions. This is a very positive
sign of the success of the integration process in the country as a whole.
Related to the level of trust, ethnic fragmentation was correlated with trust in local media
and trust in religious institutions but not significantly correlated with trust in the
government nor with trust in government institutions, including schools, the mayor’s office
and the police department. The more ethnically fragmented a municipality, the less people
in those municipalities go to shops and restaurants owned by persons of different
ethnicities, and/or conduct business with them, and will send their children to schools
where another ethnic group is in the majority. This may indicate that people living in more
ethnically homogeneous municipalities have different perceptions about ethnic cohesion
than people living in ethnically fragmented municipalities. Residents in more homogenous
municipalities may not know enough about the other ethnic groups so they tend to be more
xenophobic and base their perceptions on stereotypes. On the other side, residents in
heterogeneous municipalities are mixing, doing business and have more friends from
different ethnic groups, contrary to the perception of people in more homogenous
municipalities.
Another interesting perception is that the mayor has significantly more power to worsen
the ethnic relationship the more ethnically fragmented a municipality is. There is no
significant correlation between ethnic fragmentation and the perception that the media,
politicians (central and local) and the education system have significant power/ability to
worsen the ethnic relationship in ethnically fragmented municipalities. This is an important
finding regarding the political part of decentralisation: voters must »see« that the mayor is
closer to them than to the central-level politicians and is thus more influential in local
politics.
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Appendix A. Main characteristics of IMF programmes in Macedonia
Table 1. Main characteristics of IMF programmes in Macedonia

IMF

1994

STF (Systemic
Transformation
Facility)

1995

SBA (stand-by
arrangement)

1996
1997

SBA
ESAF (enhanced
structural
adjustment
facility)

1998

ESAF

1999

CCFF
(compensatory
and contingency
financing
facility)
PRGF (poverty
reduction and
growth facility)
13/EFF
(extended fund
facility) 30

2000

Stabilisation
component
IMF
supported
inflation
fight success
after the
government
failed to
succeed in
its
programme
Gross
foreign
reserves

Adjustment
component

Loss-making
companies (25)

Treasury, VAT,
deficit instead
of surplus in
the budget,
flexibility of
the labour
market,
programme not
fulfilled
Treasury, VAT,
deficit instead
of surplus in
the budget,
flexibility of
the labour
market,
programme not
fulfilled
Kosovo

-1.8

SDR
from
IMF in
million
USD
40

-1.1

35

-1.2

1.2
1.4

75

-0.5
-0.4

GDP

3.4

4.3

The tax burden
relief on the
direct taxes,
public
administration
reform

2001

1

Budget
deficit

1

-2.9

1

19

4.5

-4.5

Parliamentary
Elections

-1.7

0

2.5

44

-6.3
(table continues)

(continued)

IMF

Stabilisation
component

Adjustment
component

GDP

2002

SMP (staff
monitored
programme)

TAT moral
hazard,
programme not
fulfilled

0.9

2003

SBA

Flexibility of
labour market

3.4

2004
2005
2006
2007
2008*

SBA
Three-year SBA
Three-year SBA
Three-year SBA

SDR
from
IMF in
million
USD

Source: CEA, Report on the new face of the IMF, 2007.

2

Budget
deficit

1

-5.6

28

2.5
4.1*
4.0*
5.5*

Note: Years in bold shows a parliamentary election year.
* Early Parliamentary elections. No arrangement with the IMF.

Parliamentary
Elections

-1.7

1

-0.9
3.8*
3.2*

Appendix B. Chronology of Macedonian and Albanian relations during 1990–2001
Table 2. Chronology of Macedonian and Albanian relations during 1990–2001
Date(s)

Item

Feb 1, 1990

Over 2000 ethnic Albanians demonstrated in the district of Tetovo against the treatment of
Albanians by the Macedonian majority. The protesters also demanded independence for
regions in Western Macedonia where ethnic Albanians constitute a majority.

Aug 25, 1990

Nevzat Haliii, a former professor of English and graduate from the Cyril and Methodist
University in Skopje, was elected chairman of the ethnic Albanian Party for Democratic
Prosperity (PDP). The party's main objectives included the attainment of proportional
representation in the government of Macedonia for the ethnic Albanian minority, and the
furthering of communities cultural rights. Haliii Founded the PDP in 1990.

Nov 11 Dec 12, 1990

During this month, the first free multiparty elections were conducted in Macedonia since
1938. In the three rounds of elections for Macedonia's National Assembly (Sobranie), no
clear winner emerged. The ethnic Albanian Party for Democratic Prosperity-National
Democratic Party (PDP-NDP) received 25 seats in the 120 seat National Assembly. The
nationalist Internal Macedonian Revolutionary Organization-Democratic party for
Macedonian National Unity (IMRO-DPMNU) gained 37 seats, and the League of
Communists of Macedonia won 31 seats.

Nov 20, 1991

With the promulgation of a new constitution at a special session of the Sobranie, the
Republic of Macedonia became an independent nation. The special session was boycotted
by the PDP-NDP to protest the preamble of the constitution which formally declares
Macedonia to be »the national state of the Macedonian people«. Formerly, under the
Yugoslav constitution, the preamble defined Macedonia to be a nation of »the Macedonian
people and the Albanian and Turkish minorities«.

Jan 11 12, 1992

A referendum on autonomy was organized by ethnic Albanians throughout Macedonia.
Belgrade Radio, on January 15th, reported that 90% of those eligible to vote did so. The
report also stated that 99% of the voters were in favor of autonomy. There were other
reports that the results and effectiveness of the referendum remained uncertain.
Nevertheless, the Macedonian government refused to recognize any results that the
referendum might have reached.

Mar 31, 1992

Approximately 40,000 ethnic Albanians demonstrated in the Macedonian capital of
Skopje. The Protesters demanded that the Macedonian nation should remain unrecognized
by the international community until the state granted ethnic Albanians the right to
autonomy in regions and villages where ethnic Albanians make up the majority.

Sep 1992

Following two months of negotiations, a new government was formed to replace the
ineffective »government of experts« led by Nikola Kljusev. The new government was led
by a coalition of parties that includes the PDP-NDP, Social Democratic Union of
Macedonia (SDUM, formerly the League of Communists), and the Reformist Forces of
Macedonia-Liberal Party (RFM-LM). President Kiro Gligorov, and the Prime Minister,
Branko Crvenkovski, wielded significant influence in the coalition. Nevertheless, the
coalition was weak and basically existed to keep the nationalist policies of the IMRODPMNU from directing the country's direction.

Nov 6, 1992

Clashes between Macedonian police and ethnic Albanians in the predominantly Albanian
neighborhood of Bit Pazar in Skopje left four dead, and 36 ethnic Albanians and police
injured. Following the disturbance, police detained 87 people. The unrest exploded when
police arrested, and allegedly severely beat, an ethnic Albanian youth charged with illicit
dealing of cigarettes. During the unrest, over 50 shops were ransacked and several police
vehicles destroyed. Gunfire was also exchanged between the Macedonian police and ethnic
Albanians The rumor of the youth's beating, which infuriated ethnic Albanians, was
apparently false.
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(continued)
Date(s)

Item

Nov 8, 1992

Following the disturbances that occurred in Skopje, the Ministry of Interior announced the
seizure of 2,000 leaflets calling on ethnic Albanians to wage war for the right to selfdetermination. The leaflets were found in three predominantly Albanian villages
approximately 60 miles south of Skopje. They were signed by the »Ilirida Albanian youth
Movement.« The place of origin of the leaflets remains uncertain, and reports have
explored the possibility of a Serbian link.

Dec 18, 1992

Defense Minister, Viado Popovsky, announced that 700 United Nations Protection Force
troops, along with 35 observers, 26 police officers, and 50 administrative personnel will be
deployed in western Macedonia in January. The troops will mainly monitor the border
separating Kosovo and Macedonia for any possible expansion of the conflict into
Macedonia.

Apr 8, 1993

Macedonia, under the temporary name of the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia,
was admitted into the United Nations. The PDP-NDP boycotted the session in which the
Sobranie voted to accept the temporary name. They mainly argued that Macedonia should
not receive international recognition until the country's record, in respect to its ethnic
Albanian minority, improves significantly. The IMRO-DPMNU, along with a large
segment of the Macedonian population, also strongly objected to the temporary name
because of the influence that Greece exerted on the entire international recognition issue.

Jun 18, 1994

As tensions concerning the upcoming July population census escalated, ethnic Albanians
and Macedonians clashed in the western city of Tetovo. A Macedonian youth was fatally
stabbed in the dispute. Macedonian authorities said that they placed two ethnic Albanians
under arrest for the incident as they apparently tried to flee the country. The specific
reasons for the disturbance were not stated.

Jul 2, 1994

The Party for Democratic Prosperity walked out of the Macedonian parliament in a show
of protest against the conviction of several ethnic Albanians accused of organizing
separatist paramilitary activities. The PDP denounced the convictions as a political
maneuver aimed at weakening the PDP and constraining Albanian rights. Among those
convicted by a Skopje court were two high level PDP members. The General Secretary of
the PDP, Mithad Emini, received an eight year sentence, and the former Deputy Defense
Minister, Hisen Haskaj, received a six year sentence.

Aug 17, 1994

The BBC reports that the PDP has announced its new aim is no longer the federalization of
Macedonia but the proportional representation of Albanians in all political institutions.

Oct 1994

In 2 rounds of Parliamentary elections, ethnic Albanians win 19 seats. Some Macedonian
opposition parties boycott the second round of elections due to accusations of fraud against
the ruling party.

Oct 13, 1994

Reuters reports that current Albanian demands include more education and media in their
own language, more representation in central and local government, an Albanian-language
university and a change in the constitution to put them on equal footing with the
Macedonian majority.

Oct 13, 1994

Reuters reports that the PDP has held a rally in the northern town of Kumanovo.

Nov 14, 1994

Macedonia's census shows that ethnic Albanians account for 22.9% of the country's
population. The Albanians claim that the census was »irregular« and that they account for
up to 40% of the population. Credible international observers dismiss these objections.

Dec 1994

The Macedonian government blocks the opening of an Albanian-language university in
Tetovo declaring it illegal. They later bulldoze the building which was to house the
university. Albanians complain that very few of them are able to attend the country's
universities.

Jan 26, 1995

Macedonia's Ministry of Justice recognizes the Albanian language as the state's second
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Item
official language.

Feb 10, 1995

Albanian Parliament members force Parliament's adjournment over the issue of ID cards
that are to be printed only in Macedonian.

Feb 23, 1995

About 2,000 Macedonian students protest outside of Parliament demanding the closure of
the Albanian-language university.

Feb 27, 1995

All 19 ethnic Albanian members of Parliament withdraw from Parliament demanding the
right to use the Albanian language in Parliament and the approval of the Albanianlanguage university in Tetovo.

Mar 1995

The 1994, the US Department of State Report on Human Rights in Macedonia reports that
the following forms of discrimination against ethnic Albanian continue to exist in
Macedonia: limited access to Albanian-language media and education; poor representation
in public sector jobs; poor representation in the police corps; poor representation in the
military officer corps; denial of citizenship to many long-time ethnic Albanian residents of
Macedonia as well as discrimination in the process of citizenship applications; and unfair
drawing of voting districts which dilutes their voting strength.

May 1995

Several Albanian-language television and radio stations are closed by the government.

May 3, 1995

The dean of the illegal Albanian-language university is sentenced to two-and-a-half years
in jail for inciting the February 17 riot outside the university. Others are later sentenced to
lesser sentences on similar charges.

Nov 9, 1995

Macedonia joins the Council of Europe.

Sep 12, 1996

Representatives of the parliamentary group of the Albanian Party for Democratic
Prosperity and People's Democratic Party send a pro-memorium to the European
parliament signed by the coordinator, Rahmi Tuda. They ask the European parliament to
»put pressure on Macedonia to give up the nationalistic concept to create a Macedonian
state, as that is contrary to the multiethnic reality of the country«. (BBC)

May 1997

It was reported that the mayor of Gostivar and his ethnic Albanian supporters had taken a
confrontational stand by defying a ruling in May by Macedonia's constitutional court that
other countries' flags (Albanian and Turkish) should not be flown in public. (Financial
Times, December 17)

Jul 22, 1997

In an effort to defuse tension in Gostivar and the nearby town of Tetovo, parliament on
July 7 passes a law allowing the controversial flags to be flown outside the town hall, but
only on certain Macedonian national holidays. The mayors in both towns reject the law.
(Financial Times)

Jul 22, 1997

Demands by ethnic Albanians for greater rights erupt into conflict on July 9 after the
government send in special forces to take down the Albanian, Turkish and Macedonian
national flags flying outside Gostivar's town hall. Police shoot and kill two young ethnic
Albanians; a third man is beaten by police and later dies from his injuries, while several
policemen receive bullet wounds. The Ministry of Interior says 312 people had been
arrested, including the town's newly-elected radical mayor, Mr. Rufi Osmani. Officials
suspect some of the Gostivar protestors had been brought in from Albania and Serbia.
(Financial Times)

May 29, 1998

Arben Xhaferi, an ethnic Albanian political leader, admits that the ethnic Albanians in
Macedonia are better off than those of any other Balkan country. (The Christian Science
Monitor)

May 29, 1998

An additional 750 UN peacekeeping troops, including 350 Americans, are deployed to
stabilize Macedonia’s border. (The Christian Science Monitor) The force is deployed in
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1992 following concerns that any of Macedonia’s four neighbors – Serbia, Albania,
Bulgaria and Greece – could undermine the country’s quest for independence and stability.
(Financial Times, 22 July 1998)

Jul 22, 1998

The UN Security Council votes unanimously to add 250 troops to the UN Preventive
Deployment Force (Unpredep) in Macedonia and to extend its mandate until the end of
February 1999.

Nov 1, 1998

The Internal Macedonian Revolutionary Organisation (VMRO) wins 46 seats in the tworound general election and negotiates to form a coalition government with the new probusiness Democratic Alternative Party and with the Democratic Party of Albanians (DPA).

Dec 1, 1998

Debates on the composition of the coalition government open in Parliament after two
weeks of smooth negotiations. The Macedonian experiment in power-sharing includes
even the most radical ethnic political parties. Ljupco Georgievski, the VMRO leader, says
he expects no trouble from extremists in his party or in Mr. Xhaferi's. Arben Xhaferi, the
leader of the Democratic Party of Albanians, says Albanians must now learn to work with
Macedonians. (International Herald Tribune)

Jan 20, 1999

Members of the government coalition and ethnic Albanian parties in Macedonia back an
appeal by Speaker Savo Klimovski to President Kiro Gligorov, asking Gligorov to sign the
amnesty Law passed by parliament in December. The Law covers, among others, the
ethnic Albanian mayors of Gostivar and Tetovo, Rufi Osmani and Alajdin Demiri. The
assembly enact this Law on the 29th of December. The President does not give the final
date on which he would present his stand on the amnesty law. (BBC)

Jan 22, 1999

Albania and Macedonia express their concerns over an influx of refugees from the Serbian
province of Kosovo. (Deutsche Presse Agentur)

Feb 2, 1999

Macedonian Foreign Minister, Aleksandar Dimitrov, offers Macedonian territory for more
NATO troops and for a possible intervention in the southern Serbian province of Kosovo
and Metohija, during British Foreign Secretary, Robin Cook's, visit to Skopje on the 30th of
January. According to unofficial figures, there are currently about 2,300 NATO troops in
Macedonia, deployed in Skopje, Tetovo and Kumanovo. (BBC)

Feb 5, 1999

Arben Xhaferri, the leader of the Democratic Party of Albanians, says that he supports
Kosovo achieving independence by political means. Speaking during a visit to Bulgaria,
Xhaferri says that the situation of ethnic Albanians in Macedonia is quite different from
that of ethnic Albanians in Kosovo. Albanians in Macedonia, states Xhaferri, have been
politically, but never administratively, separate. This is why »it is impossible to talk of
reshaping the borders in Macedonia«. Xhaferri concludes AI definitely believe that the
Albanians have made a great contribution to the stability in Macedonia. (BBC)

Feb 5, 1999

During his talks with the Yugoslav Ambassador to Skopje, Macedonian President, Kiro
Gligorov, says that Macedonia does not support the demand of ethnic Albanians for the
recognition of Serbia's southern province of Kosovo-Metohija as an independent state, and
it is against any changes in Yugoslavia's borders. (BBC)

Feb 18, 1999

The leader of Macedonia's Democratic Party of Albanians, Arben Xhaferri, says that the
emergence of the Kosovo Liberation Army (UCK) helps his party (DPA) become a part of
the governing coalition in Macedonia. He says the existence of the UCK make the party's
(DPA’s) political adversaries look at it (DPA) in a different light and take the party and its
policies more seriously. (BBC)

Feb 18, 1999

The leader of the ethnic Albanian party in the Macedonian government coalition, Arber
Xhaferri, says he foresees the formation of an all-Albanian state in the long-term, maybe
by the »beginning of the third millennium«. He says today's priority for the Albanian was
to resolve the Kosovo problem. He predicts »a major war« if the current talks on Kosovo
fail. (BBC)
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Feb 26, 1999

A veto by China prevents the Security Council from authorizing an extension of the United
Nations Preventive Deployment Force (UNPREDEP) in the former Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia for a further six months. (Presswire)

Feb 26, 1999

Reports from the Macedonian-Yugoslav border show that the number of Federal Republic
of Yugoslavia citizens crossing into Macedonia fell drastically. Bedredin Ibraimi, a
member of the ethnic Albanian government coalition party and Minister of Labour and
Social Politics, says that Macedonia is »prepared to accept refugees from Kosovo.« He
says that the UNHCR has ensured humanitarian aid for 20,000 refugees that are already in
Macedonia. (BBC)

Feb 26, 1999

Skopje, 25th of February, Macedonian President, Kiro Gligorov, states during talks with a
delegation of Serbian associations in the country that Macedonian territory will not be used
for possible aggression by any military forces against Serbia and Yugoslavia. (BBC)

Mar 3, 1999

More than 5,000 ethnic Albanians are reported to have fled their homes for neighboring
Macedonia in the wake of some of the heaviest fighting since the Kosovo peace talks were
suspended last week. The U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees says at least 1,250 of
them have already managed to cross the border into Macedonia. The other 4,000 are said
to be camped out in the countryside near the border. (Deutsche Presse Agentur)

Mar 24, 1999

NATO launches a war against Yugoslavia. Refugees from Kosovo leave for Albania and
Macedonia.

Mar 31, 1999

Arben Xhaferri, the leader of an ethnic Albanian party which forms part of the government
coalition, says that it is his party's duty to »stabilize Macedonia and achieve unity«, and
urges Macedonian Albanians not to get directly involved in the Kosovo conflict. (BBC)

Apr 3, 1999

Macedonia decides to turn away 50,000 Kosovars on its border after concluding that a new
influx of refugees could trigger economic chaos and political unrest in the country.
(Agence France Presse)

Apr 22, 1999

Macedonian Prime Minister, Lubco Georgievski, warns that the influx of ethnic Albanian
refugees from neighbouring Kosovo is threatening the demographic balance of his country.
(Agence France Presse)

Apr 30, 1999

Macedonian officials say the demographic balance in Macedonia is being seriously
affected by the influx of refugees. According to the UN High Commissioner for Refugees,
there are over 150,000 Kosovo Albanian refugees currently taking shelter in Macedonia.
The Macedonian leadership calls on western nations to take in as many refugees as they
can, while some Albanian political parties think the refugees should stay in Macedonia.
(Agence France Presse)

Apr 30, 1999

Arben Xhaferri, talks in Tetovo town hall with the politically active body and selected
members of the Democratic Party of Albanians. Xhaferri reaffirms the party's support for
the temporary government of Hashim Thaci in Kosovo. The determination to support
Kosovo's independence is reiterated, as was DPA's opposition to sending ground troops,
since this would only lead to autonomy, but not to the independence of Kosovo. (BBC)

May 6, 1999

The two largest parties of Albanians in Macedonia, the Party for Democratic Prosperity
(PPD), and the Democratic Party of Albanians (PDP) issues a joint statement calling on all
Kosovo political forces to continue their state-constituent efforts for Kosova's
independence. The statement, signed by the party chairmen, invites the Albanian political
forces to consolidate their ranks and make efforts to constitute the interim government of
Kosova to conform to the Rambouillet Agreement, signed by Hashim Thaci, Ibrahim
Rugova and Rexhep Qosja. (BBC)

May 29, 1999

The Albanian party, which is part of the ruling coalition, says Albanians of Macedonia are
no longer satisfied with their status of national minority and want the same status as the
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Slavs. »We want Macedonia to proclaim itself a multi-ethnic country made up on an equal
basis of a Macedonian and an Albanian nation,« says Adelina Marku, spokeswoman of the
Albanian Democratic Party based in Tetovo. She adds that the time is not yet ripe to
modify the Macedonian constitution. (Agence France Presse)

Jun 9, 1999

The group of G-8 approve in Cologne, Germany the UN draft resolution on ending the war
in Kosovo. The resolution is sent to NATO and the UN. It establishes the broad outlines of
an UN-mandated international security force in Kosovo and gives NATO sole command of
the peacekeeping force. The resolution also envisages that the KFOR, the NATO-led
peace-implementation force, would march into Kosovo when Serb forces leave the
province, and establish a civilian administration. The administration would help bring back
the 860,000 ethnic Albanian refugees residing at this time in neighboring Macedonia and
Albania (Los Angeles Times).

Jun 10, 1999

NATO suspends its air campaign against Yugoslavia. UN Security Council votes to
authorize an international force to move into Kosovo. The resolution calls for the UN to
create an interim administration that would give its residents »substantial autonomy« from
Belgrade and lay the ground for a future autonomous government. The Kosovo rebels
fighting Serb troops declared a cease-fire (The Buffalo News).

Feb 26, 2000

A fresh wave of ethnic violence breaks out in Bujanovac, a remote settlement of southern
Serbia. NATO and ethnic Albanian sources in Kosovo say that the lion share of
responsibility lies with radical irredentist elements of the KLA infiltrating Serbia from
Kosovo. Violence is also reported in neighboring Macedonia (The Daily Telegraph).

Oct 2000

Ibrahim Rugova’s LDK wins municipal elections in Kosovo with 58% of the vote
(Financial Times).

Oct 8, 2000

Vojslav Kostunica becomes the newly elected Yugoslav president. Kostunica assumes the
federal presidency only on the 7th of October after a popular uprising on the 5th of October
forced Milosevic to concede defeat (St.Louis Post-Dispatch).

Feb 19, 2001

Ethnic Albanians clash with a military patrol in Macedonia. The ethnic Albanian
insurgents wear the insignia of the new National Liberation Army (NLA) (The Scotsman).
Due to increasing violence, Macedonia put its troops on alert along the border with
Kosovo.

Feb 19, 2001

A commentary in the Financial Times assesses the position of the Macedonian Prime
Minister, Ljubco Georgievski, in the midst of his term in office. The analyst argues that
some factors have strengthened the position of the government. These factors are the
politics of multi-ethnic cooperation pursued by the ruling VMRO and its coalition partner,
the Albanian Democratic Party; the implementation of structural reform in the country; the
improved relationships with neighboring Greece. Simultaneously, Georgievski’s
government faces serious challenges. They are the economic plight of the population; the
increasing frustration of ethnic Macedonians blaming the government for having given
away too much power to the Albanian coalition partner; the scandal with the usage of
sophisticated electronic equipment by the Ministry of Interior for the tapping of mobile
phones of senior Macedonian politicians (Financial Times).

Feb 24, 2001

A regular Balkan summit aimed to promote economic cooperation and closer ties with the
EU is held in Skopje, Macedonia. Chris Patten, EU commissioner for external affairs,
warns that international aid for Kosovo would be reduced if ethnic Albanian separatists
continue to launch cross-border attacks against security forces in southern Serbia. Javier
Solana, EU foreign policy chief, says that Kosovo’s chances of winning autonomy from
Serbia would be affected if violence continues in the Presevo valley (Financial Times).

Feb 25, 2001

Macedonian military officials say that they are staging posts to prevent Albanian ethnic
fighters from infiltrating their territory. Macedonian sources name the former KLA
commander and leader of the Alliance for Kosovo, Ramush Haradinaj, as organizing
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incursions. Ethnic Albanian representatives on their side say incursions were organized by
alienated former Albanian fighters who did not have coherent political goals or a cohesive
political structure. Observers tend to link events in Macedonia and the Presevo valley in
Serbia to an upsurge of violence against Serbs in Kosovo. Observers argue that Albanians
were determined to build a greater Kosovo (The Observer).

Feb 25, 2001

Gorgi Trendafilov, a spokesman for the Macedonian army criticizes NATO-led
peacekeepers in Kosovo for not controlling the movement of weapons and armed men on
their side. President of Macedonia, Boris Trajkovski, asks for more action from the
Kosovo-based peacekeepers. The leader of the Democratic Party of Macedonia, Arben
Xhaferi, admits that some individuals and small groups could be active in Macedonia but
insists that there are no organized campaigns of ethnic Albanians against the Macedonian
authorities (The New York Times).

Feb 28, 2001

NATO agrees to start dismantling the buffer zone around Kosovo because of growing
evidence that Albanian separatist guerrillas are using it to stage incursions into southern
Serbia. NATO Secretary General Lord Robertson orders an immediate political and
military mission to the Macedonian capital Skopje (The Independent). In the meantime,
ethnic Albanian militants fought separate battles with Serb and Macedonian forces. NATO
official say Albanian fighters occupying the Macedonian village of Tanusevci exchanged
fire with Macedonian army units. In the Presevo valley in Serbia, ethnic Albanian rebels
clash with Serb forces near Bujanovac (The Daily Telegraph).

Mar 2, 2001

The 120 member Macedonian parliament ratify a long-awaited border treaty with Serbia.
Only the small opposition Albanian Party for Democratic Prosperity vote against
ratification on the grounds that political parties in Kosovo were not consulted. Some
observers believe that the initiating of the border accord by Macedonian President,
Trajkovski, and his Yugoslav counterpart, Kostunica, at the recent Balkan summit in
Skopje might have triggered recent violations of the Macedonian border. The Democratic
Party of Albanians, the main coalition partner of the Macedonian government, is working
hard to diffuse fears that Tanusevci incident could lead to inter-ethnic clashes in
Macedonia (Financial Times).

Mar 2, 2001

NATO issues a last minute appeal to Macedonia not to embark on a military offensive
against ethnic Albanian guerrillas. The Macedonian authorities warn NATO that they are
losing patience following the appearance of about 200 ethnic Albanian guerrillas in the
border village of Tanusevci (The Daily Telegraph).

Mar 5, 2001

The Macedonian army announces mobilization (mediapool.bg).

Mar 6, 2001

Macedonian Prime-Minister, Ljubco Georgievski, holds talks with his Bulgarian, Greek
and Albanian counterparts and calls for the UN to approve a three-mile buffer zone inside
Kosovo on the border with Macedonia (Los Angeles Times). Bulgarian president, Peter
Stoyanov, is quoted as saying that his government might consider sending troops to help
Macedonia (St.Louis Post-Dispatch). A Greek foreign ministry spokesman says that the
spread of ethnic Albanian unrest to Macedonia stems from the »selective implementation«
of UN-mandated pledges to disarm separatists (Los Angeles Times). The Albanian
government condemns the violence and appeals to Kosovo’s Albanian political leaders to
distance themselves from it (The Daily Telegraph). In Washington, State Department
spokesman Richard Boucher says »We strongly condemn the acts of violence by
extremists who are seeking to undermine the stability of Macedonia, Kosovo and the
region.« Russian President, Vladimir Putin, declares that the potential for extremism
spilling beyond Kosovo is mounting. EU countries say they have delivered tough warnings
to Albanian leaders in Kosovo. In the meantime, KFOR and Macedonian military officials
met in Skopje, the Macedonian capital, to discuss Macedonia’s military plans aimed at
clearing out guerrillas. Officials from the US and NATO voice approval of tougher
Macedonian action against the guerrillas (Los Angeles Times). Simultaneously, NATO is
engaged in talks with Belgrade on preventing insurgents from entering the buffer zone
(table continues)
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(continued)
Date(s)

Item
between Kosovo and southern Serbia (The Guardian).

Mar 7, 2001

Macedonia’s Defense Ministry claims that Macedonian positions have been attacked with
mortar fire, as NATO peacekeepers join Macedonian units in a bid to seal off the guerrillaheld areas. As he addressed the parliament, the Macedonian president made a public
promise to root out ethnic Albanian terrorism and extremism (The Daily Telegraph).

Mar 9, 2001

American peacekeepers open fire on Kosovar Albanian guerrillas near the border with
Macedonia. Peacekeepers cross into Macedonia to take over positions held by the rebels
fighting Macedonian forces. While US officials deny these claims, they acknowledge that
there was confusion about the border (Star Tribune). Despite a spreading Albanian
insurgency, the Bush administration tells NATO allies that it will not extend the American
peacekeepers’ mandate [to Macedonia] (The New York Times).

Mar 10, 2001

Ethnic Albanian rebels launch separate attacks on the Macedonian and the Yugoslav forces
killing two people and wounding another three (The Washington Post). A Macedonian
police official says that 300 to 500 armed ethnic Albanians, with a logistic base in Kosovo,
are operating in a mountainous region in Macedonia bordering Kosovo (The New York
Times). Greece and Bulgaria announce that they are sending military aid to Macedonia to
help its struggle against the rebels (The Washington Post).

Mar 10, 2001

Yugoslav leaders and some Western analysts say that a recent wave of guerrilla raids in
southern Serbia and northern Macedonia was aimed at derailing the rapidly improving ties
between NATO and the new democracies in the Balkans. James Lyon, a Yugoslav
specialist for the non-governmental ICG, suggests that the rebels are trying to provoke a
Serbian overreaction in a mistaken belief that NATO will again come to their aid as it did
in 1999.

Mar 15, 2001

Skirmishes between ethnic Albanian insurgents and Macedonian authorities, which first
began at the border village of Tanusevci and then spread to Kumanovo, reach Tetovo.
Tetovo is a city in Western Macedonia populated mainly by ethnic Albanians
(mediapool.bg).

Mar 15, 2001

President Trajkovski summons a Council for National Security for consultations on the
crisis in the country. Prime Minister Georgievski says that a political motif lurks
underneath the terrorist activities. The source of the crisis is in Kosovo. However, terrorist
actions in Macedonia are conducted by well trained political saboteurs. Albanian Prime
Minister, Ilir Meta, confirms that the Albanian government has no connections with the
incident in Tetovo (mediapool.bg).

Mar 18, 2001

The Army for National Liberation announces that it has appointed its representative for
talks with the Macedonian authorities (mediapool.bg).

Mar 19, 2001

Concerned with the safety of the citizens, the Macedonian government imposes a curfew in
Tetovo from 7pm to 6am. (mediapool.bg)

Mar 21, 2001

The Macedonian government issues an ultimatum calling on the Albanian insurgents to
disband and leave the country within 24 hours (mediapool.bg).

Mar 21, 2001

Albanian insurgents declare a cease-fire three hours before the ultimatum of the
Macedonian government ended (mediapool.bg).

Mar 24, 2001

The EU leaders condemn the Albanian extremists in Macedonia and declare their solidarity
with Macedonian authorities. The EU document expresses its support for the sovereignty
and territorial integrity of the Republic of Macedonia, as well as for the inviolability of its
borders. The EU leaders call on Macedonian president, Trajkovski, to try to prevent
military escalation of the conflict (mediapool.bg).

Mar 24, 2001

US Secretary of State, Colin Powell, recommends that the Macedonian government
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(table continues)

(continued)
Date(s)

Item
consider constitutional changes which would allow ethnic Albanians to receive their higher
education in the Albanian language. Powell says that the US and their partners are
considering strategies which would help the Macedonian military end the conflict.
Simultaneously, Powell warns that excessive measures on behalf of the Macedonian
authorities might alienate the ethnic Albanians in the country (mediapool.bg).

Mar 25, 2001

Macedonian security forces undertake an attack with tanks and helicopters against the
terrorists in Tetovo. Prime Minister, Georgievski, says that the attack began immediately
after the termination of the government ultimatum to the terrorists. Georgievski says that
the government will turn to a political solution of the crisis after the attack (mediapool.bg).

Mar 26, 2001

The Party for Democratic Prosperity, the main opposition party of the ethnic Albanians in
Macedonia, announces that it will leave the parliament in protest against the offensive of
the Macedonian Army in the troubled areas in Western Macedonia (mediapool.bg).

Mar 27, 2001

Chief commander of the Army for National Liberation announces that his army is ready to
reply to the attacks of the Macedonian Army (mediapool.bg).

Mar 29, 2001

Imer Imeri, leader of the Albanian opposition party for Democratic Prosperity, says that
discussions on the major issues in Macedonian politics, the rights of the ethnic Albanians
included, are preconditioned by the establishment of a large coalition government
(mediapool.bg).

Mar 31, 2001

Macedonia announces an end to its offensive against the Albanian separatists
(mediapool.bg).

Mar 31, 2001

Socialist opposition party leader, Branko Crvenkovski, threatens the government with
street protest demonstrations if Prime Minister Georgievski does not accept the idea for the
establishment of a large coalition government (mediapool.bg).

Apr 2, 2001

EU’s foreign policy chief, Javier Solana, arrives in Skopje in a bid to help Macedonia and
its ethnic communities find way out of the crisis. Brussels offers a »stabilization and
association agreement« as a first step toward EU membership. Inter-ethnic dialogue is seen
as an integral part of the path to EU membership. The only other Balkan state which had
been promised such a deal in the past was Croatia. In response to the EU’s activities,
Macedonia is expected to begin a broad political dialogue with the leaders of its Albanian
community. President Trajkovski expresses readiness to join an all-party dialogue and
revise parts of the Macedonian constitution. EU sources say that re-writing the constitution
is a key demand (The Guardian). Demonstrators from Macedonia’s Slav majority protest
against anticipated changes in the constitution (Five Star Lift Edition).

Apr 2, 2001

In a telephone talk, Prime-Minister Ljubco Georgievski invites the leader of the opposition
Social Democratic Alliance, Branko Crvenkovski, to discussions on the Grand coalition
government. Georgievski and Crvenkovski talk before a meeting of President Trajkovski
with all parliamentary factions.

Apr 2, 2001

President Trajkovski submits for discussions a document on the main trends in the recent
Macedonian political process. The document points to two new developments in the
situation in Macedonia since the beginning of the crisis: one was the elimination of the
extremists’ bases from Macedonian territory; the other was EU diplomacy toward the
Macedonian crisis. All parliamentary factions are expected to attend the meeting. Premier
Georgievski suggests the establishment of a grand coalition government to embrace all
large parliamentary factions rather than a large coalition to incorporate all parliamentary
factions. The leader of the Albanian Democratic Party, Arben Xhaferi, threatens to leave
the government if the demands of the Albanian minority are not met within one month
(mediapool.bg).

Apr 3, 2001

For first time since the beginning of the crisis, moderate Kosovar leader, Ibrahim Rugova,
recommends that the Macedonian government talk with representatives of the Army for
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Item
National Liberation. The opposition Albanian party in Macedonia, the Party for
Democratic Prosperity, announces that it will not attend the discussions initiated by
President Trajkovski with leaders of political parties because the basic document,
submitted by the President, did not contain concrete suggestions on the rights of the ethnic
Albanians (mediapool.bg).

Apr 4, 2001

NATO Secretary General, Lord Robertson, warns that parties supporting the armed
extremists will be isolated. Robertson says that KFOR assumed responsibility to establish
firm control on the Kosovar-Macedonian border. Robertson says that, already, 150
extremists have been arrested and submitted to the UN administration in Kosovo. President
Trajkovski says that Robertson also talked on the disarmament of the paramilitary
formations in Kosovo (mediapool.bg).

Apr 9, 2001

In Luxembourg, a strong multiethnic delegation from Macedonia signs an agreement with
the EU that calls for new political and economic relations with the 15-nation EU. The
Stabilization and Association agreement holds out the promise of eventual EU membership
to Macedonia if it introduces a package of reforms. Following weeks of shuttle diplomacy
between Brussels and Skopje, the Macedonian government agrees to the »Europe
Committee«, a round table spanning most of the political spectrum, establishes a debate on
institutional reform.

Apr 13, 2001

US Secretary of State, Colin Powell’s, first trip to the Balkans begin with a visit to Skopje,
Macedonia. Powell holds talks with President Trajkovski, and later with foreign ministers
of Albania, Bosnia, Bulgaria, Croatia, Greece, Hungary, Macedonia, Romania, Slovenia,
Turkey and Yugoslavia. Officials say Powell’s visit gives support to the government of
President Trajkovski but also aims to speed up the dialogue among the five ethnic
Albanian and Macedonian political parties on the reform of Macedonia’s constitution. In
response to the fighting in Macedonia, the US pledges $5.5 million, in addition to almost $
50 million, for civilian programs to facilitate reforms. Powell also backs plans by Europe
and Russia to hold elections in Kosovo as part of a plan to provide a political road map for
the province but also to forestall calls for independence of Kosovo. Mr. Powell also meets
Kosovo Albanian leaders, warning them that they face erosion of international support if
they fail to denounce violence and isolate extremists’ intent on destabilizing Macedonia.

Apr 19, 2001

Javier Solana, EU’s Foreign Policy Chief, arrives in Skopje for a two day visit to help
multiethnic dialogue. Solana will meet President Trajkovski, Prime-Minister Ljubco
Georgievski and leaders of other political factions. After Macedonian political leaders sign
an agreement on Macedonia’s association with EU in the city of Luxembourg, the
Macedonian politicians start discussing, in practical terms, the establishment of a grand
coalition government. According to preliminary talks, the ruling VMRO should give 4
ministries to the opposition Social Democratic Alliance, while the Albanian governing
party, the Democratic Party of Albanians should offer 2 ministries to the opposition Party
of Democratic Prosperity (mediapool.bg).

Apr 20, 2001

The leader of the opposition Social Democratic Alliance, Branko Crvenkovski, says that
his party will join the grand coalition on the condition that his party will hold the Ministry
of Interior. Arben Xhaferi, leader of the Albanian Democratic Party, says that he will reach
agreement on the solution of the crisis with other political parties by mid June
(mediapool.bg).

Jan 23, 2004

The Macedonian Assembly officially recognizes the University of Tetovo, where the
language of instruction is primarily Albanian. (BBC Worldwide Monitoring, 01/23/2004,
»Albania lauds Macedonian assembly's adoption of Tetovo university law«)

Apr 22, 2004

Two new Albanian language newspapers are launched in Macedonia: Koha Ditore and
Fakti. (BBC Worldwide Monitoring, 04/22/2004, »Two new Albanian-language dailies
begin publication in Macedonia«)
(table continues)
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Jul 23, 2004

Ethnic Macedonian protests against the redrawing of municipal boundaries that would give
more power to Albanians turn into rioting in the town of Struga. (The New York Times,
07/24/2004, »Ethnic Macedonians Riot Over New Laws That Aid Albanians«)

Dec 22, 2005

Disabled Albanian veterans from the 2001 conflict participate in a roadblock to demand
rights for themselves and their families. (BBC Worldwide Monitoring, 12/28/2005,
»Ethnic Albanian rebel veterans block road in Macedonia«)

Mar 23, 2006

New Albanian-language media services are launched in Macedonia: ALSAT-M satellite
TV, ALSAT radio and Gazeta Alternative newspaper. (BBC Worldwide Monitoring,
03/27/2006, »New Albanian-language daily, radio, satellite TV promoted in Macedonia«)

Jun 3, 2006

Democratic Party of Albanians (DPA) headquarters are demolished. They blame a rival
Albanian party, the Party for Democratic Prosperity. (BBC Worldwide Monitoring,
06/04/2006, »Macedonia: PDSh blames demolished party office in Skopje district on
BDI«)

Aug 26, 2006

The Democratic Union for Integration and the Party for Democratic Prosperity, both
Albanian parties, hold a protest at which three police officers are injured. (BBC
Worldwide Monitoring, 08/26/2006, »Macedonia: Three policemen injured in 'slight
squabble' at Albanian protest«)

Nov 29, 2006

The Macedonian Minister of Education receives several death threats after dismissing the
rector and several Albanian professors from the University in Tetovo. (BBC Worldwide
Monitoring, 12/05/2006, »Macedonian education minister receives death threats«)

Source: Minorities at Risk (MAR) Project – About MAR, 2012. MAR Project is based at the Center for
International Development and Conflict Management (CIDCM), at the University of Maryland, College
Park.
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Appendix C. The Macedonian constitutions – a comparison between 1991 and 2001
The 1991 constitution had the following preamble: »...Taking as the points of departure
the historical, cultural, spiritual and statehood heritage of the Macedonian people and
their struggle over centuries for national and social freedom as well as for the creation of
their own state, and particularly the traditions of statehood and legality of the Krushevo
'

Republic and the historic decisions of the Anti-Fascist Assembly of the People s Liberation
of Macedonia, together with the constitutional and legal continuity of the Macedonian
state as a sovereign republic within Federal Yugoslavia and the freely manifested will of
the citizens of the Republic of Macedonia in the referendum of September 8th, 1991, as
well as the historical fact that Macedonia is established as a national state of the
Macedonian people, in which full equality as citizens and permanent co-existence with the
Macedonian people is provided for Albanians, Turks, Vlachs, Romanies and other
nationalities living in the Republic of Macedonia...«.

Following the OFA, the preamble of the new 2001 constitution now reads as follows:
»...The citizens of the Republic of Macedonia, the Macedonian people, as well as citizens
living within its borders who are part of the Albanian people, the Turkish people, the
Vlach people, the Serbian people, the Romany people, the Bosnian people and others
taking responsibility for the present and future of their fatherland, aware of and grateful to
their predecessors for their sacrifice and dedication in their endeavours and struggle to
create an independent and sovereign state of Macedonia, and responsible to future
generations to preserve and develop everything that is valuable from the rich cultural
inheritance and coexistence within Macedonia, equal in rights and obligations towards the
common good – the Republic of Macedonia – in accordance with the tradition of the
Krushevo Republic and the decisions of the Antifascist People’s Liberation Assembly of
Macedonia, and the Referendum of September 8, 1991, have decided to establish the
Republic of Macedonia as an independent, sovereign state, with the intention of
establishing and consolidating the rule of law, guaranteeing human rights and civil
liberties, providing peace and coexistence, social justice, economic well-being and
prosperity in the life of the individual and the community, and, in this regard, through their
representatives in the Assembly of the Republic of Macedonia, elected in free and
democratic elections...«.
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Appendix D. The two-phased approach to fiscal decentralisation in Macedonia
Table 3. Illustration of the two-phased approach to fiscal decentralisation in Macedonia
Phase

Starting
date

Assignment of responsibility
1.

st

1
Phase

1 July 2005
(with
amendments
on 30 Dec.
2004)

2.

3.

Transferring own revenues from
tax sources (the PIT sharing) to
municipalities (GOV)
Developing a methodology for
transferring the capital and
earmarked (GOV)
The local governments will start
with implementation of the plan for
resolving the arrears up to 31
January 2001 (local governments)

Assignment of the responsibilities (for
the block transfers):

Conditional on
90% of the total municipalities
comprising 90% of the total
population providing:
1.
2.

At least 2 financial officers
At least 3 tax experts

1.

All the conditions from phase 1
are satisfied
The proper capacity of the
financial officers (also in phase I)
Viable results of 24 months for on
time and regular reporting
confirmed by the Ministry of
Finance
There are no accounts payable
than usual ones (up to 90 days)
The phase commission will
evaluate if all the conditions are
satisfied
There is a written request from
municipalities to the proper
ministry and the Ministry of
Finance to grant block transfers
after all the conditions are
satisfied.

2.
1.
2.

3.
2nd
Phase

Conditional

4.

Culture
Social welfare and child protection
(kindergartens and homes for
elderly)
Education (primary and secondary
school)
Healthcare
(public
health
organisations and primary care)

3.

4.
5.

6.
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Appendix E. The determinants of municipal general efficiency
Table 4. The determinants of municipal general efficiency and their impact (positive or
negative) used in DEA, FDH and SFA studies and the authors of the studies
Determinants
Socio

Economic

Variable
education

local tax rates/
revenues/residential
property rates/fiscal
autonomy/fiscal capacity

no. of staff per 1,000
population, municipal
workers aged 35-49
personal income/per capita
income/high
wages/purchasing power

Positive impact
De Borger (1994),
Loikkanen and Susiluoto
(2005), Afonso and
Fernandes (2005),
Loikkanen and Susiluoto
(2006), Loikkanen et al.
(2011), Mahabil (2011)
De Borger and Kerstens
(1996), Boetti et al. (2009),
Geys et al. (2010)

Loikkanen and Susiluoto
(2005), Loikkanen and
Susiluoto (2006),
Loikkanen (2011)
Afonso and Fernandes
(2005), Gimenez and Prior
(2007) (low and medium)

transfers from central
government

investments in total
expenditures
unemployment level

Athanassopoulos and
Triantis (1998)
Kalb (2010)

current assets

Worthington (2000) (with
DEA)
Athanassopoulos and
Triantis (1998)

share of fees and charges in
own municipal revenues
deficit
debt/loans/securities
typology of municipalities
(agricultural, residential,
industrial, touristic or
urbanised)

Negative impact
De Borger and Kerstens
(1996), Stastna and Gregor
(2010)

Worthington (2000),
Balaguer-Coll et al. (2002),
Balaguer-Coll et al. (2007),
Boetti et al. (2009)
(revenues per capita over
median), Kalb (2010),
Mahabil (2011)
Worthington (2000)

De Borger (1994), De
Borger and Kerstens
(1996), Loikkanen and
Susiluoto (2005),
Loikkanen and Susiluoto
(2006), Gimenez and Prior
(2007) (high income),
Nieswand and Seiferd
(2011) (median income)
De Borger (1994), De
Borger and Kerstens
(1996), Athanassopoulos
and Triantis (1998),
Balaguer-Coll et al. (2002),
Loikkanen and Susiluoto
(2005), Balaguer-Coll et al.
(2007), Kalb (2010),
Stastna and Gregor (2010)
Stastna and Gregor (2010)
Loikkanen and Susiluoto
(2005), Loikkanen and
Susiluoto (2006), Geys at
al. (2010), Loikkanen et al.
(2011)
Worthington (2000) (with
SFA
Stastna and Gregor (2010)
Balaguer-Coll et al. (2007)

Worthington (2000)
Gimenez and Prior (2007)
(tourism), Kalb (2010)
(accommodation/tourism)
(table continues)
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(continued)
Determinants

Political

Variable
commercial activities
share of services bought
from private
sector/outsourcing of
services
number of coalition parties
electoral mandate
Turnout
political concentration
(structure of council) and
political family

Demographic

political affiliation of
mayor/council with central
government
population

population density

mayor’s
education/experience
Geographic

Time

Positive impact
Balaguer-Coll et al. (2002),
Gimenez and Prior (2007)
Loikkanen and Susiluoto
(2005), Loikkanen and
Susiluoto (2006), Mahabil
(2011)
Stastna and Gregor (2010)
(if low left-wing parties)
Stastna and Gregor (2010),
Geys at al. (2010)
Vanden Eeckaut et al.
(1993), De Borger and
Kerstens (1996) (presence
of socialist), Stastna and
Gregor (2010), Mahabil
(2011)
Vanden Eeckaut et al.
(1993)
De Borger (1994),
Balaguer-Coll et al. (2002),
Balaguer-Coll et al. (2007),
Gimenez and Prior (2007)

De Borger and Kerstens
(1996), Loikkanen and
Susiluoto (2005),
Loikkanen and Susiluoto
(2006), Kalb (2010),
Nieswand and Seiferd
(2011), Loikkanen et al.
(2011)
Loikkanen et al. (2011)
(education), Mahabil (2011)
(experience)

distance of municipality to
capital/regional
centre/peripherality

Negative impact

Vanden Eeckaut et al.
(1993)
Boetti et al. (2009)

De Borger (1994) (presence
of liberals), De Borger and
Kerstens (1996), Geys at al.
(2010)

Athanassopoulos and
Triantis (1998)
Loikkanen and Susiluoto
(2005), Loikkanen and
Susiluoto (2006), Stastna
and Gregor (2010),
Nieswand and Seiferd
(2011) (share of elderly),
Loikkanen et al. (2011)
Athanassopoulos and
Triantis (1998)

Loikkanen and Susiluoto
(2005), Afonso and
Fernandes (2005),
Loikkanen and Susiluoto
(2006), Stastna and Gregor
(2010), Nieswand and
Seiferd (2011), Loikkanen
et al. (2011)

trend
Kalb (2010)
long run and short run
Gimenez and Prior (2007)
time periods comparison
Stastna and Gregor (2010),
This table extends and updates the overview of Afonso and Fernandes (2005).
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Appendix F. All statements (significant and insignificant correlation with ethnicity)
from the UNDP’s 2008 database
Table 5. All statements (significant and insignificant correlation with ethnicity) from the
UNDP’s 2008 database
Poverty line according to income
Another candidate with similar qualifications was chosen instead of me because of my ethnicity
I was denied career promotion because of my ethnicity
I was denied service because of my ethnicity
I was denied access to housing because of my ethnicity
I was denied access to the education institution that I wanted to attend because of my ethnicity
Very and rather dissatisfied with present standard of living
Very and rather dissatisfied with municipal services
Very and rather dissatisfied with neighbourhood environment
Have no trust in central government
Have no trust in municipal officials
Have no trust in local police
Have no trust in civil society/NGO
Have no trust in local media
Have no trust in municipal government
Have no trust in mayor
Have no trust in religious institutions
Have no trust in local schools
Have no trust in local health institutions
Believe there is no corruption in the Parliament
Believe there is no corruption at central level administration
Believe there is no corruption at local level administration
Believe there is no corruption at municipal level
Believe there is no corruption at judicial sector
Believe there is no corruption at police
Believe there is no corruption at health institutions
Believe there is no corruption in Education
A lot and some tension between rich and poor people
A lot and some tension between management and workers
A lot and some tension between men and women
A lot and some tension between old and young people
A lot and some tension between different ethnic group
Worsening of the state of inter-ethnic relations in the country over the last 6 months
Worsening of the state of inter-ethnic relations in the country over the next 6 months
No risk of violent ethnic conflict in the country
No risk of violent ethnic conflict in the municipality
Have few friends from different ethnic group
Do not shop in stores owned by persons from different ethnic group
Do not go in restaurants/cafe owned by persons from different ethnic group
Do not carry business with persons from different ethnic group
Will not send children to schools where another ethnic group is majority
Think that few members of their ethnic group have few friends from another ethnic group
Think that few members of their ethnic group shop in stores owned by another ethnic group
Think that few members of their ethnic group go in restaurants/cafe owned by persons from another ethnic
group
Think that few members of their ethnic group carry business with persons from different ethnic group
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Think that few members of their ethnic group will send children to schools where another ethnic group is
majority
Think that few members of other ethnic group have friends from their ethnic group
Think that few members of other ethnic group shop in stores owned by their ethnic group
Think that few members of other ethnic group go in restaurants/cafe owned by persons from their ethnic
group
Think that few members of other ethnic group carry business with persons from their ethnic group
Think that few members of other ethnic group will send children to schools where their ethnic group is
majority
Think that media have influence to worsen ethnic relationships
Think that politicians at national level have influence to worsen ethnic relationships
Think that politicians at local level have influence to worsen ethnic relationships
Think that mayor have influence to worsen ethnic relationships
Think that educational system have influence to worsen ethnic relationships
Will vote for a mayor from different ethnic group
Have no answer on question: What could be done at local level to improve inter-ethnic relations in your
municipality?
Think her life in the municipality worsen in general in the past 6 months
Think life of others in the municipality worsen in general in the past 6 months
Think her life in the municipality will worsen in general in the next 6 months
Think life of others in the municipality will worsen in general in the next 6 months
Not satisfied in general with the services provided by the municipality
Think that the process of decentralisation will improve the situation in the local community
Consider that have no influence over decisions made by the local municipal government
Not satisfied with the opportunities for participation in local decision making provided by your council
Would like to be more involved in the decisions in local community council to affect local area
In the immediate neighbourhood of their home, have many reason to complain about Lack of access to
recreational or green areas
In the immediate neighbourhood of their home, have many reason to complain about water quality
Think it is unsafe to walk around their area at night
Rate medical services in their municipality with poor quality
Rate educational services in their municipality with poor quality
Rate public transport services in their municipality with poor quality
Rate social services in their municipality with poor quality
Not satisfied with the services when asks the municipality officials to solve a problem
Not treated fairly by municipality officials
Consider central government would do the best job in providing Water supply
Consider local government would do the best job in providing Water supply
Consider private operator would do the best job in providing Water supply
Consider central government would do the best job in providing electricity supply
Consider local government would do the best job in providing electricity supply
Consider private operator would do the best job in providing electricity supply
Consider central government would do the best job in providing garbage collection
Consider local government would do the best job in providing garbage collection
Consider private operator would do the best job in providing garbage collection
Consider central government would do the best job in providing social services
Consider local government would do the best job in providing social services
Consider private operator would do the best job in providing social services
Consider central government would do the best job in providing health services
Consider local government would do the best job in providing health services
Consider private operator would do the best job in providing health services
Consider central government would do the best job in providing employment services
Consider local government would do the best job in providing employment services
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Consider private operator would do the best job in providing employment services
Consider central government would do the best job in providing police services
Consider local government would do the best job in providing police services
Consider private operator would do the best job in providing police services
Consider central government would do the best job in providing education services
Consider local government would do the best job in providing education services
Consider private operator would do the best job in providing education services
Consider central government would do the best job in providing public transport
Consider local government would do the best job in providing public transport
Consider private operator would do the best job in providing public transport
Have not given views on local services, or issues that affect them as a resident, at a public meeting
Have not given views on local services, or issues that affect them as a resident, at a resident group
Have not given views on local services, or issues that affect them as a resident, at a meeting with council
Have not given views on local services, or issues that affect them as a resident, at a meeting with councillor
Have not given views on local services, or issues that affect them as a resident, by signing a petition
Have not given views on local services, or issues that affect them as a resident, by telephone
Have not given views on local services, or issues that affect them as a resident, by filling a questionnaire
Have not given views on local services, or issues that affect them as a resident, by sending letter or e-mail
Currently trying to start up a business
Think it is not relevant for the municipality to give them assistance to start up a business
My council is not making the local area a better place to live
My council Is not working to make the area safer
My council Is not working to make the area cleaner and greener
My council has not improved the centre of the municipality
My council Is not efficient and not well run
My council is not providing value for money
My council does not spend money wisely
My council is not trustworthy
My council is remote and impersonal
My council is not involving residents when making decisions
My council is not promoting interest of residents
My council is not listening concerns of the local residents
My council is not acting on concerns of the local residents
My council is not working well with other agencies to provide services
My council is not treating all types of people fairly
My council is not keeping its promises
My council does not provide enough for people like me
Does not pay for electricity bills
Does not pay for water
Does not pay for property taxes
Does not pay for other municipal taxes
Source: UNDP’s 2008 database.
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Appendix G. An extensive summary of the main findings in Slovenian
RAZŠIRJEN POVZETEK OSNOVNIH UGOTOVITEV V SLOVENŠČINI
Makedonija je svojo tranzicijo iz centralno-planskega v tržno gospodarstvo začela po
razglasitvi svoje neodvisnosti od nekdanje Jugoslavije leta 1991. Znotraj Jugoslavije je bila
del manj razvitih regij in je koristila denarno pomoč, ki je prihajala iz bolj razvitih regij.
Čeprav se je makedonski BDP približeval jugoslovanskemu povprečju od 60 % leta 1955
do 65 % leta 1988 (World Bank 1993), je Makedonija začela tranzicijo z relativno visoko
stopnjo brezposelnosti – 17,4 %. V času nekdanje Jugoslavije so kolektivizacija kmetij in
začetki velikih industrijskih podjetij pritegnili pravoslavne makedonske skupnosti k
preseljevanju zaradi dela v teh velikih industrijskih podjetjih v urbanih centrih. Na drugi
strani so muslimanske skupnosti ohranile svoje tradicionalne podeželske lokacije, strukture
in aktivnosti z visoko stopnjo rodnosti, številčnimi gospodinjstvi in intenzivno emigracijo
v zahodno Evropo (Buzar, 2006). Po svoji osamosvojitvi je Makedonija leta 1993 pričela s
procesom privatizacije. Tranzicija je pripeljala do odzivnega učinka s krivuljo v obliki črke
U s počasno stopnjo rasti pod potencialom. Leta 2001 je prišlo do velikega upada BDP
zaradi etničnih sporov in 2009 do blagega upada BDP zaradi globalne finančne krize.
Realna povprečna stopnja rasti BDP v obdobju med 1995 in 2000 je bila 3 % in povprečna
realna stopnja rasti v letih 2002–2006 je znašala 3,2 %. Počasna rast števila brezposelnih v
gospodarstvu se je končala z eno najvišjih stopenj brezposelnosti v Evropi. Proces
privatizacije je potekal veliko počasneje, kot je bilo zamišljeno, saj poučeni pogosto niso
imeli spodbude za modernizacijo privatiziranih podjetij (IMF, 2004). Na drugi strani vlada
ni pokazala volje, da bi podjetja z izgubami prisilila v likvidacijo, ker je bila to politično
občutljiva tema. Val privatizacije je številne pravoslavne Makedonce potisnil iz
propadajočih velikih industrijskih podjetij v brezposelnost in revščino, medtem ko so
muslimanske skupnosti uspele ublažiti neugodne učinke tranzicije s svojimi kmetijskimi
dejavnostmi in zasebnimi transferji iz tujine. Potemtakem so nakopičene socialnoekonomske razlike lahko ena od determinant etničnih sporov leta 2001.
Leta 1991 so se Albanci vzdržali glasovanja o prvi makedonski ustavi. Kmalu so se
zahteve Albancev v Makedoniji začele usmerjati na sorazmerno zastopanost v vseh
političnih institucijah, več izobraževanja v albanskem jeziku na univerzitetni stopnji in
spremembe ustave, ki bi Makedonijo razglasila za multietnično državo, katero
enakovredno sestavljajo Makedonci in Albanci (About MAR, 2012). Leta 1999 je
kosovska kriza skoraj destabilizirala Makedonijo zaradi priliva skoraj 350.000 (17,2 %
vsega prebivalstva Makedonije) kosovskih Albancev v Makedonijo (Donev, Onceva &
Gligorov, 2002). Leta 2001, takoj po ratifikaciji obmejnega sporazuma s Srbijo, je prišlo
do spopada Albancev z makedonskimi oboroženimi silami. Istočasno je Makedonija z EU
podpisala sporazum o stabilizaciji in približevanju. Spopadi so se končali s podpisom
Ohridskega okvirnega sporazuma (OOS), ki je z novo ustavo 2001 Albancem zagotovil
pravice, ki so jih zahtevali od osamosvojitve. Težko je zaključiti, kje so bili razlogi
etničnega konflikta v Makedoniji. Je bil to različen socialno-ekonomski status narodnosti?
Je bila to ustava iz leta 1991? Ali samo boj za ozemlje? Prvih nekaj sporočil, ki jih je
poslala UCK (Albanska nacionalna osvobodilna vojska), je trdilo, da je njihov cilj
osvoboditev Albancev v Makedoniji. Celo po nadaljnjih sporočilih in intervjujih po marcu
2001 je UCK poudarjala, da je njihov oborožen boj usmerjen na ustavne pravice in enakost
albanskega dela populacije Makedonije in ne na teritorialni razpad Makedonije
(Ackermann, 2001). Na drugi strani je julija 2001 makedonski minister za obrambo izjavil,
da se albanski ekstremisti in teroristi dejansko borijo za ozemlje in se skrivajo za
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zahtevami po več državljanskih pravicah. Formalno je OOS prinesel novo makedonsko
ustavo s preferencialnimi strategijami, povezanimi s procesom decentralizacije, pravičnim
zastopstvom skupnosti, ustanovitvijo posebnega organa soglasne demokracije – Sveta za
medetnične odnose, uporabo jezika kot uradnega, če ga govori več kot 20 % populacije in
možnosti visokošolskega izobraževanja za skupnosti. Te preferencialne politike so etnični
konflikt videle kot rezultate ekonomskih razlik in etnično sožitje pa kot sorazmerno
porazdelitev vseh skupin na vse stopnje in funkcije v družbi. Preferencialne izbire za
zmanjševanje etničnega konflikta zahtevajo več časa, truda, sodelovanja in virov.
Posledično sta partnerstvo in pomoč mednarodne skupnosti Makedoniji bistvenega pomena
posebno zato, ker sta to dve »priči«, ena iz ZDA in ena iz EU, tudi podpisnici OOS.
Do sedaj razen formalne pozicije ministra, odgovornega za izvajanje OOS (do sedaj je bil
to vedno albanski predstavnik), in njegovega prizadevanja, da v javni upravi zaposli čim
več Albancev, ni jasnega preglednega načrta, kako uveljaviti preferencialne politike. Še
vedno se razpravlja o tem, zakaj v Makedoniji še vedno obstaja potreba po poudarjanju
OOS, če je le-ta že vključen v ustavo. Sedaj je na pravni državi, da pridobi kredibilnost in
da je dovolj pripravljena na izvajanje preferencialnih politik. Prav tako je vprašljivo, zakaj
ni strategije ali načrta, kako izvajati te preferenčne politike in zakaj pozicija ministra za
izvajanje OOS ni privlačna za Makedonce.
Vedno namreč obstaja tveganje zaščite kolektivnih pravic albanske skupnosti v škodo
pravic posameznikov makedonske in drugih skupnosti. Ustava je ukaz sodstva in ukaz za
ustanovitev pravne države, samo spoštovanje in skladnost z ustavo pa bosta preprečila
zaščito kolektivnih pravic v škodo posameznikovih pravic (Šarčević, 2009). Videli smo, da
se socialno-ekonomske in demografske razlike med regijami in narodnostjo v Makedoniji
ne zmanjšujejo. Čeprav Albanci predstavljajo 25 % celotnega prebivalstva, je lahko
njihova gospodarska moč nesorazmerno višja v Makedoniji v primerjavi z Makedonci,
tako da je njihova odgovornost kot spoštovanega partnerja zgraditi nacionalno kohezijo z
Makedonci pravzaprav še večja. To je pomembno, kot izpostavi Lijphard (1999), ker je
eden od pogojev za učinkovit in operativen konsocialni model uravnotežena moč političnih
segmentov. Seveda je treba še najprej raziskati, ali uravnotežena moč upošteva samo
velikost populacije (Vankovska, 2007) ali če velikost populacije v kombinaciji z
gospodarsko močjo konstituira ravnotežje moči. Seveda to zahteva obsežnejšo
interdisciplinarno raziskavo, ki je izven dosega te doktorske disertacije.

Če sprejmemo, da so gospodarske razlike in pomanjkanje etničnega sožitja pripeljali do
etničnih sporov in preferencialne politike po OOS v Makedoniji, potem moramo danes na
žalost podati zaključek, da razlike v gospodarstvu, socialni vključenosti in demografiji med
regijami in v etničnem spektru v Makedoniji še vedno ostajajo. Tu so tudi razlike v stopnji
rasti prebivalstva med makedonsko in albansko etnično skupino. Splošna stopnja
brezposelnosti je relativno visoka, a je uradno višja med albanskim kot med makedonskim
prebivalstvom. Siva ekonomija je v Makedoniji relativno visoka in glede na to, da
kmetijsko delo ni registrirano kot zaposlitev skupaj s tradicionalno kmetijsko dejavnostjo
Albancev, se je to mogoče izrazilo kot pretirana ocena brezposelnosti med Albanci.
Stopnja aktivnosti žensk je prav tako nizka v Pološki in jugozahodni regiji (kjer dominirajo
Albanci) zaradi dejavnikov albanske kulture, povezanih z udeležbo žensk na trgu dela.
Obsežen dotok nakazil v Pološko regijo (kjer dominirajo Albanci) lahko razloži, zakaj ima
ta regija najnižji BDP izražen v paritetah kupne moči med vsemi makedonskimi regijami
in najvišjo mediano ekvivalentnega dohodka v primerjavi z nacionalno mediano
ekvivalentnega dohodka (UNDP, 2008).
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Poleg tega obstaja ostra neenakost glede na nacionalno pripadnost v Makedoniji, saj je
mediana ekvivalentnega dohodka gospodinjstva nižja kot povprečni ekvivalentni dohodek
gospodinjstva; več kot polovica gospodinjstev ima nižji dohodek od povprečnega. To velja
zlasti za Rome in Albance. Analiza kvintilnih razredov ekvivalentnega razpoložljivega
dohodka po narodnostni pripadnosti tudi podpira dejstvo, da je prihodkovna neenakost
ostra za državo in etnične skupine. Analiza S80/S20 pokaže, da 20 % najbogatejših prejme
15-krat višji dohodek kot 20 % najrevnejših Makedoncev. Pri Albancih je vrednost
razmerja S80/S20 9 in najhujša razlika je pri Romih – 20. Ti rezultati jasno kažejo, da so
socialno-ekonomske razlike v Makedoniji med regijami in etničnimi skupinami še vedno
prisotne in obstaja tveganje, da se vladne politike po OOS ne ukvarjajo z glavnimi
socialno-ekonomskimi razlogi za medetnične spopade leta 2001. Socialno-ekonomske in
demografske spremembe, ki veljajo za determinante etničnih spopadov, so še vedno
prisotne v Makedoniji med narodnostnimi pripadnostmi in regijami. V politični ekonomiji
etnično razdeljene makedonske družbe med to tranzicijo ni bilo narejeno veliko novega,
zlasti ne po letu 2001, ko je bil OOS namenjen prav razreševanju teh razlik.
Kot smo že povedali, je OOS prinesel novo makedonsko ustavo s preferencialnimi
politikami, povezanimi s procesom decentralizacije, enakovredno zastopanostjo skupnosti,
ustanovitvijo Sveta za medetnične odnose in uporabo jezikov. Decentralizacija je sprejeta
kot zaščitni znak OOS in preferencialna politika kot izbira za večjo nacionalno kohezijo,
ne pa kot ekonomski instrument. A kontekst decentralizacije in še posebno fiskalne
decentralizacije se v tranzicijskih gospodarstvih na žalost zelo razlikuje od konteksta v
tržnih gospodarstvih. Makedonija kot tranzicijsko gospodarstvo ima nižjo stopnjo
dohodkov na osebo kot razvita tržna gospodarstva, torej če je decentralizacija nadrejena
dobrina (ki je običajno v industrijskih državah), potem Makedonija ne more vsrkati vseh
potencialnih prednosti, ki jih lahko ponudita decentralizacija na splošno in še posebej
fiskalna decentralizacija. Teoretično je možno, da bo fiskalna decentralizacija ponudila
prednosti državam z nižjo stopnjo razvoja, če odnos med stopnjo razvoja in prisotnostjo
fiskalne decentralizacije ne bo monoton. Med tranzicijo se Makedonija ne sme osredotočiti
samo na makroekonomsko reformo in privatizacijo, ampak tudi na strukturo davkov in
transferjev. Hkrati mora zagotoviti ponovno ureditev pristojnosti za izdatke med centralno
in lokalno ravnijo države, medtem pa poskrbeti za uravnotežen regionalni in občinski
razvoj. Z decentralizacijo, zlasti po OOS, morajo makedonske občine zgraditi nove
institucionalne zmožnosti za zagotavljanje storitev, ki jih je prej zagotavljala centralna
uprava, hkrati pa tudi poskrbeti za udeležbo državljanov, odgovornost, dobro upravljanje in
preglednost. Njen namen mora vedno biti pomiritev etničnih nemirov v upravi,
izobraževanju in drugih pristojnostih, prenesenih s centralne uprave. Z decentralizacijo se
bodo težave, ki so jih povzročila leta nezadostnih naložb v ceste, sredstva (stavbe) v
izobraževanju in vrtce, sedaj prenesle s centralnega na lokalno raven in tako ustvarile
fiskalno obremenitev za občine v Makedoniji. Po drugi strani bo decentralizacija pomagala
povečati občutljivost vlade na lokalne razmere in potrebe ter dovolila večjo politično
zastopanost različnih političnih, kulturnih in etničnih skupin pri odločanju. Poleg tega je v
Makedoniji vidno, da lahko lokalne uprave lažje obdavčijo najhitreje rastoče dele svoje
gospodarske baze kot centralna uprava, predvsem med globalno gospodarsko krizo
(zbiranje prihodkov od lokalnih davkov na nepremičnine se vsako leto zvišuje, kar kaže na
to, da prihodki od davkov na nepremičnine, s katerimi upravlja lokalna uprava, niso
skladni z gospodarskimi ciklusi/padci).
Dinamika sprejemanja zakonov in prenašanja obveznosti na lokalno upravo v Makedoniji
bi po OOS morala biti previdno oblikovana in nadzorovana (kar v makedonskem
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kontekstu manjka), sicer lahko veliko prednosti, ki se jih pričakuje od decentralizacije,
ostane neizpolnjenih. Obstaja veliko razlogov za namenjanje pozornosti oblikovanju
ustrezne dinamike decentralizacije in posebno fiskalne decentralizacije. Prvi razlog je, da
preferenc volivcev v Makedoniji ni tako lahko prevesti v proračunske izdatke kot v
industrijskih državah, predvsem zaradi nižje finančne preglednosti in upravljanja. Drugi
razlog je, kot smo lahko videli na zadnjih makedonskih lokalnih volitvah 2008, da v času
svojih kampanj župani več govorijo o težavah na nacionalni ravni kot o lokalnih težavah
(torej lokalne preference niso razkrite). Še pomembneje je, da so politiki centralne ravni
oblasti bolj aktivni na lokalnih volitvah kot lokalni politiki, torej so lokalne volitve le
generalka za parlamentarne volitve. To je odsev ne dovolj dolge zgodovine demokratičnih
izkušenj (isti cikel se trenutno ponavlja, saj se politiki v Makedoniji pripravljajo na lokalne
volitve 2013). Tretji razlog je lahko, da je decentralizacija v Makedoniji bolj
dekoncentracija in gre manj za finančno neodvisnost in prenos oblasti občinam. V takšnem
okolju se ohrani zanašanje na sredstva/transferje centralne uprave za zagotavljanje javnega
dobrega, prav tako pa ni mehanizmov, s katerimi lahko lokalni volivci razkrijejo svoje
preference. Na koncu lahko iz te oblike decentralizacije pridobimo manj kot v drugih
industrijskih državah. Enostavno zato, ker moč počiva v centru in je verjetno, da bo
pripeljala do lobiranja, neprestanega barantanja, negotovosti, konfliktov in ekonomskih
nihanj v odnosih med centralno in lokalno upravo. Lahko pride tudi do klientelističnega
obnašanja in preferenc v občinah, kjer so župani istega političnega prepričanja kot
osrednja vlada, ali pa pripelje celo do postavljanja ovir za občine, v katerih župani niso
enakega političnega prepričanja kot osrednja vlada (kot smo predhodno empirično potrdili
v tej disertaciji). Četrti razlog so lahko nezadostni finančni transferji centralne uprave za
nekatere storitve (npr. izobraževanje in ceste) in prisiljevanje občin v Makedoniji k
neuspešnemu zagotavljanju storitev, istočasno pa ne morejo ohraniti podcenjenih sredstev.
Poleg tega lahko nezadostni finančni transferji od centralne uprave do lokalne uprave
(nekriti mandati za občine v Makedoniji) ustvarijo netrajnostno fiskalno obremenitev
lokalnih oblasti zaradi velike fiskalne luknje. Peti razlog je, kot smo empirično potrdili, da
lahko etnična raznolikost vpliva na učinkovitost zagotavljanja javnih storitev. Šesti razlog
je, da lahko pride do težav pri vodenju decentralizacije zaradi pomanjkanja demokratičnih
izkušenj, sposobnosti in znanja. Sedmi razlog je, da obstajajo v Makedoniji ustavne
zahteve po OOS o enakovredni zastopanosti etničnih manjšin v lokalni javni upravi,
jezikovne in izobraževalne zahteve, da bi uredili državno enotnost v skladu z etničnimi
smernicami, ki so neposredna pristojnost občin. Zato lahko decentralizacijo razumemo
bolj kot ključno politično izbiro za zagotavljanje politične stabilnosti in makedonske
nacionalne kohezije kot samo za prinašanje gospodarske učinkovitosti.
Ta vprašanja postavljajo probleme, ki so kompleksni za obravnavo in empirično testiranje.
Na eni strani potreba po višji gospodarski rasti v počasni makedonski gospodarski
tranziciji zahteva centralizacijo in ne decentralizacijo, vsaj z vidika učinkovitosti. Po drugi
strani imamo zahteve za uveljavljanje potreb po decentralizaciji in koheziji države po
OOS. Okolje je še bolj kompleksno, če upoštevamo, da regionalne razlike in razlike med
etničnim spektrom v Makedoniji še vedno ostajajo (kot smo že prikazali).
Zato je glavni izziv v Makedoniji najti pravo pot za zbliževanje gospodarskih in političnih
argumentov za decentralizacijo. Etnična fragmentiranost v Makedoniji med Albanci in
Makedonci z njihovimi različnimi jezikovnimi in verskimi lastnostmi lahko tako
neposredno negativno sovpliva na učinkovitost zagotavljanja javnih storitev zaradi
heterogenih etničnih preferenc, ki preprečujejo odstranjevanje mrtve teže. Vloga lokalne
uprave v Makedoniji bi morala biti taka, da nekako najde preference etničnih skupin in
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nato uporabi moč prisile, da jih prisili, da te javne dobrine in storitve plačajo. Če je
makedonska lokalna uprava kredibilna, se lahko izogne pridobivanju nezakonitih koristi in
optimalno zagotovi javne dobrine in storitve. Na primer, makedonščina je uradni jezik na
celem teritoriju Makedonije in govoriti bi jo morali vsi njeni prebivalci ne glede na njihovo
etnično pripadnost. Sedaj, ko je osnovno in srednje šolstvo v pristojnosti lokalne uprave,
lahko te pridobijo kredibilnost z ublažitvijo albanske politike jezikovne segregacije, na
primer, in preprečijo začarani krog nizkih dohodkov v lokalni upravi (začarani krog
segregacije, ki povzroča nižja sredstva za šole, višje stroške šolanja, varovanja in
preusmerjanja v druge šole, kar posledično pomeni nižjo izobrazbo in večjo revščino).
Poleg tega morajo lokalne uprave upoštevati različne spremenljivke, ko oblikujejo
nadgradnjo razvoja decentralizacije v Makedoniji. Kljub uvedbi enakovredne
zastopanosti, npr. pri zaposlovanju v javni upravi za zagotavljanje enakovredne
zastopanosti manjšinskih etničnih skupnosti v vseh centralnih in občinskih javnih organih,
obstaja še vedno zaskrbljenost v zvezi s tem, ali se upoštevajo pravila o kompetentnosti in
integriteti, ki veljajo za javno upravo. Makedonci in Albanci razmišljajo znotraj etničnih
okvirjev in okvirjev političnih strank, ki ne morejo prinesti kakovostnih in učinkovitih
rešitev. Tveganje za slabšo kakovost in celo paralizo iniciativ v upravi je visoko. Rezultat
bo tako slabša kakovost zagotavljanja javnih storitev na centralni in občinski ravni oblasti.
Mednarodna skupnost, ki je vsekakor dejavnik v času OOS in po njej, mora okrepiti svojo
zavezanost k pospeševanju procesa izvajanja ciljev ustave po OOS. Kakšna natanko naj bi
bila ta pomoč, posebno občinam in procesu decentralizacije, ni v domeni te doktorske
disertacije. Ta doktorska disertacija empirično kaže, da so etnična fragmentiranost,
politični odnosi med centralno in lokalno oblastjo, sposobnost pobiranja lastnih dohodkov
in gostota prebivalstva v občinah pomembni dejavniki pri zagotavljanju učinkovitosti
lokalnih javnih storitev. Kakšni so potrebni koraki za učinkovitejšo decentralizacijo, ali
se bo bolj osredotočala na izgradnjo kohezije v šolah, vrtcih, občinskih svetih in v
političnih strankah ali pa bi moral biti poudarek na spodbujanju Makedoncev, naj zastopajo
aktivnejše stališče pri uveljavljanju ustave po OOS, vse to zahteva dodatno preučevanje.
Občine lahko zgradijo nove institucionalne kapacitete za zagotavljanje storitev, ki jih je
prej zagotavljala centralna uprava, medtem pa hkrati poskrbijo za udeležbo državljanov,
odgovornost in preglednost. Hkrati se lahko osredotočijo na pomiritev etničnih nemirov v
upravi, izobraževanju in drugih pristojnostih, prenesenih s centralne uprave. Mednarodno
skupnost je treba opomniti na njene obveze, saj je bila teorija fiskalne decentralizacije
razvita za industrijske države in so nanjo torej vplivali demokratični procesi oblikovanja
proračuna. Kot že rečeno, je decentralizacija nadrejena dobrina in je posledično mogoče
prednosti decentralizacije bolje vsrkati v državah z višjimi ravnmi dohodka kot v državah z
relativno nižjim dohodkom na osebo. To je razlog, zakaj je nujna pomoč mednarodne
skupnosti z dodatnimi viri, in sicer glede na kratek čas demokratičnih izkušenj v
Makedoniji.
Decentralizacija v Makedoniji pred OOS ni bila neznana. Sitem lokalne uprave v
Makedoniji je bil prvič uveden z zakonom o upravni in teritorialni organizaciji Makedonije
leta 1947, ki je Makedonijo organiziral v mesta in regije. Leta 1964 je bil ustanovljen
komunalni sistem z zakonom o organizaciji občin in regij. S tem zakonom so bile občine
opredeljene kot osnovna politično-teritorialna organizacija samoupravnih delavcev in
osnovna socialno-ekonomska skupnost državljanov znotraj njihovega ozemlja. Z
jugoslovansko ustavo iz leta 1974 je bil uveden sistem zastopanja in občine so bile glavna
socialno-ekonomska skupnost, ki je temeljila na moči in samoupravljanju delovnega
razreda in vseh njenih državljanov. Leta 1974 je ustava nadgradila koncept federalizma in
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nov položaj republik, da bi razširile svoje pristojnosti in s pomočjo modela »od spodaj
navzgor« zgradile sistem zastopanosti od občin do federacije nekdanje Jugoslavije.
Od svoje neodvisnosti leta 1991 je Makedonija izkusila tri obdobja procesa
decentralizacije. Prvo obdobje je bila centralizacija med leti 1991 in 1995, ki je občinam
odvzela njihove pristojnosti in jih pustila brez učinkovitega sistema financiranja. V tem
obdobju je bila vlada osredotočena na doseganje makroekonomske stabilizacije in
privatizacije. V drugem obdobju od leta 1995 do 2005 je bila v Makedoniji dosežena
makroekonomska stabilizacija, vendar pa je bila splošna gospodarska učinkovitost slaba,
kot smo že povedali. V tem obdobju je bil leta 1995 prvič po osamosvojitvi sprejet nov
zakon o lokalni upravi in leta 1996 nov zakon o teritorialni organizaciji, ki je uvedel 123
občine. Oba zakona sta bila rezultat visoko etnično in politično motiviranega procesa.
Tretje obdobje je obdobje decentralizacije po OOS. Hitrost decentralizacijskih reform se je
močno povečala v letu 2004, ko je ministrstvo za lokalno upravo uvedlo številne iniciative
in okrepilo svoje stike z makedonskim združenjem lokalnih uprav. V tem času je bil sprejet
nov zakon o teritorialni organizaciji, ki je uvedel 84 občin. Mesto Skopje je bilo ločeno kot
posebna enota, ki jo sestavlja 10 občin, v skladu z ločenim zakonom o mestu Skopje.
Praktično se je tretje obdobje decentralizacije v Makedoniji začelo leta 2005, ko je vlada
sprejela podroben načrt prenosa pristojnosti in virov. Decentralizacija uprave je bila
načrtovana kot prenos institucij, sredstev, zaposlenih in dokumentacije. Po tem načrtu so
bile dekoncentrirane enote resornih ministrstev prav tako prenesene na lokalno raven.
Skupaj z novim zakonom o financiranju lokalne uprave je bil tako zagotovljen učinkovit
pravni okvir za nov moderen proces decentralizacije. Tako je v primerjavi z letom 1999, ko
je delež prihodkov lokalne uprave znašal 0,88 % BDP, je ta delež leta 2008 znašal že
4,59 % BDP.
Vsekakor pa še vedno obstajajo relativno visoka demografska in gospodarska neskladja
med makedonskimi občinami. Najbolj redko poseljene občine imajo gostoto najmanj 4
osebe na km2, najgosteje poseljene pa 16.193 osebe na km2. Na področju infrastrukture
obseg nihanja sega od najmanj 20 oseb na km2 ekvivalenta asfalta do največ 2.748 oseb na
km2 ekvivalenta asfalta. Naravni prirastek prebivalca med občinami je povprečno 0,4 z
najmanjšim prirastkom -2,12 in najvišjim 2,01, kar kaže, da nekatere občine cvetijo, druge
pa kažejo negativni trend. Indeks staranja prav tako sega od minimalnega indeksa staranja
0,13 do maksimalnega 2,17. Splošni sklepi so lahko, da število prebivalstva v Makedoniji
relativno počasi raste, vendar pa so teritorialna in etnična neskladja še vedno relativno
visoka glede gostote, staranja in rasti prebivalstva. Tudi gospodarska neskladja med
občinami v Makedoniji so visoka. Povprečni BDP, izražen v pariteti kupne moči za
Makedonijo, je 6.859 USD na osebo. Nihanja med občinami segajo od najnižjih 734 USD
na osebo do najvišjih 53.466 USD na osebo. Leta 2002 je bila povprečna stopnja
brezposelnosti v Makedoniji 38,1 %, z najnižjo brezposelnostjo v občini 11,00 % in
najvišjo 79,4 %. S podatki o občinah v Makedoniji sta povezana dva problema, na podlagi
katerih lahko izpeljemo sklepe. Prvič, statistika na občinskem nivoju izvira iz štetja
prebivalstva v letu 2002 in novi podatki na občinski ravni niso na voljo. Drugi problem je,
da se v Makedoniji, kadar govorimo o lokalni upravi, ne moremo zanašati na povprečne
vrednosti. Podatke bi bilo treba zbirati pogosteje in jih natančno analizirati, vedno pa bi
moral biti upoštevan tudi učinek odstopanj.
V povezavi s fiskalno decentralizacijo kljub rastočemu deležu občinskih prihodkov v BDP
makedonske občine še vedno kažejo relativno visoko fiskalno odvisnost od centralne
uprave. Občinski odhodki iz transferjev centralne uprave znašajo skoraj 53 % vseh
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občinskih odhodkov in transferji centralne uprave občinam znašajo 52 % vseh prihodkov
lokalne uprave v Makedoniji. Večina transferjev centralne uprave (85,91 %) je namenjenih
sektorju izobraževanja (od tega gre 81 % za plače). Enkratni transferji centralne uprave
lokalni upravi v Makedoniji pokrijejo plače učiteljev in drugih zaposlenih v izobraževanju,
kulturnih domovih, knjižnicah, vrtcih, domovih za starejše občane, gasilskih domovih ter
vzdrževanje primernih stavb. V Makedoniji je decentralizacija bolj dekoncentracija, saj
prenos pristojnosti in lokalne uprave služi le kot finančni kanal centralne uprave za te
pristojnosti. Zato ni dejanskega prenosa teh pristojnosti, saj lokalna uprava nima nobene
besede pri tem, kako se ti transferji porabljajo. Občine nimajo sredstev za prevzem polne
odgovornosti in domnevajo, da je centralna uprava odgovorna za plačevanje teh
pristojnosti. Na primer, transferji osrednje uprave za izobraževanje, kulturo, vrtce, domove
za starejše občane in gasilce so leta 2010 znašale 204 milijonov evrov. Istega leta so
lokalne uprave za te pristojnosti plačevale iz svojih lastnih proračunov in porabile samo 5,4
milijone evrov.
Lokalne uprave se lahko teoretično odločijo, da bodo iz lastnih proračunskih dohodkov
namenile več denarja za te pristojnosti za izboljšanje kakovosti in obsega teh storitev za
državljane, a namesto tega menijo, da je financiranje teh pristojnosti odgovornost centralne
uprave. Zato moramo, če hočemo testirati učinkovitost porabe makedonskih občin,
upoštevati le izdatke iz njihovih lastnih občinskih proračunov in ne transferjev centralne
uprave, ker so odločitve o porabi transferjev centralne uprave že padle na ravni centralne
uprave in jih ne sprejemajo lokalne uprave. Za odločitve o porabi, povezane z deležem
lastnega proračuna občine, lahko testiramo, ali so nekatere lokalne uprave bolj učinkovite
kot druge. Vendar pa so tudi te odločitve odvisne od drugih determinant, kot so fiskalna
sposobnost lokalnih uprav, županove sposobnosti upravljanja, ruralni ali urbani značaj
lokalne uprave, politični vpliv centralne uprave, etnična fragmentiranost, gostota
prebivalstva itn.

Čeprav je literatura o merjenju učinkovitosti na občinski ravni precej nova, obstajajo
empirične študije, ki ocenjujejo učinkovitost porabe občin in tudi determinante te
učinkovitosti. V študijah raziskovalci uporabljajo neparametrično metodo DEA in
parametrično SFA. Glavna razlika med DEA in SFA je, da je DEA neparametrični pristop
in je primeren za merjenje učinkovitosti za večkratne vhodne/izhodne informacije. Po
drugi strani je SFA parametrični pristop. Merjenje učinkovitosti z uporabo neparametrične
metode DEA poteka v dveh stopnjah. Na prvi stopnji se z metodo DEA ocenijo točke
učinkovitosti in na drugi stopnji se uporabijo parametrične ali neparametrične metode za
določanje kritičnih determinant učinkovitosti. Merjenje učinkovitosti s parametrično
metodo SFA poteka s hkratnim ocenjevanjem točk učinkovitosti in determinant
učinkovitosti.
Izbira vhodne in izhodne spremenljivke je večinoma odvisna od dostopnosti podatkov,
institucionalnega stanja v pravilni državi in cilja študije. Najpogosteje uporabljana vhodna
spremenljivka je trenutna poraba. Druge vhodne spremenljivke vključujejo osebje občine,
površino upravnih stavb, stroške dela, operativne stroške in starost ter spol župana.
Izhodne spremenljivke so običajno populacija starostnih skupin (za nadomeščanje
pravilnih pristojnosti občin kot so vrtci, osnovne, srednje šole in domovi za starejše
občane), dolžina cest, osvetlitev, kriminalni prestopki, vrsta občine in zbiranje odpadkov.
Rezultati pregleda literature kažejo, da ocene učinkovitosti nihajo glede na državo in vrsto
pristopa (DEA ali SFA). Povprečne ocene učinkovitosti so lahko od 50 % v grških občinah
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(Athanassopoulos and Triantis 1998) do 78 % v italijanskih občinah (Boetti et al. 2009) in
celo do 94 % v belgijskih občinah (De Borger and Kerstens 1996).
Rezultati ocenjevanja determinant učinkovitosti občin kažejo, da na učinkovitost občin
vplivajo številne socialno-ekonomske, politične, demografske in geografske determinante.
Kompleksno okolje za občine jih sili, da delujejo v institucionalnih in pravnih okoljih, ki se
razlikujejo od države do države. To je ena od ključnih razlag za ugotovljene nasprotujoče
si predznake vpliva enakih spremenljivk v študijah. Nekatere splošne ugotovitve iz študij
so sledeče:
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

transferji centralne uprave negativno vplivajo na učinkovitost občin (DeBorger et al.,
1994; De Borger & Kerstens, 1996; Athanassopoulos & Triantis, 1998; Balaguer-Coll
et al., 2002; Lokkainen & Susiluoto, 2004; Balaguer-Coll et al., 2007; Kalb, 2010;
Stastna & Gregor, 2010);
tipologija občin (turizem, trgovske dejavnosti) vpliva na učinkovitost občin (Gimenez
& Prior, 2007; Kalb, 2010);
zunanje izvajanje in vključenost zasebnega sektorja lahko naredi občine bolj učinkovite
(Loikkanen & Susiluoto, 2005; Loikkanen & Susiluoto, 2006; Mahabil, 2011);
izidi lokalnih volitev pozitivno vplivajo na učinkovitost občin (Stastna & Gregor, 2010;
Geys et al., 2010);
izobrazba in izkušnje župana pozitivno vplivajo na učinkovitost občin (Loikkanen et
al., 2011; Mahabil, 2011);
oddaljenost od centra/glavnega mesta regije/države na splošno negativno vpliva na
učinkovitost občin (Loikkanen & Susiluoto, 2005; Afonso & Fernandes, 2005;
Loikkanen & Susiluoto, 2006; Stastna & Gregor, 2010; Nieswand & Seiferd, 2011;
Loikkanen et al., 2011);
gostota prebivalstva na splošno pozitivno vpliva na učinkovitost občin (De Borger &
Kerstens, 1996; Loikkanen & Susiluoto, 2005; Loikkanen & Susiluoto, 2006; Kalb,
2010; Nieswand & Seiferd, 2011; Loikkanen et al., 2011);
stopnja brezposelnosti na splošno negativno vpliva na učinkovitost občin (Loikkanen &
Susiluoto, 2005; Loikkanen & Susiluoto, 2006; Geys et al., 2010; Loikkanen et al.,
2011);
občinski dolg je povezan z bolj učinkovitimi občinami (Worthington, 2000);
občinski primanjkljaj je povezan z manj učinkovitimi občinami (Balaguer-Coll et al.,
2007);
kratkoročna spremenljivka stroškovne neučinkovitosti je bolj izražena v majhnih
občinah (Gimenez & Prior, 2007);
večje občine so sposobne bolje nadzorovati spremenljive stroške (Gimenez & Prior,
2007);
občine sčasoma postajajo bolj učinkovite (Kalb, 2010).

Ta doktorska disertacija ocenjuje učinkovitost makedonskih občin z uporabo metod DEAVRS in SFA. Domnevamo, da etnična fragmentiranost vpliva na učinkovitost makedonskih
občin in zato testiramo naslednje hipoteze.
H1. Makedonske občine so povprečno relativno neučinkovite pri zagotavljanju
storitev državljanom.
H2. Etnična fragmentiranost prispeva k neučinkovitosti decentraliziranega
zagotavljanja storitev v Makedoniji.
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Naš prispevek k literaturi je, da kolikor nam je znano, prvič predstavljamo etnične
značilnosti občin v literaturi o ocenjevanju uspešnosti občin s SFA in DEA metodami. Prav
tako je to prvič, da se pri državi kandidatki za vstop v EU ocenjuje splošna občinska
učinkovitost z uporabo metod učinkovite meje. Doktorska disertacija prispeva tudi k
razpravi o decentralizaciji v Makedoniji in k razpravi o političnih problemih, povezanih s
socialno-ekonomskim in političnim razvojem Makedonije po OOS.
Izbira vhodnih informacij za oceno učinkovitosti po metodi DEA-VRS v tej doktorski
disertaciji temelji na načelu, da so trenutni izdatki približek za vložene vire občin, da bi
zagotovile kakovostne storitve svojim prebivalcem. Ne upoštevamo kapitalskih izdatkov.
Prav tako ne upoštevamo transferjev centralne uprave občinam, saj občine nimajo
pristojnosti za odločanje o teh transferjih in poleg tega želimo oceniti občinsko
dodeljevanje lastnih sredstev za občinske storitve in ne tistega s strani centralne uprave.
Prav tako ne upoštevamo donacij in samofinanciranja, saj ne predstavljajo občinskih
odločitev o porabi, ampak prispevke donatorjev in državljanov za občinske storitve.
Podatki o izboljševanju blaginje, kot jo dojemajo državljani, niso bili na voljo, zato bomo
za oceno DEA-VRS in SFA izmerili samo učinek in ne rezultata. Uporabili pa smo
podatkovno bazo Programa Združenih narodov za razvoj iz leta 2008 na vzorcu občin in te
podatke uporabili za ocenjevanje učinka decentralizacije v etnično fragmentiranih občinah
v Makedoniji.
Izbira učinkov temelji na minimalnih storitvah, ki bi jih morale zagotoviti občine v skladu
s pravnim okvirom njihovih pristojnosti. Naša ocena temelji na analizi 74 opazovanih od
skupno 84 občin v Makedoniji. Občine, ki sestavljajo glavno mesto Skopje (10 od vseh),
niso upoštevane iz razlogov konsistentnosti, saj delujejo po ločenem zakonu o mestu
Skopje. Za učinke smo uporabili prebivalstvo v starostnih skupinah: 0–4; 5–19; 20–64; nad
65. Kot učinke smo uporabili tudi dolžino cest. Želimo dobiti ustrezne približke za
naslednje pristojnosti občin: vrtci (starostna skupina 0–4); primarno in sekundarno
izobraževanje (starostna skupina 5–19); administrativne storitve za državljane
(administrativne službe za pultom, izdajanje odločb itn.) in kultura (knjižnice, muzeji,
glasba in umetnost itn.) za starostno skupino 20–64; domovi za starejše občane (starostna
skupina nad 65). Vključeno je tudi splošno vzdrževanje in zimsko vzdrževanje cest ter
prevoz.
Naš model izbire podatkov je bil tudi posledica dostopnosti podatkov. Nadaljnje raziskave
bi se morale navsezadnje lotiti tudi problemov, povezanih s fiskalno odvisnostjo lokalnih
uprav od centralne uprave, tipologijo občin (turizem, proizvodnja tekstila in kmetijstvo),
vključenostjo zasebnega sektorja in oddaljenostjo od glavnega mesta Skopje.

Rezultati DEA-VRS potrjujejo našo hipotezo H1 o relativno nizki učinkovitosti
makedonskih občin pri 0,596, kar je primerljivo z ugotovitvami o grških občinah (50 %).
Od 74 opazovanih občin jih je 26 (35 %) popolnoma učinkovitih. Ugotovili smo tudi, da
obstaja ekonomija obsega, saj lahko vidimo, da imajo občine z manj kot 5.000 prebivalci
učinkovitost (0,502), ki je nižja od nacionalne povprečne srednje učinkovitosti (0,596).
Najvišja učinkovitost je bila ugotovljena v občinah s populacijo med 5.000 in 10.000
(0,831 povprečnih točk učinkovitosti). Število najbolj učinkovitih občin znotraj ustreznega
velikostnega razreda je najvišje za občine s populacijo med 5.000 in 15.000 (50 % je
učinkovitih). Število učinkovitih občin znotraj velikostnega razreda se zmanjšuje za občine
s populacijo, višjo od 15.000. Ocenjene neučinkovitosti so v razponu okrog 40 % z metodo
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DEA-VRS, tj. makedonske občine lahko vložene vire zmanjšajo za 40 % za doseganje
enake stopnje izhodnih javnih storitev.
Poleg tega smo pokazali, da makedonske občine izčrpavajo rastoče ekonomije obsega s
populacijo do 10.000. Občine z manj kot 5.000 prebivalcev imajo čiste tehnične
neučinkovitosti, a tudi strukturne neučinkovitosti. Občine s populacijo od 5.000 do 10.000
prebivalcev nimajo SN in imajo samo ČTN. Občine s populacijo nad 10.000 prebivalcev
imajo padajoče ekonomije obsega. Njihov SN se povečuje v povezavi z njihovo rastočo
populacijo. Velike občine v Makedoniji (s populacijo nad 10.000 prebivalcev) kažejo
padajoče donose obsega, verjetno ker proizvajajo širši obseg bolj kompleksnih storitev,
medtem ko majhne občine kažejo rastoče donose obsega, verjetno zaradi vpliva fiksnih
stroškov na trenutne izdatke (recimo splošna uprava). Enake ugotovitve navajajo Boetti et
al. (2009) za italijanske občine in Balaguer (2002; 2007) za španske občine. Po
Prud'homme (1995) ekonomije obsega in zunanji stroški strnjenih naselij običajno
povzročajo večjo učinkovitost večjih občin, majhne občine pa so manj učinkovite zaradi
fiskalne ranljivosti ali odsotnosti zadostnih izkušenj med lokalnim osebjem. Drugi razlog
je lahko tudi to, da imajo velike občine primerjalno več usposobljenih zaposlenih, boljše
sisteme nadzora upravljanja (finančne, računovodske ali zunanje) in verjetno bolj
učinkovito izvajanje operativnih stroškov. Majhne uprave so lahko tudi ujetniki lokalnih
interesnih skupin (Bardhan et al., 2000) ali dovzetne za moralna tveganja, če so odvisne od
transferjev centralne uprave (Rodden, 2003). Po drugi strani boljši nadzor volitev, tipičen
na lokalni ravni, zmanjšuje spodbude za vršilce dolžnosti za iskanje donosov (Seabright,
1996) in umetna konkurenca disciplinira lokalne predstavnike, da ne razmetavajo z viri,
zaradi česar so manjše občine učinkovite. Vendar še enkrat poudarjamo pomembnost
značilnosti podatkov za našo oceno. S Tukey-Whiskerjevim kvantilnim diagramom DEAVRS učinkovitosti ugotovimo odstopanja in ugotovimo, da razlika mediana – povprečje
ilustrira večje neravnotežje med občinami.
Za drugo stopnjo ocenjevanja po DEA-VRS za iskanje determinant učinkovitosti ali
njihovo odsotnost smo uporabili Kernelovo neparametrično metodo, da bi kompenzirali
verjetno korelacijo med točkami učinkovitosti in pojasnjevalnimi spremenljivkami.
Kernelova neparametrična metoda je bila izbrana, saj metoda najmanjših kvadratov v tem
primeru ne vodi do konsistentnih rezultatov.
Kernelova ocena kaže negativen učinek etnične fragmentiranosti na točke
učinkovitosti DEA in potrjuje našo hipotezo H2. Vidimo lahko, da višja kot je
fragmentiranost (uravnoteženo število etničnih skupin: Makedonci, Albanci in drugi) v
Makedoniji, manj učinkovita bo občina. Možna razlaga za negativni trend je lahko, da v
primeru obstoja večetničnega ravnotežja med etničnimi skupinami v eni občini, politična
moč postane bolj uravnotežena, etnične skupine barantajo za igre z ničelno vsoto in
podaljšujejo proces odločanja, ki bi prinesel spremembe v smeri bolj učinkovitega
delovanja občin. Mehanizme, kako etnična fragmentiranost učinkuje na dostavo javnih
storitev, lahko raziskujemo preko heterogenosti preferenc, interesnih skupin in literature o
družbenem kapitalu. Raziskava o tem, natančno kateri mehanizem vpliva na učinkovitost
pri dostavi javnih storitev v makedonskih občinah, je izven obsega te doktorske disertacije.

Lastni dohodki na osebo so rahlo negativno sorazmerni z točkami učinkovitosti DEA.
Negativni odnos med deležem trenutnih izdatkov, pokritih z lokalnimi davki, in
učinkovitostjo po DEA-VRS je v skladu s predvidevanji, ki jih zagotavljajo modeli volilne
odgovornosti, na katerih temelji teorija druge generacije o fiskalnem federalizmu. Skladno
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s tem okvirom prisotnost asimetričnih informacij med volivci (principali) in politiki
(agenti) lahko vidimo kot glavni razlog, zaradi katerega je delovanje uprave neučinkovito.
Naša ugotovitev o negativnem učinku na učinkovitost občin iz lastnih dohodkov na
prebivalca je videti upravičena, saj bodo občine, ki so visoko sposobne za pridobivanje
dohodkov, imele manjši nadzor nad proračunom in bodo manj motivirane za njegovo
učinkovito upravljanje.
Kar je treba še raziskati in česar ta doktorska disertacija ne obravnava, je, vprašanje kako
sestava občinskih dohodkov (na primer subvencije centralne uprave) učinkuje na
učinkovitost makedonskih občin, saj ni pomembna le velikost skupnih dohodkov občine,
ampak tudi sestava teh dohodkov. Treba je biti previden, saj lahko več fiskalne avtonomije
(manj subvencij centralne uprave) poveča volilno odgovornost in tako vodi do hudih
omejitev proračuna in morebiti do bolj učinkovitih občin. Negativna soodnosnost med
subvencijami centralne uprave in občinsko učinkovitostjo se nanaša na »efekt muholovke«
za razlago te povezave. Davkoplačevalci ne morejo poznati dejanskega bistva omejitev
proračuna lokalne uprave, če je stopnja fiskalnega neravnotežja velika; z drugimi
besedami, državljani težje prepoznajo raven subvencij kot določijo stopnjo davkov. Visoko
razmerje fiskalne odvisnosti občin od centralne uprave lahko prav tako ustvari moralno
tveganje, fiskalne iluzije in pričakovanja lokalnih politikov, da bodo dobili finančne
injekcije, in to se torej konča z mehkim omejevanjem proračuna. To je treba še dodatno
raziskati v prihodnosti, saj je zunaj obsega te doktorske disertacije.
Po naših ugotovitvah velja, da večje kot je prebivalstvo na km2 (spremenljivka gostote),
več izdatkov je potrebnih. To potrjuje dejstvo, da je gostota prebivalstva negativno
soodvisna od učinkovitosti, in kaže, da je pomemben del opaženih neučinkovitosti morda
posledica strukturnih neučinkovitosti. Namreč, medtem ko so bolj poseljene občine
tehnično bolj učinkovite (bliže meji), se njihove neučinkovitosti zvišujejo zaradi
strukturnih učinkovitosti, kot smo že razpravljali. V literaturi obstajajo ugotovitve, da ne
samo, da gostota prebivalstva negativno vpliva na učinkovitost občin, ampak nima ne
pomembnega in ne pozitivnega učinka na občinsko učinkovitost. To jasno kliče po dodatni
študiji o makedonskih občinah, da bi ugotovili učinek gostote na njihovo učinkovitost.
Ocenili smo tako Cobb-Douglas SFA stroškovno funkcijo kot tudi translog funkcijsko
obliko. V primeru uporabe translog funkcijske oblike imajo dobljene ocene parametrov
predznake ki so bili neskladni z ekonomsko teorijo, zato smo kot ustrezno sprejeli CobbDouglas funkcijsko obliko. Prav tako smo testirali deterministično proti stohastični meji s
testom verjetnostnega razmerja in sprejeli stohastično mejo kot preferenčni model pri 5 %
stopnji značilnosti.
Povprečna SFA stroškovna učinkovitost je ocenjena na 57,9 % z metodo SFA. Iz tega
sledi, da lahko makedonske občine dosežejo enake rezultate s povprečno 40 % (DEAVRS) do 42 % (SFA) zmanjšanjem trenutnih stroškov. Distribucija točk je videti
koncentrirana okrog sredine pri SFA, saj je mediana točk relativno blizu točkovne sredine.
Po SFA metodi rezultati kažejo, da se stroškovna učinkovitost povečuje v občinah z manj
kot 5.000 prebivalci (58,5%) do populacije od 10.000 do 15.000 prebivalci (72,0%), torej
do trenutka, ko je rastoča stroškovna učinkovitost izčrpana. V občinah s populacijo od
10.000 do 15.000 prebivalcev do najgosteje poseljenih občin SFA ocene stroškovne
neučinkovitosti padajo. Naše ugotovitve po DEA-VRS in SFA metodi podpirajo sklep o
prisotnosti ekonomij obsega in podobno ocenjujejo interval, ko je izčrpana strukturna
učinkovitost. Po točkah DEA-VRS smo namreč ugotovili, da se rastoča strukturna
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učinkovitost izčrpa pri razredu števila prebivalstva med 5.000 in 10.000, medtem ko se po
SFA rastoča strukturna učinkovitost izčrpa v razredu števila prebivalstva med 10.000 in
15.000. Zato lahko pričakujemo, da se strukturna učinkovitost v makedonskih občinah
pojavlja s povprečnim številom prebivalstva 10.000.
Za ocene SFA so pomembne spremenljivke, ki predstavljajo populacijo med leti 0 in 4,
torej vrtčevsko populacijo. Populacija med 5 in 19 leti (tj. osnovne in srednje šole)
pomembno vplivajo na občinske finance, vendar negativno. To je razumljivo, saj so
osnovne in srednje šole v Makedoniji v celoti financirane s strani centralne uprave. To
ugotovitev je mogoče razložiti tako, da več kot je šolarjev v tej starosti (večja potreba po
šolah), manj odhodkov bodo imele občine, saj bodo trenutni lastni odhodki dodeljeni
drugim prioritetam, plačevanje šol pa bo prepuščeno centralni upravi s skladi. Starejša
populacija (starejši od 65) niso pomembni, in sicer zato, ker sta v Makedoniji samo dva
domova za starejše občane, ki ju je treba financirati (eden v Skopju in eden v Bitoli), ter ju
prav tako kot šole financira centralna uprava. Večja dolžina cest pomeni več zahtev po
odhodkih za občine in ta spremenljivka je značilna pri pojasnjevanju stroškovne
učinkovitosti.
Rezultati SFA ocenjevanja Cobb-Douglasove stroškovne funkcije kažejo, da etnična
fragmentiranost, lastni davčni prihodki na osebo in gostota prebivalstva negativno
vplivajo na občinsko učinkovitost. Rezultati SFA so skladni z rezultati DEA-VRS.
Naša umetna spremenljivka, ki meri enako pripadnost župana s pripadnostjo koalicije v
centralni vladi, kaže pomemben pozitivni vpliv na občinsko učinkovitost. Naša
ugotovitev je v nasprotju z ugotovitvami okvira politične družine o negativnem odnosu
med porabo občine in strankami, ki pripadajo centralni vladi. V primeru Makedonije to ni
presenetljivo, saj enaka politična pripadnost župana in centralne vlade lahko pomeni večjo
učinkovitost občin zaradi močne politične tekmovalnosti v Makedoniji. To je tudi
posledica šibkega procesa prenosa pristojnosti in odvisnosti številnih odločitev o lokalnih
pristojnostih od centralne uprave (decentralizacija je bolj dekoncentracija kot prenos
pristojnosti). V Makedoniji je običajno, da župani, ki so člani drugih političnih strank, kot
so tiste v centralni vladi, ustvarjajo zastoje pri projektih v določeni občini, in sicer zaradi
sovražnega vpliva centralne vlade na lokalne zadeve. Naše ugotovitve potrjujejo, da lahko
pride do pozitivnega vpliva na občinsko učinkovitost enostavno zato, ker župan iste
politične pripadnosti kot centralna vlada doseže kooperativne rešitve namesto bojev v igrah
z ničelno vsoto. Naše ugotovitve podpirajo tudi vidik, da v Makedoniji manjka ideologija v
političnih strankah. Politične stranke se poimenujejo samo zato, da se razlikujejo od
drugih, medtem ko ime ni znak političnega programa ali pripadnosti krilu. So stranke, ki
»poberejo vse« in medtem ko jim manjka ideologija, gojijo ideologije o dogmi članstva v
zvezi NATO in EU (Vankovska, 2007). V takšnem okolju lahko pokroviteljstvo centralne
vlade nad lokalno z enakim političnim prepričanjem, kot mu pripada župan, jamči podporo
in realizacijo lokalnih projektov. To nima ničesar opraviti z obnašanjem v predstavniški
demokraciji; bitka za volilno podporo bo stranke pripeljala do tega, da odražajo preference
povprečnega volivca (Sole Olle, 2006). Zato politika na lokalni ravni v Makedoniji ni
odsev preferenc povprečnega volivca, ampak bolj tistih centralne vlade.
Te ugotovitve empirično podpirajo tveganje v Makedoniji, da politiki nadaljujejo s prakso
političnega pokroviteljstva in skrenejo od učinkovitosti pri uveljavljanju OOS (na primer
sorazmerno zastopanje in neučinkovito zaposlovanje) in mednarodna skupnost, ki je
podprla OOS, ne pomaga z več viri za drage preferenčne politike OOS. Makedonija je
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ogrožena tudi zaradi večje socialno-ekonomske razslojenosti in etnične fragmentiranosti.
To se prenaša na volilno telo in lahko političnim agentom oteži obljube o zagotavljanju
javnih storitev velikim delom volivcev. Makedonski volivci (vseh narodnosti) lahko
verjamejo samo obljubam kandidatom njihove lastne etnične ali verske skupine; te obljube
so zaradi tega nujno ozke in večinoma ciljajo na člane posamične etnične skupine.
Kombinacija relativno mladih demokratičnih procesov in družbene heterogenosti na
razčlenjenih stopnjah lahko zato ustvari pogoje, da so lokalni politiki posebno
klientelistični, kot pravijo Brosio (2000) in Galeotti et al. (2000). Končno pokažemo tudi,
da je politična fragmentiranost, tako kot etnična fragmentiranost, zelo pomembna in se
kaže kot etnično politizirana makedonska družba. Narodnost je politizirana, ko se politične
koalicije organizirajo po etničnih smernicah ali kadar je dostop do političnih ali
ekonomskih prednosti odvisen od narodnosti, kot je to primer v Makedoniji.
Za Makedonijo se lahko način, na katerega deluje medvladni fiskalni sistem, pokaže kot
ključen za nacionalno kohezijo. Proces decentralizacije po OOS je zvišal zahteve lokalne
uprave po lokalnem političnem in etničnem nadzoru ter bolj kreativni lokalni avtonomiji.
A nezadostna fiskalna podlaga in fiskalni prepad na občinski ravni lahko pospešita
naraščajoče napetosti. Etnična fragmentiranost še bolj zapleta realnost v občinah, zlasti z
zahtevami po uveljavljanju dragih preferencialnih politik ustave po OOS (na primer višji
stroški izobraževanja, stroški prevajanja zaradi uporabe različnih jezikov in stroški
varovanja v šolah).
Z decentralizacijo in etnično fragmentiranostjo lahko Makedonija konča z regionalnimi
skupinami, ki jih manj zanima javno dobro na nacionalni ravni. Z drugimi besedami,
politizirane etnične skupine, oblikovane na lokalni ravni, morda ne bodo v položaju, da bi
sprožile zanimanje za zasledovanje skupnega interesa na nacionalni ravni. Ta praksa
spodbuja strah v Makedoncih, da se bodo občine, v katerih prevladujejo Albanci, nekoč
združile v takšni ali drugačni obliki, kar bi pripeljalo do federalizacije države – izenačene z
odcepitvijo in kolapsom države (IDSCS Skopje, 2006). Te besede morajo pozorno
upoštevati oblikovalci politike v Makedonije, glede na to, da lahko politizirane etnične
skupine na lokalni in regionalni ravni povzročijo izgubo zagona za skupne interese nacije.
Poleg tega ekonomske, tehnološke in politične spremembe v globalnem merilu povzročajo
omejitve pri pristojnostih nacionalnih vlad, hkrati pa krepijo ekonomski in politični pomen
lokalnih vlad in procesa decentralizacije (Leo, 2006). Občine so danes postale osrednji
predmet študij o fiskalnem federalizmu. Zaradi tega je ta raziskava o občinski
učinkovitosti, ki vključuje etnično fragmentiranost v Makedoniji, politično pomembna za
centralno upravo in bi jo bilo treba pozorno upoštevati pri oblikovanju nacionalne politike
v Makedoniji.
Ko je omejena kredibilnost političnih tekmecev, lahko klientelizem gledamo kot naravni
rezultat politične tekmovalnosti (Keefer, 2002). Program Združenih narodov za razvoj
(2009a) na primer ugotavlja, da ima med občinami v Makedoniji 57 % malo ali nobenega
zaupanja v lokalne politike in enak odstotek ne zaupa niti politikom na centralni ravni. Od
sodelujočih jih 76 % verjame, da so politiki na lokalni ravni pokvarjeni (zlorabljanje javnih
sredstev in položajev). V takšnem okolju v Makedoniji političnim obljubam verjamejo le
»klienti«. To ima jasne posledice za javno politiko: večje kot je število klientov, večja je
osredotočenost porabe centralne uprave na postavke, povezane s specifičnimi političnimi
klienti (občine z župani enakega političnega prepričanja, kot je empirično podprto v tej
doktorski disertaciji) in nazadnje manj denarja se porabi na učinkovite projekte med
občinami v Makedoniji, ne glede na politično pripadnost, zato ima v našem primeru, kjer
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imajo politiki manj kredibilnosti, klientelizem pozitivne rezultate na občinsko učinkovitost
samo, ker namesto da bi zadržali prihodke zase, so pokrovitelji/centralna uprava zavezani
prenesti sadove svojega položaja klientom/občinam z županom enakega političnega
prepričanja (Keefer, 2002).
V takšnem okolju politiki poskušajo pridobiti lojalnost volivca s partikularističnimi,
individualno prikrojenimi dobrinami in storitvami namesto s splošnimi javnimi politikami
in zakonodajo. Brosio (2000) pravi, da je ta drugačna taktika transakcije med klientom in
pokroviteljem vir ideoloških, političnih, etničnih ali celo verskih zvez med pokrovitelji in
klienti. Te politične vezi se lahko uporabijo za zunanje financiranje med centralno in
lokalno upravo in se tako odrazijo kot povečan diskrecijski proračun. Kot je empirično
podprto, se lahko politične in klientelistične zveze med centralno upravo in občinami v
Makedoniji in pomemben vpliv etnične fragmentiranosti odrazijo kot v povečevanju
diskrecijskih proračunov na občinski ravni.
Opazili smo tudi nekaj zanimivih trendov, ko smo merili zadovoljstvo državljanov, tj.
izhodne spremenljivke. Nezadovoljstvo z občinskimi spremembami je na splošno relativno
višje, če je občina etnično fragmentirana in ljudje pogosteje poročajo, da so jim zavrnili
storitve zaradi njihove narodnosti. Po drugi strani ni pomembne soodvisnosti med etnično
fragmentacijo in napredovanjem v karieri, dostopu do stanovanj in dostopu do
izobraževalnih institucij. To je zelo pozitiven kazalec uspeha integracijskega procesa v
državi kot celoti.
V povezavi s stopnjo zaupanja je etnična fragmentacija povezana z zaupanjem v lokalne
medije in zaupanjem v verske institucije, vendar pa ni pomembno povezana z zaupanjem v
vlado niti z zaupanjem v vladne institucije, vključno s šolami, uradi županov in policijo.
Bolj kot je občina etnično fragmentirana, več ljudi v tistih občinah hodi v trgovine in
restavracije in/ali posluje s tistimi, katerih lastniki so osebe druge narodnosti, in več jih bo
poslalo svoje otroke v šole, kjer je večinska druga etnična skupina. To lahko kaže, da imajo
ljudje v etnično bolj homogenih občinah drugačno dojemanje etnične kohezije kot ljudje,
ki živijo v etnično fragmentiranih občinah. Prebivalci v bolj homogenih občinah morda ne
vedo dovolj o drugih etničnih skupinah, zato so običajno bolj ksenofobični in njihova
dojemanja temeljijo na stereotipih. Medtem ko se prebivalci v heterogenih občinah mešajo,
poslujejo in imajo več prijateljev iz drugih etničnih skupin v nasprotju z dojemanjem ljudi
v bolj homogenih občinah.
Še eno zanimivo dojemanje je, da ima župan pomembno več moči za poslabšanje etničnih
odnosov, bolj kot je občina etnično fragmentirana. Ni pomembne soodvisnosti med etnično
fragmentiranostjo in dojemanjem, da imajo mediji, politiki (centralni in lokalni) in
izobraževalni sistem pomembno moč/sposobnost, s katero bi lahko poslabšali etnične
odnose v etnično fragmentiranih občinah. To je pomembna ugotovitev glede na politični
del decentralizacije: volivci morajo »videti«, da je župan bliže njim kot politikom na
centralni ravni in tako bolj vpliven v lokalni politiki.
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